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ABSTRACT 

Syphilis caused unprecedented terror as it rapidly spread through Western Europe 

at the onset of the sixteenth century. In France, a flourish of literary production 

specifically about syphih's provides an important record of various reactions to what 

constituted the first known experience of deadly disease, sexually transmitted. This 

dissertation examines three types of literary representations of syphilis in texts dating 

firom 1500-1550, by authors as familiar as Rabelais and Jean LeMaire de Beiges, in 

addition to many that remain anonymous. With a foundation of anthropological theories 

of sickness as danger and pollution, psychoanalytic theory is employed to elucidate the 

thought processes that led to the pervasive blaming and scapegoating of women, the most 

common social reaction to syphilis seen in this literature. Organization of texts on the 

same subject into separate units was achieved by considering the tone with which they 

deal with syphilis. Chapter One presents and analyses Le Triomphe de Treshaulte et 

Puissante Dame Verolle, the only known Renaissance compilation of texts about syphilis. 

Reliance on allegory and myth to explain the origins and causes of syphilis make this text 

a prime example of socially sanctioned literary reaction to the disease, clearly the most 

poUte discourse found to date. Chapter Two examines the comucopian representations of 

syphilis found in Rabelais. As a monk, physician and writer, Rabelais had a um'que and 

varied perspective on the disease. His text imitates, reverses or mocks most common 

reactions to syphilis while advancing the important message of 'temperance in all things' 

that forms and informs his works. Twelve popular poems, mostly anonymous, are 
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presented in Chapter Three. Analysis of vivid, realistic descriptions of loss associated 

with syphilis and a discourse of warning whose foundation rests on the denigration of 

women demonstrate that these texts were both cathartic and didactic. A compilation and 

translation of the works discussed in chapters one and three appear as special appendices, 

so that these cultural artifacts may be considered in future studies of social reaction to 

deadly, sexually transmitted disease in Renaissance France. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

Syphilis is a disease that caused terror around the world for more than five 

centuries. When it first appeared in Europe in the late fifteenth century, the unbearable 

physical and emotional suffering it caused was considered equal to if not worse than that 

experienced in times of plague and other deadly epidemics. Even though mortality rates 

fi'om syphilis were lower than those caused by many other diseases at the time, the first 

deadly venereal disease to appear in Europe left innumerable and indeUble marks on the 

pages of medicine, history and literature. The only other illness which may have 

provoked as great a textual response was the plague, a point that leading scholars on 

syphilis continue to debate; some believe that "[t]he quantity of medical literature on 

[syphilis] is second only to that on the plague,"' while another contends "[syphilis] was 

the disease that caused the most and the blackest ink to flow."^ In either event, that 

syphilis motivated such enormous written response indeed places it on equal footing with 

the plague, which took millions of lives. The surviving textual record provides vivid 

testimony to the importance of syphilis as a phenomenon influencing culture, beliefs and 

behavior during the Renaissance and throughout the following eras. The writing would 

subside only when a cure was finally found in the 20th century. Arsenic was used for a 

time until penicillin was discovered to effectively eradicate the syphilis treponema. 

Over the last twenty years, scholars have begun to take note of the significance of 

this disease in a variety of arenas: medical anthropology, historical epidemiology, 
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ethnomedicine, and psychohistory, to mention a few.^ However, while period medical 

and historical literature have been invaluable in providing a glimpse at early beliefs, 

attitudes and practices surrounding syphilis, little attention has been given to this venereal 

disease as it is represented in literature. The Renaissance, and particularly the period from 

1500 to 1550, produced a variety of 'syphilis' texts of creative inspiration, some of which 

are by well-known, canonized authors. The majority, however, are anonymous. Due to 

the content of these anonymous works, as well as the obscurity of the books, manuscripts 

and poetry collections in which they are found, many have been reprinted rarely if ever 

since the 16th century. Through these works which serve as a sort of window looking 

onto a specific and unique medical, cultural and literary moment of the Renaissance, a 

clear image may be obtained of attitudes and social reactions to syphilis, the first known 

occurrence in France of a deadly, sexually transmitted disease. 

This thesis has thus been shaped by two distinctly different but equally important 

concerns. First, because many Renaissance texts on syphilis are both rare and on the 

verge of disappearing, due as much to the antiquity of the editions in which they are 

found as to their obscurity, I present and discuss a number of little-known Renaissance 

literary works on syphilis.'* The preservation of these texts is central to the study of 

historical social reaction to disease, for they provide a wealth of information about ways 

in which people fix)m diverse backgrounds, both erudite and less learned, gave voice to 

their perceptions and fears of syphilis outside the constraints of interpretations imposed 

by medical and religious communities. 
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The infonnatioii in these texts provides the foundation for the second, parallel 

goal of my project. In order to discern the subtle workings of social reaction to syphilis in 

the Renaissance, I analyze perceptions and explanations of the new disease as they 

appear in anonymous works on syphilis as well as in the complete works of the Doctor-

Monk Fran9ois Rabelais. Based on a foundation of anthropological theories of sickness as 

pollution and danger, I employ aspects of psychoanalytic theory to elucidate the 

processes leading to written social reaction to syphilis. Psychological concepts allow 

light to be shed on the various thought processes underlying reactions to deadly disease, 

identifying and clarifying reasons for the ways authors portrayed syphilis and its sources. 

The analyses demonstrate that the pervasive blaming of women found in nearly every 

work on syphilis considered here is most times the function of processes of reasoning 

whose objective is the survival and preservation of the dominant (male) group, and by 

extension, of society as a whole. Despite the diversity of the texts' social, economic and 

intellectual origins, all those studied share a common objective. They seek to warn their 

readers of the dangers of the new disease by associating it with women, thereby 

marginalizing them and discouraging contact between the sexes, while at the same time 

subtly encouraging collective modification of sexual behavior as a means of remaining 

healthy. As such, these Renaissance syphilis texts stand out both as the first written 

responses to syphilis, and as prime examples of classic, categorical social reaction to 

deadly disease. Even more importantly, they take their place in history as the first known 

written examples of what amounts to informal public instruction about *safe sex'. 
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Certainly, at a time when AIDS continues to ravage populations here and abroad. 

Renaissance reactions to syphilis may allow us to consider current responses to and fears 

of AIDS as informed and clarified by a long history of collective reasoning and response 

to the threat of deadly sexually transmitted disease. 

A. Context and Contagioii: Syphilis comes to life and language in Europe 

Syphilis arrived on the European continent at a time when sexual morals in most 

countries were lax. Prostitution was common and widespread, and in some places it was 

even regulated, sanctioned and supported by local or national authorities with the creation 

of guilds and public brothels. ̂  As for the Church, considered the moral authority for all 

of Christian Europe, reprimands for prostitution and lasciviousness were almost unheard 

of Pope Alexander VI (1431-1503) of the House of Borgia was in power in Rome at the 

time of syphilis's arrival. Partly due to the Pope's own behavior, the Church Prelature 

had obtained a reputation for moral laxness and sexual licentiousness.'' A testimony to 

their sexual habits. Church chronicles after 1496 tell that cardinals, bishops and 

archbishops alike sought treatment for the syphilis that ravaged them.^ Clearly, when 

those responsible for upholding a moral standard were the first to abuse it, their teachings 

could hardly be taken seriously— and in the case of sexuality, they obviously were not. 

Promiscuity and prostitution were widespread. People laughed and joked openly about 
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sex; poems, plays and sermons were devoted to sexual themes. Sex was a prevalent and 

accepted part of life. As such, the stage was set for the arrival of syphilis. The disease was 

about to encounter a population whose sexual behavior made it the perfect agent for 

widespread contagion. 

The terrible venereal disease known today as syphilis arrived on the European 

continent in or before 1494. The most widely accepted yet still debated explanation for 

European contagion is known as the Columbian theory.^ By this account Columbus's 

sailors, returning from the New World with the fruits of their explorations— including a 

number of New World inhabitants, members of various ethnic groups they had 

encountered— carried with them an invisible passenger to become known several hundred 

years later as the syphilis treponema. Early Spanish chronicles of the return of 

Columbus's fleet to Barcelona include candid descriptions of a horrible new sickness 

never before seen which was causing great suffering among sailors.' Syphilis had thus 

arrived on the European continent and would quickly be spread to all peoples and 

countries— France not least—, facilitated by a great convergence of Europeans that was 

about to take place in Italy. 

First, contagious crew members from Columbus's fleet and their human cargo 

proceeded to pass syphilis on to other Spaniards, some of whom later took up work as 

mercenary soldiers under Charles Vm, King of France.'" Others joined troops foiming 

under their own king Ferdinand, whose intention was to support Italy against the French. 

Embaridng on a journey to fight in the infamous Italian Campaigns, Spanish mercenary 
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soldiers then joined troops composed of French, Germans, Swiss and Italians already 

leading lives *of unrestrained debauchery;* a group of beggars and prostitutes reportedly 

followed in their advancing footsteps." Entering Naples unopposed on February 22, 

1495, the army's merry-making continued unchecked for two and a half months. Italian 

princes formerly supportive of the French presence in their cities then grew hostile. 

Disgusted by the disorder, debauchery and pillaging wrought by Charles Vm's soldiers, 

the Italians made plans to launch an offensive. The French ICing and his troops left the 

city immediately upon hearing of these preparations, but they did not leave empty 

handed. With them they carried many spoils of war, including the germ that causes 

syphilis. 

A few short months later at the battle of Fomovo, Italian doctors first relate seeing 

soldiers with symptoms of the disease.'̂  Inhabitants of Naples who had engaged in 

'commerce' with the army were falling sick as well. The new scourge, understood in very 

basic terms by Italians as a product of the presence of French troops in Naples, was 

labeled the Mai Franzoso ot Mai Francese (the French sickness). The French, believing 

the disease arose from unexplained conditions present in Naples, referred to it as the Mai 

de Naples (the Neapolitan sickness). Popular names for the illness were common as there 

was no existing medical nomenclature for it, just as there was no knowledge of how to 

cure it or relieve the terrible suffering of the sick. As it spread through Europe, the 

disease accumulated numerous, colorful names, often reflecting the believed geographical 

source of its origins. "[C]ertain [French] towns were particularly badly hit, to such an 
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extent that they lent their names to the pox: 'peste de Bordeaux', *mal de Niort', *mal du 

carrefour de Poitiers', 'gorre de Rouen'."" By 1497, the disease had reached epidemic 

proportions in most of Europe. 

France was particularly badly affected. As hundreds fell sick, many expressions 

were created to describe the new sickness and its horrors." In common parlance syphilis 

would quickly become known as la verole (var. la verolle) (mod.fi:. variole, smallpox), or 

la grosse verole, while the sick were referred to as verolez (var, verollez). This 

terminology reflects a linguistic response common in the Renaissance." It takes into 

account the appearance of pox-sores— which closely resembled those seen in cases of 

smallpox - but also adds a qualifier for emphasis, setting the term apart and giving it a 

definitive new meaning. La verole and la grosse verole very quickly became known as 

syphilis; smallpox was henceforth referred to as la petite verole. These 'new' terms for 

syphilis were in fact so well-known that they became unpopular; one sixteenth-century 

dictionary definition of la verole advises that "Out of politeness, one should avoid using 

this word.'"® Only in 1530, some 35 years after the arrival of the new disease, would the 

word syphilis, until then completely unrelated to sickness, first be used. When Girolamo 

Fracastoro published his famous allegorical poem entitled Syphilis sive morbus gallicus, 

we encounter for the first time a young shepherd named Syphilis who angers the gods and 

is pum'shed with a terrible affliction (the pox). For some time in France, v^ole remained 

the most common name for the sickness, although syphilis has survived and thrived 
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throughout the world in many languages as the common name for painM venereal 

disease. 

B. Response to Deadly Disease: Theories of Reaction 

Early names for the pox demonstrate a common initial social reaction to the 

appearance of a new deadly disease in a formerly unaffected population. Articulating 

groups identified the disease as foreign and geographically distanced finm their own 

cultures and fonner good health. Those contaminated thus appeared the unfortunate 

victims of a dangerous and mysterious ilbiess whose origins were far from home; no 

threat was perceived as emanating from one's own nation or city. Interestingly, in the 

early years of the malady while Italians blamed the French and vice versa, no connection 

was ever made between the New World, Spain and syphilis. When the Columbian or 

American theory was proposed in the third decade of the sixteenth century'̂ — some forty 

years after the arrival of the sickness in Europe—, great debates ensued and many other 

theories of syphilis's origins were brought to light, involving astrology, alchemy and a 

number of 'unnatural' behaviors, to name but a few. The Columbian theory remained at 

the forefront of the syphilis debate in the learned community of doctors and scholars; the 

same groups today continue to give credit to the theory based on extensive studies of 

historical chronicles, medical documents, descriptions and biographical accounts of 

contagion. 
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For lay people in the sixteenth century who were experiencing or witnessing the 

horrors of the new scourge, such debates— while interesting— were inaccessible and 

unhelpfiil. Lofty ideas about foreign lands or the stars did nothing to prevent or arrest the 

spread of the new afOiction. Rather, people found explanations fix)m within the social, 

historical, medical and religious contexts in which they lived and worked. Their reactions 

to and explanations for deadly disease stemmed finm a long history of experience with 

plague, leprosy and other epidemics known for their devastating effects on populations; 

sickness was nothing new to people living during the Renaissance. Deadly, contagious 

afflictions were a common part of life. Warfare, questionable hygiene standards, food 

shortages and poverty contributed to the creation of environments ripe for the spread of 

disease. In the absence of germ and contagion theories, and with no reh'able cures 

available for most afflictions, diseases flourished and spread unchecked. 

As a result of living conditions and due to familiar, long-standing trends in ways 

of reasoning about disease, the most common initial method of explaining ilbess ~ and 

syphilis presents no exception- was in relation to divine punishment. Falling ill was 

unfortunate, to be sure, but it also carried a connotation of sinfiUness. In the case of 

syphilis, lax moral standards and sexual licentiousness, sins normally condemned by the 

Church, were immediately deemed the illness' cause. The idea was nothing new, for since 

the advent of conununi^ living, "[t]he ideal order of society [has been] guarded by 

dangers which threaten transgressors".'̂  Societal use of what Douglas calls 'danger-

beliefs' have throughout history reinforced the notion that divine threats are imposed for 
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'lapses from righteousness.'̂ " Within this model, all members of a society follow a code 

of conduct derived from a close association of the laws of nature with morality. Nature, 

understood as directly controlled by divine power, is believed to sanction human 

behavior. Societies thus develop danger-beliefs which explain disease as well as many 

other types of disaster as caused by human (mis)behavior. This way of reasoning gives 

rise to the beliefs that particular diseases or other disasters are the result of particular sins; 

"this kind of disease is caused by adultery, that by incest; this meteorological disaster is 

the effect of political disloyalty, that the effect of impiety". '̂ Syphilis perfectly fit the bill; 

contracted while in the throes of passion, there was no question in the minds of 

Renaissance men and women which sin led to its appearance. 

Notions like this have been around as far back as the written record allows us to 

see. They may be detected primarily through texts which set out rules intended to govern 

society and maintain a state of wholeness and health among all members. One of the 

earliest written documents, the Old Testament book of Leviticus, sets forth rules of 

conduct and purity for all aspects of life, including specific commands with regard to 

sexual activity. These rules were to be observed by all in the interest of preserving the 

wholeness, cleanliness and holiness of individuals and by extension, of society. The 

implicit suggestion in such rules is that disobedience to them leads to brokenness, 

defilement, pollution, and unholiness, states of danger in the most general sense. 

Evidence of early belief in various forms of divine wrath for disobedience to holy 

law ~ especially with regard to sexuality— is apparent throughout the Bible and in many 
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Other historical texts. They demonstrate that the life/death dichotomy was often seen as 

closely related to the dichotomy of safe (unsiniul) sex vs. unsafe (sinful) sex. Such 

oppositions know no cultural or temporal boundaries, for danger-beliefs relying on the 

association of unsafe (sinful) sex and death appear all over the world, during all historical 

periods. Numerous myths and legends were designed to demonstrate the consequences of 

disobedience to laws of holiness, thereby reinforcing the law's importance. 

The French medieval period provides a particularly poignant example of 

this in a legend which suggests that a military massacre was caused by a king's sexual 

sin. The legend, little-known today but popular throughout the Middle Ages, is referred to 

as le peche de Charlemagne or Charlemagne's sin. It relates that the king concealed a sin 

so horrible that he could not confess it openly to a bishop or even admit it to himself 

According to one version, the sin was revealed only when the angel Gabriel came down 

during mass, leaving a parchment scroll explaim'ng Charlemagne's sin and steps to be 

taken to remedy it." The parchment contained information about the ICing's incestuous 

relationship with his sister Gisele.^ By this account, Charlemagne had forbidden 

relations with Gisele, which resulted in a rapid marriage between Gisele and Ganelon, 

staged to mask Charlemagne's sin, for Gisele was pregnant with Roland. Although 

Charlemagne repents for his sin, punishment for such an abomination would come when 

he least expected it. Years later, when he is traveling with his army and must decide 

whom to send on the risky mission to Saragossa to meet with Marsile, Charlemagne 

selects his brother-in-law Ganelon as ambassador. Angry about being sent on a dangerous 
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mission, and possibly incensed by suspected foul play related to Gisele and Roland, 

Ganelon rides off but does not accomplish his assigned du^. Charlemagne's army, 

unaware of the impending attack, is massacred; Roland is killed as he tries to sound a 

warning call on his hom. Although Ganelon is later pum'shed, the underlying suggestion 

remains that Charlemagne's horrible sin led to great punishment; his army is defeated 

and thousands die. Charlemagne is not killed, but must bear the burden of the 

consequences of his sin by suffering the death of his troops and his own son. In this way, 

the abominable sin of incest is shown to have far-reaching consequences for the society 

around him. Indeed in this legend, the army, symbolic of society, dies for Charlemagne's 

sexual sin. 

Legends like this one, containing lessons designed to uphold danger-beliefs, show 

the perceived relation between individual action and its collective result. When all are 

understood to be at nsk because of the actions of individuals, the motivation for enforcing 

and following behavior codes is very strong. Consequently, if you fell sick during the 

Renaissance, it was not only commonly believed that you had done something bad for 

which God was reprimanding you, the sinful party or parties were also seen as posing a 

distinct threat to the health and lives of the rest of society. Physical danger in the form of 

contagion was thus understood in a moral sense; sins made you sick, and one person's 

(lack oQ morality could affect the health of his/her group. Resulting reactions to sickness 

that involve fear and shunning of the perceived source of danger— often the sick 

individual— occur when members of a given community or society feel threatened by the 
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possibility of their own deaths from an illness in their midst. When all consider 

themselves equally at risk, a social phenomenon occurs in which there is an automatic 

leveling of differences. Girard ref^ to this occurrence as a 'process of 

undifferentiation.'̂ * Undifferentiation, the antithesis of individuality, is experienced by 

members of society as an uncomfortable and usually fear-ridden uniformity brought on 

by the unique fact that all have become equally susceptible to a given disease. 

Susceptibility to death is imposed, not chosen, and because of this, all forms of 

distinctiveness are destroyed; "[a]ll life, finally, is tumed into death, which is the supreme 

undifferentiation."" Such a state provokes extreme tension, anxiety, fear and suspicion 

among the living as the need for differentiation grows stronger. Members long for a 

retum to an ordered, structured society in which individuality is allowed and encouraged, 

rather than quelled by a fear of death. 

As was made apparent at the beginning of the contemporary AIDS crisis, the 

common, ever-repeated means of reestablishing societal order in times of plague consists 

first in the identification of a responsible party or group who will serve as scapegoat. 

Marginalization, which may then lead to the sacrifice of the guilty party or parties, 

inevitably follows. '̂ By blaming disastrous disease on some other, those leading the 

attack distinguish themselves from the other who is seen as posing a threat to the whole 

society, hi this way, one firagile element of difference is established— the difference 

between them and us—, and some semblance of psychological comfort is restored. When 

scapegoating is taken to extremes and a society purges itself of the perceived unclean 
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element, the threat of death is even more concretely erased in the minds of the 

persecutors. Eliminating the dangerous element allows the re-ordering of society to begin 

paving the way to a new-found, although false, sense of security. True security comes 

only when the feared sickness disappears for good, and scapegoating does nothing to 

concretely eradicate the bacteria that ravage populations. Still, the fear of contagion 

drives groups to horrible acts in hopes of avoiding sickness. 

C. Syphilis: Specific Reactioos to a UDique Disease 

As history demonstrates, when diseases rage unbridled, human interpretation and 

response are surprisingly uniform. However, while reactions have conformed to a general 

pattern, within each response may be found variation, according to several variables. 

Prevailing social conditions at a given time and place as well as the specificity of the 

disease in question tend to influence reactions to it, and in particular, the choice of a 

scapegoat. "Inevitably, the locus of blame is... tied to specific ideological, political, and 

social concerns. Blame is in effect a social construct, a reflection of the world views, 

social stereotypes, and political biases that prevail at a given time."" If a group was 

already negatively labeled in the eyes of society for a reason unrelated to health, the same 

group was a likely candidate for blame in the case of disease. During epidemics of 
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plague, the poor, foreigners, Jews and women were often chosen as scapegoats.^^ Already 

marginalized by class, race, religion or gender, diey made easy targets for blame. In the 

case of syphilis, several groups were initially suspected. As is shown by the first names 

for syphilis, foreign nations were the first scapegoats. This technique was momentarily 

satisfying, but short-lived. As the disease continued to spread, blaming became more 

localized. Pox-sufferers themselves were the first to be marginalized as fear of contagion 

was stronger than the desire to help the sick.^ However, there were soon so many 

sufferers, including members of the upper classes, that it was impossible to make them all 

disappear from 'healthy' society.^" As knowledge was diffused of the connection 

between sexual activity and sickness, all (male) eyes slowly turned to the fair sex. 

Prostitutes were considered especially dangerous, and their activities were discouraged. 

With time, fear of contagion led to more generalized scapegoating, and soon women firom 

all walks of life -and sexual contact with them— were deemed perilous. 

The unique characteristics of syphilis, including the fact that it takes several years 

to run its course, are the main reasons identification of a single group to scapegoat took 

several years to occur. Unlike plague and other epidemics which caused horrible pain and 

rapid death, symptoms of syphilis could ^pear and later cease, leaving the victim with 

the impression of renewed health. This is because the disease proceeds in three separate 

stages, each with different, progressively more painful symptoms. As a result, it took time 

for physicians and lay people to realize that all symptoms were related to the same 

disease. 
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The initial or primary stage of syphilis is characterized by the appearance of one 

highly contagious chancre, often on or near the genitalia. Some victims never get the 

initial chancre, but are still contagious. In addition, because it is relatively painless, many 

are never aware that they carry the infection and continue all activities normally. The 

promiscuous individual may thus infect every person with whom he or she has close 

physical contact. This symptom disappears after several days or weeks; the victim is still 

contagious at this point, but to a lesser degree. Signs of syphilis's secondary stage may 

appear at any time up to the second year of infection. Many realize for the first time that 

they are sick during this phase of infection. Symptoms include fever and malaise, lesions 

and lumps of all sizes appearing anywhere on the body, alopecia (hair loss), and swelling 

of the eyes and throat. It is impossible to hide one's syphilitic status at this stage, for there 

is no way to mask the numerous sores. However, these manifestations of syphilis, like the 

initial chancre, eventually disappear without treatment. Having survived the painful 

secondary stage, many were thrilled to see their symptoms dissipate. It was easy to 

believe oneself healed with the onset of the latent stage, which is characterized by a 

period of no visible symptoms. Like the secondary stage, the latent stage may last several 

years, again allowing contagion in the absence of external symptoms. Unbeknownst to 

Renaissance sufferers, the worst was yet to come. During the final, most painful tertiary 

stage, damage to skin, bones and visceral organs is often accompanied by generalized 

damage to the heart or central nervous system. Although the patient is not infectious at 
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this stage, the symptoms are so painM that most are bedridden. Only at this point, several 

years after the initial period of infection, can syphilis cause death. 

However, the fact that women were chosen as scapegoats had more to do with the 

sexual nature of the disease than with its symptoms." hi addition, with very few -if any-

- exceptions, literary production about syphilis was the exclusive work of men. Already 

defined as greatly inferior to men in physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual reahns, 

women were considered by philosophers and physicians alike to be sexually depraved. 

The close association between women and sex made the connection between syphilis and 

women seem obvious. As a result, women are portrayed as the source of both sexual 

desire and syphiUs in nearly every literary syphilis text from the period. This categorical 

scapegoating was only worsened by the fact that painful syphilis could not be healed; 

anger, frustration and fear in the face of torturous symptoms and even more torturous 

charlatan 'cures' heightened the need to blame some other. At the same time, however, 

warnings appear along with explicit suggestions directed toward men, of ways in which 

to steer clear of the new disease. While the message rings out that women carry syphilis -

- men beware!—, a more subtle encouragement to modify one's sexual behavior 

demonstrates that the notion of individual responsibility in sexual matters was slowly 

coming to light. Thus, while elements of classic social reaction to deadly disease are 

present in responses to syphilis, with this disease an important shift takes place as well. 

Moving from the notion of disease as divine punishment for sin toward the concept of 

individual responsibility as a means of avoiding sickness, social reactions to syphilis seen 
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in the texts discussed here set the stage for scientific discoveries that would forever 

modify the ways occidental societies dealt with epidemic disease, and in particular those 

which are sexually transmitted. 

D. Presentation of Chapters 

For the purpose of this study, the organization of texts on the same subject into 

separate units was best achieved by considering the tone with which they deal with 

syphilis. The chapters are presented in an order that reflects the increasing openness and 

realism with which syphih's and its causes are discussed. Moving firom the most abstract 

means of writing about the disease to the most blatantly explicit, parallel changes in form, 

style and language are shown to occur as well. In this manner it is made clear that while 

the era produced syphih's texts fix)m many different sources and class settings, the 

scapegoating of women, which occurs in both subtle and explicit terms, remained 

constant, knowing no class or style boundaries. The common scapegoat as well as the 

pervasive discourse of prevention and preservation ties together all works discussed. 

Chapter One is devoted to the only known Renaissance compilation of texts about 

syphilis: Le Triumphe de treshaulte et puissante Dame Verolle, Royne du Puy d'Amours, 

Composed of three poetic works, accompanied by prologues and epilogues, this text 

stands out as the best known example of socially sanctioned literary discourse on syphilis 
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fix)m the periodlSOO-1550. Published at a time when mere mention of the disease in 

polite circles was discouraged, it stands out as a unique and bold attempt to make an 

unpleasant and fearful theme both palatable and humorous to educated readers. Use of 

mythological figures such as Cupid, Venus and Jupiter in the allegorical mode created a 

familiar frame of reference. Although the individual works are not signed, the style, form 

and quality of writing make clear that the compilation was intended for learned eyes. The 

first part of the chapter is devoted to presenting and describing the individual texts of the 

compilation, including discussion of possible authors and the various woodcuts which 

accompany a majority of texts. Emphasis is placed on the final work in the collection, 

because of its formal features suggesting it was intended for theatrical performance— one 

aspect of this rare work that makes it um'que among all other syphilis texts. The second 

section provides a literary analysis of the prologues and first two poems in the 

compilation. I demonstrate that by drawing on the strong symbolic association between 

water and the feminine, two categories commonly linked in psychoanalytic theory, the 

authors of the texts symbolically transfomi both women and water. Initially portrayed as 

beautiful and maternal, women and water become symbolic representations of sources of 

agony and death firom syphilis. Scapegoating is clearly taking place in these works, but 

by portraying a value inversion in the attributes of women and water, fi-om good to bad, 

firom vital to lethal, the authors participate in creating a subtle discourse of prevention 

whose aim was to help others avoid syphilis. By negating the positive qualities of women 
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and water, and by discussing the disastrous results of contact with them, the authors also 

discourage sexual activity. 

Chapter Two focuses on references to and representations of syphilis in the worics 

of FranQois Rabelais. The five allegories that comprise his collected woiics contain the 

most varied, complex and ambiguous portrayals of syphih's of all works from the same 

period. Reflecting language use from both popular and formal registers, Rabelais's 

syphilis discourse constitutes a unique middle ground, located between the relative 

formality of Le Triumphe and the extreme bawdiness of many popular poems. Due to the 

fact that literary studies of Rabelais have tended to consider his representations of 

syphilis as a minor detail, my goal in this chapter is to make a careful account of the 

insistent occurences and functions of syphilis in the five books. The reason for this is to 

demonstrate that syphilis was not only important to Rabelais, but that the way it is 

represented suggests that it stood as a strong and ever-present motivation behind the 

creation of his works. The first part of the chapter is devoted to pertinent biographical 

information, insofar as Rabelais's personal history suggests that syphilis was a factor 

influencing his professional decisions. Next, an analysis of the way in which syphilis 

appears in the prologues to his various works demonstrates the importance of the new 

disease and Rabelais's professed interest in healing syphilitics. Finally, I consider several 

modes of representing syphilis in Rabelais's worics, in order to explain the varying 

functions and roles he gives to the disease. First, occurences of syphilis terminology as an 

element of general criticism are analysed within the scope of what Mikhail Bakhtin called 
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camivalesque "lowering of high cultuie." In these passages, Rabelais critiques the ideas, 

morals and hypocrisy of those responsible for the creation of'authoritarian' reasoning 

about syphilis, which included the notion of syphilis as divine punishment. Next, the 

representations of syphilis that portray women as the source of the disease are discussed. 

I demonstrate that by ^propriating the then-cunent notion of women as scapegoats for 

syphilis, Rabelais plays on the familiar tendency to blame women for the disease while at 

the same time pointing a finger at males' excessive sexual appetites as responsible for 

contagion. In this manner, Rabelais subtly exposes male projection onto women of fear 

and anxiety about sexuality and disease by suggesting that women's lust alone is not 

responsible for syphilis. A message of temperance, moderation and responsibility for 

one's sexual behavior are promoted as effective means of remaining healthy. 

The third and final chapter deals with popular poetry. The term "popular" here 

refers to the register and tone used to present information about syphilis. The twelve 

poems in question treat syphiUs openly and realistically, making explicit reference to 

painful symptoms as well as to the maimer in which the disease was contracted. Use of 

slang and vulgar terminology is common, and serves to set these works apart from those 

discussed in the preceding chapters. The rarity and obsurity of these works also 

contributes to my decision to place them in a separate category of literary 'syphih's' 

works that may have been read aloud at taverns or other festive gatherings. The first part 

of the chapter is devoted to discussing the publication history, formal features, and 

contents of each poem. Although most of the works are anonymous and found in different 
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poetry collections and manuscripts, they closely follow current poetic conventions of the 

time and demonstrate a surprising unity of theme and expression. The second part of the 

chapter provides an analysis of the poems. The recurring references to various forms of 

loss caused by syphilis, generally followed by inflammatory, accusatory remarks about 

women, are of particular interest here. I first demonstrate that testimonies of physical 

trauma suffered by the narrating personae of the poems— whose voices may or may not 

be in all cases the voices of their authors- are manifestations of what is commonly 

known in psychoanalytic theory as the castration complex. As such, writing served a 

cathartic purpose for writers who were thus able to externalize their pain and anger in the 

face of devastating loss of health, wealth and social status. Following this discussion, a 

final passage is devoted to analysis of the systematic blaming of women which 

accompanies testimonies of loss. The relationship between rage and stereotyping is 

shown to be a result of castration anxiety, leading to the portrayal of women as monstrous 

beings who are ultimately reduced to their sexual anatomy. Speaking of their pain and 

directing their rage toward women often led authors to conclude with warnings to their 

fellow men. Abstinence is never suggested; rather, advice focuses on being attentive to 

the health of one's partners. In light of the descriptions of pain and loss from syphilis that 

precede this message, the warnings are particularly effective. They consitute the clearest 

and most concrete words of advice for disease prevention of all texts considered here. 

Two appendices constitute the final part of this dissertation. In the interest of 

making available for future study the texts considered here- texts which exist for the 
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most part in editions that are difBcult to obtain and unreliably edited, I provide a 

transcription and translation of Le Triumphe and of the poems discussed in chapter three. 

The texts are accompanied where necessary by notes to clarify meaning, and by textual 

variants. 
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CHAPTER n: THE TRIUMPH OF LADY SYPHILIS 

A. PART ONE: The Pox and Sanctioned Social Discourse 

Discussion in this chapter will be devoted to the only known compilation of 

literary works about syphilis. Le Triumphe de haulte etpuissante dame Verolle (The 

Triumph of High and Mighty Lady Syphilis)^ has been deemed one of the most rare 

works produced in Renaissance France.^ Containing two prologues, two poems, a text 

comprised of a series of monologues in verse, and an epilogue, this work's originality 

stems as much from its presentation as a book as from the nature of 'syphilis texts' found 

within it. For instance, the works in question have the consistent characteristic of 

presenting syphilis allegorically, either as the result of miscalculations by the gods, or as 

embodied by an Amazon-like female leader of a nation aptly called Le Puy d'amours (the 

Society of Love). References to mythology and word play suggesting a link to literary 

societies are important components of an exaggeratedly noble and learned style. This in 

turns points to an implied reader who has received some instruction and would find 

humorous the pompous character of certain passages. In addition, direct references to 

actual causes and sources of syphilis are quite rare. The texts of the Triumph are indeed 

the least outwardly baudy and most subtle of ail those considered in the present study. 

For these reasons, in addition to the fact that the texts were originally packaged in a 

charming leather-bound volume, once again pointing to a sector of the population that 
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was both literate and, we assume, financially secure (at least secure enough to purchase 

books for pleasure reading), the Triumph will be considered here as representative of 

what was undoubtedly judged the most acceptable and least blatant or offensive literary 

discourse on the new disease. 

This is not to say, however, that the texts are completely unsuggestive or void of 

the sexual iimuendo absolutely necessary in a discussion aiming to promote avoidance of 

syphilis. Warnings and explanations do appear, albeit rarely, and with greater subtlety 

than seen in other texts.^ In addition, the woodcuts accompanying the final text greatly 

enhance the reader's experience by providing visual stimulation to accompany the 

suggestive discourse of the text. The bandaged, pox-covered soldiers who parade through 

its pages show beyond any doubt what awaits those who live promiscuously. In fact the 

epilogue clearly states that the goal of the text is to show the reader the ravages caused by 

syphilis so that he may avoid the experience of the sickness altogether. 

In the following pages, I first discuss the various editions of the Triumph. Because 

this work is rare and relatively unkown, I next present a brief description of the formal 

features of each of its components, including the two prologues and the epilogue, which 

seek to justify the importance of the book. A simmiary of contents is provided after each 

presentation of formal features. Special consideration is given to the text which gave the 

Triumph its name, due to the fact that the TDV* is the only known Renaissance syphilis 

text thought to have been written to be performed before an audience. A discussion of the 

genre of this text precedes the presentation of formal features and contents. A brief 
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description of the woodcuts accompanying the original text is included as well. This 

section is followed by a literary analysis of the two poems in the Triumph attributed to 

Jean LeMaire de Beiges. In these pages I demonstrate that through the use of water 

imagery, LeMaire contributes to new popular beliefs about contagion by associating 

water, syphilis and sexuality, all of which are portrayed as essentially female attributes. 

This analysis will show that the processes of blaming and scapegoating apparent in the 

texts, while different in approach, are virtually the same in function and in subject as 

those found in popular syphilis literature. Finally, in the interest of preserving the 

Triumph for future study and consideration by students and scholars in all disciplines, a 

transcription and translation of these texts included in the first edition of the Triumph 

appears as a special appendix at the end of this dissertation. 

B. A History of the Text 

1.16th Century Editions 

Two editions oiLe Triumphe appeared in the sixteentch century. The first, 

entitled Le triumphe de tres-haulte et puissante Dame Verolle, Royne du Puyd'Amour, 

nouvellement compose par I'inventeurdes menus plaisirs honnestes. MJ). XXXDC. On les 

vend a Lyon, chez Frangoys Juste, devant Nostre-Dame-de-Confort is a little in-octavo, 

containing 40 pages. 42 different woodcuts appear in this version, making it just as much 

an artistic woric as a literary one. Anatole de Montaiglon knew of two surviving copies of 
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Biblioth^ue Nationale in Paris. 

The second edition appeared in Paris one year later, published by Alain Lotrian. 

Its title, Le Triomphe de tres-haulte et puissante Dame Verolle, Royne du Puy d'Amours, 

nouvellement compose par I 'Inventeur des menus plaisirs honnestes. Avec le Pourpoint 

fermant a boutons, 1540. On les vend a Paris, en la rue Neufve Notre-Dame, a I'enseigne 

de I 'Escu de France, par Alain Lotrian, reflects the edition of another text devoted to 

syphilis. This version, considered a contrefagon by Montaiglon, adds Le Pourpoint 

fermant a boutons apparently at the expense of woodcuts; only five of the original 42 

appear here.^ The little in-octavo is bound in red leather. Gold daisies frame the front 

cover, innocently unsuggestive of the book's contents. 

2. Recent editions 

Since its original printings, Le Triomphe was republished twice by Anatole de 

Montaiglon. The 1539 Lyon edition is reproduced without its woodcuts in vol. 4 of his 

Recueil de poesies Jrangoises des XVe et XVIe siecles (Paris, 1855), and in 1874 

Montaiglon again published the text, but this time as a separate work including a fac

simile reproduction of the original woodcuts by Adam Pilinski. This version combines 

the texts from the 1539 Lyon edition and le Pourpoint fermant a boutons from the 1540 

Paris edition by Lton Willem. The later edition also includes Montaiglon's research notes 
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and a glossary. Only 500 copies of this work were produced in 1874. Today it is 

considered a rare and firagile woric, often housed in the special collections of libraries. 

Montaiglon's complete edition of the Triumphe has been used for the present study. This 

edition contains an extremely limited number of typographical variations, most of which 

were made with the intention of correcting typesetter's errors in the original edition. The 

scope of the present study is currently limited to those texts which appeared in the 

original 1S39 printing. 

C. Exemplary Form and Style: Formal Features and Descriptions of the Texts 

Le Triumphe de treshaulte et puissante dame Verolle is the umbrella title of the 

only known compilation of texts about syphilis although it is also the specific title of one 

of final texts in the work. The contents of the 1539 edition include a dedicatory preface to 

the text of the TDr which is placed at the opening of the work, many pages away from 

the text to which it refers, and a preface to the poems, both of which are accompanied by 

woodcuts. The main works in the book are two poems, the second of which is 

accompanied by five woodcuts, the TDV, its 34 woodcuts, and a short epilogue to the 

reader. 
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1. Preface I 

A woodcut accompanies the first preface, showing a bespectacled scholar sitting 

at a desk holding what appears to be a feathered quirt or fiagellum in one hand, a long-

eared, bell-covered jester's cap hanging over one shoulder as he consults a large book or 

manuscript. The image was designed to represent the author of the Nef des Fous, but was 

frequently copied and used in other works, as is the case here/ The book opens with a 

dedicatory preface addressed to a mysterious Gilles Meleanc by an equally mysterious 

Martin Dorchesino. Neither of these names stand out as known Renaissance writers or 

editors; Montaiglon suspected they were both invented names, possibly concealing an 

anagram or another obscure meaning.' The text, which occupies three and a half pages in 

the original, contains 92 lines. This preface serves as a sort of epistolary explanation of 

and justification for the TDV. Despite its placement at the beginning of the work it 

curiously makes no mention of the poems which precede the TDV. 

The preface begins by recalling the ancient Roman custom of the triumphal 

procession, in which victorious military leaders paraded through the city streets with 

great pomp and circumstance upon returning fix)m war with enemy spoils. After 

describing several such processions and dropping weighty names such as Pompey, Caesar 

and Cleopatra, the author notes with insistance that none of the ancients' triumphal 

marches could equal that of the mighty Syphilis, for she has indeed already triumphed 

throughout the world. Little is known about this new ruler, however. The author thus 
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in which the mighty^ Syphilis pays homage to her gods Cupid and Venus. Hence, he 

requested of a soldier fiiend (who happened to be in the ranks that follow the triumphal 

chariot) to explain her triumphal procession based on his personal experience. Then, 

Dorchesino says he had the whole thing painted to send to his friend Meleanc so that he, 

too might appreciate the novelty of it. 

2. Preface II 

The second preface is separated fiom the first by the repetition of the title: Le 

Triumphe de treshaulte etpuissante Dame Verolle, Royne du Puy d'Amours, and by a 

woodcut depicting a scribe in scholarly attire writing on a large manuscript. The text 

occupies ahnost four pages and consists of 104 lines. It contains no dedication and is by 

another author, perhaps the inventor of the TDF, as is suggested by the interlocutory 

comment directed at Dorchesino, the supposed author of the first preface: "La raillerie a 

ton advis Dorchesino n'en est-elle belle et pleyne de solas?"' This preface is obviously 

intended to function as a sales pitch for the work that follows it. 

The s^le and tone of this preface are light and almost comic. The author begins 

with a maxim which tells that for the sick, comfort is found in having sick companions. 

He goes on to relate a brief history of SyphiUs, tracing the ferocity^ of its symptoms fiom 

the beginning of the epidemic in Europe to the time he was writing, presumably around 
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1538. By his account, sufferers' numerous requests for divine intervention resulted in a 

useful ointment and a lessening in the virulence of symptoms, but the virus remained as 

'payment' for the sin of unbridled passion. Luckily, he points out, there are so many 

syphilitics that they have no problem gathering for laughter and merriment, the best 

medicine available. A passing reference to Alcofribas Nasier's 'very precious syphilitcs' 

is this author's way of citing Rabelais as the source of his idea.'° He continues by 

explaining that the reason for his painting and publication of the TDFis so that syphilitics 

may see the one who conquered them, and see themselves as well. He guarantees that the 

work will bring enjoyment to those who have already suffered the Empress's heat. 

Finally, the author muses about explanations of syphilis's origins. He cites 

numerous theories involving different countries before arriving at a mythological 

explanation: some believe syphilis was bom in the infernal Acheron and was sent to earth 

by the Furies to afflict humans. These final comments lead to a brief introduction of the 

two poems about the birth of syphilis, attributed here to "maistre Jan le Maire de Beiges". 

3. The Stories of Cupid and Death 

3.1 Authorship 

Although Jean le Maire de Beiges has generally been credited with the authorship 

of the two poems found in the Triumphe, some question remains about the validity of this 

assumption. In 1526, the Parisian editor Gaillot du Pre published Les trois contes intitulez 
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de Cupido etd'Atropos, the latest in date of Le Maire's publications." The book's notice 

reads: "dont le premier flit invent^ par Seraphin poSte Italien et traduit par Jean le Maire. 

Le second et tiers sont T invention de maistre Jean le Maire, et ha este cest oeuvre fondee 

a fin de retirer les gens de foUes amours." According to Munn, however, only one of the 

three stones in this edition may be attributed with a degree of certainty to Le Maire: 

Lemaire's part in the [1526] volume consists in the first and second of the 
three Contes de Cupido. Of these two, the first is presented as a 
translation, but, as Picot observed in his remarks on the volume, no such 
poem is known among the works of the Itah'an poet, Serafino Aquilano. 
The third Conte is believed not to be the work of Lemaire, chiefly because 
the last line contains a liietorical signature not used by him: "Coeur a bon 
droit.'"' 

Furthermore, a shadow is cast on the attribution to Le Maire of all three contes if we 

consider that he lost his job as royal historian when Louis Xn died in 1515, an event 

which led him first to poverty, and shortly thereafter to insanity.'̂  Based on this 

information, it is unlikely Le Maire would have published a book of poems over a decade 

later. Yet, because the tone of the poems is in keeping with a respectable or even noble 

setting, and because Jean Molinet— famous chronicler and author of a poem about 

syphilis entitled Ballade de la maladie de Naples— was Le Maire's uncle and tutor, and 

may have encouraged him to compose works to explain the origins of syphilis, we do not 

rule out the possibility of his authorship of the two poems found in the Triumph. As such 

they are the only two elements of the work which are not anonymous, although the 

attribution is questionable. 
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A single woodcut precedes the first poem. It depicts a regal woman wearing a 

crown and holding a scepter, seated on a throne in a sumptuous room. She is facing a 

door that has been opened by her maid. The maid is standing in the doorway speaking 

with a gentleman who appears to be holding a cane in his right hand. Could he be a 

syphilitic asking for aid? The Lady in the woodcut is periiaps meant to represent Venus, 

as the first poem takes place at her castle. In the absence of explanation in the text, 

however, we may only guess at the intended interpretation of the woodcut. 

3.2 The First poem 

The poem contains 402 lines and is written in the first person. It consists first of 

the narration of events following an inadvertant exchange of bows and arrows made 

between Cupid and Atropos after a night of drinking. When Cupid retumed home to his 

mother Venus's castle, still drunk, he was unaware he had picked up Atropos's bow, and 

that Atropos had his. Unfortunately, Volupte cut herself on one of the arrows and nearly 

died. Venus awoke in time to ask the gods to save her, which they did, promptly. Then 

she found Death's bow and arrows and had them thrown out into the moat of her castle, 

causing its waters to be poisoned. 

Having understood what had taken place between her son Cupid and Atropos, 

Venus symbolically bam'shes Cupid by having him carried out into the courtyard of the 

castle, still in a drunken sleep. A great noise was heard then, and Venus saw Death 
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approaching her castle with a hoard of people. The doors were locked and the drawbridge 

raised, and Venus and her nymphs busied themselves primping for the arrival of those 

they mistakenly thought would be their guests. They were convinced that the people 

coming with Atropos were young lovers. Great were their suprise and chagrin when they 

saw that Death was in fact driving along a hoard of old, gray-haired men, each of whom 

was canying a dead young man on his back. These were the men killed by Cupid's 

unwitting use of Death's bow. In turn, Atropos with Cupid's bow had made the old men 

fall in love. 

The terrifying noises made by the old men woke Cupid. Feeling the effects of his 

drunkenness and confused about his surroundmgs, he realized something was amiss when 

he couldn't find his bow. But Venus appeared to scold him, and in doing so informed him 

of the disastrous results of his drunken carousings. After hearing what had taken place, 

Cupid vowed to remedy the situation. When he asked for Death's bow, however, Venus 

informed him that it had been thrown in the moat. Meanwhile, Death became impatient. 

She began to taunt Venus, reminding her of the deadly results of the exchange of bows, 

namely that the natural order of things had been reversed. Young men were being killed 

in the place of their elders, while old men were made to feel amorous. This, she asserted, 

was all the work of Cupid. So, she contended, Venus and her ladies would have to 

welcome the old men to their castle. And if even one dared refuse, Atropos promised to 

have Cupid kill her with one of the poisonous arrows. 
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Venus and her ladies were saddened and terrified. But Cupid had heard Death's 

speech and went up into one of the castle's towers to have a word with her. He insulted 

old Atropos, and insisted that she give back his bow, unless she desired to be killed by 

her own weapon. But Death was not afiaid of Cupid in the least, for she knew herself to 

have eternal life. Taunting Cupid she suggested rather that they exchange names. It would 

be only fair, since they owned each other's bows and arrows. The idea particularly 

appealed to Death since she was so despised; with Love's identity she would be loved by 

all. 

The day was ahnost over at this point, and the narrator tells us that he doesn't 

know for sure how the situation was resolved. The second part of the poem begins here, 

as the narrator tells what he heard about the effects of the poisoned waters in Venus's 

moat. Because the water was so pestilent, Venus had a great quantity of flowers (taken 

fi-om the Lovers' garden) and honey placed in the moats. As a result, the water became 

clear again. This was a terrible thing however, for even though it was pretty and clear, the 

water had not been cleansed of its virulence. When young, thirsty lovers came out of the 

fields to drink fiom Venus's moat and quench their appetites for 'the water of love,' they 

were actually consuming a dose of death. When the water's venom began to take effect, it 

made great pustules grow on those who had partaken of it. Other dreadful symptoms then 

followed, causing great pain. No cure was found, and no one knew what to call this new 

sickness. Each country had a different name for it. 
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In any case, the terrible new aihnent was the result of Love's drunkenness, but no 

matter whether the Queen or Saint Job were asked for help, no relief was ever found. In 

conclusion, the narrator reiterates the importance of the exchange of Atropos and Cupid's 

bows. After a time people wished to die so much that they indeed called Death their 

Love, knowing that Love was the cause of their pain and death. Thus, Venus's name and 

reputation had been wounded and stained, and virtue and chastity regained lost popularity 

— not because of a particular love for them per se, but due to the fear of pain caused by 

the new sickness. 

3.3 The Second Poem 

A single woodcut appears after a line denoting the beginning of the second poem. 

A skeleton representing Death, and a young bare-chested man suggesting Cupid are 

seated at a table drinking. Their bows and arrows lie on the ground beside Cupid. A 

weary waiter carries a large pitcher and another glass toward the table. This is clearly the 

situation that led to the disastrous exchange of bows and arrows described in the first 

poem. It will be recalled in the text that follows it. 

The second poem contains 352 lines and is divided into 5 sections. The first 

section serves as an introduction by the narrator. The four following divisions contain 

conversations between characters, related in direct speech. This piece follows the first 

poem temporally as it recounts a divine trial requested by Venus in an attempt to restore 
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order amid the chaos caused by Cupid and Atropos' exchange of bows and arrows. The 

narrator begins by recalling the effects of this exchange, namely that old men were made 

to fall in love when they should have been dying, while young folks were dropping like 

flies. Moreover, because of the polluted water in Venus' river, caused by the presence of 

death's bow, many were stricken with syphilis. At her wits' end, Venus went up into the 

sky to speak with Jupiter. 

The section beginning Fenus a Jupiter bears a woodcut depicting Venus on her 

knees, speaking to Jupiter. They are surrounded by clouds. The text relates how Venus 

goes to Jupiter for help. She explains the fatal results of the exchange of bows and arrows 

made by her son and Atropos and requests that Jupiter act in her favor to remedy the 

situation. So Jupiter sends Mercury to find Atropos and summon her to the city of Tours 

in order to answer Venus' accusations. The trial was to take place on September 1st, 

1520. Venus invited the Graces, Karites, Volupte and otherwise, fair people to be present 

and judge the affair. Atropos brought Megaera and the Furies who stayed in somber, 

shadowy rooms. A great tent was set up for the trial. Mercury heralded the beginning of 

proceedings with his trumpet, and Volupte offered to be the first to speak. 

A woodcut opens the text, showing a beautiful Volupte speaking with horrible 

Megaera who has snakes for hair and a strange, long tail. Death, represented as a skeleton 

with a quiver strapped to her back and a bow in one hand stands behind Megaera. As the 

text begins, Volupte directs her comments and insults at Megaera, who is representing 

Atropos at the trial. Her case is built on the notion that Cupid's bow and arrows were 
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unfairly taken &om him. Volupte argues that as a minor, Cupid has less responsibility for 

the exchange than does Atropos. The deal was unfair, she continues, because Atropos got 

a bow of much higher value than did Cupid. In addition, Cupid would never have agreed 

to the bargain if Atropos hadn't intentionally pushed him to drink. For these reasons and 

others which she abstains from mentioning, Volupte requests that Love's bow be returned 

to him. 

A woodcut similar to the preceding one is used here. Megaera is shown speaking 

to Volupte; she faces Megaera but her body is turned away. Megaera recounts that she is 

insulted Volupte's speech and responds in kind, first refuting the argument that Cupid 

was drunk and unable to make a decision. The way he amused himself with Death's bow 

shows that the deal suited him perfectly. Megaera also offers to produce ten thousand 

witnesses to testify that Death's bow is just as powerful and valuable as Cupid's. 

Furthermore, she states, since Venus had Atropos' bow thrown in her moat, it is ruined; 

she certainly will not agree to return Cupid's bow under these circumstances. Atropos 

thinks each should keep what they have. 

The two continue to argue so much that the noise disturbs Jupiter and the other 

gods. He calls Mercury and gives him two new bows, one containing the powers of death 

and the other the powers of love. Mercury descends on the tent at Tours and calls for 

silence. At this point a woodcut depicts Mercury in a winged hat handing a bow and 

arrows to Volupte. The text continues as Mercury first calls Volupte and gives her a bow 

to replace the one Cupid lost to death. She is to take it to Venus who initially requested 



the trial, and explain that its powers are the same as those of the first bow. In the same 

way Mercury speaks to Megaera, giving her a bow fiill of the powers of death. He warns 

her, however, that if Atropos continues to shoot Cupid's arrows, the effects will not be 

desirable; girls are not interested in falling in love with old men. As for the deadly bow 

Venus threw in a river, nothing can be done. Water must run its course. It should serve as 

a warning to lovers, however, to avoid swimming in suspicious waters in the dark. 

The narrator concludes his story here, telling that Mercury flew to the skies. 

Thanks to his hostess, Hebe, who told him of the preceding events, he was able to relate 

them here. He points out that if there are inaccuracies, or if anyone is offended, Hebe is 

responsible. If anyone blames him, he'll show that his heart is in the right place. 

4. The Triumph: A Work to be Performed 

This text sets out to identify and present the various groups marching in a 

military-style procession led by the queen of the Society of Love, Lady Syphilis. All the 

elements of a true army are present, from the fife-player and drummers to soldiers lined 

up according to rank. However, many members of this procession, such as the suitors and 

pox-greasers could be found nowhere but among Lady Syphilis's troops. Still others are 

allegorical creations based on their association with the disease, such as Gout, the Diet 

and of course Cupid, Voluptuousness and Venus, bi this manner. Lady Syphilis shows 

the growing number of subjects under her reign while at the same time presenting 
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allegorical figures who represent the causes and effects of the illness, her weapon and 

claim to fame. 

As the first prologue suggests, the idea for Has TDVmay be based on an ancient 

practice. By this account, a triumph was a military procession led by a victorious captain 

as he retumed to his home city with enemy spoils. This form of pageantry was no longer 

common in the Renaissance,'̂  although other types of public processions destined to 

display the strength of political and military leaders did exist, such as the entree royale}  ̂

However, the 7Z>r was neither a military parade nor a royal procession, but rather an 

allegorical imitation of these forms of pageantry whose goal was to bring the importance 

of the new sickness to light. The presence of woodcuts depicting each group in the 

procession, in addition to the declamatory form of the texts that accompany them suggest 

that the TP r was written to be performed before an audience as a theater production. 

That the woodcuts and text could easily have been reproduced is of central importance 

and will be discussed at more length later. Because we possess two editions of the work, 

it is certain that reproduction took place, probably more than once. Less certain is the 

exact nature of the performance intended for, and given to the work. 

Montaiglon firmly believed that although the text had survived with no record of 

actual performances, the TDTwas not strictly of a literary nature. He surmised that it 

took the form of a montre or cortege, a mascarade or parade performance.'" Emile Picot, 

one of the best-informed authorities on the subject, spoke of the TDF'as a montre as well, 

explaining that this particular dramatic genre was particularly popular in Lyon during the 
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16th century.'̂  Moreover, the text itself lends credence to Montaiglon and Picot's 

designation of genre. In the monologue preceding that of Lady Syphilis we read; 'Tour 

conclusion de la monstre..." suggesting that the author also thought of the piece as 

belonging to this genre. While the term montre was associtated with various types of 

dramatic processions ~ players dressed in costumes and parading on foot or on floats, 

speaking their lines or exhibiting them on posters— it was also used consistently to 

designate that part of a theatrical production generally performed on the eve of the 

presentation of a mystery play. The montre or montree usually consisted of a sumptuous 

cavalcade in which costumed actors paraded through the streets accompanied by 

instruments in order to incite the city's inhabitants to come to the play the next day.*' 

Clearly the nature and contents of the TDK suggest that it would not have been suitable as 

a preview to a mystery play. Rather, it recalls the montre joyeuse, a less formal 

procession not necessarily announcing another performance, and which is akin to the 

monologue joyeux and the tableau vivant. 

Our text is indeed composed of a succession of monologues, some of which 

resemble the humorous monologues popular in medieval and Renaissance French theater. 

The main characteristics of this genre include a ridiculous character who naively - or with 

feigned naivete ~ unveils his vices and faults.'̂  Some members of Lady Syphilis' 

procession indeed speak of their pains and problems, and they do so with an implied 

knowledge, often hinted at in their speech, of the provenance of their discomfort. The 

monologues in the TDKare didactic in nature. Often witty, these speeches tend to be 
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brutally honest, making the speakers' jokes and sarcasm far from merely jocular. The 

number and variation of monologues contained in the work definitely imply that iSa&TDV 

indeed belongs to processional forms of theater, in particular the tableaux vivants, which 

focused on specific moments of a performance at predetermined locations. Wooden 

scaffolds were set up at various places throughout the town before the performance of a 

tableau vivant. All actors would process in parade fashion and stop at these scaffolds in 

order to allow one or several members of the procession to act out a scene or deliver a 

monologue.^" The effectiveness of this method for the Triumph seems quite clear, in light 

of the clear divisions in its text as well as the arrangement of speakers in specific 

categories and ranks. References to marching and processionals within the text also 

confirm the processional nature of the work. 

Another indication that the work may have been performed in this way has to do 

with the advent of the printing press. The power to reproduce texts quickly and 

effeciently explains the new popularity of printed tracts or placards accompanying 

Renaissance theatrical performances. Thus, the meaning and importance of the various 

speaking groups in the TDF* could have just as well been explained in writing as in 

speech.'' Indeed, poster-sized panels with descriptions and text in verse often 

accompanied tableaux vivants.^ Just as frequently, the text performed at each station was 

printed and handed out to the audience, simultaneously transforming the dramatic 

experience into a literary one, and making the message extended during the performance 

available to a wider audience. It is possible that passages finm the TDVwere printed and 
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distributed in some fashion to the audience, as was the case with certain other processions 

discussed by Picot in Le Monologue dramatique.^ Those who were able to read and 

contemplate the images offered in the woodcuts would thus have been able to 

complement and reinforce their experience of a dramatic performance in the form of a 

montre, thus learning in two ways of the dangers of syphilis. 

The final argument for considering Obis TDV as a montre or tableau vivant is that 

a common theme of such performances is the glorification of the sovereign leader in a 

conquered or dependant city. In such processions, all elements are intended to accentuate 

the leader's strength and importance as the central power and judge of the social body.^" 

The TDV proposes an allegorical leader in Lady Syphilis, and all members of her 

procession make reference to her or to her kingdom, the Society of Love - i.e., universal 

humanity. The text clearly seeks to bring the pandemic potential of the current syphilis 

problem to the forefront of the minds of its audience by ironically calling Lady Syphilis 

the sovereign leader, and treating her with all the pomp and ceremony reserved for kings 

and princes. 

Thus, the TP^has features of what was known as a montre, a tableau vivant, and 

is cast in the form of an entree royale" It reflects tendencies popular and common in a 

number of different genres of Renaissance theater, drawing from a variety of influences 

and practices. 
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4.1 Authorship 

The Triumph of the high and mighty Lady Syphilis, Queen of the Society of Love 

remains anonymous. Though attempts have been made to attribute it either to Rabelais or 

even Jean Le Maire de Beiges, the identity of its author remains a mystery This is not 

surprising, however, as a number of works on syphilis were never signed. 

4.2 Formal Features 

The text consists of a series of 33 monologues spoken by the different members of 

the syphilitic cortege, and a short epilogue to the reader. The first monologue consists of 

fifteen decasyllabic verses, punctuated by four-syllable verses after the tenth and 

fifteenth lines. The following monologues, with the exception of those by the Lord, Lady 

Syphilis and the Baggage contain eight octosyllabic verses arranged ABABBABA, with a 

variety of rhyme-schemes. The three other monologues contain ten, eight and ten lines 

respectively, written in decasyllabic verse. The monologues in dizains are arranged 

ABABBCCDCD, while Lady Syphilis's monologue is arranged ABABBCBC. Again, 

rhymes vary. Each member of the procession is represented in a woodcut that 

accompanies the corresponding monologue. The versification and strophic struture 

present no unusual features for their period and style. 
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4.3 Two Elements of the Work: Text and Woodcuts 

The procession begins with the Herald who calls out to young lovers and 

syphilitics currently undergoing treatment; he wants them to see the procession. This 

character is depicted on a donkey, wearing a Fool's cap, a hooded cape with ears— le 

capuchon de Fou, according to Montaiglon- which is a sort of uniform for the members 

of this procession.^^ His head is turned to the rear, while his finger points forward, 

suggesting he is guiding the group. 

The Lord of Greenery comes next, who states that without him youth won't last. 

He makes a pun on the word 'verd' which can refer both to the youth of which he speaks 

and to the verdigris needed by overzealous lovers who now belong to the Society of 

Love. The Lord is shown riding a donkey, dressed in a suit of leaves and a hood with 

ears. He is turned to face the reader. 

Misfortune is pulling the Pox of Rouen, and promises to give this special brand of 

pox as a gift to those who fool around too much. He says this as a warning so that lovers 

can keep themselves from such pain. Riding a horse. Misfortune carries a whip and also 

wears the characteristic hood with ears. He looks sheepishly behind him at the woman in 

the chariot pulled by his horse. 

The Pox of Rouen speaks of her fame and power obtained at the Society of Love. 

She sits in a chariot alone under a draped shelter, wearing a dress and scarf. There is a 

severe look in her eyes, and one hand is raised as if to gesture to Misfortune to move 

more quickly. 
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The Fife-player and two Drummers tell how they caught syphilis. One got it 

playing the drum too much, and the other fiom urinating against a wall. They're dressed 

in short pants and hooded capes with ears, canying their instruments. There are no visible 

signs of syphilis on them, and they travel on foot. 

The Captain of the Footsoldiers says that he got syphilis from bad jousting. He 

can't hide the effects of it, for one look at his face is very telling. He is walking, wearing 

tattered clothing (included the hood with ears) and carrying a halberd. His left leg is 

wrapped in bandages, undoubtedly to care for his pox sores. 

The soldiers of the First Rank state that there's no one better to pay honors to the 

Society of Love than themselves. They comment on the loss of the use of their legs and 

arms, and conclude that by gaining love they're losing their lives. One of the soldiers has 

his arm in a sling and two have bandages on their legs. They carry halberds and wear 

clothes that resemble those of their captain. 

The soldiers in the Second Rank confess to the source of their pain: they did too 

much combat in bed. Although they fill the ranks of the Society of Love, they admit 

they're giving up on the practice of love. All three carry halberds, but one carries a crutch 

as well. Their faces are covered with sores, a variety of bandages decorate their legs and 

one has his arm in a sling. 

The soldiers in the Third Rank admit to having bandages and sores, but are angry 

that the Second Rank makes fim of them. They reluctantly admit that they have the pox 

just as bad as their fellow soldieis. This woodcut closely resembles the preceding one. 
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The soldiers' tattered clothing, bandages and sores make them look pitiful. Only the 

halberds denote their military status. 

The Flag Bearer relates that his body as well as his flag show the signs of his 

membership in the Society of Love. His appearance and that of those around him give 

testimony to the current status of love. The Flag Bearer is shown proudly hoisting a flag 

with his right hand. The insignia of the Society of Love appear on the flag which is 

divided into four parts. On the left, the circular brick wall of a well appears. This is a 

suggestive image which can be best understood by examining the different meanings 

given to the term used to describe it. The word pvys as it is used in this text - i.e. le puys 

d 'amour- refers to a type of literary society popular during the middle ages and 

Renaissance.*^ However the meaning of a homonymous term is reflected in the image on 

the flag; a puys oxpuits in modem French is a well from which water is drawn. Although 

these two homonyms seem quite disparate, in this text about syphilis they are on the 

contrary closely linked. There is strong evidence that the image of the well, in addition to 

the use of the term puys to refer to the Society of Love, were intended to suggest and 

symbolize female sexual anatomy, thought to be the source and cause of syphilis. If such 

a suggestion appears subtle due to the use of image and word-play, it is only in keeping 

with the subdued nature of the work at hand. Ample proof of the use of similar but more 

blatant terminology in reference to female anatomy may be found in examples of 

anonymous syphilis poetry.^ Further proof of such intended symbolism is found in the 

remaining image on the flag, which seeks to associate female anatomy and the pain of 
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syphilis. The lower quadrant contains four flames, symbolic of the burning sensation felt 

by those who become members of the Society of Love and visit the puys. Only the upper 

right quadrant of the right side of the flag is visible; it contains another row of flames. 

The Flag Bearer gives testimony to his allegiance and membership as he gazes reverently 

at the flag he carries, paying no heed to his bandaged legs or tattered clothing. 

The Fourth and Fifth Ranks admit to being in good spirits, but lament their pains 

and sores which prevent them from doing as they please and having pleasure. Each 

carries a halberd and displays one or more outward signs of the pox. Legs and arms are 

bandaged; one soldier walks with a bare foot, his pain preventing him from donning a 

shoe. 

Members of the Sixth and final Rank enjoy bringing up the rear as they take 

pleasure in seeing their comrades in the other ranks who suffer, too. They state that their 

sores and bandages are hidden beneath their codpieces, and the woodcut confirms it; the 

last rank have no outward bandages or sores, and look slightly less tattered than the 

others. 

The First and Second Suitors admit that by playing the game of love they've 

ended up in pain. They warn their readers that it could happen to them, too. Both groups 

are depicted riding donkeys, wearing long capes and hoods with ears. The first group 

appears to converse while the second rides silently along. 

The Notary has experience with love, and knows the fortune of those who have 

done too much. If anyone tries to hide their fate, he promises to stamp them with his 
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official seal. In his right hand the Notary carries the seal of the Society of Love, shaped 

like a flat shovel and bearing the same insignia of a well as depicted on the flag. He is 

sitting astride a donkey whose fix>nt and hindquarters are covered with an elaborate, 

striped and fringed blanket. 

The Lackeys come next, stating that they gained their current state of pain from 

the Society of Love. They assure the reader that the best of them now have to walk with 

crutches. The two Lackeys in the woodcut indeed lean on crutches, and wear bandages on 

their legs as their faces and legs are covered with sores. They are also pulling a rope 

which is attached to the horse in the following woodcut. 

The message given by the Chancellory is that only those who manage to abstain 

from the excesses of love will remain happy. Two lackeys appear in this woodcut, leading 

a donkey who carries a square, upstanding, open frame on his back from which dangle 

miniature crutches, rolls of paper and bells. The scene is reminiscent of the set-up used by 

salesmen of pardons and fake relics.^" 

The Chancellor follows, stating that he became chancellor of the Society of Love 

after getting sick in some shadowy cellar. He declares that it's a pity to lose one's youth 

in such a way. Richly dressed, the Chancellor holds a scroll in one hand. His donkey 

wears an ornate blanket weighted with metal balls. 

Next comes the Souvenir of Love, who speaks of his knowledge of the sores 

brought by love. He admom'shes the reader to beware of doctors who don't know about 
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the Souvenir of Love, for their treatments won't be effective. This interesting character 

rides a donkey and carries ajar of ointment and spatula. Other jars decorate his robe. 

The Gout is next in line, telling that he is less bitter to some than to others. No one 

can stop his progress, and when he meets up with a new friend, they're together until 

death. Gout's robe is decorated with T-shaped crutches. 

Gout's grandmother, the Diet, is next in line. She is sure of the importance of her 

place in the procession, for without her the members of the Society of Love can't get 

around. However, those who undergo her treatment will soon think that even work is 

better rest than what she offers. Diet sits side-saddle on her donkey in a long, hooded 

robe, holding a glass and a decanter partially filled with an unknown potion. 

A group of four Billy-goats are said to represent the sin of luxuria, the guiding 

principle of the Society of Love. The text tells us that their odor has never been so 

widespread as now. The woodcut shows four long-haired goats with long horns, each 

wearing a yoke and harnesses that allow them to pull Venus and Volupte's chariots which 

are attached to one another. 

Venus sits in the front of the chariot as would dictate her status as Goddess of 

love. She proudly states that no one can put out the fire she starts in young hearts in order 

to draw them to love. Venus is wearing a long gown and a bonnet to cover her hair. She is 

alone in her ornate chariot, making a forward gesture with her right hand. 

Volupte is Venus's eldest daughter whose fame comes from her subtle and astute 

ways with the art of loving. She brings her biggest fans to the Society of Love where she 
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bestows upon them the souvenir of love, syphilis. She is depicted alone in a chariot far 

more ornate than her mother's, and wearing a splendid gown and bonnet. She turns to 

face the reader, and is gesturing with both hands as if to give emphasis to her speech. In 

the upper left comer of the woodcut is a winged heart, pierced throught the middle by an 

arrow, Cupid's. 

Cupid tells that he shoots a lot of arrows from this spot next to his sister 

Voluptuousness. When those who are hit with his arrows receive pain instead of pleasure, 

he explains it all as Cupid's trick! The winged god of love floats in the air, surrounded by 

clouds. He holds a bow and arrow, poised to shoot. 

The Thieves wish to rob the Society of Love, but all they get are pox-sores. They 

are shown with hammers, trying to destroy the circular wall over the well of the Society 

of Love. A pulley is attached to a beam suspended over the well, but no rope or bucket is 

present. Rather, plants grow from the well, the tops of which hold buds, symbolic of the 

'buds' or pox-sores appearing on syphilitics. On the left side of the woodcut is a symbol 

or object resembling the letter 'p' upside down with a tail. Montaiglon finds no 

explanation for it; its meaning remains a mystery. 

Next comes the Lord of the Society of Love, who declares that half the world will 

pay homage to his procession. He reminds young folk that when in service to love they 

are given great honors, such as being members of his society. The Lord rides in a 

splendid throne-sh^ed chariot drawn by two women who are bent over in toil. The Lord 

holds a scepter in one hand and in the other a bouquet of the flowers or 'buds' that grow 
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out of the well of the Society of Love. His dress is quite common, resembling that of the 

thieves and soldiers. 

The Melters declare their utility to the Society of Love, melting down old 

syphilitics in hot furnaces so as to give them a new odor. The pair ride donkeys, wearing 

long robes and the characteristic Fool's caps. One wears a round pendant which hangs to 

his waist. 

The Makers of New Skin follow the Melters, telling that they would never miss a 

chance to pay tribute to the Society of Love. Their job is to mend the skin of those who 

have syphilis. The woodcut is nearly identical to that used for the Second Suitors. 

The next page is untitled, and serves as a preface to the final scenes. The text tells 

that worldly pleasure has been shown to cause pain and torment to those who indulge 

themselves and end up as members of the Society of Love. The woodcut shows Triumph 

and Worldly Pleasure on donkeys, dressed in long, hooded robes, talking and gesturing. 

The next, penultimate monologue is given by Lady Syphilis herself. She declares 

herself queen and princess of the Society of Love and knows that the better part of the 

world is paying homage to her triumph. If her members endure much pain she insists they 

brought it on themselves. Lady Syphilis is shown facing a direction opposite that of all 

the other groups in her procession. '̂ Her beautifiil and ornate chariot is drawn by two 

young men with bandages on their legs, dressed as lackeys. The Lady, however, wears a 

beautiful gown, and faces forward, pointing ahead. 



The final passage of the Triumph is devoted to the Baggage, that scraggly group 

known to follow armies firom one town to the next. The text tells the reader to beware of 

becoming like the members of this group who must submit to pain and live deprived of 

all pleasure. According to the Baggage, the goddess Syphih's should not be followed by 

those who wish to live in good health. The woodcut depicts a sickly group wearing 

bandages fi-om head to toe, carrying crutches, shovels and spears. A bandaged, sore-

covered woman sits astride a donkey in the center of the cut, holding a small child with a 

bandage on his head. 

The epilogue sets forth an explanation of the value of the preceding work. The 

author assures us that pleasure is sure to be found within, even in the depictions of 

syphilitics in all their pain. This, he insists, is because sensible readers will understand 

such images as a warning to avoid the dangers that pollute and destroy our perfect, God-

given bodies. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The Triumph is one of the richest surviving texts dealing with syphilis fi-om this 

period. A complexity of styles and images lend to its interest, while its woodcuts provide 

a visual element found in no other syphilis text to date. As information about syphilis is 

disclosed through a series of allegorical inventions, the reader is told of the causes and 

effects of the illness in the most subtle and discreet manner possible. addition, the 
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liklihood that the central text of this group was actually performed in public heightens the 

Triumph's importance as a very real tool of public education about the new, devastating 

venereal disease plaguing the masses. While the method used here may be more subtle 

than others, the authors of these texts were nonetheless engaged in the important task of 

making the public aware of syphilis so that it could be avoided. In this sense, the Triumph 

shares a characteristic of all other syphilis texts found to date. A literary analysis of the 

two poems by Jean Le Maire de Beiges in the next part of this chapter will demonstrate 

the very original process by which Le Maire extends the same warning that is common to 

all other texts on syphilis. 
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D. PART TWO: Dangerous Water, Dangerous Women: Metaphor and Prevention 

in the Triumph 

hi the two poems of the Triumph attributed to Jean LeMaire de Beiges, the 

conditions and events leading to the origin of syphilis are presented allegorically. 

Reckless behavior and lack of foresight of two gods result in the new sickness. The story 

begins when after a night of heavy drinking, Cupid and Atropos leave the tavern each 

with the other's bow and arrows. In a drunken stupor they each shoot many arrows only 

to provoke an effect contrary to that which normally occurs; Cupid kills many young men 

while Death makes old codgers fall in love. This initial reversal of the natural order of 

things is allegorized as caused foremost by drunkenness. Their senses impaired, neither 

Death nor Love realized the exchange of weapons had been made. Despite the tragedy 

and death brought about by their foolishness, syphilis, the reason for the poems' 

existence, has not yet been introduced to the story. The way the author finally presents 

syphilis is indeed related to Cupid, since the god of love brought Death's bow into his 

mother's castle, but only by association. It is Venus, goddess of love, who unwittingly 

brings syphilis into existence by throwing Death's bow into the moat surrounding her 

fortress. 

In possession of Death's arms, drunken Cupid returns home to Venus's castle. 

Volupte^^ carelessly sits down and cuts herself on the metal of the terrible bow. Since it 

belongs to Death, the wound is nearly mortal; Volupte is saved only by Venus's quick 
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call for divine intervention. The gods hastily deliver a healing balm and Volupte is 

resuscitated. Upon discovering the deadly bow and arrows that had caused such near 

disaster, angry Venus promptly has them wrapped up and thrown far out into her moat 

where they could harm no one. But as Death's weapons steep in Venus's waters, a poison 

exudes &om them that kills the ducks and swans residing on the banks. Later, when 

young lovers come out to the fields to frolic and "drink from Venus's moat", syphilis is 

their reward. As the water from the moat poisons rivers and streams, the author depicts 

syphilis as being carried throughout the world on waterways, poisoning all who partake 

of the deadly liquid, made mortal by the goddess of love. 

Thus, when the origin of syphiUs is explained in these poems, water is the element 

that hosts the event. Tinctured with poison from death's bow, water suddenly becomes 

dangerous, and even synonymous with death. Surprisingly, this new attribute is applied 

not only to the allegorical water in Venus' moat. In the minds of real-life men and women 

living in Renaissance France who witnessed effects of the syphilis epidemic, all water 

quickly came to be considered suspicious and dangerous. In fact, with the advent of 

syphihs, attitudes about water underwent a long-lasting transformation. The results were 

swift changes in those aspects of daily life involving contact with water, namely bathing, 

hygiene and alimentary practices. Striking proof of a radical shift in beliefs about water is 

the nearly complete disappearance of public bathing. '̂ Bathhouses had been an integral 

part of the medieval urban landscape, yet were almost wholly eradicated in the course of 

the sixteenth century."^^ The fact that public baths often doubled as brothels, making 
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them questionable fix)m a moral standpoint, undoubtedly had something to do with this; 

the connection between prostitution, sexual promiscuity and venereal disease was 

suspected, or understood to some degree by some doctors, if not widely publicized. ̂  

However, medical reasoning unrelated to sexual conduct played the most important role 

in reinforcing the closing of such establishments. Doctors believed that "the opening of 

pores allowed ingress... to epidemic diseases, plague and syphilis not least."^^ The 

message was thus that water alone, regardless of one's sexual conduct, could and would 

make you sick. That members of the community known to be sick (namely prostitutes) 

'polluted' the water of these establishments undoubtedly encouraged widespread 

acceptance of medical theories. As a result, attitudes about the dangers of water were 

generalized, and the act of bathing- whether in public or at home- almost completely 

disappeared over the course of the 16th and 17th centuries.^" Contact between the himian 

body and water was avoided at all costs, which is not surprising in light of the belief that 

failure to do so could result in sickness and death." 

E. Water and Women Transformed 

What do changes in views and beliefs about water say about the poems that 

explain syphilis, and vice versa? The element linking new social attitudes and this poetry 

is water, and the age-old associations humans have established with it. In the poems 

attributed to Jean Le Maire de Beiges in the Triumph, water imagery becomes an 
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essential vehicle of meaning and information about syphilis. My discussion here will 

focus on the shifting attributes of water in the Renaissance which resulted in changes in 

beliefs and practices dealing with the essential fluid, as it is seen in the prologue and two 

poems about Cupid, Venus and Atropos. I demonstrate that by drawing on the strong 

symbolic association between water and the feminine, the authors of these texts vilify 

both women and liquids in general. Of primary interest are passages in which we observe 

actions of archetypal female figures involving water, the element unavoidably associated 

with women. In creating this imagery, the authors clearly draw on current beliefs, 

attitudes and practices concerning water and contagion— attitudes encouraged and 

enforced by the medical community. By identifying the lines between water and women, 

making them symbolically equal, while simultaneously associating syphilis with water, 

the texts create a unique and subtle method of discouraging (implied male) readers from 

sexual promiscuity and thus from the threat of deadly syphilis. While highly suggestive 

at times, these poems constitute the only presently known examples of Renaissance 

syphilis texts in which preventive discourse is advanced in the near total absence of 

bawdy language and direct references to sexuality. 

Psychoanalytic theory provides a basis for understanding shifts in attitudes about 

frmdamental elements, water in particular. In a classic woric of Freudian literary theory. 

Water and Dreams: An Essay on the Material Imagination^ Gaston Bachelard explored 

the characterization of water as a feminine and maternal element.^^ Not only is water 

considered in psychoanalysis to represent life-giving, nourishing maternal milk, it may 
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also be valorized as a voluptuous substance, symbolizing the beloved or wife." Milk, 

water and wine are thus indistinguishable to the material imagination, for here, all liquids 

are symbolically equated with water,'" just as all water, with the exception of what 

Bachelard calls violent water,is symbolically equated with the feminine. In keeping 

with Bachelard's theory, women and water are consistently portrayed as related in the 

poems discussed here. However, there are consistent parallel shifts in the characterization 

of their attributes. The prologues to the poems contain imagery linking women and water 

in such a maimer that both appear dangerous. In the first poem of the Triumph however, 

women ~ but only certain women —are momentarily associated with the sensual, 

maternal qualities of water, as if to briefly remind the reader of what was until this time a 

standard symbolic association. Then as the poems progress, the fi'equency and type of 

water images function as signs of a process which intentionally modifies the symbolic 

associations linking water and women. Both are finally transformed so as to become 

symbolic representations of sources of pestilence, pain and death fi:om syphilis. 

In the Prologue before the poems even begin, water and women are immediately 

associated with the new disease.**^ One statement links syphilis, aptly portrayed here as a 

Lady, with drinking. The author is clearly suggesting a close relationship between the 

consumption of alcohol — the water which leads to excess— and disease, in much the 

same way Rabelais did in Gargantua when he called out to drinkers and syphilitics in the 

same breath.'*^ The uniqueness of this passage stems fiom the way in which the narrator 

depicts Syphilis as the provider of a dangerous drink or potion (breuvaige), with which 
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she intentionally poisons people throughout the world. "We have all heard of the 

calamities and destruction brought about by the cruel, inhumane, pestiferous, terrible, 

horrific and common enemy known as Syphilis. She infected and poisoned so many 

nations and peoples with her venomous potions..."(App. 1,186).'*^ Lady Syphilis is 

painted as the antithesis to the archetypal maternal, life-giving woman, distributing to her 

children a drink filled with poison and death in the place of nourishing milk. 

Indeed the theme of drinking and tavern life as a secondary cause of venereal 

disease is apparent throughout the poems. A link is clearly drawn between women and 

their role in (male) consumption of alcohol, for excessive imbibing and drunkenness are 

the conditions which lead Cupid and Atropos to mix up bows and arrows. This event 

foreshadows the birth of syphilis, and is once again accompanied by a transformation of 

the attributes of water and the feminine when female responsibility for (male) 

drunkenness is suggested in a passage from the second poem. Volupte argues that 

Atropos, female goddess of death, pushed Cupid to drink excessively with the intention 

of taking advantage of his altered state to exchange their bows. The Goddess points out 

that a young man who has been enticed into drunkenness cannot be held responsible for 

his actions; if Cupid left with Atropos' bow, it was of Atropos' doing (Poem n, 1.161-

164,173-176). The inculpation of a wicked woman pushing dangerous, mind-altering 

water is an absolution of carefi^e Cupid. Hence, a subtextual suggestion about female 

responsibiHty for (male) sickness is unveiled with a less subtie message that women 

tempt men to drink (which leads to sexual excess), by which they lose their sense of good 
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reason and fall ill with syphilis as a result. Women and water are portrayed as causes of 

men's demise. 

Syphih's is clearly portrayed in the texts as a feminine entity whose association 

with water is undem'able. Further in the Prologue, for example, while citing different 

popular explanations of how the new disease originated, the author presents a theory that 

has Syphilis coming to life in water from a dreadful place. By this account the disease 

was bom in a swamp on the Acheron River in Hades, whence it was taken to earth by the 

terrible Furies in order to af^lict the hapless human race (App. 1,187). By explaining 

(female) Syphilis as originating in the river of pain and woe,^^ the author of this theory 

accounts more for the effects of the disease than its origins. However, that syphilis again 

is considered a phenomenon originating in and from water confirms the beginning of a 

trend which extends throughout the two poems. The water images from the prologue 

firmly in place, the reader is primed for the series of passages which lead to an even 

stronger association of women, water, sex and disease. 

In order to cement this association in readers' minds, age-old symbolic 

associations of water and women as nurturing, pure sources of life are slowly and 

systematically dismantled. In addition, sensuality is slowly painted in a negative light; 

anything to do with women's sexual nature is vilified. In order to do this, the author first 

creates a strong sensual portrait of women. Females are presented as objects of beauty 

and desire who are transformed into bawdy, desiring beings themselves, no longer the 

objects but the instigators of male sexual desire.^ Thus, the author craftily paints Venus's 
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castle, suitably named the Castle of Loving Pleasure, first as a den of sanctioned 

sensuality full of beautiiiil, naked women. Later, the same castle will appear as nothing 

other than a cheap brothel. The first description of Venus's dwelling leads the reader into 

a room fiiU of naked nymphs, sleeping together with Venus in a heated room decorated 

with colored glass and other finery. Here the narrator pauses to describe the njmiphs' 

bodies in detail, and carefiilly paints a happy glow around the scene: "[Venus] was 

sleeping in a warm room on a soft bed of down that was covered with scenes of pretty 

greenery. All around herare sleeping naked her plump and buxom Nymphs and Graces... 

so chubby, their little breasts trembling with every sleepy sigh" (Poem 1,1.9-16). The 

presence of Volupte, who is entertaining her naked children and Cupid, puts the final 

touch on this scene of extreme maternal, feminine sensuality (1.24-26). In short, the 

author presents a rich castle full of beautiful, naked women — a fantasy image 

undoubtedly pleasing to readers, and one which is sanctioned by the very nature of 

Venus. It is only fitting that the goddess of Love and Beauty reside in such a setting. 

Cupid is the only male presence at the castle, but the child-like character justifiably finds 

his place there as Venus's son. His symbolic valence as god of romantic love contributes 

to the general theme of innocent and permissible sensuality. 

As the poem continues however, what began as a peaceful, idyllic setting is 

transformed to appear as a den of prostitution and lasciviousness. When Death is 

^proaching the castle with a hoard of old men, the ladies inside react as though it were a 

'regular' visit fi'om suitors (clients). They act knowing exactly what is to be done in this 
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event One and all begin to primp and prepare for the arrival of those they thought would 

be young lovers struck by Cupid's arrows. Venus is first to dress up; "Venus prepares her 

finery... putting on rings, necklaces, brocades, ribbons, bonnets, scarves and other 

adornments to make herself attractive for she very well knows their power" (1.132-134). 

She is the matronly leader of the group, like the 'madam' in a brothel. Her girls imitate 

her efforts; "...ladies and maids follow suit. They take mirrors to check their looks, and 

primp and prepare themselves until they're sparkling, so as to best show off their beauty" 

(1. 135-138). They then prepare to 'conquer' the approaching men so that they will give 

in to the ladies' passion; 

So, they decided to do their best to receive their guests properly, and to 
defend themselves and do their duty by shooting their arrows armed with 
Sweet Glances and Hope, and by throwing flowering crowns and little 
garlands at them — which is what you have to do to young men in love— 
and to inflict enough damage to them, as young ladies are used to doing, 
before they surrender. (1.144-150). 

The sexual overtones of the passage are predicated on the assimiption of extreme female 

desire; Venus's ladies take their courtship seriously. Their unabashed gesture of throwing 

flowering crowns and bouquets seems more likely to be performed by men, yet initiative 

as well as desire are on the ladies' side. A mention of the "laws of nature" in reference to 

the maids' habitual activities with young men makes this clear 0-158); they are used to 

the visits of handsome gentlemen whom they wish to make "surrender" (se rendre) to 

their sexual desires.*^ Gone is the initial portrait of innocently sensual nymphs in 

Venus's beautiM castle. It has been replaced by a scene of passionate women motivated 

by desire. Women and sexual desire have become symbolically inseparable. 
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More importantly still, the dramatic transformation of Venus's castle hinges on 

one pivotal event: the birth of syphilis at the goddess's own hands. By having Death's 

bow and arrows thrown into the waters of her moat, the female archetype of love and 

beauty symbolically poisons all water, women and coitus in one fell swoop. The simplest 

reading of the passage makes Venus's action seem quite comprehensible as well as 

innocent in motivation. She was expeditiously and conveniently getting rid of the source 

of danger that almost killed Volupte. Thus, she unsuspectingly caused the water of her 

moat to be poisoned. Still, the symbolic presence in Venus's moat of Death, in the form 

of a bow and arrows, sets in motion the textual transformation of the Castle ofLoving 

Pleasure as well as its inhabitants. However innocent Venus's intentions and motivations, 

they could not prevent disaster. Once "the most beautiful in all the world"(l. 98), the 

castle now becomes sinister and dangerous; "Entire schools of fish were lost fix}m the 

arrow and its great poison. The water became so bitter and pestilent fit)m the painful 

poison of the arrow that when swans and ducks left their nests, more than a few died 

diving" (1. 99-104). Because the white swan is seen to represent sanctioned nudity, and 

purity in its immaculate whiteness, its presence here is remim'scent of the opening scenes 

of nudity in Venus's castle, which also appeared as sanctioned, pure and natural.But 

here the death of these peaceful, beautiful birds, which Bachelard also identifies as a 

literary substitute for the nude woman, foreshadows the explicit transformation of the 

nude women inside the castle. Now seen as lusty prostitutes living in a tower 

surrounded by poisoned waters — making them poisonous by extension the maids in 
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the castle, like the swans m the moat, are filled with sickness and death. Women, 

sexuality and water have become interchangeable attributes within the text, for not only 

do they represent one another equally, but all have been shown to be polluted with 

sickness and death. 

F. Metaphor and Warning: (Women = Water = Syphilis) 

Bathing, drinking and sexual activity, all normal activities in the past, have been 

both symbolically and realistically polluted by syphilis. The text now asserts the 

dangerous nature of water and women in no uncertain terms. Written some 40 years after 

the initial outbreak of syphilis, at a time when symptoms were somewhat less virulent and 

could disappear after a time, these texts make insistent reference to the continuing, 

dangerous nature of women (= sex) and water. In particular, one passage warns that 

womens' bodies, symbolically represented here by polluted water, remain dangerous even 

if they show no outward signs of sickness. The author seeks to discredit women by 

suggesting that they deceptively conceal their sickness. Venus, archetypal female, once 

again appears the culprit, for she does everything in her power to 'clean' the moat of its 

poison. Great loads of flowers fiom the lover's garden were thrown into the water, and 

later a good deal of honey was added in order to take away the water's bitter taste. As a 

result, the moat eventually cleared up and became beautifid and tasty^ once again to those 

who desired to 'drink' finm it. However, the author warns, the sickness and pestilence 
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which appeared to be gone were never truly eradicated. The water remained just as 

dangerous as it had always been, the flowers and honey having had as little effect as the 

coverup perflmies for personal hygiene referred to by Brockliss and Jones (note 5 above)-

- a striking reoccurrence of the same literal-mindedness in the face of contamination. 

At this moment in the text, the equation linking water, women, sex and sickness 

is no longer merely suggested but made explicit. It cubninates when the act of drinking 

water from Venus's moat is used as a metaphor for sexual activity: 

[W]hen the time came that the wide valley in this pretty land had begun to 
flower again, people of worldly ways from both genders went out together 
in the green pastures to play... To quench their great thirst, they then drank 
the silvery liquor, full of Death and snake-like poison which flowed out of 
the Venusian moats... (1.318-327) 

The results of drinking polluted water ~ engaging in sexual activity with tainted women 

like those who live in Venus's castle— were disastrous, as the narrator is careful to 

emphasize: 

But in the end when the venom was ripe, large pox buds grew upon them, 
looking so very hideous, ugly, and enormous that never before had anyone 
seen such deformed faces. Nor had Human Nature ever received such a 
mortal blow to her beautiful face, forehead, neck, chin or nose. Never had 
anyone seen so many poxy people (1.335-338). 

The description concludes with the important fact that no cures were known for the pox; 

most patients simply wished for a hasty death, "knowingly courting Death, vigorously 

calling her 'their love' with great desire" (1.384-385). Water, symboh'c of women and 

sex, is to blame. All are tainted, just as the water which is later described as cloudy, daric 

and black ̂ oem 2,1.24). Moreover, the water from Venus's moat is said to have gone 
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on to poison all of Europe, Africa and Asia. The author points out that the resulting 

sickness is so common that it is abnost like an Original Sin in the way it affects all people 

(1.60-63). He thus echos and confirms the generalized fear and avoidance of water in 

Renaissance France, for here all water, real and symbolic, and therefore by implication all 

women, are polluted. 

By strengthening existing mental associations between water, syphilis and women 

—which were becoming more and more tangible with the very real closings of bathhouses 

and medical warnings against water- the authors of these texts contribute effectively to a 

new discourse of syphilis prevention. Allegory, symbolism and metaphor become 

effective tools with which notions of prevention are advanced. Thus, the method of 

employing polluted water as a metaphor for sick women has the strong advantage of 

drawing on an elemental theme akeady familiar to readers, while at the same time 

preserving them from crude language and direct references to sexuality. The author 

indirectly advances the important message that womanizing and excessive sexual activity 

will indeed lead to sickness, a notable undertaking at a time when little or nothing was 

done by ofGcials to educate the public about the dangers of syphilis. Having drawn 

numerous symbolic associations between water, women, sex and sickness, the poems 

conclude with a final suggestive warning, the meaning of which could not be 

misconstrued: 

As for the mortal bow that Lady Venus had thrown into a dirty river, at the 
present time I see no solution. It's a common saying that water must run its 
course. And in any case, the quite ample misfortune of the langm'shing is a 
boieficial example as much to the living as to their successors to no longer 
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hunt down danger by swimming in suspicious rivers in the daric when you're 
full of hot passion (1.329-338)." 
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G. Notes 

' Henceforth when referring to the entire work, the abbreviated title Triumph will be used. 
^ Brunet makes this observation in his Dictionnaire des ouvraees anonvmes. suivi des 
SunerchCTes littfeures devoilees (Paris: Fechoz, 1889) and Montaiglon, ed. Le 
Triumphe de haulte et puissante Dame V^lle et le Pourpoint fermant a boutons: 
Nouvelle edition complete (Paris: Leon Willem, 1874) was clearly motivated by this 
opinion in his decision to reprint the work. 
^ A comparison between the 'warnings' issued in the Triumph and those found in most of 
the popular poetry (discussed in chapter four) shows that the Triumph gives the same 
message as the popular poetry without explicit references to female anatomy or sexual 
activity. For examples of warnings found in popular poetry, see appendix H. 
* The 'text within the text' which bears the same title as the entire work will be referred to 
with the abbreviated title: TDV. 
^ "On ne connait encore que deux exemplaires de la premiere [edition] et deux de la 
seconde." De Montaiglon, 1. 
® Brunet states: "de ration de 1540: Edition augments du Pourpoint fermant a 
boutons. Elle n'a que 5 gravures dans le Triumphe au lieu des 42 que renferme Tuition 
del 539". v.3,91. 
^ "Ce foulailleur comique, on le connait a merveille; c'est I'auteur de la Nefdes Fous; le 
bois a ete fait pour elle et a servi beaucoup depuis, soit en original, soit en copie". 
Montaiglon, 22. 
^ According to Montaiglon:"Gilles Meleanc paroit bien un nom fait a plaisir, et Ton 
suppose facilement un sens cache. L'y trouvera-t-on en y montrant un anagramme, ou 
bien est-ce un mot forge sur le grec...". 19. 
' Montaiglon, 9.. 

"Je S9ay que lesditz verollez tresprecieux comme dit maistre Alcofribas Nasier en les 
Pantagruelines hystoires entre eulx de tel guerre de parler se plaisent et font feste..." 
Montaiglon, 9. 
" Jenkins, Michael F.O., Artful Eloquence: Jean Lemaire de Beiges and the Rhetorical 
Tradition (Chapel Hill: North Carolina Studies in the Romance Languages and 
Literatures, U.N.C. Department of Romance Languages, 1980) 94-95. 

Munn, Kathleen Miriam, A Contribution to the Study of Jean Lemaire de Beiges: A 
Critical Study of Bio-bibliographical Data. Tncludinp a Transcript of Various Unpublished 
Worics. (Geneve: Slatkine Reprints, 1975) 123-124. 
" "De 1506-1508, il habita I'ltalie, devint historiographe du roi, perdit cet emploi a la 
mort de Louis Xn (1515) et tomba alors dans la misere. Son esprit s'affaiblit a tel point, 
par suite du chagrin que lui fit ^rouver cette situation, qu'il devint fou et mourut 
obscurSment dans un hdpital". Pierre Larousse, Grand Dictionnaire Universel da XDCe 
siecle. 17 vols. (Genwe: Slatkine, 1982) v. 10,347. 
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The Triumph as an actual military procession was no longer conunon, but other literary 
texts with this form as their theme occasionally appeared in Europe. For example, Margot 
Berthold points out that emperor Maximillian was presented with a polyphonic ode to the 
Latin text of Maximillian's Triumphal March, inspired by Albrecht Dttrer's woodcuts. A 
History of World Theater (New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1972) 374. 
Numerous other examples could be cited. 

The entree royale took place on the occasion of the king's ceremonial entrance into one 
of his 'fair cities'. The city dwellers typically organized and carried out the ceremony 
which consisted of a lengthy procession of the inhabitants of the city, arranged by 
occupations and in order of importance. The procession led the king to the place he would 
stay, whereupon he customarily gave a speech. Other outdoor theater productions or 
concerts often accompanied the festivities. Guraee, Bernard and Frangoise Lehoux, Les 
Entrees rovales francaises de 1328 a 1515 (Paris: C3^JRS, 1968) 8,23-25. 

Montaiglon, 32. 
'̂ "Nous possedons, sous le titre de Polymachie des marmitons, le texte des placards 
imprimes pour etre distribues par les acteurs d'une grande montre qui eut lieu a Lyon en 
1562. Ces montres ou processions dramatiques etaient un genre particuli^ement cher aux 
Lynonnais, a qui il foumissait I'occasion de faire voir la richesse et les gouts artistiques 
de leur cite. Le plus celebre des processions que nous comiaissons est Le Triumphe de 
treshaulte et puissante dame Verolle..." Emile Picot, Le Monologue dramatique dans 
rancien theatre francais (Geneve, Slatkine, 1970) 251-252. 

Gustave Cohen, Histoire de la mise en scene dans le th^tre relieieux francais du 
Moven Aee (Paris: Honore Champion, 1951) 248-250. See also Alan Knight, Aspects of 
Genre in Medieval French Theater (Manchester, Manchester UP, 1983)134, and Paul 
Thirv. Le Theatre francais au moven aee Collection Lebeeue. 2eme serie. 15 (Brussels: 
J. Lebegue & Cie, 1944) 97-98. 
" Petit de Julleville, Histoire de la laneue et de la littfetnire francaises. des orieines 
iusqu'a 1900 (Paris: Armand Colin, 1896) 429, and La comedie et les moeurs en France 
au Moven Aee (Geneve: Slatkine, 1968) 75. 
'"Berthold, 229. 

See Alan Knight, 124. 
^ Montaiglon, 33. 
" Picot, 251. 

Christian De Merindol, Theatre et politiQue a la fin du moven aee: Les entrees rovales 
et autres CCTemonies. Mises au point et nouveaux anercus. in Theatre et spectacles hier et 
auiourd'hui: Moven Aee et Renaissance. Actes du 115e conerte national des society 
savantes (Paris: Editions du CTHS, 1991) 180-182. 
" One description given of an entree royale by Charles Vn into the city of Rouen makes 
mention of some of the same participants as those found in the TDV: "[Charles VII] est 
tout anne,... et devant lui (negligeons les autres figurants) chevauche le chancelier, en 
habit de chancelier, avec son manteau fourre; et devant le chancelier, couverte du meme 
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drap d'or que le cheval royal, avance une haquenee blanche sur laquelle aparait seul, le 
sceau royal." Guenee- Lehoux, 25. 

According to Montaiglon, those who attributed the Triumph to Rabelais in the past 
were wrong. Even if Rabelais's style was imitated to some degree in the text, not^g 
proves he wrote it. Montaiglon concludes that it is not impossible that Rabelais penned 
the Triumph', it's simply not probable. 16-19. Montaiglon is even more insistent that Jean 
Le Maire not be considered a possible author; "Rien que par le style il eut toujours ete 
certain que le lourd et trainant auteur de / 'Amant Vert et des Illustrations des Gaules etait 
incapable de trouver sous sa plume, meme un seul jour, les habiletes et les elegances des 
deux prefaces, et que VInventeur des menus plaisirs honnestes n'a pu etre I'lndiciaire de 
Marguerite d'Autriche. En tout cas Jean Lemaire n'a pas connu le Triomphe et n'y est 
pour rien." 11. Brunet agrees with Montaiglon on this point: "certainement le Triomphe 
n'est pas de Le Maire car ce poete n'a pris nulle part, que nous sachions, le nom 
d'Inventeur des menus plaisirs honnetes" 91. 

Montaiglon, 25. 
Puys, known as academies in the middle ages, created poetry and dramatic works 

which they often performed. Petit de Julleville, 438. 
^ Many of the anonymous poems discussed in chapter four refer to female sexual 
anatomy as a hole, often with terminology related to geographical holes which are not 
unlike the opening of a well. 

According to Montaiglon: "..s'il y avait un dessin a faire pour omer la farce de 
Heywood le Frere et le Pardonneur, ou toute autre ou figure un Vendeur de pardons, on 
n'aurait qu'a s'inspirer de notre bois. C'est a un pareil ^hafaudage que ces vendeurs de 
fausses reliques devaient suspendre leurs chapelets, leurs patendtres a dix grains, leurs 
croix, leurs fingments d'os enchasses, leurs curiosites impossibles et meme les Lettres 
d'Indulgences, vraies ou fausses." 28. 

Montaiglon attributes this to an error by the engraver: "Cela est du simplement a une 
inadvertance du graveur qui n'a pas renverse son dessin, de sorte qu'au tirage il est 
necessairement venu a I'oppose des autres." 31. 
" The English translation of Volupte as Voluptuousness does not take into account the 
intended meaning of the term in French. In English the term is defined as 'full, or 
producing, or characterized by sensual delights and pleasures', or 'fond of or directed 
toward liixury, elegance, and the pleasures of the senses'. Sexual pleasure is only vaguely 
invoked. In French we see the contrary; volupte is immediately defined as 'plaisir des 
sens, et plaisir sexuel'. Because this meaning was intended by the author and is central to 
my arguments, I retain the French Volupte throughout. 
" Laurioux cites that "les etuves, thrariquement 6tablissements de bains, jouent en r^te 
le role de maisons de plaisir. Les Plaisirs de la chair s'y melent en effet a ceux de I'eau et 
de la bonne ch^." (110). See also Laurence Brockliss and Colin Jones, The Medical 
World of Early Modem France (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997) 48-49. 
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Quetel cites the Venetian doctor Benedetto who served at Fomovo in 1495: "Through 
sexual 
contact, an ailment which is new, or at least unknown to previous doctors, the French 
sickness, 
has worked its way in from the West to this spot as I write." 10. 

Brockliss and Jones, 49. 
Brockliss and Jones stress the coincidence of syphilis and new criteria of sexual 

modesty linked to Reformation and Counter-Reformation moralizing. "Personal cleaning, 
by wiping rather than washing, concentrated on the visible (clothes, linen, faces, hands) 
leaving more ignoble parts suitably veiled, while body smells were more likely to be 
combated by perfumes rather than by bathing." 49. 
" "L'habitude de se baigner, dans des etablissements publics ou chez soi, disparait 
presque au cours des XVIe et XVIIe sidles. Dans le cas des bains publics, la crainte de la 
contagion (peste et syphilis) et une attitude plus stricte vis-a-vis de la prostitution (activite 
annexe dans beaucoup de bains) entrainnent la fermeture de la plupart des 
etablissements. Quant aux ablutions privees, une mefiance croissante a Tegard de I'eau et 
le developpement de nouvelles techniques 's^hes', plus elitistes, d'hygirae cotporelle 
contribuerent a la disparition de la cuve a baigner.... En outre, m^ecins et responsables 
de la sante publique d^onseillerent des le XVe si^le toutes les formes de bain pendant 
les ^id^es, de crainte que les pores de la peau nue, dilate par les vapeurs chaudes, ne 
soient encore plus vuln^bles aux 'miasmes' pestilentiels qui, disait-on, propageaient la 
maladie. La notion de porosite de la peau et la menace que les etuves representaient pour 
la sante en gra^ foumirent aux textes m^caux du XVIe et du XVIIe si^le de 
nombreux arguments contre les maux des bains publics et les dangers de Teau." Sara F. 
Matthews Greico, Histoire des Femmes en Occident. Nathalie Zemon Davis and Arlette 
Farge comp. and eds., 3 vols. (Evreux: Plon, 1991) 3:61. 

All quotations are taken from Edith R. Farrell's translation of Bachelard's work. Water 
and Dreams: An Essav on the Imagination of Matter (Dallas: Pegasus Foundation, 1983) 
115-132. L'eau et les Reves. Essai sur Timagination de la matiere was originally printed 
in Paris by the LAraire Jos6 Corti in 1942. 
"FarreU, 126. 
^FarreU, 117. 
" Farrel, 159-187. 

There is no indication that the author of the prologue and the poems is the same person. 
The prologue was probably written by the compiler and/or printer of the texts found in 
the Triumph. It is thus all the more interesting to note the manner in which the author of 
the prologue picks up on water imagery in the poems attributed to Le Maire and creates 
his own unique images in turn, attributing to them a very similar symbolic fimction. 

"Beuvers tr^ illustres, et vous, v^lez tr^ pr^ieux (car a vous, non a aultres, sont 
d^ez mes escriptz)...". Francois Rabelais, Qeuvres Completes. Jacques Boulenger et 
Lucien Scheler, eds. (Paris: Gallimard, 1955) 3. 
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** All references to the texts will include page or line numbers as found in Appendix 1. 

Acheron; the river in Hades across which Charon ferried the dead. It is associated with 
the Greek word achos, pain, hence 'river of woe'. 

The process described here is a classic move in male psychology, "[a]lso called 
projection. It is the process that underlies the logic of the rapist who argues he was 
provoked." Jonathan Beck, "Genesis, Sexual Antagom'sm, and the Defective Couple of 
the Twelfth-Century/cm d'Adam" Representations 29 (1990) 139 n 14. The reaction is 
so widespread that it may be discerned in anti-female 'Jezebel' topoi from all periods, 
beginning during Biblical times. 

Elisabeth Caron supports this reading in her article "L'Innomable et ses pmphrases 
dans les contes de Cupido et d'Atropos," Le Moven Francais. 40 (1998): 6. 
"Ironiquement presente par le narrateur comme "droit de naturelle usance", "se rendre" se 
fait r^uivalent du plaisir sexuel des dames, juridiquement valide selon elles par leur 
seule nature de dames, aux d^ens des objets que Cupidon leur a toujours foumis." 

Bachelard, 50. 
Farrell, 34. "The swan, in literature, is an ersatz or substitute for the nude woman." 
A similar warning is voiced in the final anonymous poem. Appendix n. 
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CHAPTER m: RABELAIS AND THE GREAT POX 

The name Fran9ois Rabelais stands out as one of the great writers in world 

literature. Along with Dante, Cervantes, Montaigne and Shakespeare, he holds a place as 

one of the most important and influential writers of the Renaissance. But unlike his 

famous cohorts, whose works, like Rabelais's, are also daring, complex and enduringly 

entertaining, Alcofribas Nasier, as he called himself in a protective anagram, is the only 

author in the canon who speaks openly and regularly about syphilis. His works have been 

duly cited but rarely studied in depth by scholars of literature and medical history for 

their language and themes related to syphilis.' Indeed, the five allegories that constitute 

the main corpus of Rabelais's comic work seem methodically punctuated with references 

to the disease, sometimes short, sometimes long. Upon close inspection, the 

representations of syphilis found in Rabelais's works prove to be more varied, complex, 

ambiguous and at times contradictory than those of any other writer from the same 

period. In Rabelais, having syphilis is alternately grounds for compassion and affection, a 

sign of evil, an accepted part of life, and an enemy to be slain. Borrowing both from 

popular and formal registers, Rabelais's multi-faceted discourse on syphilis is therefore a 

unique and highly significant element of what one of the major critics has referred to as 

Rabelais's "comucopian texts."' 

Despite the frequent appearance of complex and varied representations of syphilis 

in Rabelais, there has been no rigorous analysis of them. A favorite of medical historians. 
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Rabelais's works are usually cited for little more than the presence of syphilis thematics 

and terminology. In such studies, the importance of syphilis is asserted through 

discussion of pertinent historical, social and medical data. Brockliss and Jones (1997), for 

example, make reference to Rabelais's distaste for charlatan doctors who treated 

syphilitics.^ Claude Quetel (1990) and Emile Aron (1993) examine syphilis as it appears 

in Rabelais as accessory to their long-range historical contextualization of the disease and 

practices surrounding it Antonioli (1978) provides ample discussion of syphilis from 

historical and literary texts, pointing out that syphilitics constituted a significant 

percentage of patients hostipalized during Rabelais's short medical practice, and 

discussing the role of contagious illness in the five books.^ The passages cited by these 

scholars have amply demonstrated Rabelais's awareness of and attentiveness to the 

pervasive, painful nature of syphilis in the Renaissance. 

Literary theorists, historians, critics and editors, on the other hand, have 

frequently either failed to see, or have chosen not to see syphilis as an element of much 

significance in Rabelais. One of the most prominent of these, Mikail Bakhtin, is 

illustrative of that tendency, having 'written off syphilis, so to speak, by referring to it in 

trivial terms as a 'Jolly disease.' He defines syphilis and gout (diseases with similar 

symptoms and often confiised in the early 16th century) as they appear in Rabelais as 

"'jayeuses maladies' resultant d'un abus immodere de nourrituie, boisson et plaisirs 

sexuels, [qui] sent par cons^uent substantiellement liees au 'bas' matmel et corporel"." 

This assessment is vaUd up to a point; but as we shall see, syphilis is not always 
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associated with excesses in the physical domain, and in most cases Rabelais treats it as no 

laughing matter. 

While most commentators have seen only risque comedy in Rabelais's references 

to syphilis, odiers have chosen not to see - or allow others to see— syphilis in Rabelais at 

all. Thus in addition to being written off, the disease has been actually 'written out' of 

many editions of Rabelais's works. Until recently, the standard literature textbook series 

used in French high schools, Lagarde et Michard XVIe Siecle, omits the word veroles 

(syphilitics), from Rabelais's prologue to Gargantua. And although the term was restored 

in the 1985 edition, the notes to the text make no mention of the fact that v^oles, a word 

which strikes speakers of modem French with the same vagueness as the word 'pox' 

strikes speakers of English, was in fact the commonly used sixteenth-century term for 

'syphilitics.' It is as if the presence of what Rabelais terms his 'very precious syphilitics' 

is neither warranted, as the earlier editions of Lagarde et Michard suggest, nor significant, 

as the lack of explanation in the latest edition implies. The omission of some words or 

highlighting of others in any author's text is problematic; editors' choices in such matters 

may reflect various motivations, from aesthetic preference to censorship. In the case of 

Rabelais's veroles, the omission quite obviously stemmed from the perceived need to 

avoid the embarrassment of having to acknowledge ~ much less discuss ~ the term's 

meaning. But whatever the reasons of modem school editors for omitting veroles, 

Rabelais intended the word to be read, and read not just as a gratuitous provocation. His 

repeated references to syphiHs make this quite clear. 



In light of the importance of the syphiUs epidemic in Rabelais's France and his 

insistent references to syphilis, it seems timely to look more closely at this disease. An 

examination of a full array of Rabelaisian representations of syphilis will demonstrate 

that classifying it a 'jolly disease' totally misses the point by oversimplifying both the 

seriousness of the illness and Rabelais's reasons for referring to it so insistently/ The 

following chapter is, therefore, devoted to a careful account of the occurrences and 

fimctions of syphilis in the five books of Rabelais's comic epic. In a brief discussion of 

Rabelais's training and dual career as doctor and writer, I suggest that syphilis, along with 

financial need, were factors influencing his course of study and professional decisions— 

namely, to become both doctor and author. Following the biographical overview I will 

focus on the prefatory dedications found in the prologues to each of the five books, as 

they provide what experts consider the best available indication of authorial intention in a 

work highly coded to evade censiu^. My discussion will highlight Rabelais's interest in 

and concem for syphilitics, not only as stated in the prefaces, but also as corroborated by 

his training and experience as a physician. The notion of the "text as therapy" has been 

amply treated by La Charite (1980) and others. Thus my discussion of this theme will be 

limited to emphasizing the important connections between dedications to syphilitics and 

promises of the text's curative value. Next, I will consider several modes of representing 

syphilis in order to demonstrate the varying functions and roles Rabelais gives the disease 

in his woric. In this regard I first discuss the use of syphih's terminology as an element 

which finds its place within the scheme of what Bakhtine called camivalesque 'lowering 
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of high culture.' By borrowing Church discourse on disease, Rabelais turns authoritarian 

reasoning about syphilis back on its creators, effecting a critique of their morals and 

hypocrisy while textually playing with the theory of syphilis as divine punishment. 

Discussion will then turn to representations of syphilis that present women as the source 

of the disease. I show that by ^propriating then-current sexual stereotypes and 

constructs of syphilis and its sources, Rabelais subtly plays on popular tendencies to 

blame women for the disease; but while indicating that its source is indeed excessive 

sexual activity, he takes care to show that syphilis is not attributable to women, or 

women's lust alone. The pervasive message imderlying and unifying these 

representations of syphilis encourages responsibility for one's sexual behavior; along 

with temperance and moderation. 

A. Syphilis and Life Choices: A Motivating Factor 

As a monk, a brilliant scholar, teacher, and medical doctor, Francois Rabelais had 

the perspective to know and understand as much about syphilis as was possible in the 

early 1500s. Although his birth date is much debated, Rabelais was probably bom around 

1494, shortly before the disease first appeared in Italy. He spent his adolescent years in 

Angers before entering for more rigorous studies the convent of Puy-Saint-Martin at 

Fontenay-Le-Comte aroimd 1520. In the two decades during which he attained adulthood, 

syphiUs had rapidly spread through Europe and was considered a serious problem in most 
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large cities. From the limited biographical information at our disposal, it appears that at 

an early age (while still a monk), Rabelais was in close contact with two very different 

worlds: the elite, refined world of learning and erudition, and the coarse, harsh world of 

the common people and their suffering. Literary historians agree that his keen 

sensibilities and varied experiences quickly afforded him unusually broad understanding 

of the ways of the world. As he travelled with his student, Louis d'Estissac, and later 

continued his studies in Paris, Rabelais witnessed the public spectacle of syphilitics lining 

the streets near hospital and church entryways, begging for abns and deliverance from 

their pain. Seeing bodies hoinbly disfigured from syphilis or leprosy, both common at the 

time, was a daily experience and a horrible one. But the young Rabelais also lived and 

studied in the intellectually stimulating environment of the priory of Liguge, visited by 

famous writers and poets. Sheltered from the harshness of the city, but still affected by 

his memories of it, Rabelais moved among brilliant scholars and theologians. When his 

own scholarly pursuits led him later to Paris, his life as an impoverished student again 

brought him in contact with the suffering of the common people. This time, however, he 

lived almost as one of them. Did constant exposure to suffering lead Rabelais to consider 

a career in which he could administer aid? 

We have no records to confirm or deny whether Rabelais's awareness of syphilis 

and other dreadful diseases bore on his decision to pursue a career in medecine. Lack of 

funds has frequently been hypothesized as the main motivation behind his enrolhnent in 

the Montpellier school of medecine in 1530. Typical of this view is Plattard (1928) who 
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sunnises that "at the age of thirty-six, seemingly devoid of all resources and without a 

situation, he decided upon providing himself with the necessary degree to gain the means 

of existence by the excercise of the medical profession." * Whether or not money was a 

factor in the timing of Rabeiais's decision to become a doctor, other evidence makes clear 

that the study of medical texts held his interest long before he went to Montpellier. In his 

earlier humanistic studies he had read medical texts from antiquity used at the time to 

prepare physicians for practice. Legend has it that on the very day of his arrival in 

Montpellier, the new student Rabelais already began discussing with his future 

professors, leaving them amazed at his extensive erudition. Such knowledge allowed him 

to complete his fonnal studies in record time, and here ~ legend aside - the dates are 

documented: "Rabelais...was a Bachelor fifteen days after the commencement of lectures, 

six weeks after his registration as a student, whereas apparently the period of study 

required from a candidate for this degree was two years."^ He went to work immediately. 

In 1532 Rabelais was in Lyons at the great hospital of the Pont-Du-Rhdne, a move 

which is again traditionally assumed to have been motivated by lack of funds. There is no 

evidence for this assumption. On the other hand, from the good deal that is known about 

16th-century France, there is no question that a man with Rabeiais's demonstrated 

energy, proven accomplishments, and known connections, would have bad little 

difficulty, at that point in his life, acquiring "a situation" in any number of occupations 

less demanding than caring for syphiUs patients in a public hospital. 
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In the capacity of medical doctor, it was at the Pont-Du-Rhdne that Rabelais was 

in close contact with the sick. His duties included daily bedside visits to each patient in 

the hospital. The doctor's work obviously bad a positive effect; the mortality rate 

decreased by 2 to 3 percent while he was there.'° But the woric was difGcult, poorly paid 

and no doubt hard on him emotionally. If fewer patients died at the hospital during 

Rabelais's tenure, there is no guarantee that others were cured of their diseases." Painful 

symptoms could be alleviated, or patients made to feel better thanks to the therapeutic 

quality of laughter, a therapy obviously dear to Rabelais, but there were no cures for the 

infections and viruses that plagued sufferers in the Renaissance. Patients stricken with 

incurable ailments were condemned to a slow, painful death. 

It therefore appears likely that a combination of factors, possibly but not 

necessarily including financial need and musings about the human condition, fostered by 

his experiences as a student of the classical humanities and then as a doctor, led Rabelais 

to begin writing his allegories. How could he resist? There was hardly a better place for a 

writer to be in 1532, for Lyons, at the intellectual and geographical crossroads of 

Renaissance Italy and France, was an important center for commerce and humanist ideas, 

as well as the location of large fairs and many thriving print shops. Pantagruel was 

published in Lyons in November of 1532. Here, in the first of his five major works, the 

doctor calls attention almost immediately to the importance of his book for those 

suffering fit)m the great pox. In the opening lines of the prologue, Rabelais's 

pseudonymous narrator, Alcofiibas Nasier, begins by addressing a noble group: 'Tres 
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illustres et tres chevaleureux champions, gentilzhommes et aultres...".'̂  A sales pitch 

follows as Rabelais touts the book as a 'feel-good' remedy for woes as diverse as 

disappointment after an unsuccessful hunting excursion— a problem falling into the 

category of psychology— to serious physical pain. To promote his text specifically as 

medicine," he relates that when it is applied to the cheek of a person suffering a 

toothache, pain subsides. The irony here is not entirely of Rabelais's own invention, for 

in fact belief in the curative or palliative power imputed to books in the later Middle Ages 

is well known. And as we will see, Rabelais as a physician was well aware that women in 

labor commonly applied to their bellies a volume of The Life of Saint Margaret, the 

patron saint of pregnant women. He raises the ante, heightening praise of his book's 

meritorious and therapeutic qualities by increasing the seriousness of conditions 

positively influenced by it. The pitch culminates with a graphic description of syphilitics 

undergoing mercury treatments: 

Mais que diray-je des pauvres verolez et goutteux? O quantes foys nous 
les avons veu, a I'heure que ilz estoyent bien oingtz et engressez a poinct, 
et le visaige leur reluysoit comme le claveuer d'un chamier et les dentz 
leurs tressailloyent comme font les marchettes d'un clavier d'orgues ou 
d'espinette quand on joue dessus, et que le gosier leur escumoit comme a 
un veirat que les vaultres ont acule entre les toilles! " 

The realism with which Rabelais describes the faces of such patients testifies to his 

knowledge of their condition and the pain brought on by these common treatments; he 

knew that the mercury 'cure' was often worse and more punishing than the disease itself. 

He makes the pain of these treatments woric to his benefit by noting that the only thing 

capable of making his patients feel better is a reading of his book; 
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Que faisoyent-ilz alors? Toute leur consolation n'estoit que de ouyr lire 
quelque page dudict livre, et en avons veu qui se donnoyent a cent pipes 
de vieulx diables en cas que ilz n'eussent senty allegement manifeste a la 
lecture dudcit livre, lorqu'on les tenoit es lymbes, ny plus ny moins que 
les femmes estans en mal d'enfant quand on leurs leist la vie de saincte 
Marguerite." 

The suggestion here, not that his book will cure but that it will make syphilitics' intense 

pain easier to bear, is the first sign of Rabelais's focus on syphilitics as implied audience. 

He does not specifically dedicate the book to them as he will other books, but their 

condition is the most serious of those presented, the most carefiilly described, and the one 

which results in the most emphatic portrayal of the book's therapeutic qualities. Each of 

his subsequent publications makes similar claims, directed more or less forcefiilly to 

syphilitics. 

In the following discussion of the other prologues, I wish to demonstrate that 

syphilitics are indeed the stated primary recipients of Rabelais's literary attentions. 

Explicit dedications and suggestive parables constitute in my view proof of his 

engagement to help those already suffering from the infection, or at risk of contracting it. 

If we consider the growing population of syphilitics in 1532,'° and that a large percentage 

of Rabelais's readers were sick and had undergone or would undergo mercury treatments, 

the promise of the book as therapy appears as a significant gesture of outreach. 

In 1534, two years later, Gargantua was published. In the prologue, Rabelais 

takes a step further than PantagruePs promise of relief to syphilitcs. He explicit and 

affectionately dedicates the book to them: "Beuveurs tres illustres, et vous, v^olez tres 

precieux (car a vous, non a aultres, sont d^ez mes escriptz)...'*.'̂  I^elais shares a 
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'confidence' in parentheses with the group of implied readers. Interpellative use of the 

personal pronoun vous has the effect of eliminating distance between narrator and 

addressee as it establishes the exclusivity of the dedication; Rabelais's works are 

dedicated to drinkers and syphilitics, and to them alone. A promise of hidden, therapeutic 

value in the text is then revealed through a related series of metaphors and analogies. 

Rabelais begins by likening Socrates to apothecaries' containers called Silenuses, whose 

fanciful exterior belies the marvelous power of the substances they contain due to the 

paintings of Bacchus and nymphs that decorate them. The chain of comparisons leads to 

the famous phrase, abeady proverbial in French in Rabelais's time, "L'habit ne faict point 

le moyne,"'̂  and then to the metaphor of the book as bone, hard to crack but filled with 

nutritious marrow." As such, rhetorical play is used to build a case or prescribe a 

treatment that will encourage his readers and listeners to delve into the work regardless of 

its outward appearance, and to seek out a mysterious but powerful hidden substance 

promised by the metaphors, even if its nature appears unclear. 

References to pharmaceuticals and sustenance^filled marrow hint strongly at 

physical health, but no mention is made of a cure for the recipients of the dedication. Of 

the book's doctrine, Rabelais promises only that it will reveal "high sacrements and 

horrific mysteries concerning our religion as well as current political and economic 

affairs." That the book is dedicated to drinkers and syphilitics, whom Rabelais calls mes 

amours in the concluding paragraph of his prologue, must be read literally in part; its 

message and contents are intended to be of import to them. 
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In 1546, two years after the publicatioii of Gargantua, Le Tiers livre was 

dedicated to the same groups; **Bomies gens, beuveurs tres illustres, et vous goutteux^" 

tres precieux...". '̂ In this prologue, more complex and longer than that of the preceding 

book, the promise of hidden meaning is replaced by a personal invitation by the narrator 

to come 'drink from his keg': 'Tout beuveur de bien, tout goutteux de bien, altaez, 

venens a ce mien tonneau...".̂  Whether alterez is interpreted as thirsty or altered, 

changed (as syphilitics would be), or both, the invitation is enticing and particularly 

insistent. Moving from Pantagruel's promise of relief, but in keeping with the culinary 

metaphor of "substantific" marrow, Rabelais encourages consimiption of his text by 

promising that his wine barrel is not only abundant and full of joy, but that it contains 

hope as well." Rabelais emphasizes a third and final time the exact nature of the people 

invited: "Notez bien ce que j 'ay diet, et quelle mani^e de gens je invite...., je ne I'ay 

perse que pour vous, gens de bien, beuveurs de la prime cuv^e et goutteux de firanc 

alleu."^^ There can be no mistaking Rabelais's outreach to syphilitics here. Nor can the 

insistence of his appeal be any longer dismissed as playful jocularity not to be taken 

literally. 

In the 1548 edition of Le Quart Livre, the prologue once again begins "Beuveurs 

tr^s illustres & vous goutteurs tres prwieux."" hi 1549, however, a new prologue 

appears in which a similar dedication is made, but more subtly. The opening page greets 

Lecteurs benevoles, and gens de bien, with no mention of syphilitics. But the matter of 

good health arises immediately: "Vous avez rem^e trouve infinable contre toutes 
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alterations....Vous, vos fenimes, enfans, parens et families, estez en sante desiree?" '̂' 

Rabelais then relates a long parable intended to illustrate how and why one should strive 

for good health. Word play filled with sexual images and allusions to syphilis permeate 

the text, paraphrased as follows: When the lumbegack Couillatris, a Latinate coinage 

roughly equivalent to 'the balled guy', loses his coingnee (a term for a wood-splitting 

instrument, and by extension, coitus") he cries out to Jupiter for help. He appoints 

Mercury to take care of the matter. The gods decide that Mercury will propose a choice of 

three wedges— one of wood Oust like the one Couillatris lost), one of silver and one of 

gold. If Couillatris chooses his own wedge, he is to receive the two others as a reward for 

his honesty. Should he greedily choose the silver or gold, he is to be decapitated with his 

own wedge. Couillatris examines all three but identifies his own, asking with delight if he 

may have it back. Mercury then gives him all three wedges. When the country folk hear 

of this, they all want a turn. But when given the opportunity, they make the mistake of 

choosing the valuable golden wedge and are instantly killed. The moral stated in the 

prologue is that one should wish for simplicity and mediocrity, because excessiveness 

carries a heavy price, including illness and death.^" 

Layers of metaphor allow numerous possible readings, not the least of which 

involves syphilis. Couillatris's lost 'tool' is symbolic of lost health, sexual. Mercury, both 

the mythological wing-footed messenger of gods and the metal used in risky and often 

deadly treatments for syphilis, controls the return of Couillatris's health. Obviously the 

choice of Mercury &om among all possible members of the mythological pantheon is not 
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fortuitous. The symbolic function of the choice of coingnees offered in the transaction is 

that of different treatments for syphilis, and of sexual intercourse itself. Rabelais's moral 

implies that the simplest wedge of wood represents simplicity and moderation; it allows 

Couillatris to continue his life. As such it is equally symbolic of guaiac wood, the only 

semi-effective, harmless treatment for syphilis known to Rabelais.^ The others, made of 

precious metals, represent excess and greed, but because choosing them leads to death, a 

symbolic link with mercury treatments emerges, for such treatments were both extremely 

costiy and often deadly. This interpretation of the Couillatris parable becomes even more 

plausible when, several sentences later, Rabelais addresses his syphilitic audience 

directly: "C'est, goutteux, sus quoy je fonde mon esperance, et croy fermement que, s'il 

plaist au bon Dieu, vous obtiendrez sante, veu que rien plus que sante pour le present ne 

demandez."^° The doctor's messages of moderation begin and end with encouragement to 

make health a top priority, for without it life is over. 

Rabelais's final work, first published in 1562 several years after his death, is 

consistent with the others in its dedication to syphilitics. The prologue to Le Cinquiesme 

et dernier livre?^ begins: "Beuveurs infatigables et vous, verollez horrifiques..."." His 

interest and concem for these groups thus comes full circle, for it characterizes the totality 

of his allegoncal, 'popular' literary production. By repeatedly reaching out, five times in 

five books, to those members of society afOicted with this infection that was associated 

with excessive sensuality and sin, Rabelais exposes what he considered of crucial 
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importance: addressing what was surely the most serious crisis of health and morals in 

early modem Europe. 

B. Mockery and Reversal: Syphilis and the Camivalesque 

The terms of affection used with verolez and goutteuz in the prologues are unique, 

for in Rabelais not all syphilitics are equal. Ambiguity and ambivalence best characterize 

the ways syphilis and syphilitics are portrayed in the five-volume text as a whole, for 

often, nothing affectionate or positive is said about those who have the sickness. The 

paragraph immediately following Rabelais's invitation to 'good' drinkers and syphilitics 

to come drink firom his 'barrel' in the prologue to Le Quart Livre specifies that caphars 

are not welcome precisely because they're all outrageous drinkers and 'crusty' 

syphilitics. Is this too a ploy, a red herring? Rabelais was careful to tone down the 

offensive passages in his books over the years, and to state categorically that he would 

certainly not risk life and limb to defend them." And the text tells that this group is so 

bad we should say daily prayers to be delivered &om their evil.^ Syphilis may thus 

function as a sign of sin and immorality, depending on who has it. But in other cases, the 

disease is simply mentioned in passing, in characteristically Rabelaisian exuberance and 

silliness. For example, when he chronicles the giants' ancestry as a parody of the 

Scripture's genealogy of Jesus, Rabelais alludes to the 'origins' of syphilis. The giants' 

family tree includes "...Etion, lequel premier eut la vmlle pour a'avoir beu fiayz en este. 
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comme tesmoigne Baitachim."^^ Clearly, there is nothing evil or sinful about drinking 

tepid water in summertime, so why the reference to syphilis? Here Rabelais makes false 

and truly ridiculous information about syphilis fimction as a critique of its source; 

Bartachim was an Italian jurist whose ineptitude Rabelais scomed.^^ Whether a sign of 

sin, immorality or intellectual ineptitude, syphilis everywhere but in the prologues carries 

an unsympathetic semantic charge. 

The dynamics of ambiguity and ambivalence with regard to syphilis stand out 

with particular clarity in those representations of the disease which include references to 

Renaissance figures of authority. Using syphilis as an insult to those in power is 

consistent with what Bakhtine terms "camivalesque lowering of high culture," meant to 

evoke laughter and rejuvenation among the people: 

...[L]es coups et injures... sont des actes symboliques dirig^ contre 
Vautorite supreme.... Les injures repr^entent la mort, la jeunesse passee 
devenue vieillesse, le corps vivant devenu cadavre".... [T]outes les scraes 
de sevices sont analogues chez Rabelais; ambivalentes et pleines de gaiete. 
Tout se fait en riant et pour rire...." 

But Rabelais does more with his syphilis-filled jibes than innocently mock authority, hi 

the passages we will discuss here, syphilis becomes a tool for criticism, but criticism not 

necessarily related to sensuality or sexual conduct. Rather, the painfiil, dangerous 

qualities of the disease, in addition to the way it was dreaded and avoided, allow syphilis 

to become a powerful component in a generalized criticism of excess, immoraUty, 

corruption, or ordinary stupidity. It is interesting to note that in all but one instance, those 

targeted are clearly Church-related figures of power. By 'giving' this group syphilis in his 
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text, Rabelais harnesses the punitive discourse on syphilis set forth by the Church and 

uses it to his own ends. The very source of the idea of syphilis as a form of divine 

punishment receives punishment in tum. 

In the first book, Rabelais portrays Gargantua's tutor, Maitre Thubal Holopheme, 

as a theologian in the first edition, and later, after pressure firom the Sorbonne, as a 

sophiste who dies fî m syphilis before completing his duties: 'Tuis luy leugt le Compost, 

ou il flit bien seize ans et deux moys, lors que son diet precepteur mourut; et fit Tan mil 

quatre cens et vingt, de la verolle qui lui vint." '̂ This passage seems intended to criticize 

Holopheme's intellectual failings: what kind of Master would take sixteen years and two 

months to read a simple pedagogical text to his student? But though no mention is made 

of his morals, conduct, or of the way he might have contracted the disease, the fact that 

syphilis simply 'came' to the hapless theologian suggests that some element of his life 

did not reflect the values his title connotes. When "another coughing old man" takes 

Holopheme's place, the new instructor's poor health and old age make him hardly more 

attractive than his predecessor. Syphilis thus functions in this passage as a sign of 

stupidity and ridiculous outmoded pedagogy, consistent with Rabelais's criticism of the 

current state of education in general. By 'giving' Holopheme syphilis, Rabelais 

efE^tively lowers him fi'om the revered position of Master, opening the way to renewal 

and change for Gargantua the pupil. 

Not all references to syphiHs and figures of power are as benign, however. Other 

passages are directed toward real Church leaders, dead at the time, but for whom 
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lUbelais's contempt is made obvious by bis use of syphilis in his characterization of 

them. Toying with notions of contagion, health, and divine retribution in Pantagruel, 

Rabelais directs his critical gaze at a pope. In this complex passage, not having syphih's 

becomes a greater sign of immorality and misconduct than having it. When Epistemon 

returns from his visit to hell, he astonishes his Mends with an account of the people he 

met there. Among the inhabitants of hell he found; 

...Le pape Sixte,"" gresseur de verolle. 
-Comment, (dist Pantagruel) y a-t-il des v6rollez de par de la? 
-Certes (dist Epistemon) je n'en veiz oncques tant; il en y a plus de cent 
millions. Car ceulz qui n'ont eu la verolle en ce monde-cy Font en 
I'aultre." 

The inversion operated here is particularly biting. Rabelais has not only placed the pope 

in hell, suggesting his earthly conduct was wicked enough to merit such pum'shment, but 

he also sets the pope to work treating syphilitics with the method practiced by only the 

most heartless of charlatans. As pox-greaser, the pope spends his time in hell applying 

mercurial ointment to syphilitics. Rabelais felt great scorn for this brand of medicine, 

knowing that its results were ineffective and deadly. He was certainly aware that Pope 

Sixtus had resorted to dishonest means of gaining financial success. The comparison with 

charlatans, who emptied the pockets of rich and poor alike at no benefit to anyone but 

themselves, is appropriate. But Rabelais's criticism does not stop there. Epistemon 

reports that he never saw so many syphilitics as he did in hell. With a phrase reminiscent 

of a Biblical declaration (the model being the ^Beatitudes'), 'For those who have not had 

syphiHs in this world will have it in the next,' he better clarifies the pope's status in hell. 
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Pope Sixtus does not have syphilis himself; he works to help those who do. Thus, not 

only was he syphilitic on earth (syphilis either in the literal sense or as a symbolic 

representation of his greedy and corrupt behavior), but he had to have harmed many 

people to end up in the superlatively contemptible position of pox-greaser in the 

underworld. 

In addition to targeting one pope for criticism, this passage is a particularly 

skillful appropriation and inversion of the Church's discourse on syphilis. While the 

Church promised damnation and punishment for syphilitics and, conversely, paradise for 

those who abstained from debauchery,'*^ Rabelais turns this message completely on its 

head. Panurge is delighted to discover he'll be exempt from syphilis in the afterlife, 

having suffered its ardors on earth; "Cor Dieu! (dist Panurge) J'en suis doncques quite.'**^ 

We can only imagine the delight of Rabelais's first readers— many of whom were 

undoubtedly stricken— upon contemplating the preceding lines. 

Syphilis functions as a sign of papal misconduct in yet another episode, but there 

the criticism is carried out in the pope's absence. In the Quart Livre, syphilis appears as a 

non-sexual reference to the harmful and destructive nature of noxious ideas when the 

writings of Pope Boniface Vm^ cause great sickness and destruction. Rhizotome relates 

how he and his friends were at a wedding feast where a masquerade ball was to take 

place. Having come to the party maskless, the group decided to improvise with pages 

from an old Sixiesme*^ Disregarding the text in the interest of much-needed paper, they 
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fabricated masks as best they could. A horrible surprise awaited the revelers when the 

masks were removed: 

Nos petites caroles et pu^es esbatements achevez, houstans nos faulz 
visaiges, appreumes plus hideuz et villains que les diableteaux de la 
passion de Doue tant avions les faces guastees aux lieux touchez par 
lesdictz feueilletz. L'un y avoit la picote, Taultre le tac, I'aultre la v^Ue, 
I'aultre la rougeoulle, I'aultre gros froncles. Somme, celuy de nous tous 
estoit le moins blesse a qui les dens estoient tombees*^. 

The toxicity of the Pope's pages is fearsome. In addition to imparting to the mask-

wearers a variety of serious illnesses, including syphilis, when Rhizotome's sisters put 

their clean, white garments between the book's pages to be pressed flat, the clothes come 

out blacker than coal sacks. Even though Boniface Vm was dead long before Rabelais's 

time, the doctor uses 'modem' syphilis to revile and mock his noxious ideas. 

Rabelais's criticism of religious figures is similarly pointed when he uses syphilis 

as a metaphor for the harmful effects of their ideas on innocent bystanders. But the doctor 

does not disdain using syphilis himself as an offensive weapon s^ainst figures of power. 

Panurge, who loves to persecute theologians above all other groups, launches an attack 

using syphilis as a form of chemical warfare. As a practical joke he makes a foul-smelling 

grease he calls une tartre bouronnoise, a Bourbon Pie, which contains, among other fetid 

ingredients, oozings from chancrous sores. The mixture is spread out on the sidewalk in 

front of the Sorbonne so that theologians exiting the building have to be exposed to it 

The result is wonderfully horrific: 

Et tous ces bonnes gens rendoyent la leurs gorges devant tout le monde 
comme s'ilz eussent escorche le regnard: et en mourut dix ou douze de 
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peste, quatorze en feurent ladres, dix huyct en fiirent pouacres, et plus de 
vingt et sept en eurent la veroUe; mais il ne s'en soucioit mie ...J" 

In addition to 'lolling a dozen or so," Panurge's concoction gives most of the theologians 

the pox. But this doesn't bother him in the least. Perhaps Panurge's heartless attitude here 

was intended to mimic that of the Church toward syphilitics. The cause and effect 

relationship between sin and syphilis that was popularized by the Church allowed no 

sorrow or pity for the sick. Rather, information about the disease was supressed in order 

to foster the belief that syphilitics were only getting what was deserved for their depraved 

behavior.''̂  Panurge sets up the theologians and gives them what he thinks they deserve, 

turning away just as they do from the resulting pain and death. Because of the way the 

Church discouraged caritas for syphilitics, Rabelais uses the disease to give theologians a 

taste of their own 'medecine'. 

Only once is syphilis used in reference to figures of power in a way that suggests 

excessive sexual behavior. In the Cinquieme Livre, military leaders associated with a 

religious order are the target of Rabelais's comic sarcasm. Although he portrays them as 

birds, Rabelais suggests that military leaders are morally corrupt. Not only ill themselves, 

their decadent behavior is seen as responsible for the spread of syphilis and the disruption 

of social interaction among the sexes. The connection between the birds' appetite (sexual) 

and syphilis is established covertly, but this connection is the key that opens a subtext 

containing criticism of the commanding ranks. While on the Isle Sonante, Pantagruel and 

Panurge notice a flock of birds whose wing feathers bear Greek and Latin crosses 

resembling military msignia but also suggestive of a religious order. The protagonists 
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leam fix)m Editus that the common name for the birds is gourmandeur. This term is 

derived fcom gourmand, meaning 'one who eats good things in excess/ Adding the 

agentive suffix -eur creates a striking near-rhyme with the term commandeur, which it 

undoubtedly suggests/' This allusive title along with the insignias on the birds' wings 

point to military status, but the title gourmandeur lends itself less to an assessment of 

military might than to an interpretation of the birds' behavior and values. Taken literally, 

their title means they are over-eaters; they can't get enough of a good thing. Editus 

informs Panurge that in fact the birds never sing, but eat twice as much to make up for it. 

The verb repaitre used in Editus' phrase generally refers to a physical 'filling up' with 

food, but can also be associated with passion and sating desires. It thus appears that this 

flock's uncontrollable appetite is for something other than food. When Pantagruel 

inquires about the absence of females, he is told that none remain, a circumstance he 

immediately relates to syphilis among the males: 

~ Oil sont (demandois-Je) les femelles? 
-lis n'en ont point respondit-il. 
-Conmient doncques (infera Panurge) sont-ils ainsi croustelevez et tous 
mangez de grosse verolle?" 

Panurge's assiunption (phrased as a question) turns out to be correct. Editus confirms that 

syphilis is normal in this species, due to their sea battles: "~Elle [la verolle] est propre a 

ceste espece d'oyseaulx, a cause de la marine qu'ils hantent quelquesfois." '̂ 

The absence of females is discussed no fiirther, yet it is what appears most 

troubling to Panurge, the ladies' man and syphilitic himself. An interruption of 

interaction between the sexes is as unimaginable to him as is the absence of women. So 
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when Editus simply repliesr'they have no more of them,' we are left to wonder whether 

the females all died, or simply left. Either way, their disappearance implies a worrisome 

future for this species of bird, without females, and the remainder of the flock male and 

syphilitic. Thus although the military and religious attributes carried on the birds' wings 

and in their title normally serve to confer status, word play and a reference to syphilis 

handily undercut and reverse any possible positive association. 

C. Blame and Male Subjective Discourse 

When Rabelais writes about syphilis and women, negative allusions to figures of 

power stricken with the disease pale in comparison. Women receive much worse 

treatment. Not only do several passages imply that all women are syphilitic, the veritable 

source of the disease, but in addition, some include fantasized and real violence to 

women's bodies, partially as a result of their syphilitic status. Two distinct dynamics bear 

on these scenes, each highly charged. The prevailing Renaissance discourse of misogyny 

which opens women to many forms of criticism appears consistently, while at the same 

time Rabelais echoes what were at the time typical social reactions to deadly disease. The 

combination of the two is especially threatening to women. 

However, identifying forces influencing and forming these passages does not 

resolve another problem. Why would Rabelais create images of real or imagined violence 

against women, images that iq)pear profoundly disturbing to the modem reader, when 
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they stand in clear contradiction to the Christian humanist doctrine of caritas the author 

upholds and encourages in his texts? Scholars have questioned textual violence against 

women in Rabelais, concentrating particularly on the Rondibilis episode and Panurge's 

infamous encounter with the Parisian lady, though many other examples exist. Most 

agree on one point: the male subjective discourse which informs these passages is really 

less about women being 'bad' than about male anxiety concerning their own sexuality, 

and their inability to control women." 

As far as the link between misogyny and syphilis is concerned, a better 

understanding of the clear contradiction between characters' actions and the ideal of 

caritas may be gained if we consider such passages within the context of what Francois 

Rigolot terms 'the Renaissance crisis of exemplarity.'" Rigolot argues that as 

Renaissance authors began to move away from the medieval practice of imitatio (the 

creation of allegories and other fictions as extensions of sacred, didactic texts), imitation 

itself became metaphoric: "it theorized the relation to paradigmatic figures strictly as 

analogy."^** Considered in this light, misogynistic discourse and regressive male behavior 

toward women in Rabelais's texts should not be read as signs of the way Rabelais felt or 

thought about gender relations, nor as Scriptural or societal examples he sought to 

condone. Rather, familiar paradigms like those found throughout the allegories were used 

as part of a process leading toward more independent, individual, and at times 

revolutionary literary creation. Put more simply, imitation of current or ancient discourse 

and ideas is done with new goals in mind. As Rigolot, ECritzman, Berry, and Zegura have 
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contended, such imitation, especially in the case of misogyny, actually serves to question 

the 'norms' it seems to promote/^ The possibility of a text that questions itself is of 

primary importance when considering representations of syphilis which involve women. 

In the following pages, I maintain that Rabelais's use of misogynistic discourse in 

passages which deal with syphilis is indeed grounded in the practice of imitation. I will 

argue, however, that the source of what he imitates is not Scripture, but rather trends in 

societal beliefs about women and disease. By textually re-creating common misogynistic 

notions and popular explanations for syphilis, Rabelais puts them into question, or in 

Kritzman's words, "interrogates the repressive and essentialized notions of women,"^*^ 

and makes of misogyny a vehicle that questions conmionly accepted meaning and 

information about syphilis and its causes. A discussion of the Renaissance construct or 

stylized conception of'women' as seen in Rabelais will serve as a backdrop to analysis of 

three passages in which the issues of syphilis and women take center stage. We shall see 

that by borrowing from popular notions of femininity and disease, Rabelais advances a 

lesson about syphilis and its causes, that ultimately suggests to (male) readers that what 

they need most to control is sexual desire— not womens's, as many currently believed, 

but indeed their own. 

It would be useful at this point to recall the main features of the Renaissance 

construct of 'woman.' Not only considered inferior to man on every level, the female was 

usually characterized by instability, unfaithfulness, and constant flux. The querelle des 

femmes was still going strong as Rabelais wrote, and he manages to question received 
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notions of women by subversively exaggerating common assimiptions about them in 

ways that obviously run counter to his own medical knowledge. In Le Tiers Livre, 

thoughts on the fair sex are summarized through the words of Doctor Rondibilis. His 

remarkable definition of woman is provided as assistance to Panurge who is deeply 

concerned lest he be cuckholded once married. Not surprisingly, the doctor's speech 

reposes on the gynophobic myth of an animal-like, sexually uncontrollable female: 

Quand je diz femme, je diz un sexe tant fragil, tant variable, tant muable, 
tant inconstant et imperfeict, que Nature me semble... s'estre esguaree de 
ce bon sens par lequel elle avoit cree et forme toutes choses, quand elle a 
basty la femme.... Certes Platon ne s^ait en quel ranc il les doibve 
colloquer, ou des animaux raisoimables, ou des bestes brutes. Car Nature 
leurs a dedans le corps pose en lieu secret et intestin un animal, un 
membre, lequel n'est ^ hommes, onquel quelquesfoys sont engendrees 
certaines humeurs salles,... tout le corps est en elles esbranle, tous les sens 
raviz, toutes affections interinees, tous pensemens confonduz." 

It is clear that female sexuality, which remains mysterious because of its hidden, internal 

nature, is the basis for Rondibilis's fear-filled tirade. The difficulty with which female 

anatomy is understood results in a construct of woman as dangerous and uncontrollable. 

hi fact, Rondibilis strives to shed light on differences between the sexes, for defining 

woman as distinctly different fi'om males keeps her at a distance. Rondibilis makes sure 

to note that the woman's membre is not only animal but that it seems to have a life of its 

own as well; indeed the way it causes disorder and disruption of body, mind, feelings and 

thoughts makes women appear as helpless victims of their own bodies. The implied 

conclusion for Panurge is that women's bodies really are not their own and cannot be 
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controlled by women themselves. What counts most for the languishing Panurge, 

however, is that women and their bodies cannot be controlled by him." 

The Rondibilis episode thus serves as an important example of Renaissance 

gynophobia as it appears in male subjective discourse, imitated with a 'twist' by Rabelais 

as a means of questioning the notions it seems to promote. Because statements like those 

made to Panurge are imitations of ideas commonly heard and spoken in society yet are 

not reflective of Rabelais's own medical knowledge, we may consider them as markers 

indicating possible alternative meanings. By examining these, we arrive at other options 

for interpreting the ideas they seem to promote. And in particular, when we question 

subtle inconsistencies, subjective pronouncements and cliches about women in 

coimection with syphilis, the text reveals some suprisingly progressive and 'modem' 

views about sexually transmitted disease. 

We shall begin with chapter five of the Pantegrueline Prognostication, in which 

Rabelais emphasizes that he is writing for the common people, 'les gens de bas estat' who 

do not have the benefit of astrologers' forecasts as do kings and princes. He kindly sends 

a warning to all those under the power of the goddess of love to be on the lookout this 

year for syphilis and its symptoms. The list of those 'at risk' is an interesting one: 

... putains, maquerelles, magolets, bougrins, bragars, napleux, 
eschangcrez, ribleurs, rufiens, caignardiers, chambrikes d'hostelerie, 
nomina mulierum desinentia in i^, ut lingi^, advocati^e, tavemiere, 
buandiae, Mppi^, seront cest annee en r^utation; mais le soleil entrant 
en Cancer et autres signes, se doibvent garder de v^lle, de chancre, de 
pisses chauldes, poullains grenetz, etc. '̂ 
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The first ten groups may all readily be associated with debauchery and indeed many of 

the terms are often used interchangeably. Included are prostitutes, Mvolous and 

pretentious types, sodomites, snappy dressers, syphilitics, decadent types, and those who 

are lazy and irresponsible or beggars. With the exception of putains and maquerelles 

these are terms used most frequently to describe men with questionable morals and 

behavior.^ But then the nature of the groups changes entirely as Rabelais cites 

chambermaids and womens's professions which end in 'iere'; that is to say all or nearly 

all women. The implication, that all women are under Venus's power, upholds and plays 

upon the construct of woman as sexually uncontrollable. His readers were undoubtedly 

delighted to read such lines, as the unbridled female passion alluded to by Rondibilis was 

commonly blamed for syphilis everywhere®'. 

However, two elements of this passage stand out as problematic. First, a striking 

contrast appears between the initial string of socially, sexually, and medically charged 

terms and the second list of womens's professions. The main difference between the two 

is clear: all those listed in the first are already deemed licentious and carry names that 

label them as such, while the list of women appears surprisingly normal and benign. 

Second, the passage is intended to serve as a warning against syphilis (yerolle), chancres 

and little pox-sores {poullains grenetz^^), but the first ten groups undoubtedly ahready 

suffer firom these ailments. A warning to them jqipears redundant; only those who do not 

have the sickness as yet are at risk. So judging from Rabelais's list, we can take the 

warning to women in two ways. It could imply that all who are not prostitutes do not 
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have syphilis but could catch it at any time, or, like the first groups, all women's 

occupations ending in -lere — which is to say all female occupations imaginable -ahready 

have syphilis because all women are prone to sexual excesses. That both interpretations 

are plausible confirms the plural nature of this text, but it also underscores the possibility 

that Rabelais chose to employ gynophobic discourse for pragmatic reasons. Whichever of 

the two interpretations we accept, a 'message' about syphilis rings clear in its importance 

to both sexes, namely that sexual excess makes people sick. According to this passage, 

those who already have syphilis thus cannot be mistaken about how they got it, and all 

who don't have it yet, men and women alike, had best beware. 

In a passage from Pantagruel, a similar word of advice is hinted at, but only after 

women are reduced to their sexual apparatus and put into the service of men. Panurge, the 

"male figure depicted as thoroughly narcissistic and regressive in behavior,"'̂  is the 

author of a plan which, with the use of syphilis, will save the city of Paris from enemy 

soldiers. His idea is based on the assumption that in Paris all women are prostitutes, and 

cheap at that. Seeing a cost-effective opportunity, Panurge, eternally short of cash and 

thus thrilled at finding a bargain, presents his plan: "Je voys que les callibistrys*^ des 

femmes de ce pays sont a meilleur marche que les pierres. D'iceulx fauldroit bastir les 

murailles Clearly, Panurge is interested in but one part of these women. Although 

he does not specify how he would obtain only this body part for his wall, his plan clearly 

involves disembodiment, suggested with a detatched sense of joy. He goes on to describe 

the manner in which he would arrange the inexpensive materials so as to create a sound 
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and aesthetically appealing construction. But the most significant aspect of the wall lies 

in its ability to ward off marauding enemies: 

Quel Diable defferoit telles murailles? n n'y a metal qui tant resistast aux 
coups. Et puis, que les couillevrines se y vinsent &oter, vous en verriez 
(par Dieu!) incontinent distiller de ce benoist fruict de grosse v^Ue, 
menu comme pluye, sec au nom des diables! Dadvantaige, la foudre ne 
tumberoit jamais dessus; car pourquoi? Hz sont tous b '̂sts ou sacr^.*^ 

A chain of military metaphors only thinly masks the sexual implications of the passage. 

Panurge imagines with delight his enemies bringing their 'cannons,' described here as 

couillevrines, a Rabelaisian creation combining couille (testicle) and couleuvrine (a long, 

slender military cannon") and 'rubbing' them against the wall. Syphilis is the immediate 

result, for what better arm than the pox to lay low an entire army? Furthermore, the wall 

is in Panurge's opinion practically indestructible. Stronger than metal, protected fi-om 

lightening, blessed and even sacred, the wall is sure to last.*^^ 

But if Panurge's fantasy wall is based on his mock-serious belief that all Parisian 

women are whores and thus syphilitic, its effectiveness is entirely contingent upon 

another assumption. If (male) enemy soldiers don't violate the wall in the way Panurge 

suggests— and he clearly believes they will ~ it has absolutely no power at all. Seen in 

this light, Panurge's exaggerated misogynistic treatment of women functions as a facade 

whose familiar themes draw the reader toward a more important message. Here, male 

sexual desire is exposed as a precondition for syphilis, and the sexual act as its source. 

At this point in the allegory, Panurge, probably syphilitic himself,*" was well 

aware of these facts, proving as much with his assumption that enemy soldiers would get 
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sick. Or was he? Perhaps Panurge's sense of security in promiscuity is grounded in 

denial, for he clearly believes that despite his behavior, he is exempt from sickness. 

Because of the dis^pearance of symptoms between the various stages of syphih's, it was 

possible to believe oneself 'cured', as may well be the case with Panurge. Although his 

knowledge of syphilis strongly suggests he bad personal experience with it, the perpetual 

ladies' man was still enjoying a very sexually active life, apparently believing himself 

indestructible. Indeed, when Pantagruel asks him how he knows so much about Parisian 

ladies' 'shameful parts,' Panurge replies that in the nine days he's been in Paris, he's 

slept with 417 different women. Only in the Tiers Livre will he momentarily come to his 

senses and ponder monogamy, admitting that there is such a thing as a decent woman. 

Syphilis, or rather the possibility of avoiding it, is a major reason for his change of heart; 

"...n'est-ce le mieulx que je me associe quelque honeste et preude femme, qu'ainsi 

changer de jour en jour avecques continuel dangier de quelque coup de baston, ou de la 

verolle pour le pire?"^° Without admitting the possibility that he carries the infection 

himself and can thus be considered its source, Panurge's enlightened statement displays a 

clear understanding that syphilis was a result of promiscuity. This is quickly forgotten, 

however, for in the Cinquiesme Livre he reverts to thinking himself not only immune 

from contagious illness, but full of power to cure it as well. 

When the travellers arrive in Le Pais de Satin, they see a group of unicorns, one of 

which miraculously purified a fountain with its magical horn. Panurge is quick to point 

out that he resembles the unicorn in more than one way; 
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La me dist Panurge que son courtault^* resembloit a une unicorae, non en 
langaige du tout, mais en vertu et propriete: car, ainsi conune elle 
puriffioit I'eaue des maretz et fontaines si ordure ou venin aulcun y estoit 
et ces animaulz divers en seurete beuvoient apres elle, aussi seurement on 
pouvoit apres luy farbouller sans danger de chancre, verolle, pissechaulde, 
poullains grenes, et telz autres menuz su£B:aiges, car si mal aucun ou 
infection est au trou m^hiticque, il esmondoit tout avecques sa come 
nerveuse.^ 

By believing he has a magical member, Panurge may also believe himself exempt from 

syphilis and thus free to continue living promiscuously. His own sexual drive is so strong 

that it makes him forget his prior arduous experience with syphilis. The way he 

unwittingly speaks stark truths about disease, grounded in misogym'stic thinking, while 

denying his own state of risk makes him an important source of information about 

avoiding syphilis. Rabelais makes Panurge speak in a way that exposes male subjectivity 

at the root of misogyny, while at the same time revealing the crucial implied suggestion 

of responsible sexual behavior as a means of avoiding syphilis. 

In one other fantasy-laced passage, womens' bodies (all of which are syphilitic) 

are shown to be used by men in a practical but peculiar manner. When the travellers 

arrive in the Royaulme de la Quinte Essance, they find that syphih's exists there. They see 

great halls full of sick people and syphilitics are in the front row,^ a detail which seems 

to point to the seriousness of their condition. However, a miracle cure awaits them. 

Touring with the queen after dinner, the group saw "ung jeune Perazon garir les verollez, 

je dis de la bien fine, comme vous diriez de Rouen, seullement leur touchant la vertebre 

dentiforme d'un trou de sabot par troys foys."^"* Such 'miracle cures' had no effect 

whatever on the infection for Rabelais's contemporaries, although people would have 
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tried anything to stop their pain. But, to push the fantasy along, Rabelais not only 

suggests that syphilis may be cured in this far-o£riand, he shows that the dreaded disease 

is even sought out as a possible means of rejuvenation. 

Later in his tour, Pantagruel remarks two groups of women, one old and decrepit, 

and the other young and beautiful. He is then told that old women are melted down, 

'recast,' and made new. The process is considered rejuvenating, for wrinkled old women 

go into ovens only to come out looking like fresh sixteen year old girls.^^ Pantagruel 

became curious about the application of a similar process to males; 

Pantagruel interrogent si par fonte pareillement faisoit les hommes vieulx 
rejennenir, respondu luy fiist que non; mais la maniere de ainsi rejennenir 
estre par habitaction avecques femme refondue, car la on prenoit cest 
quinte espece de verolle nommee la Pelade, en grecq Ophiasis, moyennant 
laquelle on change de poil et de peau, comme font annuellement les 
serpens, et en eulx est jeunesse renouvellee, comme en Phoenix d'Arabic. 
Cest la vraye fontaine de Juvence.™ 

Men don't need to be 'melted down' to be young again. Rather, they seek out a particular 

symptom of syphilis which may be obtained only from the 'recast' women. Here Rabelais 

plays with his general but extensive knowledge of syphilis and particular symptoms 

appearing in later stages. He appears to cast the pox in a jovial, positive light, but laughter 

only partially masks a serious undercurrent. First, by implying that all the rejuvenated 

females still have syphilis, it is clear that the virus has not killed them. By transforming 

his female characters from old sick hags into buxom young ladies (who still have 

syphilis), Rabelais subtly makes the point that regardless of a woman's outward 

appearance, the illness may still lurk within. Warnings to 'look things over closely before 
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indulging' meant nothing. Fuithennore, the melting process that exposed them to high 

temperatures didn't rid them of syphilis. Those who were subjected to mercury treatments 

characterize their experience as being 'melted' and 'baked,'̂  just like the women of the 

Royaulme, but mercury and heat never cured anyone. By the time the Cinquiesme Livre 

was written, syphilis had been around long enough for barber-surgeons to temper their 

treatments so as to make them less intense. As a result, patients less frequently died from 

mercury poisoning. Thus there was a growing population of syphilitics who had gone 

through these treatments, survived, and with the disappearance of extemal symptoms, 

appeared well but continued to pass the infection on to others. It is highly probable that 

this new phenomenon influenced Rabelais's depiction of women in the Royaulme. 

The doctor's subtle warnings continue, cloaked in laughter. In the Royaulme, men 

actually desire a. certain 'type' of syphilis. What Rabelais terms la pelade, a symptom 

characterized by severe alopecia and peeling skin,^^ is what the old men there wish to 

contract, as shedding hair and skin like certain animals is what allows them to be young 

again. But Rabelais knew that this symptom or any other was no laughing matter. La 

pelade was but one more painful and alienating effect to be endured from the virus^. His 

passing reference to the Phoenix d'Arable makes this quite clear. The famous bird is 

reborn from her ashes, but only after she bursts into flames and dies a fiery death. 

Syphilitics were not so lucky; they had burning sores and scalding mercury treatments to 

endure with no guarantee of rejuvenation or rebirth. A life of recurring pain and 

progressive degeneration was their only destiny. 
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So, although the Royaulme de la Quinte Essance is a miraculous place where 

anything is possible, Rabelais makes syphilis there as common as in France. The same 

misogynistic tendencies hold sway there as well. There, as in the case of Panurge's wall, 

women's bodies are dramatically altered to serve males. Women are chopped up, melted 

down and recast to benefit men. In the Royaulme, the success of a system conceived and 

obviously put into practice for and by males depends on the pervasive syphilitic status of 

women. And for the plan to fimction correctly, that is, for males to be rejuvenated and 

stay strong, they must, to quote Rabelais, have habitacion^° with a 'recast' female. Male 

desire in this passage is clearly the author of the plan to make women beautifiil (and thus 

desirable) again, but it is also the reason and cause for men getting syphilis. Such textual 

treatment of women, although it may have drawn a snicker or two from readers, is clearly 

used by Rabelais as a means of warning about syphilis and unwitting ways one could 

catch it. 

My analysis of these passages assumes that what appears to be blatant misogyny 

and violence toward women is not an accurate depiction of Rabelais's beliefs or 

intentions. Rather, because he was medically, socially and humanistically engaged, 

misogyny and gynophobia are used as devices to guide the reader to the substantifique 

moelle of the text. In this case, the inner marrow of the text contains admonitory 

information about syphilis. The historically and socially grounded notion of women on 

which Rabelais builds the episodes discussed here takes a back seat to preventive 

discourse aimed at educating his audience about how to avoid deadly illness. Sexual 
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desire - in particular male sexual desire- is shown to be the cause of syphilis. By 

appearing to wam against women, Rabelais ultimately constructs these episodes to 

expose male subjective discourse, and in so doing, to wam his (male) readers against their 

own desire, against themselves. 

We have seen, then, from these examples that Rabelais's borrowing from 

prevailing myths about human sexuality and sexual difference lead him neither to pure 

misogyny nor to a position 'above' or 'beyond' it. Rather, he assumes a position where 

these labels and the dialectic behind them have no meaning. The fimction of these 

borrowed ways of thinking and talking about women and sexuality lies in the way they 

subtly encourage readers to rise above the dangerous human excesses to which both 

women and men are equally prone. For the only superiority that counts is that which 

resides in health, longevity, and freedom from sickness and pain. 
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D. Notes 

' Among these, three stand out: Emile Aran's Le Docteur Francois Rabelais (Chambray-
les-Tours: Editions C.L.D., 1993), Roland Antonioli's "Rabelais et la m^ecine," Etudes 
Rabelaisiennes. Travaux d'humanisme et Renaissance Tome 12 (Geneve: Droz, 1978) 
and Claude Ouetel's Histoire de la syphilis (Paris: Seghers, 1986). 
^ Cave. Terrence. The Comucopian Text: Problems of Writing in the French 
Renaissance. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979). 
^ Laurence Brockliss and Colin Jones, The Medical World of Early Modem France 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997) 644. 

Aron devotes chapter 9 to 'Dame verole' in Le docteur Francois Rabelais. 
^ Contagious illnesses were those most feared by individuals, but also the most readily 
assimied or wished upon one's enemies. This is the role Rabelais gives them. At times 
sickness is a long-range weapon that spreads death among adversaries, agelastes or 
theologians. But contagious ilbiesses are most often the destiny of enemies of real faith 
and joyful truth, and those who are by nature impure or become that way living as 
beggars or lepers. (Les maladies contagieuses....sont celles qu'on redoute pour soi-
m^e, mais qu'on suppose volontiers, ou qu'on souhaite, a ses ennemis. C'est le role que 
leur assigne Rabelais. Elles sont, parfois, des armes a distance qui sement la mort chez les 
adversaires, agelastes ou theologiens....Mais, plus souvent, les maladies contagieuses sont 
le lot des ennemis de la vraie fbi et de la joyeuse v^te, de ceux qui sont impurs par 
nature ou le deviennent en menant la vie des ... mendiants et gueux.) Antonioli, 342>344. 
* Mikhail Bakhtine, L'Oeuvre de Francois Rabelais et la culture populaire au Moven Age 
et sous la Renaissance. Andree Robel, trans. (Paris: Gallimard, 1970) 164. 
^ Richard Berrong, Rabelais and Bakhtin: Popular Culture in Garsantua and Pantasruel 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986) 28-30. 
* Jean Plattard, The Life of Francois Rabelais. Louis P. Roche, trans. (New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1931)92-93. 
' Plattard, 94. 
'"Plattard, 112. 
" Despite Rabelais's evident skill, Antonioli relates that he was accused of negligence in 
describing syphilitic lesions and other symptoms (92-93). Patients were often stricken, 
however, with several sicknesses at once. Distinguishing between similar and 
interrelating symptoms of two or more sicknesses posed difficulties for many 
Renaissance doctors. 

Franfois Rabelais, Rabelais: Oeuvres Completes. Jacques Boulenger and Lucien 
Scheler, eds. (Paris: Gallimard, Biblioth^ue de la Pleiade, 1955) 167. 

Raymond La Charite has focused on the notion of text as ther^y, and sees health as 
fundamental and central. "Health and wholeness are obviously the standard—[The] 
interaction of health and sickness, of the whole versus the damaged, is periiaps the most 
persistent of the novels' many patterns." "Rabelais: The Book as Therapy," in Medecine 
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and Literature. Enid Rhodes Pleschel, ed. (New York: Neale Watson Academic 
Publications, Inc., 1980) 14. 
" Rabelais, 168 

Rabelais, 168 
Although we possess no demographic proof of actual numbers infected, Quetel 

contends that the early decades of the 16th century saw an increase in the number of 
cases; "Au XVTe si^Ie, la v^le s'etend, non plus tellement gragraphiquement 
puisqu'elle a gagne pratiquement I'Europe en une decennie, ni en intensite puisque les 
formes particulinement aigu6s de ses premises manifestations se sont quelque peu 
attrauees, mais en denstie du nombre de cas." Quetel, 82. 
" Rabelais, 3, 

Rabelais, 4. 
" 'la sustantifique mouelle'. Rabelais, 5. 

Rabelais refers to syphilitics with the term goutteux. Although gout and syphilis are 
separate diseases, they became synonymous in the 16th century because of the similarity 
of their symptoms. 

Rabelais, 319. 
" Rabelais, 327. 
" "Bon espoir y gist au fond, come en la bouteille de Pandora, non desespoir, comme on 
bussart des Danaides". Rabelais, 328. 

Rabelais, 328. 
" Rabelais, 730. 
" Rabelais, 523. 
" The sexual connotation of the term has been noted by the following: Sainean: 
"Coingnee, proprement cogn^ (1-IV, Prol.), d'ou Coingnouer dodrental (ibid.), "neuf 
pouces de long." La laneue de Rabelais. 2 vols. (Paris: E. De Boccard, 1922) v. 2,304, 
Godefroy: "coigner, jouir d'lme femme." Dictionnaire de I'ancienne laneue francaise et de 
tous ses dialectes. du DCe au XVe sifeles. 10 vols. (Paris: Bouillon, 1881-1902) v. 2,172-3, 
and Di Stefano: "cogner, coigner, cogner une femme," Dictionnaire des locutions en 
Moven Francais. (Montr^: Editions CERES, 1991)181. 
^ As for Couillatris: "Voyla que c'est, voyla qu'advient a ceulx qui en simplicite 
soubhaitent et optent choses m^ocres....". As for the others:" Aussi voyez-vous par 
expraence que, ayans faict telz oultr^ soubhayts, ne vous en advient que le tac et la 
clavelee en bourse pas maille,...". Rabelais, 536. 
^ Jean Chatelux discusses Rabelais's attitude toward Guaiac in his article "Le Bois de 
Gai'ac au XVIe siecle ou De Hutten au Pantagru^lion," Etudes Rabelaisiennes. Travaux 
d'humanisme et Renaissance Tome Vm (Gen^e: Droz, 1969) 29-50. Although it is 
unlikely that Rabelais had occasion to use the expensive remedy, Chatelux concludes that 
certain of Rabelais's citations "...prouvent au moins qu'il connaissait la valeur attribuee 
au gaiac comme antidote des maladies vra^ennes et les inconv^ents provoqu^ par 
Tusage incontrdle du mercure. D'autre part nous savons... qu'il faisait grand cas de 
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Manardi, lui-m^e fervent partisan du nouveau rem^e. Au reste il n'est pas 
vraisemblable qu'il ait pu ignorer Tabondante litt^ture m^caie que le gai'ac a suscitee 
pendant de nombreuses annees." 46. 

Rabelais, 537. 
The authenticity of this text remains in question, although presentation of the syphilis 

theme is 
consistent with the four books definitively attributed to Rabelais. 
"Rabelais, 749. 

In the prologue to Pantaeruel. Rabelais states of his book: "II est sans pair, 
incomparable et sans parragon. Je le maintiens jusques au feu exclusive." 168. 

Rabelais, 328. 
" Rabelais, 174-5. 

Boulenger's note reads; "Bartachim, jrmsconsulte italien fort celebre, que Rabelais 
rangera plus loin parmi les commentateurs ineptes des Pandectes" Rabelais, 175. 
" Bakhtine, 199. 
" Bakhtine, 208. 

Rabelais, 48. 
Rabelais here refers to Pope Sixtus IV, Francois D'Albescola de la Rovere (1414-

1484). A proponent of ecclesiastical reform, Sixte IV's reputation was darkened by his 
accessory role in the murder of Julien de Medicis and questionable financial dealings. 
Pierre Larousse, Grand Dictionnaire Universel du XDCe siecle. 17 vols. (Slatkine, Geneve 
1982)v. 12, 778. 
'•Rabelais, 299. 

"The speed with which the virus spread... soon led to accusatory writings in which the 
unfortunate pox-sufferers were made objects of public obloquy. Clearly this was the way 
in which God had chosen to punish them for their depravity." Those suffering the pox as 
a result of debauchery were condemned 'without appeal' in religious writings. C^etel, 4, 
73. See also Jon Arrizabalaga, John Henderson and Roger French, The Great Pox: The 
French Disease in Renaissance Europe (New Haven: Yale UP,1997) 38-39,113-114. 

Rabelais, 299. 
** Here Rabelais is expressing a patriotic (French) prejudice. Boniface Vm (1228-1303) 
was remembered in France and many other European countries for his arrogance, avarice 
and nepotism, particularly in his dealings with Philippe le Bel. Well-versed in matters of 
law, he wrote a continuation of Gregory PC's Decretals. Larousse, v. 2, 970. Rabelais 
expresses his opinion of these works in chapters LII and Lm of the Quart Livre. 

The "Sixi^e livre des Dtoetales ajoute aux cinq premiers par Boniface VM." 
Huguet, Dictionnaire de la lancue fiancaise du seizieme siecle (Paris: Champion, Didier, 
1925-1967) V 7. 

Rabelais, 682. 
Rabelais, 239. 
Arrizabalaga et al., 19. 
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Jacques Boulenger in fact suggests this tenn in a footnote, p. 760. 
" Rabelais, 760. 
" This citation includes another causal link between water and syphilis to be added to 
those discussed in Chapter One, Part Two. 
" Carla Freccero, *The 'Instance' of the Letter: Woman in the Text of Rabelais," 
Literature and Psychology 32 (1986): 18-29. Alice Fiola Berry, '"Written in the Mind 
with an Iron Pen': The Failure of Misogynistic Cliche in the Rondibilis Episode of 
Rabelais's Tiers Livre (31-34)," French Studies 49 (1995): 275-282, Elizabeth Chesney 
Zegura, 'Toward a Feminist Reading of Rabelais," Journal of Medieval and Ranaissance 
Studies 15 (1985) : 125-34. 
" Francois Rigolot, "Rabelais, Misogyny, and Christian Charity: Biblical Intertextuality 
and the Renaissance Crisis of Exemplarity" PMLA 109 (1994): 225-237, 
" Thomas M. Greene, The Light in Troy: Imitation and Discovery in Renaissance Poetry 
(New Haven: Yale UP, 1982) As cited in Rigolot, 226. 
" Rigolot, as well as the authors cited in note 45, and in particular, Lawrence D. 
Kritzman. The Rhetoric of Sexuality and the Literature of the French Renaissance 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1991). 
" "Rabelais' writing interrogates the repressive and essentialized notions of masculine 
and feminine as symbolic gender values caught in a network of historical power 
relations." Kritzman, 31. 
"Rabelais, 445-446. 
" Kritzman and Berry come to similar conclusions about this passage. "The Rondibilis 
episode... most clearly problematizes the quest to become a man, and with it the way in 
which gynophobic myths risk trapping men with in the reified male/female dichotomy, 
rendering them angry victims oftheir own paranoia." Kritzman, 30. "...[T]he depiction 
of the womb as animal avidum generandi, and of women as monstrous figiu'es who both 
shock and frighten, has less to do with women than with men and with the mixed 
emotions that make up male subjectivity as it is expressed in this episode." Berry, 275. 

Rabelais, 902. 
After maquerelles the nouns are all masculine plural. By definition, they refer to men 

having the qualities they suggest. Huguet gives the following: marjolet; freluquet (a 
young pretentious man), bougrins; sodomites, rufien; debauche, coureur, amant. A 
feminine form of this term is cited as well. Dictionnaire de la langue francaise du 
seiziCTe sitele (Paris: Champion, Didier, 1925-) v. 4,2,7, respectively. 
" Chapter IV contains a section devoted to blame and women. Arrizabalaga, Henderson 
and French explain that Renaissance constructs of syphilis were influenced by the fact 
that doctors who wrote about it had a male audience in mind, that most patients were 
male, and thus most accounts of the disease were male-centered. Arrizabalaga et al., 123. 

The term poullains grenetz stands out as a striking example of Rabelais's original 
medical vocabulary. Poullains, a term which most often refers to baby animals and 
meaning by extension 'little', is also suggestive of the male member. It was later used to 
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describe inguinal buboes: "poulain-, le membre {Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles, n. 7), designe 
chez Rabelais (1-n ch. XXI) le bubon inguinal relatif a Taine". Sainean, v.2, p. 302. The 
word grenetz, small seeds or grains was commonly used to describe pox sores (see 
appendix H, Les Sept Marchans de Naples 1.105,120). 
" Kritzman, 32. 
 ̂ "Caillibistris, calibistris, designant le sexe en general, terme encore vivace dans le 

normand d'Y^s ou il est employe comme mot de tendresse." Sainean, vol. 2,279. 
" Rabelais, 233. 

Rabelais, 233-234. 
" couleuvrine n.f. Bouche a feu, fine et longue (Xve - XVUe s.). Larousse Illustre. 
Bernard Willerval, ed., (Paris: Librairie Larousse, 1988) 268. 

Later in the passage Panurge does make note of a possible problem: "...les mousches en 
sont tant fiiandes que merveilles, et se y cueilleroyent facillement et y feroient leur 
ordure: et voyla I'ouvrage gaste." Rabelais, 234. 
This leads to the episode of the lion, the fox and the old woman, one of the most crude in 
the allegories. Franfoise Charpentier provides an insightful discussion of this passage in 
her article "Le lion, la vieille et le renard: Rabelais et I'obsene," Europe: Revue Litteraire 
Mensuelle 70 (1992): 80-91. 

Panurge's exaggerated and overstated sexual appetite strongly suggests he has syphilis, 
as well as his seemingly intimate knowledge of the disease. Not only is he convinced that 
Parisian womens's sexual parts are all contaminated- a fact he can only know firom 
experience, he imitates syphilitics with precision. Rabelais, 289-290. 
™ Rabelais, 359. 

"Courtaut, c'est-a-dire cheval courtaud, pris au sens de membre viril..." Sainean, v.2, 
302. 
^ Rabelais, 839. 
^ 'Tar les premiss galleries rencontrasmes grande tourbe de gens mallades, lesquelz 
estoient installes diversement selon la diversite des malladies: les ladres a part, les 
empoissonnez en ung lieu, les pestiff^es ailleurs, les veroles en premier rang, ainsi de 
tous aultres." Rabelais, 802. 
''Rabelais, 807. 

Rabelais, 808. 
Rabelais, 808. 

" The narrator of poem U, appendix H states: 'Plus que biscuit suis fondu et recuit' (11, 
27). 

Sainean defines pelade as alopecie. v. 1,45. The metaphorical term is still used in 
modem French: pelade n.f. (de peler). Maladie qui fait tomber par plaques les cheveux et 
les poils. Larousse. 722. 
" Robin Marantz Henig points out that la pelade was a sure external sign of sickness. 
Fashion changed as a result of the desire to appear free of syphilis. "Since the disease 
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often ate away a person's hair and eyebrows, young men in the 16th and 17th centuries 
grew their hair long and their beards thick to show that they were healthy ~ and many 
older people took to wearing ornate wigs to hide their balcfaiess." "The lessons of Syphilis 
in the Age of AIDS," Civilization 2 (1995): 36-43. 

habitation: commerce sexuel. Di Stefano, 421. 
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CHAPTER IV: POPULAR POETRY 

A. PART ONE: Popular Syphilis Poetry 

Of the early French texts dealing with syphiHs under consideration here, most are 

in verse- short poems usually anonymous. By characterizing them as popular, I'm not 

suggesting that their authors held a particular social status or that their lines are in any 

way simple or obvious from a semantic point of view. Most belong to the poetic tradition 

of the Rhetoriqueurs,' whose works are often characterized as intentionally difficult and 

obscure. The originality and resulting complexity of this tradition stem from the way 

rhetoriqueurs pushed poetic composition practices to their very limits, creating contexts 

in which multiple meanings of a single word are possible, and constructing intricate 

wordplays whose humor and significance could be overlooked by even the most carefiil 

reader. Like the Poetes de Cour, our authors attempted to make language, in the 

materiality of its own lexical, rythmic and sound structures, the one true actor of their 

works.^ The poems to be discussed here contain an abundance of double meanings, 

wordplays, invented words and obscure expressions, making comprehension and 

interpretation a delightfiil challenge. 

My use of the term popular, then, carried no judgment of literary quality. Rather, 

it has to do with questions of register and tone regarding the way syphilis is represented. 

Open, direct and realistic treatment of issues surrounding the disease as well as the 

unabashed use of slang and vulgar terms are the most important factors in considering 
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these poetic texts as popular. These characteristics allow the works to constitute a 

separate and distinct category of syphilis literature. 

The general obscurity of these poems also sets them apart. Although exact dates 

of publication remain unknown in some cases, we may reasonably ascertain from 

similarities in the assumptions about syphilis in addition to the types of social reactions 

expressed, that the poems were published over the course of the period ranging from 

1496 to 1537. Since their original printing, many have been published in collections of 

period poetry, appearing alongside verses about love, war, religion and politics. One 

might imagine that poetry dealing with syphilis would not be placed alongside more 

respectable themes, yet that is exactly where it is most often found- a testimony to the 

prevalence of the disease as well as to the acute need for expression of thoughts about it. 

In fact the survival of much syphilis poetry is likely due to the fact that it was reproduced 

in collections of poetry on other themes. One syphih's poem passes somewhat 

unobtrusively in a multi-theme collection, as the history of these works will show. 

However at present, there exists no single collection of worics specifically about syphilis, 

though several poetic texts with syphilis as their theme have been published separately. 

These include a long poem entitled Les Sept Marchans de Naples followed by four 

rondeaux and a ballade^ originally published as a single woric. Another major work was 

La Patenostre des Verollez avec me complaincte contre les medecins, a 100-verse poem 

which incorporates after each stanza a Latin phrase from the Lord's prayer. Di addition to 

these two longer wodcs, there exists a cluster of shorter texts on the subject of syphilis 
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and many short passages in longer worics. Despite the importance of these passages, and 

in the interest of structure and clarity, only those texts whose main and central theme is 

syphilis have been included in the present study 

In some cases, few if any editions of the works remain in existence. The fact that 

they have survived at all bears testimony to the attention given syphilis as it emerged into 

Renaissance society. Fortunately, some efforts of textual preservation have been made. 

Most poems about syphilis &om this period (of which we presently have knowledge) 

have been republished at least once, sometimes more, since their original printing in the 

sixteenth century. However, few attempts have been made to study them.^ It is probable 

that this lack of interest has something to do with theme and content, but it also has to do 

with the fact that the poems hold no cherished place in the Renaissance literary canon. 

Add to this the fact that most are anonymous and cannot be associated with well-known 

authors of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. To say that anonymous texts more than 

400 years old and written in Middle French are obscure to modem readers is an 

understatement! Many of the original versions of the poems have presumably remained 

unread for hundreds of years, collecting dust on the shelves of archives and libraries in 

France. Yet the value I ascribe to these early Renaissance works lies neither in their place 

(or lack thereof) within a literary canon, nor in their authorship. Rather, their interest lies 

in the invaluable information they provide about a culture and its understanding of and 

reaction to its first known contact with deadly disease, sexually transmitted. 
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In order to study these cultural artifacts one must have access to them, and in the 

case of many of these works, gaining access is a challenge. A nineteenth-century 

resurgence in the re-editing of Renaissance texts, and in particular several facsimile 

editions of what were then thought to be rare and obsure works about syphilis, has 

allowed a partial record to be preserved; the number of copies printed was, however, very 

small." In addition, syphilis poetry is found in numerous collections and compilations, 

although most of these are also obscure. For these reasons, and because there exists no 

EngUsh translation of these works, it became necessary to complement the analysis and 

discussion here with a compilation and translation of a representative selection of 

sixteenth-century literary works about syphilis as an appendix. Explanatory notes and 

commentaries have been provided where necessary. 

In the next few pages we will set forth the location and publication history of the 

various syphilis texts presented here. This will be followed by a summary of formal 

features useful in localizing and dating period styles. A brief description of each work is 

then provided as a preface to an analysis of central functions and themes. 

B. A History of Texts: Locations and Editions 

1. Les sept Marciians^ The first and longest text is titled Les sept Marchans de 

Naples. C'est assavoirL 'adventurier, Le Religieux, L 'escolier, L 'aveugle, Le Vilageois, 

Le Marchant Et le Bragart. Although the exact date of its first publication is unknown. 
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the work likely appeared prior to 1530.^ It was reprinted twice in the nineteenth century, 

first by Veinant in 1838 for the Parisian publisher Silvestre. Veinant based his fac-simile 

reproduction of the text on an early edition in gothic characters, but also cites an edition 

"en lettres rondes" firom around the same period. Montaiglon also edited this work, and 

most likely used Veinant's reproduction for his own version; it appears in vol. 2 of his 

Receuil de poesies frangoises des XVe et XVIe siecle, Paris, 1855. Both Veinant and 

Montaiglon surmise that Buffet was the original editor, due to his appreciation for (and 

printing of) works with similar themes, although there exists no substantiating proof of 

this. Brunet's Dictionnaire des ouvrages anonymes traces the trajectory of several early 

editions of the work with notes from book sales catalogs, even making mention of the 

sale of a copy on vellum.' However, the location of any 16th-century editions remains 

unknown at present. 

2. La Ballade de la maladie de Naples The second poem was probably written by 

Jean Molinet sometime after September, 1496. It appears in three different manuscripts at 

the Bibliotheque Nationale, with the following locations and titles: c foi 9v. Ballade de la 

maladie de Napels qu'on dit avoir este faicte par Molinet; m foi 188r. Ballade de la 

maladie de Naples par Molinet; BibL nat. 3939foi 23 r. [without a title]; this version 

contains several variants which distinguish it firom the first two. The ballad also appears 

in NoSl Dupire's edition ofLes faictz et diets de Jean Molinet, v. 2, published by the 

Soci^te des Anciens Textes Franfais in 1937. This version is reproduced here. 
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3. Les Plainctes d'ang VeroUi This poem was written by Renaissance poet 

Eustorg de Beaulieu. It first appears mLes divers rapportz contenantz plusieurs 

rondeaulx, huictains, dixains, ballades, chansons, epistres, blasons, epitaphes et aultres 

joyeusetez, le tout compose par M.E. de Beaulieu, published in Lyon by Pierre de Sainte 

Lucie in 1537. A Parisian edition of the work was published in 1544 by Alain Lotrian, in 

which this poem occupies folios Eviii-Eviii v'. The work was apparently quite popular, as 

it was reproduced in one of the longest texts devoted to syphilis, Le Triumphe de haulte et 

puissante dame Verolle et le Pourpoint fermant a boutons, which was printed on several 

occasions in the sixteenth century, and again in 1874 by Anatole de Montaiglon. M.A. 

Pegg's critical edition (Librairie E>roz, 1964) of this work was used for the present study. 

4. Rondeau d'ung paovre verolli This poem by Eustorg de Beaulieu appears 

for the first time in the 1537 edition of le; divers rapportz, and again in Lotrian's 1544 

edition (f. Cii v'). It was also reproduced in Le Tresor des joyeuses inventions du paragon 

de poesies..., Paris, veuve Jean Bonfons, 1568-1572.. M.A. Pegg's critical edition was 

used here. 

5. La Patenostre des VeroUez This poem's full title is; La Patenostre des Verollez, 

avec une complaincte contre les medecins. It is an extremely rare anonymous work, bi 

1855, there was only one known original copy of the piece in existence, in the archives of 

a private collector. Auguste Veinant pubHshed a fac-simile edition based on the one 

known copy in 1847. At this time a mere 57 copies were printed. Veinant's failure to 

provide any editorial modification of the woric led Anatole de Montaiglon to make a 
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critical comment about the fac-simile reproduction in his own edition of the work; *T)ans 

le fac-simile de M. Veinant, comme dans la piece originale, les phrases du Pater, au lieu 

de terminer chaque strophe, en sont s^arees par un blanc et sont mises en tete de la 

strophe suivante, a laquelle elles n'appartiennent pas" (APF. v.l, p. 69). To remedy what 

he saw as an editorial oversight which detracted fix)m meaning, Montaiglon placed each 

phrase of the prayer at the end of its adjoining stanza. His edition was used here; textual 

emendations are pointed out in the notes. 

6. Ballade de la veroUe This anonymous poem appears on folios 39-39v' of 

manuscript number 203 at the Biblioth^ue municipale de Soissons. This thick collection 

contains mostly politico-satirical works in prose and verse taken from other printed 

editions. The Ballade is placed in a collection of rondeaux, many of which are taken from 

Rondeaulx en nombre de troys cents cinquante, singuliers et a tous propos, nouvellement 

imprimez a Paris..., Paris, Jean Saint-Denis, (no date given) before 1533.'° At present, 

this Ballade has not been found in any other early collection of poetry. 

7. Rondeau de la veroUe This anonymous poem is found on manuscript fr. 1722 at 

the Biblioth^ue nationale in Paris, f 29. This manuscript is a collection of368 poems, 

almost all rondeaux, copied on paper at the beginning of the 16th century. The poem is 

later reproduced three times in other collective works (Fleurde toutes joyeusetez 

contenant epistres, ballades, et rondeaulx joyeux et fort nouveaulx..., Paris, no publisher 

and no date given, f. Fv-Fv v', le Petit traite contenant en soy la fleur de toutes 

joyeusetez en epistres, ballades, et rondeaulx fort recreatifs, joyeux et nouveaux..., Paris, 
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Vincent Sertenas, 1538, f. Hvii, and leJardin d'honneur, contenantplusieurs apologies, 

proverbes et ditz moraux avec les histoires et figures, Aussiysont ajoustez plusieurs 

ballades, rondeaux, dixains huitains et trioletz fort joyeux..., Paris, Etienne Groulleau, 

1550, f. Fv.)." FredCTic Lachevre indicates in his bibliography of 16th-centuiy poetry 

collections that this poem also appears in the Receuil de tout soulas et plaisir pour 

resjouir et passer temps aux amoureux, comme epistres, rondeaux, ballades, epigrammes, 

dixains, huictains, nouvellement compose..., Paris, Jean Bonfons, 1552 and 1562 (cahier 

Unfortunately, this folder is missing from the surviving editions of this work held at 

the Musee Conde in Chantilly and at the Biblioth^ue de 1'Arsenal. 

8. Rondeau de la verole The second anonymous rondeau whose first line closely 

resembles that of the preceeding poem'\ has to date been found only in the collection of 

pieces lestes, (f. 243 v'- 280 v'), following the works of Guillaume Coquillart, Francois 

Villon, Clement Marot in the text entitled Les Oettvres de Guillaume Coquillart, Official 

de Rheims, reveues et corrigees de nouveau. Paris, 1597. 

9. Rondeau de la verolle This third rondeau has, to date, been found only in 

manuscript 1722 of the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, f. 40v', just several pages away 

from the Rondeau de la verolle presented as number 7 here. 

10. Autre rondel This poem appears in Le Jardin de Plaisance et Fleur de 

Rhetorique nouvellement imprime..., published by Antoine Verard around 1501,'̂  on folio 

number 1 wiii. To my knowledge, it appears neither in other poetry collections nor in 

manuscript form. 
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11. Aultre en TrioUet d'ung veroU^ The poem is found on pages 46-47 of La 

Fleur de poesie frangoyse: ReceuilJoyeulx contenant plusieurs huictains, dixains, 

quatrains, chansons et aultres dictez de diverses matieres..., no publisher given, 1542 and 

1543." 

12. Ballade de la grosse veroUe Jean Drouyn was probably the author of this poem, 

published in Lyon in 1512. The only version I have as yet been able to locate appears in 

Claude Quetel's work L 'histoire de la syphilis. His reproduction of the text was used in 

this study. 

C. Formal Features 

The authors of these poems were clearly well-trained in the poetic arts of the 

time. Conventions and rules governing poetics at this time are most olften followed to the 

letter. The conventions in question were founded on the use of forme fixe genres such as 

the rondeau and the ballade, and certain compositional procedures such as the systematic 

repetition of the same words at the beginning or end of each strophe.'̂  However, "[Les 

Rhetoriqueurs] ont garde les 'formes fixes' en vogue depuis le XlVe si^le...mais ils les 

ont diversifies a Tinfini."" Our authors are no exception. Of the 'formes fixes' observed 

here, namely the rondeau and the ballade, a good deal of variation is present in the 

number and length of stanzas, as well as types of rhymes used. The presence of familiar 

stylistic features in these texts undoubtedly made them palatable to a public used to 
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chanted for audiences who could join in the re&ain.'' 

What follows is a description of the formal and styh'stic elements (formal type, 

stanzaic pattem, versification, meter, ryhme) found in each poem. 

1. The Seven Merchants 

This poem consists of a series of seven monologues in verse, followed by five 

poems. 

The Seven Merchants contains seven monologues in verse; 

33 stanzas total, 9-line stanzas altemating with 6-line stanzas 

9-line stanzas: decasyllabic verse 

6-line stanzas: pentasyllable verse 

Each monologue begins with a 9-line stanza. All but the first monologue 

end with a 6-line stanza. 

Variation in length of monologues: The Adventurer — S stanzas 

The Monk — 8 stanzas 

Others — 4 stanzas 

Rhyme: varies by monologue, ranging from poor to rich.^° 

9-line stanzas: ababbcbbc 

6-line stanzas: aabaab 

Round in the Form of a Complaint 

3 stanzas of 5,4 and 6 lines 



Decasyllabic verse 

Ryhme: (-astre or -atre and -ier) 

Aabba aabA aabbaA 

Another Round 

3 stanzas of 3,4 and 6 lines 

Decasyllabic verse 

Ryhme: {-endz, -ancs, -ens or -emps, and -ance) 

Aba, abAab, abbaAb 

Another Round 

3 stanzas of 4,4 and 6 lines 

Decasyllabic verse 

Rhyme: {-la, and -iere) 

Abba, abAB, abbaAB 

Another Round 

2 stanzas of 4 lines 

Octosyllabic verse 

Rhyme: {-eurs and -ade) 

AbaA, abAB 

Ballad 

2 stanzas of 6 and 9 lines '̂ 

6-line stanza: Pentasyllable verse 



9-line stanza: Decasyllabic verse 

Rhyme: 6-line stanza (-armes or -ermes and -aulx) 

aabaab. 

9-line stanza: (-ance, -ier, and -able) 

cdcddedde. 

2. Ballad of the Neapolitan sickness 

4 stanzas of 10,10,10 and 5 lines 

Decasyllabic verse 

Rhyme: {-icque or -ique, -uit, and -ance or -ence) 

10-line stanzas: aabaabbcbC 

S-line stanza: bbcbC 

3. The Complaints of a Syphilitic 

4 stanzas of 9, 9,9 and 4 lines 

Decasyllabic verse 

Rhyme: {-ense or -anse, -ir or -yr, and -aulde or -aude) 

9-line stanzas: aabaabbcC 

4-line stanza: bbcC 

4. Of a Poor Syphilitic 

3 stanzas of 5,4 and 6 lines 

Octosyllabic verse 

Rhyme: {-este-ette or-ecte, mi-e) 
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Aabba aabA aabbaA. 

5. The Syphilitics* Lord's Prayer, With a Complaint about Doctors 

20 stanzas of quatrains, each followed by a phrase in Latin of the Lord's Prayer 

quatrain stanzas: Octosyllabic verse 

The phrases of the Lord's Prayer^  ̂contain from two to eight syllables 

Rhymes: varied per stanza 

abab. 

Several irregularities should be pointed out: the seventh stanza is missing a second line, 

which neither Montaiglon nor Veinant attempted to replace," and the first verse of the 

final stanza contains 12 syllables, an unexpected deviation from the octosyllabic norm 

respected in the rest of the work. 

6. Ballad of Syphilis 

3 stanzas of 8,8 and 4 lines 

Decasyllabic verse 

Rhyme: (-ens, -ure and -ort) 

8-line stanzas: ababbcbC 

4-line stanza: bcbC 

Variation: the syntax of the refrain changes in the last line of stanza 2 {dont je 

soubhaicte cent foys le Jour ma mort instead of cent foys le jourje soubhaicte estre mort) 

7. Round on Syphilis 

3 stanzas of 5,4 and 6 lines 



Octosyllabic verse 

Rhyme: (-eux or -eulx, and -olle) 

Aabba aabA aabbaA 

A number of variations appear in the version printed in the Fleur, Petit traicte et 

Jardin... }* 

8. Round on Syphilis 

4 stanzas of quatrains 

Octosyllabic verse 

Rhymes: (-eux and -ole) 

A'B'B'A' abA'B' abba A'B'B'A' 

9. Round on Syphilis 

3 stanzas of 4,3 and S lines 

Octosyllabic verse 

Rhyme: (-«« or -neu, and -nez) 

Abba abA abbaA 

10. Another Round 

3 stanzas of 5,4 and 6 lines 

Octosyllabic verse 

Rhyme: (-ure and -arde) 

Aabba aabA aabbaA 
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11. Another in the form of a Triolet on a Syphilitic 

I stanza of 8 lines 

Octosyllabic verse 

Rhyme: (-o//e and -pris) 

ABaAabAB 

12. Ballad of the Great Pox 

4 stanzas of 10,10,10 and 5 lines, and a final concluding couplet 

Decasyllabic verse; the concluding couplet is in octosyllabic verse 

Rhyme (-ats or -as, -eux, and -ole or -olle) 

aabaabbcbC bbcbC 

Consistency and regularity in expected formal feaUires show that the authors of 

these works were well-versed in the poetic arts, and that they followed uniformly the 

most common formes fixes &om this period. As such the works carried an air of 

familiarity. This was important, because the subject matter, commonly associated with 

fear and suffering, had never before been expressed with this medium. 

D. Syphilis as Theme: The Poems 

Although the poems discussed here vary greatly in length, tone and style, one 

important similarity links them all; the theme of syphilis and remedies for it as painful 
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experiences to be avoided. To provide a glimpse at the different ways the syphilis theme 

is developped within the poems, a brief description of each work follows. 

In The Seven Merchants from Naples, each of the marchans in tum explains how 

he caught syphilis. Word-plays, double and even triple meanings abound, but the most 

significant use of rhetorical language play appears in the work's title. The marchans de 

Naples are not merchants at all, contrary to what one would expect, but rather 'buyers' of 

physical pleasure. By indulging their desires, most often with prostitutes, they pay for 

pleasure but recieve in addition the horrible pains of syphiUs. By cleverly transforming 

and transplanting the terms marchans, marchander, and marchandise &om their normal 

commercial sphere of usage into the sphere of sexual commerce, the author uses the term 

marchant in a sense which in the colloquial French of the 16th century acquires, among 

other meanings, the sense 'syphilitic.' However, because the actual professions of the 

characters are representative of all walks of life, it is strongly suggested that a marchand -

syphilitic could be anyone fix>m any class who 'bargains' with his life in the sexual 

marketplace. Indeed in all but one of the monologues, an effort is made to point out the 

small price paid for the marchandise — a term used to refer either to the prostitute, her 

favors, or the syphilis she carries— which is then contrasted with descriptions of the 

enormous cost the consequences of syphilis entailed. 

Yet humorous word-plays are but one of several elements which would have 

made this work appealing to a large, popular readership. The first-person narration of 

each monologue unmistakably tells the audience that the speakers are addressing them 
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directly. This effect is accentuated by the personal, testimonial nature of the monologues, 

which most often include a direct admonition to listen carefully and leam from the 

experience recounted there. By presenting the text as personal, and giving it a tone we 

could associate with an evening of storytelling among friends, the audience (or reader), 

relaxed and in good humor, is more likely to be receptive to the main messages in the 

text: that syphilis is transmitted by sexual contact; that prostitutes are a major source of 

the disease; that syphilis is both horribly painful and costly— most definitely to be 

avoided. These are important, even essential lessons. Thus in addition to their humor and 

cleverness, each of the seven speakers explicitly points out that the 'goods' they've 

acquired have brought nothing but pain, loss and alienation. 

The Adventurer begins by saying that he caught the illness abroad, while at war. 

He immediately admom'shes other marchans to have a good look at the merchandise they 

intend to acquire before doing so, for when he was 'buying' the goods that laid him low, 

he didn't have the benefit of a light to check things over. As a result, he's now poor, 

defbmied, unable to work and shunned everywhere by everyone. 

The Monk begins his monologue by repenting, stating that he knows he shouldn't 

have done what he did. Yet he was overcome by desire, and he made a deal for a fleeting 

but luxurious pleasure that gave him 'buds' (the pox) instead of roses. For this he feels 

cheated, because he knows he was given bad goods. Now he cries day and m'ght, his body 

wracked with pain. He paid just a few coins for such terrible suffering, and warns other 
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monks and abbots that mocking his story and bargaining the way he did will bring 

nothing but sorrow. 

The Student admits to having put his heart elsewhere than in his studies. After 

'going to market' left and right, he's ended up with more than he bargained for. Now 

he's lost everything, and is condemned to poverty and unhappiness. Indeed, he notes with 

irony, the price he paid was small- for so little he was given the very best syphilis! Now 

that he's learned his lesson, nothing can be done to change his fate. 

The Blindman went bargaining in spite of his disability, and though the price was 

right, he learned a hard lesson. He knows that those who can see are also in pain, but for 

him, already blind and now sick, all that's left is suffering. He warns all others, as did the 

Adventurer, to look carefully at the merchandise before buying. And now that he has told 

his story, he'll consider those who don't heed his words to be simply fools. 

The comic Countrified Villager favors hunting as a metaphor to explain how he 

got the pox. Margot was out hunting 'little birds,' and she set him a trap. Seeing her 

careful preparations, the villager decided to join in the hunt. But after sending his 'ferret' 

into Margot's 'trap', his forehead broke out with spots. Now what he's hiding under his 

hat is not a pretty sight. He certainly won't be going hunting anymore. 

The Merchant is a true travelling salesman who has had the misfortune of 

acquiring some bad goods, both in Paris and Lyons. He's been carrying it around for 

some time, but will now have to go to the 'hot country' (sweat baths) for a month or 
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longer, in hopes of selling it off (being cured). He hopes his friends and clients won't 

forget him while he's gone. The bad deal he made has left him sick and penniless. 

The Braggart, a fashionable character who attracts the ladies' gaze in the royal 

court, made a bad deal that makes him feel like he's in chains. He is left with no friends 

or money, his health is ruined, and all because of passing pleasures. The pain in his legs 

is awful, and moreover he's had to acquire a new, embroidered codpiece to cover his 

sores. He sadly bids adieu to all pleasure and amusements. 

The four rounds and ballad that follow The Seven Merchants are representative of 

most other short 'syphilis' poems. Many contain explicit, often derogatory references to 

both the disease and women, while others more discreetly only hint that syphilis is their 

subject. Following are a few words about each of these five poems. 

In the Round in the form of a complaint, the speaker tells of catching syphilis 

from what he calls a "plaster-filled hoIe"(the first of many terms, in the poems presented 

here, associating female sexual anatomy with abysses, canyons, wells, holes...). He 

knows that he should have been aware of the danger, but admits to wanting to have fun. 

He confesses to being foolish and thoughtless for having compromised his health for a 

passing pleasure, all the while condemning the mudhole (jbourbier) that gave him 

syphilis. 

Love and war vocabulary alternate in Another Round to illustrate the 'battle' 

imposed by syphilis. The speaker tells his lovers that he is leaving them to take his place 

in the ranks of the unhi^y. He is fleeing pleasure and seeking battles so his body can get 
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used to them, for he'll be living from now on in misery. The cleverness of this poem 

centers around the expression '1 give up" {aux armes je me rendz), which, while 

suggestive of surrender in war, is used here to mean that the speaker must now take his 

leave from loving because he has syphilis. 

The third poem. Another Round, brings to light the tension between sexual mores 

and desire. The poem clearly shows that syphilis was at this time perceived as a 

punishment inflicted when sexual law is disobeyed. The speaker repeatedly tells that he 

only "did it a little", but for a little he's paying an enormous price. His skin is no longer 

in one piece, and he is hurting so badly that his former desires are all but forgotten. He 

now spends his time thinking about how he'll be put in a coffin before his time, all 

because of what he did "just a little." 

The refrain of the next Round gives a succinct message about syphiUs; for one 

pleasure, a thousand pains. The narrator calls out to lovers to hear his message, for they'll 

no longer be able to roam and dance about if they do not take heed and mend their ways. 

The last poem, a Ballad, is narrated by a syphilitic soldier. He begins in tears, 

surrendering his weapons. He warns his brothers-in-arms to be firm and avoid catching 

what he has. Once a proud soldier, he's been reduced to the status of sick beggar; he 

stands outside a monastery asking for coins from passersby. His readers are warned that if 

they don't want to end up like him, they'd best take note of his story. Due to its 

versification and style, similar to those used in the seven opening monologues, it would 
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appear that this poem was written specifically to conclude the work by recalling its initial 

form and reiterating the most important themes presented. 

The Ballad of the Neapolitan Sickness has a dual function. It exposes the horrors 

of syphilis and at the same time insists that its origins are foreign, and not to be blamed 

on the French. The narrator speaks directly to syphilis, calling it diabolical, deceptive; it 

is worse than the worst illnesses of the day. After drawing a comparison between his 

current pain and the pleasure that initially seduced him, the narrator concludes the first 

stanza with a curse upon those who brought syphilis to France. This curse reappears as 

the refirain throughout the poem. In the second stanza he curses the prostitute and her 

procurer, the causes of his contagion and approaching death. In the third stanza he muses 

that it would have been better to be bom Turkish or Barbarian, because at least then he 

wouldn't react so peacefully. As far as treatment is concemed, he's been more melted and 

cooked than a baker's cake. Nothing is left for him but sorrow and what's more, everyone 

flees him. Once again he curses those who brought syphilis to France. In the last stanza 

he once again evokes his pain and solitude, and states that he knows he's going straight to 

the devil, yet he reserves the final line for the curse-refrain: "May he who brought the pox 

to France be damned." 

In the first stanza of The Complaints of a Syphilitic, the narrator addresses himself 

directly to the 'ugly hole' that gave him syphilis, asking if pain and suffering are all it 

contains. Even the treatment for his pain, which he compares to being plucked and 

roasted like a martyr, is horrible. The refirain is a call to action against the deceitfiil 
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'Ribaulde', a term that in this text refers both to prostitute and syphilis. The second stanza 

discusses the powerful reach of the disease, which has taken so many lives in France at 

all levels of society. Yet the narrator is comforted to know that there are other victims, 

because this means he is not alone in his suffering. Still he laments his state in part 

because he has no Mends. He sees no one but his surgeon, who refuses to hear his 

complaints about the terrible heat of the steam baths, yet the surgeon is the only person 

who cheers him up each day while applying ointment to his sores.^ In the final stanza, 

the narrator implores the Prince eternal to save him by making this infection, which 

fiightens so many and destroys their beauty, flee away. 

The poem Of a Poor Syphilitic presents the rigors of treatments given to 

syphilitics. The narrator again speaks directly to 'dishonest syphilis,' blaming it for his 

current state: naked and covered with ointment, waiting to be mercilessly boiled and 

fricasseed beside a large fire. To make matters worse, if he complains, his barber-surgeon 

will laugh with delight even though his patient is half-dead. Next, a hot bed is prepared, 

where the narrator must lie for three hours, so covered with blankets that he bums like a 

match. And all this because of'dishonest syphilis.' 

In The Syphilitics' Lord's Prayer, With a Complaint about Doctors, the narrator 

speaks for syphilitics (himself obviously included), voicing their concerns and requests 

which are cleverly punctuated with successive lines from the Lord's Prayer in Latin. The 

content of individual stanzas is set up so as to accomodate each successive verse of the 
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prayer. This explains the lack of semantic and thematic cohesion between stanzas, which 

becomes more frequent toward the end of the poem. 

Our Father, begin the syphilitics, do not forget us, for we suffer greatly for our 

sins. The narrator goes on to recount that Doctors have taken all their money without 

helping a bit, and they are so sick that they're almost ready to renounce God. Nothing on 

earth has helped them yet, which is why they now present their case to God. But even if 

God is laughing at them while they suffer like martyrs, they can only say: "Thy will be 

done." The narrator wonders about the source of the virus, but knows that his current 

condition is a result of fearless sinning with women. To remedy his suffering, he prays 

for ointment, and even boldly requests money and health. Pleas for help are interspersed 

with musings about women, finances and suffering. To conclude his varied and disparate 

prayers, the narrator asks that syphilitics be given a place in paradise—for they certainly 

won't be on earth much longer. 

The narrator of the Ballad of Syphilis tells not only of the horrible suffering 

caused by syphilis, but also of its effect on his outlook. Faced with this poignant refrain, 

"One hundred times a day I wish that I were dead", one can hardly deny the destructive 

power of the disease. In the first stanza, the narrator tells of the denaturing process 

brought on by syphilis, which he caught during a heated affair. He knows that it was 

wrong to do what he did, because now he wishes he were dead. He acted senselessly, and 

as a result he suffers endlessly with a life sentence of pain. He would rather die 100 times 

or be bumed like incense than live this way. His suffering is greater than that of the 
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martyrs, and he is continually Mctioned with ointment by his doctor. In the last stanza he 

repeats his macabre wish: "seeing my wasting body, my members fiill of biting gout, all I 

wish for is to be put in a tomb...". 

The Round on Syphilis is essentially a poem of warning against the perceived 

source of syphilis: the female sex organ. The narrator addresses the audience or reader in 

direct speech, with the admonition to 'beware of the perilous chasm, the dangerous 

passage', for it is here that the highly contagious syphilis is found. The second stanza 

develops the haunting description. This place is shadowy, low, dark and impetuous, and 

clearly to be avoided by those who fear evil. In the concluding stanza, the narrator 

wonders why man has such desires and curiosity, since both are the work of folly. The 

narrator has nothing to lose but his words, yet he concludes that whoever wishes to be 

happy must beware of the 'perilous chasm.' 

Very similar to the preceding poem, this Round on Syphilis is also a warning 

against the female sex organ, here called the 'pernicious hole,' that gives people chancres, 

syphilis and other contagious illnesses. Written in direct speech, the narrator insists that 

delicious wine and tasty morsels are a better choice than the one that would give you 

syphilis. Fun-loving people who go to 'lover's school' should listen to this parable, and 

practice its tenets everywhere. 

This Round on Syphilis, which begins with the command to engage in sex only in 

a known location (with a woman you know), is a call to monogamy as well as a warning 

against the dangers of syphiUs. The first and second stanzas reiterate this idea and 
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Strongly advise that the woman be carefully examined before proceeding, and to stop if 

there is any doubt about her integrity. Some are suprised to have caught the pox, which is 

indeed a great misfortune. The remedy? Stay with the one you know. 

The narrator of Another Round hints that he's caught syphilis and now must 

endure the pain, all because of a 'stinking hole full of dirt.' He adds to this 

uncomplimentary reference a curse upon female anatomy, for because of it, the act of 

love is now dishonorable. In the second stanza he asks; "Am I so crazy as to put my life 

in danger for love?" In conclusion, he purports to know all about prostitutes and their 

painful venom, but in the end he can do nothing but endure his pain. 

In the Another in the Form of a Tirolet on a Syphilitic, the source of syphilis is 

cursed for causing the narrator's horrible pains. All his teeth are getting loose and falling 

out, the pains in his joints are killing him, and he is covered with ulcers. 'To five hundred 

devils with syphilis, along with the vessel that gave it to me". 

The Ballad of the Great Pox sets out to tell men to change their ways if they want 

to avoid getting sick. In particular, men who spend their money on feasting and other 

pleasures should be careful of "shady places," for that's where syphilis may be found. 

Still, he goes on, one shouldn't be deprived of fim. He suggests a close inspection of the 

female sex organ under bright lights before any activities begin. The message is clear: if 

you're not careful, you'll get sick. "So," he tells his readers, "don't be ashamed to do as 

I've told you;" it is possible to be careful and still have fun. 
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E. PART TWO: From Personal Experience to Public Information 

As the symptoms of syphilis spread to an increasingly large public, fear of 

contagion grew ever stronger. There were no cures to assuage victims' suffering, and the 

authorities were concerned only with finding ways to push the sick outside the city walls. 

Syphilitic status continued to be interpreted as a sign of divine punishment. This meant 

that human questions regarding causes and effects of the disease went unanswered. What 

little was understood by the medical community about germ theory and ways in which 

syphilis passed fi'om person to person was not publicized. No colorful posters or 

conunercials presented the concept of'safe sex;' no pamphlets or anonymous hotlines to 

educate about 'high risk behavior.' Public health campaigns, highly popularized in 

western countries with the advent of AIDS, did not exist in Renaissance France. Early 

attempts in literary texts to explain the disease in terms of astrology or mythology never 

addressed human experience of syphih's. Allegories and abstract interpretations 

acknowledged but did little to explain or interpret the severe pain, disfigurement and 

other forms of loss which visibly accompanied the infection, much less tell how to avoid 

it. For these reasons, popular poetry fills an important void in the historical record. 

Products of a not yet fiilly literate society, these poems were probably read aloud 

or acted out as entertainment at any number of veillees, soirees, popular festivals and 

other public gatherings. Many people undoubtedly heard or read these candid discussions 
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of syphilis. Where authors of more 'decorous' texts shrouded details about symptoms, 

effects, cures and causes, popular poetry provided a wealth of information about what it 

was like to have syphilis, as well as how it was contracted. There is no apparent hesitation 

in the open and freewheeling discussion of sexuality as it appUes to catching or avoiding 

the disease. A long tradition of often sexually explicit farces, softies and recreations 

joyeuses had familiarized 16th-century readers and audiences with a surprising number of 

sexually charged expressions, metonymies and earthy slang, a good number of which 

reappear in the texts examined here, along with some new, syphilis-specific additions. 

Some passages may appear graphic and offensive to the modem reader, but we can 

surmise that the 'sex talk'appearing in these works was neither shocking nor unfamiliar to 

Renaissance readers and audiences. 

The poems in question were written by a variety of different authors, many 

anonymous. Despite varied authorship there are many structural and thematic similarities 

among poems. Most authors lament the painful symptoms and dreadful treatments for the 

disease as well as the numerous forms of loss associated with it. They also identify the 

perceived source of contagion, and outline in explicit and candid terms that sex is the one 

true and indisputable way to get sick. Another unifying feature lies in the gender of the 

authors. The poems were all produced by men, and are clearly written for implied male 

readers. This element gains importance when the texts are viewed as representative of the 

male experience of syphilis. 
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In the first part of my analysis of these texts, I discuss these melancholy 

testimonies of loss and pain as expressions or functions of what is known in 

psychoanalysis as castration anxiety. By openly discussing personal loss, authors make an 

appeal to the gaze of their readers, sharing important information about syphilis^", while 

at the same time obtaining catharsis and psychological soothing. The second part of my 

analysis considers the rage and stereotyping that accompany the attribution of blame for 

syphilis. By identifying women as the dangerous source of disease and its pain, authors 

give rise to a new discourse of sexual danger. They create warnings whose effectiveness 

stems fi:om the existing hierarchical structure of gender relations in Renaissance France,'̂  

and in the fear-inspiring descriptions of loss which preceed them. In this way, the texts 

serve a dual purpose. They engage in generating meaning and awareness about disease, 

telling why and how to avoid it, while at the same time reinforcing the social structiu'e of 

which male hegemony is a cornerstone. 

F. Syphilis as Loss and Alienation 

The most powerful impression one is left with after reading the group of works 

under consideration here is that they were primarily motivated, with very few exeptions, 

by the experience of painM loss. In nearly every poem, haunting voices speak about the 

trauma imposed by the horrors of syphilis. The telling of physical pain occupies a great 

deal of textual space. We find discussion of pain related to symptoms as well as frequent 
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mention of discomibrt related to intense mercury and heat treatments. But physical pain 

was compounded by unavoidable and total financial and social ruin. Contracting syphilis 

in the 16th century was the first step in a process that would completely turn one's world 

upside down. From the moment the painful symptoms began to take hold, the victim 

found himself effectively stripped of any power to stop the course of bis su£fenng, which 

took many forms. The resulting sense of loss and alienation is given poignant expression 

in the lines of poetry left behind. 

For people in the sixteenth century, the only ways of understanding and 

explaining syphilis were those which took into account the natural, biological world, and, 

conversely, the supernatural world of divine intervention. For the modem reader, our 

ways of understanding and explaining disease are conditioned by a more refined 

understanding of biology and medicine as well a more elaborate fi-amework for relating 

the physical to the metaphysical, the biological to the psychological, the real to what still 

remains mysterious. In other words, understanding and explaining reactions to disease 

usually involve an appeal to psychoanalytic theory. Instead of evoking divine retribution, 

we speak of guilt, blame, repression, desire. These poems in particular contain recurring, 

insistent references to various forms of loss brought on by syphilis, often followed by 

inflammatory and accusatory remarks about women, the percieved source of the disease. 

As such, these works are likely to appear to modem readers as expressions of the type of 

anxiety and rage associated in psychoanalytic theory with loss of vital powers— the power 

to live and give rise to life— a loss which psychoanalysis abbreviates as 'castration.' This 
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anxiety is much more acute for someone who knows he is dying than for the person who 

merely feels threatened by what such a disease could do. 

Although it is important to keep in mind this general sense of the notion of 

castration, it is nonetheless striking that in 1504, the doctor Cataneus recommended, 

literally, ligating the base of the penis as a means of preventing the virus from spreading 

throughout the body. But more generally, the significance of castration lies in the 

symbolic role it plays in the evolution of the suject's understanding of interpersonal 

relations, for it is in relationships with others, first family members and later members of 

the community, that sexual desire is structured and specified. By this account, all humans 

experience castration at an early age, as it is an inevitable part of entering society as an 

interacting member. What is determined by this experience has great impact not only on 

the structuring of sexual desire, but also on the understanding of power and control. The 

way in which this experience is intemalized allows for later structuring of a subject's 

relationships and understanding of them. Castration anxiety occurs, however, when a 

subject's established position of power is threatened in any of a nimiber of ways. Freud 

believed that castration anxiety is generally provoked by the experience of loss or 

separation of the subjet from a beloved object. This notion is crucial to our study since in 

these texts physical experiences provide the impetus which sets castration anxiety in 

motion. Laplanche and Pontalis point out that attacks on corporeal integrity^ may be 

among the diverse symbolic deformations of the castration fantasy, and aptly include 
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syphilis as one of the experiences perceived as a brutal attack which may set the 

castration complex into motion.^" 

Since in our texts, physical trauma is clearly behind the recurrent testimonies of 

loss, we may consider these texts not as products of anxiety about the physical harm 

caused by syphilis, and thus anxiety about castration, but rather as testimonies of the 

actual results of the trauma which set the castration complex into motion. This is why 

discussion of loss is found in the very stanzas in which we encounter rage-filled diatribes 

against women as perceived sources of the disease. Symptoms of syphilis at this early 

date were much more virulent than they would be fifty years later. It is therefore no 

siurprise that the authors of these poems devote so much space to describing the horrible 

experience of seeing their bodies besieged and slowly destroyed by the sickness. We may 

assume, then, that the act of writing these poems served a cathartic purpose for the 

authors, who used writing as a means to externalize— to get out—their pain, fear and anger 

in the face of deadly loss. In addition, the nature of infonnation given as well as a number 

of discursive features, such as first-person narration and imperative verbs, suggest that the 

poems were also written with a didactic purpose in mind. By hearing of the trauma and 

pain promised to syphilitics, the audience of these poems was given a stark warning about 

the dangers of the ilhiess; that it was painfiil, disfiguring, deadly. 

Indeed, attention is vividly directed to the dramatic appearance of the most 

common, initial symptom of syphilis: chancres and sores which came to be known as the 

pox, mostly originating on and around the genitalia, but often spreading to the rest of the 
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body. The monk in Les sept marchans de Naples says that he had more than three 

hundred sores; his face was so covered with them that he lost consciousness (1,1.71-73). 

Worse still, he adds, the sores don't go away, they just multiply; •'When one is old, 

others are new; When one goes away, two more take its place" (1,1.74-75). The student 

in the same poem refers to the extreme irritation caused by the pox, saying that the 

"fantastical" sores make him feel as though he's fighting against his will (1,1.120-21). 

Yet the physical pain caused by the sores is not as bad as the shock of having constantly 

to see one's body covered with them. One poet states that he has enough of them for four 

people (1,1.254), while another has them in infinite numbers (V, 1.18). Another is simply 

overtaken by them (XI, 1. 6). More colorful yet is the metonymy used by the villager who 

calls his pox targes, a term referring to either a small round sheild (buckler) or the small 

coin which bore its image. He, too, has as many as one could hope for: "De ces targes 

[garni] suis a souhait" (1,1.181). With no medical terminology, many and diverse ways 

were found to describe the idea of numerous, painfiil lesions. In one poignant verse, the 

speaker explains that his skin is no longer in one piece; "On my body there's no skin 

that's whole (1,1.280). 

But syphilitic lesions were only one of the symptoms, and while repulsive and 

shocking, both to the patient and to those who had to look at him, they were probably not 

the most painful. The second most frequently mentioned effect of the disease is the 

intense pain in the joints and bones. One physician recorded as follows his impressions of 

this symptom: "These pains are more violent towards evening; su£ferers feel as if their 
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bones are broken and distended, and they experience a good deal of difficulty in moving 

them."® Such pains were most commonly referred to as gout {la goutte or les gouttes), a 

term which in fact properly refers to a disease completely unrelated to syphilis, but which 

has similar symptoms. The Adventurer suffers from it constantly; 'The cursed gout has 

me in its clutches night and day" (1,1.29,30), and the Student tells of being horribly 

tormented by it (1,1.119). The Braggart relates that his legs are swelling up and 

becoming deformed by the gout, which makes him 'dream' (more likely hallucinate) day 

and night in pain (1,1.235-238). The Blind man, however, gives the most poignantly 

detailed account of this symptom. He feels that his kneebone is becoming like liquid, and 

that his marrow is becoming like blood, leaving his bones empty (1,1.148-150). Another 

author recounts his horror at seeing his wasting, painful body in the jaws of the gout (VI, 

1.25-26). In other examples, however, description with no explicit reference to gout 

makes the point. One author simply states that the sickness is making his bones bum (11, 

1.32-33). There is no end to examples of this symptom; they appear in nearly every 

poem. 

To make matters worse, treatments were designed to address symptoms rather 

than the infection which caused them; such treatments did little or nothing to assuage 

victims' pain, and naturally nothing at all to cure them. Instead, what was thought to help 

syphilitics most often only made their suffering worse, while at the same time emptying 

their pocketbooks. As early as 1500 mercury was used extensively as a treatment,^" most 

often in the form of ointments. The syphilitic was 'smeared' or 'greased' from head to 
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toe, making him look not only sick but utterly ridiculous. Frictions with mercury 

ointment were standard fare offered by doctors and barber-surgeons alike, though the 

former tended to adhere more strictly to recipes created with the patients' well-being in 

mind. Barber-surgeons and charlatans, on the other hand, had the reputation of being less 

costly but of creating mercury potions with whatever ingredients they had on hand. 

Mercury content could thus vary and be more or less harmful from barber to barber. In 

any case, the patient had no choice but to trust blindly the healer who, however, clearly 

knew no better than the patient how to cure the disease. 

Also known as 'empirics', barbers and charlatans were "...individuals who lacked 

the formal qualifications or certification which acted as passport into the corporative 

world of the orthodox medical community.... [They were] ubiquitous, ignorant, dirty, un-

or ill-educated, socially declasse, and morally suspect," an image quite the opposite of 

the physician as a person with principles, character and intelligence (Brockliss and Jones, 

230). Anger and fivstration about ineffectual and dangerous 'doctors' were common, as 

evidenced in these texts. One narrator characterizes himself as a martyr, and his doctor an 

'ointment ribald,' suggesting that anyone who inflicts such pain must be of questionable 

morals (VI, 1.19-22). Another states that his 'surgeon' refuses to hear patients' 

complaints, but nonetheless trys to cheer them when he comes to apply ointment (m, I. 

22-26). The barber treating the narrator of D 'ungpaovre Verolle delights at hearing his 

complaints and regrets, even though death is not far off (IV, 1.6-8). These early 'quacks' 
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could simply do as they pleased with their patients. They filled their pockets as death tolls 

mounted, benefitting from the absence of medical standards and regulations. 

Our texts reflect the lack of standards in treatment, containing as they do 

references to ointments of different colors, and thus of different composition. Also 

demoralizing was the shame one would feel at having to 'wear' the sign of being treated 

for the pox. One poet refers to the ointment as verdigris, the greenish patina that covers 

brass or copper when exposed to the elements. In The Seven Merchants, the Monk knows 

that the verdigris is all there is to treat his sores (1,1.77-78), while the Villager refers to 

his pox as being 'painted' with the ointment he calls 'very ugly' (1,1.182). Yet another 

poet describes the ointment used in his case as being of the color of blackberries: "-car 

tousjours suys plus barbouille que meure-," (VI: 23). Green or black, the ointments 

applied added insult to injury for victims already 'marked' by the pox. 

The humiliation of treatment did not stop with ointment. Having one's sores 

'greased' with a mercury cream was only the first step. This process was to be followed 

by a series of sweat-inducing sessions in a boiling steamroom, or in a bed with blankets 

piled high. These sweats, which very effectively brought on symptoms of mercury 

poisoning, sometimes continued for over a month. '̂ Our poets point out that being made 

to sweat with mercury ointment was just as dreadful if not more so, than the pain. The 

character of the Merchant in JTie Seven Merchants makes light of the treatment by saying 

he'll be going off to 'sweatland' ('le pays de Surie,' 1.198) to get rid of his 

merchandise (syphilis). But the comedy daricens when he recounts that pain and torment 
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will accompany him, and that he'll have to stay in that horrible place a month or more. 

He also says that he may have to retum frequently (1.205-213); he knew that the painiiil 

treatments— if they cured anything at all- would have to be repeated. Clearly, neither the 

infection nor its treatment could be experienced without pain. 

Other poets focus on the high temperatures created during sweat sessions, 

describing them with culinary terms well-suited to the fiery environment. Feeling like a 

'cake in an oven,' Molinet says in the Ballade de la maladie de Naples: "Plus que biscuit 

suis fondu et recuit" (11:27). Another patient describes himself as greased, heated, boiled 

and fricaseed more mercilessly than an animal: "Je suis des piedz jusques a la teste tout 

nud, pres d'ung grand feu, graisse, eschaulde, bouilly, fricasse, sans mercy, moins que 

d'une beste" (TV, 1.2-5). Another refers to torture and martyrdom in describing his 

treatment as including being 'plucked' and 'roasted':"Et consentir me plumer et rostir 

comme ung martir, tout nud en belle eau chaulde" (111,1.7-8). In these syphilis-induced 

circumstances, comparing oneself to a martyr might seem ironic. But the reference to 

being burned alive is apt; whether boiling in a steambath or under a heap of blankets, the 

most commonly used treatment for syphilis brought on horribly intense burning: "...on 

m'aprest Ung lict chault, ou fault que me mete troys heures, le corps renverse, si convert 

de drapz et presse, que je brusle pis que alumete" (IV, 1.10-14). Dark indeed is the 

comedy contained in such lines as these, motivated by pain. 

Another form of loss discussed in these worics is financial ruin. A person having 

contracted the virus was soon unable to continue normal wage-earning activities. In 
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addition, any available ressouices— savings, inheritance, posessions— quickly 

disappeared into treatments which, as noted, could continue indefinitely." It comes as no 

suprise that syphilis came to be associated with poverty. The narrator of the Patenostre 

aptly points out that doctors are not only unable to help syphilitics, they leave them 

penniless as well (V. 1.11-12). Being reduced to poverty is a traumatic source of pain 

throughout these works, second only to physical suffering. The Adventurer laments that 

his wealth is draining away (1,1.20), and that he's been deprived of all he owns (1,1.26). 

Another narrator evokes his sickness and empty purse in the same breath, as if to point 

out the causal relationship between them (1,1.217-219). Not the slightest coin remains for 

one narrator (1,1.230), while another has been reduced to begging for coins in firont of a 

monastery: "Instead of a lance, I carry a crutch, and stand out in fi'ont of a monastery, 

begging for ahns from charitable folk" (1,1.308-311). Later in the Patemostre, syphilitics 

pray to be given enough money to buy ointment, since they no longer have their own 

resources (V, 1.76-80). These lines and others emphasize the sense of shame and sorrow 

that accompany syphilitics' financial distress. 

Syphilis began by inflicting pain and robbing its victims of health, and then 

caused them to spend all they owned and more in hopes of being cured. These traumatic 

forms of loss are the most frequently discussed but do not exclude one other important 

and painful effect of syphiUs: social ruin. People in the 16th century were used to seeing 

victims of incurable diseases, such as leprosy, but popular beliefs about iUness and 

contagion led to systematic marginalization of the sick. Syphilitics were no exception to 
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the rule. The sores and lesions that covered their bodies^ not to mention the strange-

looking, foul-smelling ointments they had to wear, sent a message of danger to onlookers. 

Lamenting the way syphilis deformed his looks, one poet writes that he often sighs and 

regrets to see himself poor, looking vile and hideous (1,1.31-32), while another simply 

states that everywhere he goes he is seen as a deformed, terrifying monster (1,1.38-39). 

But more than radically transforming physical appearance, the pox guaranteed solitude to 

its victims; no one besides doctors would come near them. For syphilitics, social 

interaction and normal social activities became things of the past. The Monk in the Seven 

Merchants complains of being all alone, like a poor beast (1,1.88), while the Braggart 

states that he's 'low on pals'(1,1.229). He goes on to bid adieu to his friends, 

acquaintances and all dancing (1,244-249) as he knows his courtly days are over. In other 

instances, narrators simply state that they can find no friends (II, 1.33, m, 1.20). But the 

most poignantly truthful passage links the syphilitic's appearance and lack of human 

contact. The poet says:" I am revolting, and everyone runs from me" (H, 1.29). It seems 

that syphilis stole almost everything from its victims, leaving them hurting, penniless, 

and lonely. 

The frequent mention of loss and suffering in these works is proof of the way 

syphilis negatively impacted its victims. If physical pain is the most widely discussed 

effect, the humiUation and discomfort caused by treatments as well as financial and social 

ruin are frequently noted too. Catching syphilis led to loss of power and control over 

one's life. For this reason, an association with the castration complex is related to the 
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testimonial aspect of these syphilitic authors' written reactions to their experience of the 

disease. The trauma which motivated and gave form to their works, trauma which set the 

castration complex into motion, was periiaps exorcised by writing. Yet the notion of 

writing about loss as therapeutic catharsis does not end here. Testimonies, the telling of 

pain and loss, were but one written reaction to the experience of syphih's. When other 

elements of reaction to syphilis are considered, it becomes apparent that these authors 

sought to help others, as well. 

G. Results of Rage: Blame and Warnings in Print 

The loss and alienation that accompanied syphilis led victims to attribute blame 

for their condition. Making the obvious association between sexual contact and the 

appearance of syphilitic lesions on the genitalia, poets quickly and systematically pointed 

to women as the source of the virus. The fact that these texts repeatedly blame women for 

syphilis is important for three reasons. First, casting blame on women demonstrates an 

early awareness of the sexual nature of the disease among all social classes." Scholarly 

and religious writings fix}m the same period avoid direct references to sexuality, seeking 

explanations for syphilis in astrology or metaphysics. Second, targeting women as 

scapegoats for syphilis conveniently fit the accepted construct of females as sexually and 

morally depraved. Philosophical, legal, theological and medical views of women, resting 

on the authority of the Scriptures, Aristotle, Galen and Thomas Aquinas, provided a 
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supportive backing for those who blamed women for the new disease." Third, in keeping 

with our hypothesis of syphilis as an agent in the castration complex, the blaming 

reaction of rage toward women and the stereotyped use in which it results conform 

closely to psychoanalytic theory regarding castration anxiety. 

In many poems the expression of pain and siiffering leads up to enraged diatribes 

against females. In some cases, authors seem to portray themselves as victims in order to 

legitimize their rage toward women. The narrator of the Ballad of the Neapolitan 

Sickness, for instance, first deplores his physical condition before cursing the girl who 

gave him the disease (n, 1.1-15). In other cases, entire poems denigrate women, with no 

reference to authors' conditions or experiences (Vn, Vm). What most texts have in 

common, however, is the way in which women are depicted. Seen through the eyes of 

these authors, they are dangerous, vile and harmful, always the source of syphilis and all 

its pain. In fact, at times the line between syphilis and its perceived female source 

becomes so blurred that the reader can no longer distingm'sh to which concept an author 

refers. In Of a poor syphilitic, the narrator addresses syphilis directly, stating that his 

woes are all "because of you, dishonest syphilis" (IV, 1.1,9, IS). But the implication that 

syphilis and women were one is even more evident in The Seven Merchants, when the 

interchangeable use of the term merchandise for sex, women, and syphilis blurs lines of 

distinction between the three (1,1.16,60,195). hi other words, woman, sex and syphilis 

become synonymous. The stereotype that emerges is that all women are syphilitigenic. 
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Rage about pain and loss is thus directed toward their perceived cause, but in the process 

the notion of woman as a human being, as man's partner, is violently transformed. 

It is important to consider the close relationship in these works between rage and 

stereotyping. As both may arise from a sense of powerlessness or loss of control, they 

easily combine here in a response to castration anxiety. Rage differs from anger in that it 

contains an element of instinctual reaction that occurs automatically and unconsciously. 

Eugene Monick describes rage as a reaction which rejects the unbearable, an emotion 

which draws its power from the depth of instinctual life force, and appears when a threat 

to survival is perceived.^^ Its relation to castration anxiety lies in the fact that rage is a 

response to a menace against one's sense of power and control. Women, thought to cause 

syphilis, were seen as posing a threat to the lives and livelihood of our authors. The depth 

and severity of the threat, experienced symbolically as a form of castration, in turn elicits 

instinctive rage. Expressing rage is an attempt, however useless, to regain what was 

stolen by the aggressor. As far as the experience of syphilis is concemed, woman is the 

assumed attacker and thief who, by giving them syphilis, 'robs' men of the power and 

control over their physical, financial, and social lives, threatening their ability to live and 

give rise to life. 

In these texts rage is expressed foremost through the portrayal of women as 

radically other, definitely unrelated to males, and not completely human. As is the case 

with rage, stereotype creation and use are commonly related to a need to (re)establish a 

sense of control and power. Sander Oilman states that "...Stereotyping is a universal 
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means of coping with anxieties engendered by our inability to control the world They 

make it possible for us to act as though [the] source [of our fears] were beyond our 

control."^^ By portraying women as dangerous, lecherous creatures who willfully spread 

syphilis, authors reinforce the status they have assumed of innocent victims. As such, 

they express their sense of powerlessness but at the same time participate in restructuring 

the current order of power relations. They do this by speaking out about the source of 

their frustration and loss of control, labelling it as horrendous. 

However, the fact that women were simultaneously the source of intense pleasure, 

the other 'half essential to the perpetuation of human life, and the perceived source of 

deadly disease, was more than a little problematic. The nurturing, reproductive qualities 

of women had to be ignored here, and in fact they are never a part of feminine 

representations in these texts. Rather, all attentions are focused on woman as a sexual 

being, a source of pleasure which has become dangerous. As one might imagine, frequent 

mention is made of prostitutes. Their profession made them obvious targets. The narrator 

of The Ballad of the Neapolitan Sickness curses the lecherous 'public girl' who carries 

the pox (n, 1.14-18), while the namtorofAnotherRound speaks of putting his life in 

danger for pleasure with venomous prostitutes pC, 1. 7-12). Numerous other associations, 

ranging from subtle to bold, are drawn between syphilis and prostitution, especially in 

The Seven Merchants of Naples. Many characters in this woiic are procurers who 'buy' 

syphilis. Although the term prostitute is never used, the notion of bargaining for sex is 

present throughout the work, hi fact, a comparison is several times drawn between the 
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small price paid for pleasure and the enormous cost of syphilis. The monk reports that for 

only three small coins, in addition to a fleeting moment of pleasure, he got the pox, which 

has taken everything from him (1,1. 70-79). The Blind man simply states that for the 

pleasure bought with one coin his entire fortune was spent (1,1.135), while the Student 

tells that he was given syphilis as part of a deal that cost very little (1,1.115-118). 

Furthermore, several authors suggest that prostitutes intentionally gave them the sickness. 

Passive constructions point to the authors' innocence: "I was suddenly given the finest 

(syphilis)" (I, L. 19), or an active verb construction leaves the victim as its object: "I 

curse she who gave me the sickness" (1,1.281). The image of helpless victim is in either 

case clearly maintained. 

Other representations of women focus on sexual anatomy. Rather than speak of 

lecherous girls or prostitutes, authors speak of women with metonymies referring to the 

part of her body from which the disease was thought to come. The notion of woman is 

expressed by way of uncomplimentary terms that point to the hidden, obscure nature of 

female genitalia. Among the terms used are: 'mudhole,' a 'big hole plugged with plaster' 

(I), 'ugly stinking hole'(III), 'an unclosing hole' (VI), 'the perilous chasm, the dangerous 

passage, a very low, shadowy, dark and impetuous place' (VII), 'the destructive hole' 

(Vm), 'a stinking hole full of garbage' (X), and 'a dark place'(XII). Only in such horrible 

hidden places could syphilis lurk— the narrators knew so from personal experience. The 

rage expressed here is indeed violent. Women are first reduced to their sexual apparatus, 

and then rendered inhuman and dangerous with depersonalized, derogatory terminology. 
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Such ways of referring to women objectifies them> No mention is made of woman as 

nurturing, human giver of life; instead, the reader's gaze is focused on woman— or more 

specifically on part of her anatomy- as a source of sexual satisfaction gone awry. That 

part of woman's body which was once the source of pleasiure has now become dark, 

threatening, dangerous and foul. Undoubtedly for this reason, the sexual-anatomical 

terminology used here retains no trace of the humor and affection so often seen elsewhere 

in the literature of this period. 

Perhaps this aggressiveness with respect to women's bodies should be considered 

a normal reaction to the threat of painful deterioration and death posed by syphilis. 

Scapegoating and stereotyping are common attempts to re-order a society upset by deadly 

disease. The analysis proposed here has considered both testimonials of pain and the 

rage-induced stereotyping of women as reactions to syphilis insofar it is experienced and 

dealt with psychologically. Writing about painful loss and expressing rage may have 

provided a cathartic release for authors to whom no other therapy was available. But 

another frequently occurring element in these poems suggests the authors were also 

engaged in attempts at prevention. In many cases direct warnings and admonitions are 

addressed to the implied male reader. In this sense the poems may be considered didactic 

as well as cathartic. While it is true that testimonies of pain and suffering could alone be 

considered warnings against the horrors of syphilis, many poems take a further step and 

give suggestions and explicit instructions about how to avoid the pox. 
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The warning element is of particular importance in the analysis which links 

syphilis and the castration complex. These admonitions openly suggest that males must 

transform their desire for the beloved object, embodied by women, if they wish to avoid 

the pain and loss caused by syphilis. The narrators thus adopt a position of authority and 

power, not unlike the archetypal patriarch. Because the message deals specifically with 

sexual desire, the narrators had to speak carefully from this position of power. Failure to 

do so could result in an effect opposite the one desired— namely, that readers would 

ignore the preventive message set forth. And authors clearly wanted to prevent other men 

from contracting syphilis. To do that, they adopt a tone both suggestive and convincing. 

Because their power and authority is derived from their experience of suffering, which 

they have taken care to recount vividly, their suggestion to modify behavior and desire 

gains in credibility and validity. They often tread lightly, nonetheless. Some of the 

warnings are subtle, discouraging soUicitation of prostitution, and lust in general. In The 

Seven Merchants, the Monk tells his colleagues: "You'll be cheated if you bargain [buy 

sex] like I did" (1,1.97-99), while the Blind man simply states; "If you have lusty 

thoughts, you'll be punished like me" (1,1. 152-53). Several warnings speak of avoiding 

'pleasure' as the key to avoiding pain. One short poem makes a repeated association 

between pleasure and suffering in the line: "for a single moment of pleasure, a thousand 

pains" (1,1.292,295,298). The narrator calls out to 'lovers'; there is no doubt as to the 

nature of the pleasure involved. The narrator of the Patenostre tells that he and other 

syphilitics live in shame and poverty for having so carelessly acted on their desires (V, 1. 
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41-45). Another narrator simply advises his fellow soldiers to be firm in avoiding such 

sicknesses as the one he is suffering (1,1.303-30S). 

Other warnings, however, are more explicit. The Merchant states that it's a good 

idea to "look over your merchandise both inside and out" (1,1.10-15) before buying it, 

while the Blind man ironically tells the reader that if he's going to fool around, he should 

look where he's going, because there's danger where pleasure is found (1,1.62-63). The 

first stanzas of poems vn and VII begin with similar, injunctions to beware of holes^ for 

syphilis is found within. In the following round, readers are told to make sure they 'know 

where they're going', and to be sure to see the fully exposed sex organ before proceeding 

(DC, 1.1-4). In the first stanza of the Ballad of the Great Pox, readers are again told to fear 

holes, for they are dangerous (XU, 3-4). Twice in the remaining stanzas visual inspection 

of womens' gentialia is strongly suggested as a means of avoiding sickness. The latter 

addresses readers' hesitation to follow this recommendation with the following advice: 

"...don't be ashamed...look things over fix}m top to bottom, and then take all your 

pleasure" pcn, 1.23-24). 

It must be noted that the advice contained in these lines is practical and intelligent. 

Such warnings probably constitute the most open and realistic preventive discourse about 

syphilis generated throughout the 16th century. Such warnings could not have prevented 

all cases of syphilis, counting as they do on the telling presence of chancres or sores to 

indicate syphilitic status. Yet their effectiveness is the result of structural and tonal 

elements of the poems. The fact that testimonials about suffering caused by syphilis often 
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precede warnings gives validity to the preventive discourse. Authors speak from personal 

experience, and give ample detail in recounting pain and loss. Any advice following these 

vivid lines appears friendly and not power-robbing. Effectiveness also stems from the fact 

that authors identify women as the source of syphilis. This pain makes the 'bitter pill' of 

the passion-curbing advice easier to swallow. At the same time, however, authors 

skillfully suggest a means of obtaining pleasure with less risk. They do not tell men to 

stop frequenting women entirely, but rather to make prevention of syphilis and its pain an 

important part of the process of obtaining pleasure. The reader is left with important 

information about the dangerous disease, as well as a method for avoiding it. Although in 

such matters the effectiveness of such messages boils down to the question of personal 

choice and responsibility, these poems make an excellent case for the avoidance of 

disease. In so doing, the narrators put to good use their painful experience of the 

castration complex by seeking to prevent it from happening to others. 
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H. Notes 

' In fact, several famous rhetoriqueurs wrote pieces on syphilis, such as Jean le Maire de 
Beiges, who may have written parts of the Triomohe de Haulte et Puissante Dame 
Verolle. and Jean Molinet who wrote the poem entitled: Ballade de la maladie de 
Naples. For more on Molinet, see NoSl Dupire, Les Faicts et Diets de Jean Mnlinet 
(Paris; Societe des Anciens Textes Fran^ais, 1937). 
^ This characterization is from Paul Zumthor's Antholoeie des grands rhetoriqueurs 
(ParisrUnion Gen^e D'Editions, 1978) 12-15. For more on the rhetoriqueurs, see 
Zumthor's essav Le masque et la lumiere (Paris: Seuil, 1978). 
^ 'Period poetry' here refers to a number of conventional text types known as formes fixes 
or fixed forms. These include, most commonly the rondeau, ballade and virolet. Fixed 
form composition included a fixed number of verses and a fixed metrical scheme 
involving patterned repetitions. 
* Intially, the idea of an exhaustive study and presentation of 'syphilis texts' was 
tempting, but it soon became apparent that such a goal was unrealistic. After completing 
my im'tial research, I continued to discover obscure texts containing passages dealing 
with syphilis. These passages are often fascinating, but for the sake of brevity, clarity and 
deadlines, the scope of the present study was limited to popular poetry whose main theme 
is syphilis. 
^ Claude Quetel notes the unique place syphilis has aquired in literature, but questions its 
'failure to enthrall.' Historv of Svphilis. trans. Judith Braddock and Brian Pike 
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1990) 8. 
" In some cases, there are no original editions available, and more recent editions (from 
the 19th century) are rare, and may be found only at the Biblioth^ue Nationale in Paris. 
^ For organizational purposes the poems are numbered with Roman numerals I-XII. In the 
next two sections, information about each poem is provided following the numeral to 
which it corresponds. 
^ Brunet and Montaiglon both assume that the work is from 1530 or earlier. 
' Gustave Brunet describes this text in the following manner: "de 1520 a 1530, pet. in-8. 
goth de 8£f. Dialogue en vers, fort rare, quoiqu'il en existe plusieurs ̂ tions. Celle-ci a 
ete vend. 72 fr. Crozet. Une autre, sous le m^e litre, pet. in-8 de 8£f. impre. en lettres 
rondes, a ete paye 1 lliv. 5 sh. chez Heber a Londres. Une copie figure, %rite sur velin, 
40fr. Leduc." Dictionnaire des ouvraees anonvmes. suivi des Supercheries litteraires 
devoilees... 6 vols. (Paris: Fechoz, 1889) 4:257-8. 

This citation is given by Fran^oise F^-Hue in her article "'De la vetoUe': Po^es 
in^ts sur le pCTil vmmen (fin du XV6 - debut du XVI6 siecle)," Romania 110 (1989) 
542-52. 
" Fery-Hue, 545-46. 

Frederic Lachevre. Bibliographie des receuils collectifs de poesies du XVIe siecle 
(Paris, 1922) 374. 
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" Fery-Hue sunnises that this work may be a transposition of poem Vn. While some of 
the poems' vocabulary is similar, suggesting that one possibly inspired creation of the 
other, form and content are quite different in each work. 

Lachevre describes this work, 144-150. 
In 1810, Femique published a fac-simile edition of this work at Librairie de Firmin-

Didot et Cie., Paris. It was again reprinted in 1925 with an introduction and notes by E. 
Droz and A. Piaget, Librairie Edouard Champion, Paris. 

In 1909, a fac-simile edition was annotated by Ad. Van Bever, Paris: E. Sansot & Cie.. 
Matters of Renaissance poetic convention are discussed by J.C. Payen and JJ*. 

Chauveau in La poesie des orieines a 1715 (Paris: Librairie Armand Colin, 1968) 40-42. 
Chamard, Henri, Les orieines de la poesie francaise de la Renaissance (Geneve: 

Slatkine Reprints, 1973) 143. 
" Payen and Chauveau note that the Rhetoriqueurs' poetry was often sung, thus carrying 
on an akeady dated folkloric tradition, 41. 

This includes lines 55-63 of The Monk's monologue, in which a more or less 
palatalized /, (-tie and -te) are allowed to rhyme. 

The versification of this Ballad recalls that of the monologues which begin the work; 
the poems thus end with the formal features identical to those found in the first stanza. 
^ These phrases were intended to add humor to the work without adhering to a particular 
poetic form. 
" Veinant writes:"Le texte de cette facetie n'est pas absolument correct, et la 
versification en est parfois fautive. Si la raison et la rime ont permis de faire disparaitre 
quelques-uns des defectuosites de I'exemplaire original, on a cm pourtant devoir 
s'abstenir quant au vers qui manque evidemment a la 7e stance." Lapatenostre des 
verollez avec une comnlaincte contre les medecins (Paris: Silvestre, 1847). 

Fran^oise F^-Hue provides an exacting list of these variations, 549. 
^ This comment is reminiscent of the idea of laughter and merriment as medecine, 
popularized by Rabelais in his prologue to Pantaemel: 'Toute leur [les syphilitiques] 
consolation n'estoit que de ouyr lire quelque page dudict livre, et en avons veu qui se 
donnoyent a cent pipes de vieulz diable en cas que ilz n'eussent senty allegement 
manifest a la lecture dudict livre..." Oeuvres Completes. Jacques Boulenger et Lucien 
Scheler, eds, (Paris: Gallimard, 1955) 168. 

Juliana Shiesari contends that "the act of display, and a fortiori narcissistic display, is 
not psychonalytically innocent. If there is display it is a display for someone, a desire if 
you will for the gaze of the other." The Genderine of Melancholia (Comell UP, 1992) 
238. 

I rely on Mary Douglas' interpretation of ideas of sexual danger as stemming &om and 
mirroring "designs of hierarchy or symmetry which iqiply in the larger social system." 
Purity and Daneen An Analysis of the Concents of Pollution and Taboo. (New Yoric: 
Ark, 1966) 3. 

J.L^lanche and J.-B. Pontalis. Vocabulaire de la Psvchanalvse. (Paris: Presses 
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Universitaires de France, 1967) 76. 
" Veronensis Natalis Montesauri. De dispositionibus qua vuleares Mai Fran/oso 
appeiant. tractatus. 1498 as cited in Quetel, 11. 

Because it was used in inunctions commonly admim'stered for the treatment of leprosy, 
lice infestations and other skin-related ailments, mercury was a 'natural' choice when it 
came to syphilis. Benjamin Lee Gordon, Medieval and Renaissance Medicine (New 
Yoric: Philosophical Library, 1959) 707. 

"Undoubtedly the application of increasingly strong doses of mercury to the entirety of 
the patient's body in an overheated steamroom over a period of twenty to thirty days 
resulted in dangerous intoxication of the patient due to mercury vapours entering the 
respiratory tract. As for mercurial salivation, the few doctors who recognized it as a 
problem did not know how to stop it." Quetel, 31. 
" The Joke consists of a play on words: Surie, an apocope ofsuerie, 'sweating', from the 
verb suer (to sweat), is in fact an accepted 16th-century spelling ofSyrie, 'Syria'. 
" For a fascinating and detailed financial account of one man's attempt to be cured of 
syphilis during the Renaissance, see: John L. Flood and David J. Shaw, "The Price of the 
Pox in 1527. Johannes Sinapius and the Guaiac Cure," Bibliotheque d'Humanisme et 
Renaissance 54 (1992) 691-701. 

It was known within the first years after syphilis's arrival in Europe that it was 
contracted during sexual activity. Quetel, 10. 
" Margaret King discsusses the sources and history of Renaissance constructs of women 
in Women of the Renaissance (University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1991) 23-49. 
" Monick, Eugene, Castration and Male Raee: The Phallic Wound (Toronto: Inner City 
Books, 1991) 98-99. 
" Sander Gilman, Difference and Pathology: Stereotvpes of Race. Gender and Madness 
(New York: Cornell UP, 1985) 12-25. 
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CONCXUSION 

The dual aim of this dissertation has been to present and analyze three types of 

literature about syphilis in French &om the first half of the sixteenth century. Created in 

both popular and formal registers of speech, period literature dedicated to the theme of 

syphilis is abundant but has heretofore received little attention finm scholars. This study 

has shown that although they were written over the course of the first 60 years of the 

disease's existence, literary texts devoted to syphilis not only displayed a surprisingly clear 

understanding of the means by which the disease was contracted, they also set out to 

prevent readers &om falling ill. Indeed, social reaction to the disease of the Renaissance (as 

it appears in all syphilis literature found to date) was quite uniform. Blaming and 

scapegoating of women proved to be the most common literary reactions to syphilis, and 

were present in nearly every work discussed. In varying ways, the texts portray women as 

dangerous vessels of contagion, in an attempt to discourage men fix)m promiscuous sexual 

encounters. In the absence of e£fective treatments or cures, avoiding casual sex and 

espousing strict monogamy or celibacy were the only possible means of avoiding syphilis 

and its horrible consequences. 

Chapter One considered the most formal of the texts on syphilis, found in the only 

known compilation of woiics devoted to the sickness, the Triomphe de Treshaulte et 

Puissante Dame Verolle. Although the learned forms of allegory and myth are used to 

explain the origins of syphilis in the first two poems of the compilation, references to then-
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currently evolving popular beliefs about water are employed to create a warning against 

syphilis. Analysis of water imagery in relation to female textual figures demonstrated that 

the texts tend to make syphilis a feminine disease, willfully created and spread by women. 

To do this, the author portrayed all water as full of syphilis after constructing it to possess 

female attributes, then discouraged its consumption with a description of the terrible 

symptoms of the disease. Almost subliminal, the message of prevention is cleverly 

announced. 

Rabelais' five books, which contain the most complex and varied representations of 

syphilis, were examined in Chapter Two. The quantity of references to syphilis alone in 

Rabelais's works points to an important preoccupation with the illness, a preoccupation I 

sought to validate through careful consideration of the doctor's biographical information. 

In addition, most references to syphilis in Rabelais reflected an historically misogynist and 

gynophobic notion of women. However, I contended that a camivalesque inflation of this 

notion served to extend an essential message of prevention. By exaggerating male 

subjective discourse on women, Rabelais subtly exposes male sexual desire as the source of 

contagion. In this manner, the implied (male) reader receives a warning about his own 

desire, and human excess, by males or females, in matters sexual or other, is shown to be 

the greatest impediment to health and longevity. 

Qiapter Three discussed a collection of twelve, mostly anonymous, popular poems 

about syphilis. These trats are replete with testimonials of pain, loss and suffering due to 

sickness. Written by men for men, the poems provided ample information about what it 
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was like to have syphilis, in addition to clearly indicating the infection's source. I posited 

that by focusing on women as the source of painful disease, narrators made reference to 

personal experience in order to point out the dangers of sex while suggesting preventive 

measures be taken in order to avoid sickness. Testimonials of pain, rage-filled diatribes 

against women, and no-nonsense admonitions to be careful about one's choice of sexual 

partners— or to avoid sex altogether— made of this poetry the most forward of all syphilis 

literature considered in the present study. 

Marginalizing a group perceived to be at risk because of their sexuality, as is 

presently observable with the AIDS crisis, makes it apparent that the processes of blaming 

and scapegoating seen in Renaissance syphilis literature are common and long-standing 

human reactions to the threat of deadly, sexually transmitted disease. The harm and 

violence inflicted on any marginalized group held responsible for deadly disease are not 

only devastating and inexcusable, they are testimony to ignorance as well. Yet such 

reactions repeat themselves, spanning the ages and crossing lines of gender, race and 

religion, as peoples attempt to rid themselves — however unrealistically— of the threat of 

death firom disease. For this reason, continued research of historical trends in reaction to 

deadly disease is not only warranted, it is essential. It is only by elucidating and explaining 

past reactions to disease that reactions in the future may change. 

Along these lines, the Renaissance period is rich with possibilities for such research 

through the continued study of syphilis-related texts. It is likely that other texts with 

syphihs as thev primary theme exist, yet remain undiscovered. When and if th^r are found. 
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will they confirm the ideas related in the present dissertation, or show that varying strains of 

reaction to syphilis existed? Furthermore, a variety of Renaissance texts are known to 

mention syphilis without making it their main concem. Study of these texts will serve to 

create a broader understanding of the era's reactions to the disease, and the ways in which 

syphilis influenced the need for and creation of public hospitals and other medical facilities, 

and led to the development of various treatments. Other related areas of study should 

include the effect of syphilis on prostitution, women's rights, prosecution of sex crimes, and 

religion and the reformation. The centuries following the Renaissance hold possibilities for 

study as well, as syphilis remained a significant threat until the early part of the twentieth 

century. Looking into the past of social reaction to syphilis can and should have a positive 

impact on social reactions to AIDS, and other, yet unknown deadly, sexually transmitted 

diseases. 
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APPENDIX I 

A. NOTICE 

1. Presentation of the text 

1.1 Verse Numbering. Only those pieces written in verse are numbered here for 

reference. Each woiic is numbered separately. The prologues and epilogue to Le Triumphe, 

written in prose in the original, have been reproduced in the same manner, without line 

numbers. Notes for these passages are indicated with a superscript numeral. 

1.2 Variants and corrections. Punctuation has been modernized in the interest of 

allowing as smooth a reading as possible. Corrections of simple errors in spelling, whether 

in the original edition or in Montaiglon's reprint, ^)pear in the text only when a mistake is 

obvious and the grammatical and sylistic elements of the text mandate them. Variants in the 

Notes include line numbers for reference. Variants include, in a number of cases, 

superfluous or erroneous emendations by Montaiglon that have been rejected here in favor 

of the original printed text where it needed no emendation. 

2. Spellings and Accent use 

2.1 The ̂ Allegorical' Capital letter. Characters such as Amour, Mort or Vdlupte 

are incarnations of abstract ideas that will be written amour, mort and volupte when 

reference is made to the ideas rather than to the characters they incarnate. 

2.2 Diaeresis and Meter. When the correct number of syllables in a verse depends 

on separate prononciation of two adjoining vowels, diaeresis has been added to the 
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necessary vowel designating an additional syllable, as in Fors Cupido qui tout avoit ouy, Et 

de rien n 'est gay ne resjot^ (first poem, 267-268). 

2.3 Acute Accent on Final Tonic e. The acute accent has been placed with 

regularity on the final tonic e, as in change, parte and Volupte except in cases of words 

ending in ee such as emmiellee and vallee which denote pronunciation in the absence of the 

accent 

2.4 Compound Words, Single Words. The original text has only been changed 

when readability requires it, and no other important linguistic or historical principle is in 

question. Thus, when compound structures such as toutyvre appear, they are transcribed as 

two words, toutyvre. In the same way, when the original contains an elided spelling of two 

words which have become a single word in modem French, such as d'ont for dont, the latter 

spelling has been used. 
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B. Le Triumphe: Transcription 

1. Prologue 

Le Triumphe de Treshaulte, et Puissante Dame Verolle. Royne du Puy d'Amours: 
nouvellement compose par L'inventeur de menus plaisirs honnestes. (On les Vend a Lyon 
chez Francoys Juste devant nostre dame de Confort.) MJ). XXXDC. 

Martin Dorchesino a Gilles Meleanc son amy et Cousin Salut. 

Les anciens Romains avoient de coustume (comme il n'y a chose qui tant prouffite a la 

chose publicque que de premier ceulx qui par faictz belliqueux icelle augmentent et 

enrichissent) de recevoir en la cite avec gros honneur et triumphe leurs capitaines, et 

empereurs revenans du lieu de leurs victoires, chargez des despoilles ennemies. Et ces 

triumphes estoient d'iceulz Romains estimez souffisant voyre tresgrand salaire de leurs 

lebours et conquestes. Par ce Lucius Sylla homme souverain triumpha du Roy de Pont 

Mithridates; et peu apres d'icelluy mesmes Lucius Murena; de Jugurta roy de Numidie 

triumpha Marius, de Chartaige', et Numance grosses villes Scipion I'affiicain; Octavio 

Cesar de Marc Anthoine et de Cleopatra royne d'Egipte. Qui ne S9ait aussi les triumphes du 

grand Pompee et de plusieurs aultres vaillans capitaines Romains procurez avec 

merveilleuse despence? Mais le triumphe de Julius Cesar apres qu'il eust vaincu tant de 

nombres d'enemies, mesmement es guerres civilles rue jus par force bellique ledit Pompee, 

fiit si magnifique qu'il n'est memoire que aultre triumphe ait icelluy surpasse d'appareil et 

magnificence. Celluy est seul celebre, et en la bouche de tous. De celluy seul on faict longs 

comptes et recitz. De celluy seul sont tissues riches tappisseries et painctures trassees, les 

precedans quasi passez soubz silence comme fort moindres et petitz^. Despuis ledit Cesar a 

rimitation des heureux Romains ont use de triumphes plusieurs gros sieurs. Mais quant je 

considere quels ils ont estez, ne meritent qu'on en face sinon bien petit d'estime, fors 

paradvanture celluy d'une grand Dame nommee Verolle. Laquelle issant en gros equipaige^ 

bellique du Puy d'amours son royaulme et pays, a couru et faict ses fors ecploitz de guerre 
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par tout le Monde. Et a vaincu a peu de gens jusques a aujourduy plus d'ennemis que ne 

feirent oncques tous les plus excellentz Capitaines qui fiirent jamais. Alexandre le Grand 

soubz le guydon de la Bonnefortune penetra bien avant par force dens les Indes. Et au 

paravant luy Liberpater y dressa les colomnes de ses victoires. Mais Verolle la belliqueuse 

emperiere comme une autre Semiramis quelz peuples n'a elle desja par guerre inquietez? 

N'a elle pas oultrepassez plus loing par dela lesdictz colonmes ses fbrtz excercites et 

pouvoirs? et la faict resentir chaleurs non acoustamees? Paitout court aussi la renonmiee 

qu'elle a naguyeres envoie ne s^ay quel de ses Capitaines en celle quarte partie de la terre, 

dont n'eurenf* cognoissance Ptoleomee ne les aultres Geographes. Parquoy je dy que si elle 

continue ainsi heureusement comme elle a commence, et que pour arrester ses cruaultez on 

ne luy mette en front une aultre Babiloyne, je doubte qu'elle ne se rende tnbutaire 

briefvement tout I'universel maulgre tous ses plus fortz ennemiz, et que d'icelluy elle ne 

triumphe en pompe esmerveillable, et jamais non ouye, avoir trayne apres son curre 

triumphal plusieurs grosse[s] Villes par force prinses et reduictes en sa subjection. 

Mesmement la ville de Rouen c^italle de Normandye^ ou elle a bien faict des siennes 

comme Ton dit, et publie ses loix et droitz difusement. Mais pourtant que Ton n'a veu 

encores en quel ordre elle a de coustume aller rendre graces au temple de ses Dieux Cupido 

et Ven[us], cher amy, ay je solUcite ung sien souldart mon familier et voisin, lequel suyvoit 

en son renc de bien pres le cheriot triumphal, qu'il luy pleust me mander succinctement la 

raison de tout Tordre d'icelluy triumphe verolique. Le dit souldart non seullement me I'a 

envoyee par escript, mais pour me faire plaisir, qui aussi en mon amitie feroit toutes aultres 

choses, a convenu avec ung excellent Maistre Painctre, et par luy m'a faict le tout 

diligemment pourtraire et depaindre. La chose m'a semble fort estrange et nouvelle, que tu 

le scaiches. Et pource qu'en telles nouveaultez tu prens ung souverain plaisir, je le t'envoye, 

cher amy, te signifiant que pour la bonne amour que je te porte et aux bons et s9avants 

espritz, s'il survient" quelque aultre chose soit de I'AfBique, qui produict touqours quelque 

nouveaulte, ou soit d'ailleurs, je t'en feray part et a eubc. Ce pendant cher amy, prendras s'il 

te plaist, en gre ceste nostre dihgence. 
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2. Introduction 

Le Triumphe de Treshaulte et puissante Dame Verolle, Royne du Pvy d'Amours. 

Le mal qui est commun entre plusieurs est moins amer et plus toUerable que quand ung seul 

en peult faire plaincte et lamenter. Et bien est dit ce proverbe," La consolation des 

miserables est d'avoir de pareils miserables pour compaignons." Chascim S9ait les 

calamitez et destructions inferees jadiz par celle inhumayne, cruelle, pestifere, tenible, 

horrifique, et commune ennemie nommee Verolle, quantz peuples et nations elle a infectez 

et empoisonnez de ses venimeux^ brevaiges, de quantes lamentations et cris plains de 

pitoyable pitie le ciel a este reverbere et battu par les pauvres a£Qigez de maniere que tant a 

este ung temps I'oppression^ vehemente es corps humains deffigurez, que tous medecinaulx 

remedes consumez il a fallu (et cella deuement) accourrir, et reclamer Taide divine. 

Laquelle chose, comme certainement chascun jour advient a ceubc qui en adverse fortune 

reclament en ferme foy Dieu et ses sainctz, a seulle entre mille unguens prouffit^. Non 

aufort que le venin de celle puante malladie ait du tout este par le secours du Ciel expulse, 

mais que beaucoup elle a remis de sa ferocite et aigreur premiere et n'en sont les peuples si 

travaillez qu'ils souloyent. Vray est que Dieu etemel, qui a en desdain les immundes et 

luxurieux, leur en ha a bon droict reserve quelque petite drachme, pris et salaire de leur 

luxure et lascivi[t]e' inmioderee. 

Or doncques, comme j'ay dit dessus, iceulx pauvres VeroUez par le moien de la 

raillerie et joyeulx mots qu'ils en dient commodement font moindres entre eubc les fortes 

passions veroliques, mesmes d'aultant qu'ils congnoissent eulx avoir des compaignons en 

grosse quantite, qui sont traynez ganotez et liez de chaisnes en triumphe par Verolle la 

grande. Puis dient communement par jeu; "Qui aura heue la verolle jusques a neu& foys, 

guerira apres tres promptement sans doleur comme ung aultre sainct Fiacre quiconques en 

sera surpris et attainct; et qu'on la preigne tout hardiment" Car le monde est assez bien 
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peuple de telz bons sainctz neu^ains, c'est a dire qui Tont heue neu& foys; a la verite tel 

remedde seroit moult prest et soubdain. Mais les continens honimes se passent voluntiers de 

celle sainctete et puissance si presente. Aussi ne veullent ils donner tant de peyne et negoce 

a ces debonnaires Sainctz pour les guerir. La raillerie a ton advis, Dorchesino, n'en est elle 

belle et pleyne de solas? Je spay que lesditz "verollez tresprescieux" comme dit maistre 

Alcofiibas Nasier en les Pantagruelines hystoires, entre eubc de tel guerre de parler se 

plaisent et font feste, aussi leur a on faict nouvellement mettre en pourtraict le triumphe de 

celle qui les a vaincuz, afOn quils s'y'° reconnoissent. Par quoy ne spauront nul maulvais gre 

a Tautheur d'iceluy triumphe, si apres eulx mesmes, qui s'en sont desja les premiers de tous 

mocquez et raillez, sans picques joyeusement s'en farce et mocque. 

Force leur sera comme je croy d'en rire encores davantaige, et ce quasi leur servira 

d'ung aultre soulagement et repos a la contemplation de si nouvelle besoigne. La paincture 

est varie et diverse, sans ce que la chascun y dit son roolle en merveilleusement bonne grace 

contraignant a rire de fine joye, comme je pense, ceulx qui ont passez par la chauldiere, et 

ont faict leurs courses jusques au puys de Sun'e militans soubz celle grande Imperatrice 

Verolle. Au temps passe plusieurs spavantz hommes ont este embesoignez pour sf avoir en 

quel endroit de la terre elle a prins premierement sa naissance. Et les ungs ont dit et afferme 

que ce flit a Naples, les aultres en Espaigne, les aultres en Angleteire, les aultres en 

Flandres, les aultres es isles du 

Peru, les aultres I'ont trouvee en pissant contre une muraille, les autres dient qu'elle est 

venue de Gemiaine nation dissolue en boyre et manger", puis que de la elle s'est 

transportee de sa grace vers plusieurs nations, dont vouloit possilsle apprendre les langages. 

Briesvement ils s'en treuve qui la font naistre dedans Acheron, I'ung des pallutz Infemaux, 

et que 9a sus les hombles Furies Tent envoye pour afOiger les pauvres et malheureux 

humains'\ Les aultres finablement la font sortir en lumiere d'alleurs ainsi qu'ilz fantasient. 

Mais despuis, maistre Jan le Maire de Beiges homme souverain, entendues ces vaynes 

opinions, a bien voulu y intergetter la sienne par deux petitz comptes qu'ilz faict du 

changement de Tare amoureux avec celluy de la cnieUe Mort Et de celle opinion devant lay 
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a este Seraphin, excellent poete. Pource done qu'il vient plus que a propos, et affin que tous 

aient la notice de la naissance de madame VeroUe, ici sont inferez les comptes dudit Jan Le 

Maire, comme s'ensuit 

3. First Poem 

N'a pas longtemps qu'il me fiit racompte 

Comment Amour, qui s'estoit mescompte. 

Print d'Atropos I'orrible et cruel arc, 

4 Dont il occit maintes gens en ung pare. 

Or s'en vint il despuis tout yvre et las, * 

Tant eut il prins de vin et de soulas, 

Rendre au giron de sa dame de mere, 

8 Qu'on dit Venus, or doulce et puis amaire. 

Elle est deesse, de rien il ne luy chault: 

Si dormoit lors dedans ung poesle chault. 

Sur ung mol lict de plumettes deslies 

12 Bien tapisse de verdures jolyes. 

Tout alentour sont ses Nymphes et Graces 

Nues dormans, bien refaictes et grasses. 

Bon les fait veoir ainsi tant rondelettes 

16 En souspirant bransler leurs mamelletes. 

Le poesle estoit bien gamy de verrines, 

Claires luysans, vermeilles saphirines, 

Soeuf flairant comme ung beau paradis, 

20 Plain d'oyseletz joyeulx et esbaudis, 

Qui la dedans ung plaisant bruit menoient, 

Et le pourpris en desduict maintenoient 



Quant la survie[n]t ce fol dieu qu'on mauldit, * 

24 Chascun dormoit, ainsi comme j 'ay dit, 

Fors Volupte, la niepce de Venus, 

Qui s'esbatoit avec des enfans nudz, 

Prenant plaisir et faisant ung bancquet 

28 Tout plein de joye et d'amoureux cacquet. 

Cupido beut trois fois a son entrer 

De bon vin douU pour se mieux acoustrer. 

Et Volupte la plaisante et la gaye, 

32 Print une harpe et de chanter s'essaye 

Pour festoyer Amour a sa venue, 

Laquelle s'endort dessus sa mere nue, 

Et ronfle et soufQe et son arc laisse cheoir 

36 Sur ung coussin, ou depuis se vie[n]t seoir * 

Volupte gente, et se mit au cul nu 

Sans y viser sur Tare de fer comu. 

Et sur ung traict plein de poison mortelle 

40 Si se picqua et receut douleur telle, 

Qu'elle gecta ung hault cry et agu, 

Duquel Venus tressault, et par argu 

Tanse, et demande a quoy faire on I'esveille. 

44 Lors Volupte, qui a la mort traveille, 

Perd sa couleur et p[al]ist conmie cendre. * 

Venus la voit, et elle de descendre. 

Print sa niepce en ses bras dega fioide, 

48 Qui clost les yeux et devint toute roide. 

Lors en plourant s'escrie, "ha dieu, mon pere, 

Jupiter hault, soyes moy cy prospere. 
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Que je ne perde ainsi ma Volupte." 

52 En ce disant Volupte d'ung coste 

Pend jusque a teire, et Venus veoit sa hanche 

Taincte de sang, qui souloit estre blanche. 

Si prent ung linge et torchant aper^oit, 

56 Que la cher s'enfle, et Tautre trespassoit. 

Et ce voyant de deuil Venus se paulme. 

Mais Pascite une Grace eut du baulme, 

Duquel soubdain elle oignit la picqueure 

60 De Voulupte, qui sante luy procure. 

Puis Agialle aultre nymphe gentille, 

Print du nectal et d'ambrosie utille, 

Dont les haulx dieux sont ou ciel maintenus. 

64 Si en feist boire et manger a Venus, 

Et a sa niepce en meist entre les dens. 

Lors eussiez veu miracles evidens; 

En moins de temps que je ne le recite, 

68 L'une se droisse, et I'autre ressuscite! 

Car plus de force eurent ses medecines. 

Que nulz unguentz, breuvages, ne racines 

Dont en ce monde on sache faire espreuve. 

72 Par ainsi done quand Volupte setreuve 

Garye a coup du baulme odorifere, 

Venus la baise, et ces motz luy profere: 

"Las! qui t'avoit ma niepce, m'amye, 

76 Ainsi navree et en mort endormye? 

Que je le sache, affin de m'en venger." 

Lors Volupte monstra Tare estranger. 
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Et une fleiche encor de son sang taincte 

80 Qui presque I'a mortellement attaincte. 

Venus regarde et congoist Tare de mort, 

Dont de despit ses belles levres mort. 

"Gardez pour Dieu (dist-elle) d'y toucher, 

84 Filles gardez, ha le notable archier 

Qui a change son tresbel arc d'ivoire 

A cestuy cy. Vous vous enyvres voire. 

Est ce bien fait? Vous enyvres vous doncques? 

88 Sus! qu'on le preingne et sans faultes quelzconques 

Qu'il soit porte hors de nostre manoir 

Avec son arc hideux, horrible, et noir. 

Mais gardez bien de toucher a main nue 

92 Ne arc ne fleiche. O quel desconvenue! 

Je s^ay de vray qu'il en a fait du mal. 

Lors une nymphe entour Tare enotmal, 

Et la sagette envelope en ung tappiz, 

96 Et le tout gette au loing de peur de piz. 

Par la fenestre es fossez du chastel, 

Qui est si beau que au monde n'y a tel. 

Mais de la fleiche et de sa grant poison 

100 Useperditdespoissonsafoison. 

Cignes, canars laisserent le rapaire, 

Et de plongeons mourut plus d'une paire; 

Tant devient I'eaue amaire et pestilente 

104 Du fort veninde la fleiche dolente. 

Et puis a coup quatre nymphes du moins 

Prindrent le lict a tous les quatre coings. 
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Et I'enfant nud, qui du fort vin est pasle, 

108 Tout doulcementporterenthorsdu pasle, 

Et I'ont pose eimny la basse court 

La ou la bise a tous les souffle et court. 

Ce fait, Venus au dongeon les rapelle, 

112 Puis par accord toutes ses gens et elle 

De toutes pars le pourpris barre ont, 

Et ung serment entre eubc Jurent et font: 

Que la dedans Cupido n'entrera, 

116 Jusques a ce que son arc il raura, * 

Qui est tant beau, tant riche et tant dore, 

Qu'au monde n'est ung arc si hormore. 

Et ce disant par bon accord notable 

120 Voicy venir ung bruyt espoventable 

De gens cryans crys d'oirible pitie, 

Lesquelz la Mort, par force et maulvaistie 

A grans trouppeaulx chassoit en les batant 

124 Vers le chastel, ou des dames a tant. 

Alors Venus meet I'oeil a la verriere, 

Voit tant de gens, s'escrie, "A la barrim! 

Portiers fermez, levez le pontlevis 

128 Onques de jour tel tumulte ne veis." 

Lors les portiers en grant peur et destresse 

Feirent le vueil a leur dame et maistresse, 

Et tout a coup monterent aux creneaux. 

132 Et Venus s'ome, et prent chaines, anneaux, 

Tissus, rubans, couefifes, guimples, atours. 



Pour plaire aux gens; car bien en scet les tours. 

Pareillement ses femmes et ses filles 

136 Prennentmirouers pour estre plus gentilles; 

Sur le beau bout se mettent et accoustrent, 

Affin que mieubc leurs beaultez se demonstrent. 

Car certes point ne craignent ne n'ont doubte * 

140 Que la mort vienne, ains pensent sonune toute 

Que devers eulx tendent leurs amoureux 

Jeunes et beaulx, d'amours tous langoureux. 

Si ont empris de bien les recevoir, * 

144 De se deffendre et faire bon devoir. 

En leur tirant leurs fleiches empennees 

De Doulx Regard, d'Espoir empoisonnees; 

Et en gectant chappelletz et flocquars, 

148 Ainsi qu'on fait a ses jeunes quocquars, 

Et de leur faire, ains que rendre se veuilent, 

Des maulx assez, ainsi comme elles seullent. 

Mais trop loing sont de leur compte a ce cop, 

152 Ce sont veillars qui leur despiairont trop! 

Chenuz, barbus, toussans, crachans et courbes, 

Lesquelz la mort chasse a grans tas et tourbes 

Vers le chastel d'amoureuse plaisance 

156 Contre le droict de naturelle usance. 

Et chascun d'eulx porte ung jeune homme mort 

Dessus sa croppe, et s'approchent bien fort. 

Lors la deesse amoureuse palit, 

160 Et n'eut plaisir, de joye ne delit 

Quand elle voit une bande si triste. 
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Si fist aussi mainte dame bien miste, 

Et bien gaillarde, et mainte fille aussi 

164 Perdit courage entrant en gros soucy 

Car d'Atropos bien peu leur souvenoit, 

Fors a present que devers eulx venoit 

Quand done la mort flit au bout des fossez, 

168 EUe ordonna les corps des trespassez 

Estre mis jus par terre a grans monceaulx, 

Comme on feroit d'ung grant tas de pourceaulx. 

Pius les viellars durement bat et &appe 

172 De Tare d'Amours, sans que nul en eschappe. 

Et les dolens si fort brayent et crient 

Que c'est horreur, et leurs vies mauldient. 

L'horrible bruict de ses fiers urlemens 

176 Faisoit trembler et murs et fondements • 

Du fort chastel, ou Cupido gisoit 

Tout estendu et a rien ne visoit 

Si se esveille tant a force de criz, 

180 Comme du froid qu'en dormant avoit pris. 

Et il escoute, et bruict de renforcer 

Assez bideux pour roc fendre et percer. 

Lors il se lieve ainsi comme estourdy, 

184 Lourt et farouche, et n'est point si hardy 

Que tant de peur, que de finid il ne tremble 

En cliquetant les machoueres ensemble. 

Plus entour luy regarde, et plus s'efforce, 

188 Penser ne peult qui I'a mis hors de voye. 

Son tresbel arc et son caicas il cherche, 



Mais rien ne treuve a terre ny a perche. 

Alors Venus d'une grant gallerye 

192 Parla a luy, fort dolente et mairie. 

"Ha mauvais filz (dist elle) es tu deiivre 

De ton fort vin seras tu tousjours yvre? 

Ou est ton arc si noble et triumphant? 

196 Qu'en as tu faict? Ha! malheureux enfant, 

Qui pour tuer tous ceulx de nostre hostel. 

As apporte cy dedans Tare mortel. 

Va, va la veoir dehors qui te demande, 

200 Et ne reviens jamais s'on ne te mande." * 

Ainsi disoit Venus ayant grant dueil, 

Dont a Amours la letme vint a Toeil, 

Et bat sa coulpe et ores luy recorde 

204 De son meffait et bait son yvresse orde, 

Et bien s'excuse a present du mescompte 

Des arcs changez, dont il a dueil et honte; 

Et dit ainsi a sa mere, "Ha, ma Dame, 

208 Certainement je suis digne de blasme. 

J'en ay regret et le cueur m'en remort, 

Tant d'avoir beu avec Thornble Mort, 

Comme d'avoir par erreur prins Tare sien, 

212 Car bien j'entens qu'elle a ores le mien. 

Mais je suis seur bien tost le recouvrer, 

Et desormais plus saigement ouvrer. 

Or je vous pry, mais qu'il ne vous desplaise, 

216 Ou est dont Tare de la vieille mauvaise? 

Je luy vueil rendre a sa malle sante. 



Et puis le mien ravoir a voulente". 

"Si tu te veulz de le rendre empescher," 

220 Dist lors Venus, "il le convient pescher 

En ces fossez, ou je Tay fait ruer. 

Car une fleiche a bien cuyde tuer 

Ma Volupte, ta fille gente et belle, 

224 Et la dehors t'attend la Mort rebelle. 

Qui ton arc tient, dont plusieurs viellars bat, 

Et leur fait faire ung tres piteux sabbat. 

Et puis que ainsi a mal es destine 

228 Vat'ensoupperlaoutuasdisne." 

Quand la deesse eut finy ce propos, 

Elle s'en va, et la fiere Atropos 

Pendant ce temps a voix obscure et noyre 

232 Rebondissant tout ainsi que tonnoirre, 

Disoit ainsi: "Haul Venus la deesse, 

Bien doibs avoir au cueur joye et lyesse * 

Quant ton garson, ce jolly fiinguereau 

236 Est devenu maintenant ung bourreau! 

Regarde ung peu la belle boucherie 

Qu'il a cy fait de jeunesse florie. * 

Tous ces gallans bien verds et bien gaillars 

240 n a occis, et j'ay faict ces vieillars 

Tous amoreux; n'est ce pas ung chef d'oeuvre? 

Or sus! il fault que vostre place se euvre, * 

Et que j'y entre avec toute ma bande. 

244 Ets'ilyadamequineserende, 

Je feray tant que Cupido la tue. 
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Qui de mon arc si tresbien s'evertue. 

Regardez cy voz amyz qui sont mortz. 

248 Si n'en avez au cueur dueil et remors, 

Vous estes plus que vives roches dures. 

Quant par Amours souf&ez telles laidures. 

Sus done! A coup mes dames, respondez, 

252 Ou autrement mon assault attendez! 

Si vous feray tout a coup amoureuses, 

Et tout ainsi que ceulx cy langoureuses. 

Ne voyez vous comment je les promaine 

256 Et leur suis tant gracieuse et humaine? 

Si ne les s^ay, ne puis faire mouiir, 

La ou Amours fait les autres perir." 

A ce parler le grant dueil redoubla 

260 A la deesse, et son cueur se troubia 

Centre son filz par grant yre et despit. 

Lors mainte dame en ung coing se tapit, 

Craignant la mort, car bien a veu gisant 

264 Son amy mort, jadis bel et plaisant. 

Si ne scet on ceans quel conseil prendre * 

Car contre Mort, nully n'ose entreprendre, 

Fors Cupido qui tout avoit ou^ 

268 Et de rien n'est ne gay ne resjouy. 

Si fiit monte sur une haulte tour 

Pour veoir la vieille et ses gens alentour. 

Lors s'escria haultement, "Ha! villaine, 

272 Orde charongne, et de puante allaine, 

Le puissant dieu Jupiter te confonde! 
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Tant m'as tu mis en tristesse profonde. 

Rendz moi mon arc que tu m'as desrobe 

276 Ou altrement de nuUy destourbe 

Je ne seray, que de ta propre fleiche 

Je ne te tue icy de ceste bresche! 

Si sera quicte au moins de toy le monde." 

280 "Ha! yvrongnet, respond la Moit immunde 

Je crains autant tes menaces follettes 

Comme je fais roses et viollettes. 

Finer ne puis ne jamais ne mourray, 

284 Ains apres toy etemelle seray. 

Mais puis que tu te metz en ce dangier 

Que de mon arc a cestuy cy changer, 

Je vueil aussi que nous changions de noms 

288 Et que le nom de Tung I'autre prenons. * 

Car desormais en tous cris et clamours 

Tu seras diet la Mort, et moy Amours; 

Amours seray, et tu la Mort clame, 

292 De tout chascun hay, craint et blasme. 

Si aymeront trop mieulx les bons humains 

Estre des miens que tumber en tes mains. 

Or t'aprendray a boire a moy d'autant!" 

296 Acesmotzcy Venusdedueilatant, 

Plus que ne peult, si se tormente et plore, 

Et bait son filz qui tant la deshonore. 

Ce temps pendant la nuict va survenir 

300 Sinesfaycequ'ilzpeurentdevenir, 



Ne Cupido ne la vieille Atropos. 

Mais depuis bien entendy ce propos 

Dire et compter que pource que le traict 

304 De Tare mortel, qui tout malleur attraict, 

Eut Teaue infecte et gaste les fossez 

Du hault chastel, ou sont dames assez. 

Dame Venus pour y remedier, 

308 Et la poyson curer et nettoyer, 

Y feist gecter grant nombre de flourettes 

Prinses au clos du jardin d'amourettes. 

Et pource que plus amere que fiel 

312 Estoit au boire, on y mist force miel, 

Si que par traict de temps I'eaue esclarcist, 

Devint fort belle, et en fin s'adoulcist. 

Qui pour les gens fut une horrible amorce. * 

316 Car s^avoir fault qu'onc n'en perdit sa force 

Du fort venin portant I'eaue enmuellee. 

Ains quant se vint que la large vallee 

De ce beau monde eut reprins floriture, 

320 Plusieurs mondains d'une et d'autre nature 

Par les verds pres jouer ensemble alloient, 

Et les doubc fiuictz de leurs amours cueilloient. 

En escoutant des oyseaux le doubc chant. 

324 Et pour allerleur grant soifestanchant, 

Beuvoient alors la liqueur argentine, 

Plaine de mort et poyson serpentine. 

Qui decouroit des fossez veneriques, 

328 Et arrousoit les herbettes bien fiisques 
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Aiant sa cource et plaine de luxure 

Qui semble doulce, et puis amaire, et seure. 

Tant fort plaisoit aux hommes et aux femmes, 

332 Mesmes aux hommes, dont ils sont plus infames, 

Ce tresdoulx boire et ce joyeux breuvaige, 

Que maintz beaux jours ne firent aultre ouvrage. 

Mais en la fin quant le venin feust meur, 

336 n leur naissoit de gros boutons sans fieur 

Si treshideux, si laicts et si enonnes, 

Qu'on ne vit oncques visaiges si diffomies. 

ISTonc ne receut si tres mortelle injure 

340 Nature humaine en sa belle figure; 

Au firont, au col, au menton et au nez * 

One on ne vit tant de gens boutonnez. 

Et qui pis est ce venin tant nuisible 

344 Par sa malice occulte et invisible 

Alloit chercher les veines et arteres 

Et leur causoit si estranges misteres, 

Dangier, douleur de passion, et goutte 

348 Qu'on n'y s^avoit remede, somme toute, 

Fors de crier, souspirer, lamenter, 

Plorer et plaindre et mort se souhaiter. 

Ne ne sceut oncques luy bailler propre nom 

352 Nulmedecintanteutilderenom. 

L'ung la voulut Sahaphati nommer 

En Arabic, I'autre a peu estimer 

Que Ton doit dire en latin Jl/enra^ra. 

356 Mais le commun quant il la rencontra. 



La nommoit gorre, ou la verolle grosse. 

Qui n'espargnoit ne couironne ne crosse; 

Ainsi Ton dit, les Flammens et Piquais. 

360 Le mal francoys la nomment les Lombars, 

Si a encores d'autres noms plus de quatre, 

Les Allemans Tapellentgroi/re blatre 

Les Espaignolz les bones I'ont nommee, 

364 Et dit on plus, que la puissante armee 

Des fbrs fran^ois a grant peine et souffrance 

En Naples I'ont conquise et mise en France. 

Dont aucuns d'eulx, le souvenir la nomment * 

368 Et plusieurs faictz sur ce comptent et somment. 

Les Sovoysiens, la clavela la disent. 

Vela comment plusieurs gens en devisent. 

Vela comment Amours le jeune yvrongne 

372 A faict aux gens gran dommaige et vergongne 

Et ne scet on pour ses cloux desclouer 

Bien boimement a quel sainct se vouer, * 

Neantmoins aucuns par grace souveraine 

376 Ont implore ma dame saincte Raine, 

Les aultres ont eu recours a sainct Job; 

Peu de gueris en sont, de mortz beaucop. 

Car regne a ce trescruel tourment 

380 Par tout le monde universellement. 

Pour done en brief tous noz propos conclure 

Et mettre a fin ce compte bonne alleure, 

Las! on a veu les pauvres paciens 

384 Flaterlamortetaleuresciens 
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Par grant desir leur amour I'appeller 

Lassez de vivre et sans riens en celer 

Dire qu'Amours est mort dure et craelle 

388 Quant pour ungpeudedoulceursensuelle. 

On est ainsi de mortel mal attainct. 

A ceste cause en est obscur et tainct 

Le nom d'Amours et de Venus sa mere, 

392 Et la fuyt on comme estrange et amere. 

Si a la peur du tresgrant diffame 

Fait maint preuhdomme et mainte pmde femme 

Dont Chastete, qui presque estoit a neant 

396 A reprins bruyt par inconvenient. 

Car quant ce vient que a aymer la vertu 

L'homme imprudent ne compte un seul festu, 

Et que pourtant de pecher ne se garde, 

400 En la parfin la peine Ten retarde. 

Si vault il mieulx tousjours tard que jamais. 

Or ay je dit, si me tais desoimais. 

4. Second Poem 

Compte deuxiesme sur la naissance de Dame Verolle. 

n est assez commun en maintz propos 

Comme jadis la cruelle Atropos, 

Et Cupido firent par cas estrange 

4 D'arc et de trousse ung merveilleux eschange, 

Ainsi que tous aveuglez, enyvrez. 
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Et comme ceulx qiii ont este navrez 

Dq)us ce temps par Atropos la Paique 

8 Encontre Amours ont leve forte marque. 

Mesmes ung tas de chanus et viellars 

On a veu estre amoureux et gaillars 

Lorsqu'ilz avoient la mort entre les dens. 

12 Cela n'est riens quant aux griefe accidens 

Qu'a procure Cupido jeune enfant, 

Luy qui jadis estoit tant triumphant 

Tous nobles cueurs faisans vivre et florir* 

16 Parungseultraictlesafaictpuismorir. 

Et qui plus est, que je declaire anriere, 

De Tare mortel gecte en la riviere 

Par le conseil de sa mere Venus, 

20 Mille malheurs meschans en sont venus 

Desquelz font foy et ample tesmoignage 

Goutte es tallons et bouttons au visage. 

Que Ton acquiert et seulement pour boire 

24 Ung peu en Teaue trouble, obscure et noire. 

De ce Venus grandement indignee 

Comble de dueil, de desplaisirmuee 

Pour donner ordre en ce trouble malin, 

28 S'en est allee au hault ciel cristalin, 

Ou Jupiter de tous biens grant donneur. 

Est triumphant en gloire et en honneur, 

Auquel ainsi de sa diserte langue 

32 Vouluttiousserhumblementsa harangue: 
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Venus a Jupiter 

"O Jupiter mon vray dieu et mon pere 

Dont la vertu tout regist et tempere, 

Escoute moy si en quelque saison 

36 Tu es flexible au moyen d'oraison. 

Je te requiers en leimes orendroit 

Ainsi que dieu me vouloir faire droit, 

Et comme pere, ou gist vray amytie 

40 De moy ta fiUe avoir quelque pitie. 

Je dis pitie, 6 pere treshumain. 

Car si mon droit n'est porte de ta main, 

Toute ma joye est nulle et esperdue 

44 Et de mon filz la diete perdue. 

Puisqu'a ton oeil toute chose est apperte, 

Tu congnois bien le dommage et la peite 

Que j'ay recea avec mondit filz 

48 Depuis le jour malheureux et prefix 

Qu'il feit eschange ayant vin de trap potz, 

De son bel arc ou celluy d'Atropos. 

Lors luy cuidant tirer ses traictz insignes 

52 Bien empennez des plumes de mes cignes, 

Dorez, plongez en ceslestes liqueurs 

Pour inciter en amour tous bons cueurs, 

Subitement, dont j'ay un grief remort, 

56 n en a mis maintz a cruelle mort 

Je congnoissant par triste et clere preuve 

L'aic tout mortel le feis mettre en ung fleuve. 
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Duquel Teau vile, orde, empunaisie 

60 Gaste I'Euiope, Affiicque et toute Asie, 

Par maladie, helas, si generaile. 

Que presque c'est macule originaile 

Secondement survenue au grant dam 

64 De tous les filz yssus d'Eve et d'Adam. 

A ce moyen mes atmes et mon nom, 

Et de mon filz le triumphant renom 

Passant en bruyt celluy de tous les dieux, 

68 A toutes gens est aussi odieux, 

Que d'Atropos noire furent jadis 

Les traictz meschans, malheureux, et maulditz. 

En lieu desquelz, ainsi qu'il est notoire, 

72 Jouyst de ceulz de mon filz plain de gloire, 

Dont elle faict triumphe de tirer 

Pour vieulx chanus en amours attirer. 

Que je repute aujhourdhuy ung venin 

76 Grief et mortel au sexe femenin. 

Toy 6 grant dieu qui metz tout en bonne ordre, 

Ne seu£&e plus ung si villain desordre, 

Le sang t'y moeut, la raison fy provocque, 

80 Car tout bienfaict doibt estre reciprocque. 

Ayde a mon filz, lequel ores t'ayda 

En tes amours de Dido et Leda. 

A tout le moins que ton decret juste ysse 

84 Pour a moy, lasse, et luy faire justice " 

A tant fina ses dictz Venus venuste. 

Et Jtq)iter, dieu droicturier et juste. 
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Luy dist, '*Ma fille, m'amye on veira, 

88 Etmeurement ma court ypourvoyra." 

Lors sans delay de ce print soing et cure 

En commandant a son herault Mercure 

D'aller sommer Atropos palle et fade 

92 Pourenvoyersuffisantambassade, 

Qui se rendroit en la cite de Tours 

Pour bien respondre aux crimes et foulx tours, 

Dont Cupido et Venus gente et belle 

96 Avoient forme encontre elle ung libelle. 

Venus aussi eut expres mandement 

D'envoyer gens de bon entendement. 

Pour declairer ses tresjustes demandes 

100 Et requerir I'interest et amendes. 

Mil cinq cens vingt le premier de Septembre 

Ces granz estatz, desquels je vous remembre 

Furent a Tours assignez puis tenus 

104 Premierement de la part de Venus. 

Y veis venir les Graces ou Karites 

Dignes de los par vertueux merites. 

Qui toutes trois en triumphant arroy 

108 Eurent logis ample a la Courtleroy. 

Apres leur train marchoit celluy dHebe, 

Qui me vint dire, "or si tu n'es Abbe, 

Ou grant prelat ayant la teste raze, 

112 Je logeray ajourdhuy en ta case." 

Je luy accorde, comme toute humblette, 

Son lict de camp feis mettre en ma chambrette. 



De suyte aussi venir a chief de piece 

116 VeisVoluptede Venus la niepce. 

Qui feist dresser es prez de gloriette 

Son pavilion pour estre pres et preste. 

En ensuivant la charge assez patente 

120 D'yfairetendreetparer la grant tente 

Ou Ton debvoit demesler la querelle. 

Puis de la part d'Atropos la cruelle 

Vindrent aussi Furies infemalles, 

124 Que Ton logea en tenebreuses salles. 

De les nommer a present me deporte 

Car leur baston est pendu a la porte. 

Semblablement de mon ceil la choisis, 

128 Tirant ung fil la Parque Lachesis, 

Dont la quenoiUe avoit Cloto sa seur, 

Ces deux seurs cy n'ont logis seul ne seur, 

Toutes maisons tousjours leursont communes 

132 Pour y haulser ou baisser les fortunes. 

Le Jour prefix desja prealegue, 

Le grant herault Mercure, delegue, 

Les assembla dedans la tente insigne 

136 Toutes ensemble au son de sa bucine. 

Chascune assise en son ordre et degre. 

Lors Volupte tant de sonpropre gre 

Que du vouloir de Venus sa grant tante, 

140 Dit son naire en la forme de patente: 
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Volupte a celle de la part d'Atropos 

"Combien que soye amplement advertie 

D'avoir affaire a gent moult pervertie, 

Obtenebree en toute desraison, 

144 Je pense auffort que le ray de raison 

Luyra si cler a ma felicite, 

Qu'on congnoistra leur grant perversite, 

Et qu'on aura en fin honte et vergongne 

148 De quereller une injuste besongne, 

Et de vouloir par force retenir 

Ce qu'a aultruy on scet appartenir. 

Je parle a toy, 6 Furie infemalle, 

152 Orde Megere ayant charge totalle 

Par Atropos comme la plus perverse 

Pour soustenir injuste controverse, 

Et pour donner par malice mauldicte 

156 Couleur et flieille a querelle interdicte. 

Tu scez assez qu'a son grant vitupere 

EUe retient I'arc de mon noble pere 

Injustement contre tout civil droit, 

160 Comme je vueil le prouver orendroit. 

Le premier poinct, dont je te vueil poursuyvre 

Est qu'ung enfant mineur d'ans fol ou yvre 

Est plainement releve de legier, 

164 Decequ'ilapeuvendreetestrangier. 

Item depuis qu'on voit par ̂ arence 

Que une eschange a grosse difference. 
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Et que I'ung passe en tout Tautre a pieis juste, 

168 Tel changement est faulx, vain et injuste. 

Item il fault, sans croire le contraire, 

Qu'eschange soit tout pur et voluntaire, * 

Franc, liberal, et qu'il soit presente 

172 De I'ung a I'autre en fi^che voulente; 

Or est il cler et a chascun patent 

Que Cupido fut le pleige d'autant 

Par Atropos, et tant presse de boire 

176 Qu'il en perdit le sens et la memoire. 

Mesmes alors que sans penser au cas 

Eschange feist de son arc et carcas. 

Lequel combien a cil de mort repugne, 

180 La preuve en est cy tresclere et conunune. 

Que dire puis sans faveur et envie, 

Qu'ilz sont pareilz ainsi que mort et vie? 

Aussi ne flit oncques le vouloir tel 

184 A Cupio de prendre Tare mortel 

Pour delaisser a son desavantage 

Le sien joyeux a la Mort en hostage. 

Pour ses raisons et aultres que ne ditz, 

188 Pour abbreger la sonune de mes ditz, 

Je quiers que Tare d'Amour dieu des humains, 

Des maintenant soit restably es mains 

De moy, sa fille illustre et delicate, 

192 En ce pour luyestablie advocate" 

A tant fina Volupte le sien dire. 

Alors Megere escumant par grant yre 
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De cueur felon et d'airogance fiere, 

196 Luy fist response en semblable maniere; 

MegereaVolupte 

"Pauroye bien cause assez d'estre esbahie 

0 Volupte, de sainct homme ha^e, 

Venin dlioimeur, de vertu la poyson, 

200 D'avoir ouy ton Mvole blason. 

Gamy d'injure en extreme amertume 

Contre tout droit, loy, statu et coustume; 

Si ce n'estoit que Je S9ay sans doubtance, 

204 Qu'en toy n'y a ne vertu ne constance, 

Et que tu es une garse affaictee 

Des continens hommes loing souhaitee. 

Mais pour venir au droit neud de la cause, 

208 Et te respondre a chascun poinct et clause, 

A ce premier, que diz estrangement, 

Lors que des arcs fiit fait I'eschangement, 

Cupido estre yvre et saoul a oultrance, 

212 Je dis que vaine est telle remonstrance, 

Et qu'on ne doibt par droit accepter mye 

Cil qui produit son crime et infamie. * 

Quant a cela que tu diz par despris 

216 Que Tare d'Amour est trop de plus hault preis 

Que cil de Mort, et de meilleure forte, 

Je le te nye, et au droit m'en n^rte. 

Et s'il convient le prouver par tesmoings. 
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Si Fare de Mort est triste et douloureux, 

Celluy d'Amour est grief et langoureux. 

L'ung fait a coup du monde trespasser, 

224 L'autre en vivant de Mort les traictz passer; 

Presque en valeur ilz conviennent ensemble. 

Mais pour en dire icy ce qu'il m'en semble, 

Mieulx vault par Mort perdre a coup sa vigueur 

228 Qu'en amours vivre, et traisner grant langueur; 

C'est ung proverbe en tous lieux general. 

A ce que dis qu'onc ne fiit liberal * 

Eschangement, ne franc, ne voluntaire; 

232 L'experience en fait foy du contraire, 

Et qu'a eulx deux la chose estoit plaisante. 

Car on a veu en plaine assez patente 

De Tare mortel Cupido fort tirer 

236 Pour jeunes gens d'icelluy martirer. 

Qui de leur vie ont faict puis cession; 

Voulez vous plus ample possession? 

Preuve plus clere, ou tesmoing plus vallable? 

240 Je croy que non, parquoy garse muable, 

Ne farde plus ton babil, ton prescript, 

De la couleur de civile droit escript; 

Par ce ne puis nullement me seduire. 

244 Et d'autre part si Ten vouloit reduire 

L'arc Cupido a son maistre ancien, 

n conviendroit qu'Atropos eust le sien, 

Lequel Venus de tout plaisir mmtriere. 
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248 A faict gecter en une aultre fondrieie 

D'ung fleuve obscur, duquel I'eaue toute immunde 

A faict perir ies deux pars de ce monde. 

Or a este cest arc tant tracasse 

2S2 Que presqueil est tout briseetcasse; 

Parquoy n'est point a present recevable. 

Ce congnoissant, ma maistresse notable 

M'a donne charge, et plaine instruction, 

256 Sur le danger de ma destruction, 

Ne consentir a autre accord final. 

Dont j'ay jure, Stix, palus infernal, * 

Qui est serment que ne vouldrois enfi^dre, 

260 Car tous les dieux, se crois, doibvent fort craindre. 

Je n'en dis plus, et finis pour cela, 

Pourtant chascun se tienne a ce qu'il ha." 

Ainsi fina Megere sa replicque, 

264 Et Volupte formoit ja sa duplicque. 

Si par mesditz et tumuitueux sons 

N'eussent esmeu ensemble gros tensons. 

Par divers jours ont vacque a I'affaire 

268 Sans qu'on peust rien accomplir ne parfaire, 

Et tant croissoit tousjours leur different 

Que long proces y estoit apparent. 

Voire bien plus que moyen de concorde. 

272 Mais Jupiter lequel hayoit discorde 

Mesmes despuis qu'en vouloir odieux 

EUe troubla le convive des dieux, 

Y enyoya derechief par grant cure 
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Et luy bailla deux arcs lors en sa main, 

Dont Tung estoit mortel, et inhumain, 

L'autre joyeux, et pour chagrin deffaire, 

280 Luydeclaracequeavoitdefaire 

Pour tout conduire a bonne consequence. 

Alors s'en part le grant dieu d'eloquence. 

En delaissant la regton celeste. 

284 Si vint descendre en rondeur non moleste 

Dedans la tente ou estoit I'assemblee 

Pour la pluspart discordante et troublee. 

Mais aussi tost qu'il print son caducee 

288 Toute discorde et rumeur fut cessee. 

Car il ha bien le povoir icy has 

Pour amortir tous contens et debatz. 

Ce faict ainsi, bon silence obtenu, 

292 Leur declaim ce formel contenu: 

Mercure 

"Oyez vous tous assemblez ou nous sommes, 

Jupiter roy tant des dieux que des hommes 

Tresjuste et droit, lequel par sa prudence 

296 Meet tout discord en bonne concordance, 

Recongnoissant le bien de paix duysible, 

Et le malheur de discorde invisible: 

Voulant aussi de surport convenable 

300 Pourv6oir au faict de Venus I'amyable, 
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M'a cy transmis pour son intention 

En ce cas mettre a execution. 

Premierement, afBn que ne forvoye, 

304 Tien, Volupte, vela Tare qu'il t'envoye. 

Que porteras a Venus ta grant mere 

Qui jusque ici ha eu douleur amere. 

Et de par moy luy feras assavoir 

308 Qu'il a puissance etsemblablepouvoir 

Conune ceiluy dont Atropos la noire 

Priva son filz Cupido apres boire. 

Et qu'elle die a son filz et commande, 

312 Sur le dangier d'encourir grosse amende 

Qu'il ne soit plus de cerveau si legier 

De le laisser, ou perdre, ou estrangier. 

Semblablement entends a moy, Megere: 

316 Voicy ung arc cruel et mortifere 

Dont Atropos, plaine de venefice, 

Exercera son coustumier office. 

Et si el veult de Tare d'Amours tirer, 

320 Pour vielles gens en amours attirer, 

Tous cy presens et absens soient certains 

Qu'a tous ceulx la qui en seront attains. 

Telle rigueur leur sera impartie 

324 Qu'ilz aymeront, mais sera sans partie. 

Mesmes viellars toussans, crachans, chanus, 

Ne seront point aux dames bien venus 

Et s'ilz le sont ce sera par I'adresse 

328 Non point d'amours, mais plustost derichesse. 
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Quant est de Tare moitel que fist bouter 

Dame Venus en ung fleuve a doubter. 

Pour le present je n'y vois nul secours; * 

332 C'est diet commun qu'il fault qu'eaue ait son eours. 

Et toutesfois le malheur assez ample * 

Des languissans est prou£Gtable exemple 

Tant aux vivans comme a leurs successeurs 

336 Den'estre point dedangieragresseurs, 

Ne de nager en suspeete riviere 

A chaulde coUe et de£fault de lumiere. 

Sur ce finis de ma charge le diet 

340 Qu'observerez sans aucun contredit." 

Son diet finy Mercure au ciel volla 

Puis img chascun sans delay s'en alia, 

Et peu a peu diminua la presse. 

344 Lesoirvenu Hebe ma belle hostesse 

Pour entremectz de la collation 

De ce me feist briefve narration 

En la mam'ere et forme que le compte. 

348 Parquoy supply que s'ily a mescompte, 

Aulcune offence, ou soit basse ou soit haulte, 

Qu'a elle seule on en domie la faulte; 

Car autrement qui blasmer m'en vouldroit 

352 Jemonstreroys avoir cueur a bon droit. 
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5. The Triumph 

Le Triumphe verolique commence a marcher par ordonance de ranc en ranc ainsi que verrez 

le tout bien en ordre. 

LEHERAULT 

De toutes pars amoureux malheureux. 

Qui soubz I'espoir pretendu d'estre heureux 

Avez use des abus de jeunesse, 

4 Venez tous veoir triumphe dont jeu nesse • 

Du puy d'amours les faicts chevallereux. 

Et ne vous chault des propos rigoureux, 

Vous, qui aymant estes tant vigoureux, 

8 Venez avant et prenez cy adresse! 

De toutes pars 

Sortez, saillez des limbes tenebreux, * 

Des foumeaulx, chaulx et sepulcres umbreux, * 

12 Oupoursuerdegrisetverdongresse 

Tous verollez, se goutte ne vous presse, 

Nudz et vestuz fault delaisser voz creuz. 

De toutes pars. 

LE SEIGNEUR DE VERDURE 

16 Pour le triumphe commencer, 

Je suis le seigneur de verdure. 

Des premiers me veulx advencer. 

Car sans moy jeunesse ne dure. 
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20 Combien que la peine soit dure. 

Quant le puy d'amours est ouvert, 

Soit en temps chault ou de finidure, 

Jamais Ton n'y est prins sans verd! 

MALHEUR 

24 La gorre de Rouen je trayne 

Soubz le grant credo en attente: 

Je suis Malheur, qui pour estraine 

La donne au fol qui trop con tente; 

28 £t fault que de moy se contente, 

Quand sante je mue en douleur: 

Folz amoureux ayez entente, 

Et vous gardez de tel malheur! 

LA GORRE DE ROUEN 

32 Sur toutes villes de renom, 

Ou Ton tient d'amour bonne guyse, 

Midieuxl Rouen porte le nom * 

De veroller marchandise. 

36 La fine fleur de paillardise 

On la doibt nommer meshouen; 

Au puy d'amours prens ma divise, 

Je suis la gorre de Rouen! 

LES TABOURINS, & FIFFRE 

40 Dessus le parchemyn pelu 

Avons si bien tabourine, 



Que de nous troys le plus goulu 

De verolle est enfaiyne. 

Et nostre Fif&e a urine 

Contre ung mur, dont mal luy est pris: 

Son gozier fut gargarine 

Pour de mieulx fieufler avoir pris! 

LE CAPPITAINE DES GENS DE PIED 

Ainsi que vaillant cappitaine 

Tout prest au triumphe marcher, 

Pour bien jouster a la quintaine 

L'on me congoist au desmarcher. 

Parma! coucher, mal atoucher, 

Au puy d'amours prens mon usaige; 

Quand I'effaict je vouldroys cacher, 

Si le demonstre mon visaige. 

LE PREMIER RANG 

Pourroit on veoirmeilleurs souldartz * 

Pour au puy d'amours honneur faire, 

Que nous troys qui sommes foulz d'arcz 

Pour tirer I'amoureux affaire? 

Noz corps ne voullons contrefaire 

A teste, bras, ou jambes pert; 

C'est le bien qu'amour nous confere: 

Quant I'un y gaine, I'autre y pert. 
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LE JI. RANG 

64 Voyez troys vereux combatans. 

Qui ont faict rage de combatre 

Sur ung lit en eubc esbatans, 

Et prenent plaisir a cons batre. 

68 Maintenant sans ozer debattre 

Du puy d'amours tenons les rancz; 

En portant potence, ou emplastre, 

Chascun dit: Amours, je me rends! 

LE .in. RANG 

72 Nous avons assez bon couraige 

Se n'estoit que jambes nous faillent, 

Et ses emplastrez au visage. 

Qui marchent la devant nous raillent, 

76 Gouttes plus que nous les assaillent, 

Et font plus rougneux que vieilz chiens. 

Pourtant se brocardz ilz nous baillent. 

Nous avons autant que eulx de biens! 

LEPORTENSEIGNE 

80 Au puy d'amours vray Portenseigne 

Je me puys dire en double forte: 

Mon nez, ma joue, en donne enseigne 

Aussi Testendart que je porte. 

84 Et puys Tescopee cohorte 

Que je conduys autour de moy, 

Ainsi que Tordre le comporte. 
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De I'estat d'amour donne foy. 

LE Jin. RANC 

88 En suyvant nostre Portenseigne 

Chascun de nous faict bonne trogne. 

A bien marcher il nous enseigne, 

Et entend tresbien la besongne. 

92 Au grant pays de Hongne-hongne 

Nous a conduitz y a long temps, 

Mais si souvant la courbe fougne, 

Que c'est ung megre passe temps! 

LE .V. RANC 

96 Pour troys souldartz du puy d'amours 

Nous faisons rage de marcher, 

Et s(;avons faire mille tours 

Mais goutte nous vient empescher. 

100 De rien ne sert le long prescher, 

Chascun fait son ample devoir. 

Si le plaisir nous coute cher, 

Cest ce que amoureux doibt avoir. 

LE .VI. RANC 

104 Pour le deimer ranc de la bande 

Sommes nous pas promptz et empoinctz? 

Bien emplatrez, au bras la bande. 

Par dessoubz le joly pouipoinct 



108 Si veroUe nous picque et poind 

Prenons joye a veoir noz semblables, 

Chascun de vous notte ce point: 

C'est le confort des miserables. 

LES PREMIERS POURSUYVANS 

112 Pour bien entretenir les dames, 

Au jeu d'aymer faisons debvoir, 

Et au triumphe allons sans blasmes 

Pour du seigneur la grace avoir. * 

116 Fol amour nous faict par s^avoir 

Les poursuyvans tours de malheurs, 

Possedans comme Ton peult veoir 

Les benefices des doulleurs. 

LE[S] .n. POURSUYVANT[S] 

120 En poursuyvantle jeu d'aymer 

Qui au commencer semble doubc, 

Mais a la fin se n'est qu'amer, 

La preuve se peult veoir par nous. 

124 La goutte aux jambes et genoux 

Nous faict le puy d'amours comprendre, 

Lecteurs: jeunes, vieulx, saiges, foulx, * 

Ainsi vous en puisse il prendre! 

128 

LESEELLEUR 

Amour m'a faict si bien. seeller 

Par tout sans estre herseleur. 



Que mon estat ne puys scelen 

Du puy d'amours suys le seeleur. 

132 Des folz amoureux je s^ay I'heur, 

Et pourtant se aulcun se celle, 

Ou est de noz biens recelleur, 

De mon seel fault que je le seelle. 

LES LACQUES 

136 Comme la raison est apperte 

Au puy d'amours a gros acquestz: 

Tousjours gaigne et amere perte 

On le peult veoir par nous lacquais. 

140 Nous avons faict de gros acquestz, 

En excutant les sentences; 

Amour a de subtilz nacquetz, 

Mais les meilleurs vont a potences. 

LACHANCELLERIE 

144 Icy est la chancellerie 

De ce triumphe magnificque, 

Dont la vereuse seigneurie 

En a belle lectre autenticque. 

148 Qui bien au long son faict praticque 

Et veult a la fin regarder, 

II trouvera par la replicque 

Que heuieux est qui s'en S9ait garder. 
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LECHANCELUER 

152 Au puy d'amours voys chancellant, 

Pouice que j'en suys chancellier. 

Mon mal ne voys par champs scellant, 

Je le prins en meschant cellier. 

156 Qui bien s^ait sa chance Iyer, * 

Se garde de tel chancelaige; 

Mal fait d'un meschant salier 

Quant on pert en meschance I'aage. 

SOUVENIR AMOUREUX 

160 Amonrancjepuysbienvenir 

Gamy de boites et spatulles, 

Je suis I'amoureux souvenir 

Qui d'amourcongnoys ies fistuUes. 

164 Ces medecins allans sur mulles 

Tiennent de mon art vigoureux, 

Leurs sciences sont peu ou nulles, 

S'ilz n'ont souvenir amoureux. 

LAGOUTTE 

168 En ce triumphe prens mon lieu 

Avec la Diette ma grant mere; 

Je suis la Goutte, de par Dieu, 

Aux ungs rudes, aux aultres amere. 

172 Et n'y a Virgille ou Homere 

Par qui je puisse estre ravye: 
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Quant je tiens compere ou commere * 
1 

C'est a la mort et a la vie. 

LADETTE 

176 Cest droit moy qu'on dit la Diette, 

Qu'en ce triumphe j'aye placel 

Car si de moy on a disette 

Nul au puy d'amours ne desplace. 

180 Par moy on congoist a la face 

De fol amour les vrayz suppostz; 

Je les rends de si bonne grace, 

Qu'ilz prengnent traveil pour repos. 

LES BOUCZ 

184 Les boucz a qui voyez trayner 

Le char de triumphante guyse, 

Luxure veullent designer 

Qui est du puy d'amours devise. * 

188 Jamais des boucz la puentise 

Ne flit si infect en tout lieu. 

Que le feu que luxure atise 

Est infect, et puant a Dieu! 

VENUS 

192 Sur ce char je tiens lieu premier. 

Car d'Amour suys dame et maistresse. 

Des amoureux est coustumier 

Me nommer Venus leur deesse. 
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196 Uug doulx feu pour aymer j'adresse, 

Dont jeunes cueurs je veulx contraindre 

A prendre chamelle liesse, 

Et n'est eaue qui le sceust estaindre. 

VOLUPTE 

200 De Venus suis I'aisnee fille 

Volupte en tous lieux nommee. 

En amour tant caulte et subtille 

Que j'acquiers grande renommee. 

204 Ceulz desquelz je suys plus aymee 

Je fais au puy d'amours venir, 

Leur donnant par force estimee 

Tous temps amoureux souvenir. 

CUPIDO 

208 Aupres de Volupte ma seur 

(;^a et la de mon arc je tire. 

Du puy d'amours faiz possesseur 

Celluy qui vers moy se retire; 

212 Et si en fin reQoit martire 

Au lieu de ses plaisans atours, 

Je puys pour excuse a tous dire 

Ce sont de Cupido les tours. 

216 

LES LARRONS CLANDESTINS 

Sur le puy d'amours nous gectons 

Pour en malheur avoir butins. 
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Et sommes en prenant boutons 

Nommez les lanons clandestins. 

220 En ung cas plus que fort mutins. 

Car nous faisons secrette monstre, 

Mais ce qu'il nous vient au[x] matins 

L'e£fect de nostre oeuvre demonstre. 

LE SEIGNEUR 

224 Du puy d'amours siu's droicturier seigneur, 

Tesmoing Venus et Cupido aussi; 

Car la moitie du monde rend honneur 

A mon triumphe, lequel on veoit ycy. 

228 Si pour amour endure maint soucy, 

J'ay d'icelluy loyer que Ton merite. 

Jeunes esperits, sachez que Thomme herite 

Honneurs trefordz quant amour est servant; 

232 Et qui de luy du tout se desherite, 

Biens et honneurs pour vray est desservant. 

LESREFONDEURS 

Les Refondeurs sommez nomme * 

Faisans au puy d'amours service. 

236 Dedans chaulx foumeaulz parfumez 

Chascun de nous faict son office. 

Car par le parfimi tant propice 

Les vieulx VeroUez morfonduz, 

240 Plus fort sentans que n'est espice 

Ont besoing d'estre refonduz. 
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LES FAISEURS DE NOUVEAU OJYR 

Jamais on ne nous veoit fuyr 

Pour faire honneur au puy d'amours. 

244 Comme faiseurs de nouveau cuyr 

Des demiers faisons de bons tours! 

Quant il vient des amoureux lourds 

Ou quelc'un d'esvente cerveau, 

248 Par fit)ter leurs oz longs ou courtz 

On luy rend ung cuyr tout nouveau. 

Pour conclusion de la monstre 

Triumphe et plaisance mondaine, 

252 Le sens moral a tous demonstre 

Le mal, le tourment et la peyne; 

Que a la jeunesse qui ce peyne 

Suyvir fol amour pour valleurs, 

256 Qui en fin la conduyt et meyne 

Au puy d'amours plain de douleurs. 

DAMEVEROLLE 

Du puy d'amours je suis reyne et princesse, 

Tesmoing Venus et Cupido aussi. 

260 La plus grand part du monde en grant humblesse 

Rend llionneur deu a mon triumphe icy. 

Si je leur faiz endurer mainct soucy, 

Ce n'est a tort, car pris de telle ou telle, 

264 Viennent au puy tout puant et noircy, 
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De mal infaict sans prendre de chandelle. 

LEBAGAGE 

De ce Triumphe icy est le bagage, 

(Comme on peult veoir) acoustre pauvrement. 

268 Garde toy bien d'en estre, sy es sage, 

Sy a jamais ne veux souf&ir tourment! 

Car ceulz a qui oste I'entendement, 

Venus I'infecte, et les reduict a elle, 

272 Comunement font de nostre sequelle, 

Submiz a mal, et privez de plaisir. 

Parquoy ne doibz suyvre deesse telle, 

Sy de sain vivre as vouloir et desir. 

6. EpOogue 

Epilogue au Lecteur 

La perfection d'ung ouvrage est quand en icelluy on peult trouver plaisir et utilite. Or en ce 

livre, duquel as veu le discours par les choses precedentes, il est certain que tu ny peubc 

prendre que plaisir, pour les diverses figures qui y sent, mesmement des veroUez: les ungs 

boutonnantz, les aultres refonduz et engressez, les aultres pleins de fistules lachrimantes, les 

aultres tous courb^ de gouttes nouees, les aultres enfantz encores aux faubc-bourgz de la 

Verolle, bien chargez de chancres, pounreaulz, filletz, chauldes pisses, bosses chancreuses, 

camositez superflues, et aultres menues drogues, que Ton acquiert et amasse au service de 

dame Paillardise. Voyla le plaisir que tu as peu avoir en lisant ce present livre. Le profict est 

que si tu es homme de bon entendement, et bien reduict a honnestete et raison, a T^emple 
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des malheureux qui tombent par leur luxure dissolue aux accidens dessus dictz, tu eviteras 

telz danglers et inconveniens de la personne. Attendu que Thomme ne faict petite injure a 

Dieu quand par sa dissolution et villennie il contamine ce coips tant parfaict qu'il a receu du 

createur; joinct que celluy est malheureux qui par sa volupte desordonnee se rend maladif 

et langoureux pour le demeurant de sa vie et tombe en telle mesprisance du Monde qu'il n 

ya nul qui ne le fiiye comme un ladre et personne contagieuse; c'est doncq le fiuict que 

recuilliras en lisant ce present oeuvre pour la congnoissance que tu auras des malux et 

miseres qui viennent aux Verollez. Et pour ces deux raisons j'espere que cedict oeuvre ne te 

pourra estre que tresaggreable. Adieu Lecteur. 

Imprime nouvellement a Lyon par Fran^oys Juste le Xii du moy de Septembre Tan mil cinq 

censxxxix. 
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C. Notes 

Variants include corrections of simple errors in spelling, as well as erroneous or archaizing 
forms substituted by Montaiglon that have been rejected here in favor of the original printed 
text. 

Prologue and Introduction 

Key: M = Montaiglon 
0= Original Edition 

' M; Carthaige 

^ M: petits 

^ M: equipage 

•* O, M: eureut 

' O: Normaudye 

® O, M:survieut 

^ O: scs veuimeux 

^ M:oppressidd 

' O, M:lascivie 

O, M: s'oy 

" O, M: menger 

M: humais 
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First Poem 

1.5 O, M: detpuis tou yvre 

1.23 M: surviet 

L 36 O, M: viet 

1.45 O, M: plaist 

1.116 O: r'aurat 

1.139 M: doudte 

1.143 M: les bien 

1.176 0; fondement 

1.200 0: son 

1.234 0: anoir 

1.238 M: faict 

1.2420, M:suis! 

1.265 0: lans 

1.288 M; Tung de I'autre 

1.315 O: borible 

1.341 0: fionc 

1.367 0; sounenir 

1.374 O, M: a quel sainct la vouer 



Second Poem 

1.15 M: coeur 

1.170 M: que eschange 

1.214 M: est 

1.230M:Uderal 

1.258 O: infimal 

1.331 M: voy 

L 333 M: toutesfoys 

TDV 

1.4 O, M: jeun' esse 

1.10 M: tenebreuz 

1.11 M; foumeaulz, chaulz 

1.34 M: Midieuz 

1.56 M: Pourrois 

1.68 M: debatte 

1.115 0, M: seigneurs 

1.126 M: vieulz 

1.156 0; Qni, chauce 

1.174M:tient 



1.1870:piiy 

1.230 M: esperit 

1.234 M: nonunez 
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D. The Triumph: Translation 

1. Prologue 

The Triumph of Her Highness, the Mighty Lady Syphilis, Queen of the Society of Love: 

Newly Composed by the Inventor of Honest Little Pleasures. (Sold in Lyons by Francoys 

Juste, in front of Our Lady of Comfort. 1539) 

To Martin Dorchesino from Gilles Meleanc, his friend and cousin. 

The ancient Romans had the custom, as there is nothing which so benefits the 

republic as, first of all, that those who augment and enrich it by bellicose feats receive 

their captains and emperors in the city with great honor and triumph as they return finm 

their victory fields laden with enemy spoils. And these triumphal processions were 

considered by the Romans to be satisfactory and even very great payment for their labors 

and conquests. In this way, the worthy Lucius Sylla was received in triumph over the 

King of Pontus Mithridates, and soon after him, over Lucius Murena. Marius rode in 

triumph over Jugurtha, King of Numidia, and Scipio the African in his victory over 

Carthage and numerous other great cities. Octavio Cesar celebrated his triumph over 

Marc Anthony and Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt, and who has not also heard of the 

triumphs of the great Pompey and several other valiant Roman captains, secured at 

marvelous expense? But Julius Caesar's march of triumph after he had vanquished so 

many enemies, and in particular in the civil wars when he brought down the 

aforementioned Pompey with military might, was so magnificent that in memory there is 

no other triumph which surpassed it in pomp or ceremony. This one alone is famous and 

on everyones' tongues. Of this one alone are long accounts given; of this one alone are 

rich tapestries woven and paintings painted, the preceding ones being relegated almost to 

silence as very minor and unimportant. Since Caesar, numerous great lords have used 

triumphs in imitation of the fortunate Romans. But when I consider what they were, they 

deserve to be given very little esteem, periiaps with the exception of the one on behalf of 

a great lady named Syphilis. Sallying forth in grand military array from the Society of 
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Love, her kingdom and country, she has spread her many feats of war throughout the 

world and with but a few men has to date vanquished more enemies than ever did all of 

the most excellent captains there ever were. Alexander the Great penetrated forcibly deep 

into India under the guidance of Good Fortune; and before him Liberpater raised the 

columns of his victory. But the bellicose empress Syphilis like another Semiramis, what 

peoples has she not already discomfited by her war? Has she not pushed her armies and 

powers far beyond the aforementioned columns? And in doing so brought people fires to 

which they were not accustomed? Everywhere also her fame spreads for having recently 

sent I don't know which of her Captains to that fourth comer of the earth, of which 

Ptolemeus and the other Geographers had no knowledge. Whence I say that if she 

continues as happily as she has begun, and if to arrest her cruelties another Babylon is not 

put in her path, I fear that she will shortly make the entire universe her tributary- and that 

she will make triimiph of it with marvelous pomp never yet heard of, having dragged 

behind her triumphal chariot several great cities taken by force and reduced to her 

servitude. In particular, the city of Rouen, capital of Normandy where she was *up to her 

old tricks', as they say, and made widely public her laws and rights. But, dear friend, 

inasmuch we have not yet seen the way in which she practices the custom of going to pay 

homage at the temple of her Gods, Cupid and Venus, I have called upon one of her 

soldiers whom I know and who is my neighbor— in his rank he followed the triumphal 

chariot very closely— and asked that it may please him to inform me succinctly of the 

nature of the whole order of this syphilitic triumph. This soldier has not only sent it to me 

in writing, but in order to please me, as in friendship he would do all other things, he 

arranged with an excellent Master Painter to have the whole thing carefully portrayed and 

painted. The thing seemed very strange and new to me, I want you to know, and 

inasmuch as you take great pleasure in novelties such as this, I am sending it to you, dear 

friend, with the assurance that by reason of the good friendship that I have for you and for 

good and leamed souls, if anything else arises, either from Africa- which is always 

producing some novelty- or firam elsewhere, I will share it with you and them, the 

meantime, dear friend, please accept our eamest diligence. 
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2. Introduction 

The Triumph of Her Highness, the Mighty Lady Syphilis, 

Queen of the Society of Love. 

An illness is less bitter and more tolerable when several share it than when one person 

moans and laments about it alone. This proverb expresses the thought well: The 

miserable find consolation in having companions who are miserable like themselves. We 

have all heard of the calamities and destruction brought about by the cruel, inhumane, 

pestiferous, terrible, horrific and common enemy known as Syphilis. She infected and 

poisoned so many nations and peoples with her venomous potions that the heavens 

echoed with the many lamentations, complaints and cries full of pitiful pity made by the 

poor afflicted. The vehement suffering of these disfigured human bodies was so violent 

that for a time, all medicinal remedies having been consumed, it became necessary (and 

duly so) to run hastily and ask for Divine aid. As is certainly the case each day with those 

suffering adverse fortune who in firm faith ask God and his Saints for help, the prayer 

resulted in one among a thousand ointments. Not, to be sure, that the venom of this 

stinking sickness was entirely expelled with help from above. Rather it let up a good deal 

from its initial bitterness and ferocity, and the people have not suffered so greatly as they 

had been used to when the illness first appeared. Truly, God Etemal, who disdains the 

filthy and lustful, has in fairness reserved this little token, prize, and payment for them for 

their sensuality and excessive lust. 

Therefore, as I said earlier, these poor poxy folks lessen the strong syphilitic 

passions they share by making merry and telling jokes— which they do all the more so as 

they know they have such numerous company of friends who are tied up and bound by 

chains and dragged in triumphal procession by the Mighty Syphilis. Furthermore, they 

generally say in jest: "Whoever has been surprised and infected by syphilis nine times 

will be healed very promptly and painlessly, like another Saint Fiacre; and so let him go 
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ahead and catch it." For the world is well-populated with such good nine-time saints as 

these-- which is to say they've have had it nine times. To tell the truth, this type of 

remedy would be most quick and timely. But moderate, reserved men readily pass up the 

saintliness and power offered therein ~ for they don't want to give such pain and bother 

to these worthy Saints to be healed by them. In your opinion, Dorchesino, is not laughter 

wonderful and full of joy? I know that the 'very precious syphilitics', as master 

Alco&ibras Nasier calls them in his Pantagruelian tales, have fun and make merry among 

themselves while chatting about this war, and we recently had a painting made of the 

triumphal procession of the one who conquered them, so that they could see themselves 

depicted in it. Therefore, let them feel no resentment toward the author of this triumph 

when he harmlessly and laughingly makes jokes and mocks them, since they themselves 

were the first to mock and laugh at themselves. 

I think they will have to laugh about it even more, and the contemplation of this 

new work will actually bring them another kind of relief and respite. The depiction is 

varied and diverse, and without each one having to explain his role therein, it will make 

all those who have spent time in the fumaces and running in the races all the way to the 

country of Sweatland, fighting under the great Empress Syphilis, laugh with exquisite joy 

out of marvelously good will. In the past, several learned men took upon themselves the 

task of finding out in which spot on the earth she was first bom. Some stated with 

conviction that it was in Naples, others in Spain, others in England, others in Flanders, 

and others in the islands of Peru. Others found that it came firom pissing against a wall; 

others say that she came firom the German nation, dissolute in food and drink, and then 

firom there she graciously moved on to several other nations, perhaps in order to learn 

their languages. In short, there are some people who see her as being bom in Acheron, in 

one of the Infemal swamps, upon which the horrible Furies sent her to attack poor, 

miserable humans. Finally, others have her coming to the world firom a variety of other 

places, as their imagination dictates. But ever since, the worthy Master Jan Le Maire de 

Beiges, having heard these vain opinions, decided to inteiject his own with two little 

stories in which Loving Cupid and Cruel Death exchange their bows. The excellent poet 
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Seraphin was of the same opinion before him. Therefore, since it is more than appropriate 

and so that all may hear of the birth of Madam Syphilis, the tales of Jan Le Maire are 

taken over, as follows. 

2. First Poem 

(1. l-51)Not long ago I was told how Love took Atropos' cruel and horrible bow by 

mistake, and with it killed many people in a park. Then, completely drunk and weary 

from having partaken of so much wine and pleasure, he came home to his lady and 

mother whose name is Venus, sometimes sweet, sometimes bitter. She is a goddess and 

worries about nothing. Here she was sleeping in a warm room on a soft bed of down that 

was covered with scenes of pretty greenery. All around her are sleeping naked her plump 

and buxom Nymphs and Graces. What a pleasure to see them like this, so chubby, their 

little breasts trembling with every sleepy sigh! Little panes of glass decorated the warm 

room; brightly shim'ng, vermilion saphirines, sweet smelling, making it seem a beautiful 

paradise, full of joyful, chipper birds, making pleasant chirping sounds and keeping the 

house in a cheery state. When that crazy, cursed god Cupid arrived, everyone was 

sleeping, as I said, with the exception of Volupte, Venus's niece. She was playing with 

her naked children, making merry and having a banquet, full of joy and loving chatter. 

Upon entering, Cupid drank three glasses of good sweet wine to improve his disposition. 

Then pleasant, gay Volupte took a harp and tries her skill at singing so as to celebrate 

Love's arrival. He fell asleep atop his naked mother, and snored and snuffled and let fall 

his bow onto a cushion, where lovely Volupte came to sit and plopped down with her 

bare bottom without aiming on the curved iron bow, and pricked herself on one of the 

poison-tipped arrows. She received such pain from this that she let out a sharp, high-

pitched scream, whereupon Venus jumps up awake. Quarrelsome and angry she demands 

to know why her slumber was being disturbed. Now Volupte is fighting death, losing 

color and becoming ashen. Venus sees her, gets up and took in her arms Volupte, who 

had already gone cold; her eyes were closed and she grew stiff. Then Venus, sobbing. 
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cries out: "oh, God, my father, Most High Jupiter, favor me now— let me not lose 

Volupte like this!". (1. 52-100) As Venus is saying this, Volupte is hanging from one side 

off her lap, and Venus sees her niece's hip— normally white- stained with blood. She 

takes a cloth, and wiping the blood notices that her flesh is swelling, and that Volupte is 

dying. Seeing this, Venus faints from grief, but Pasithea, a Grace, took some balm which 

she immediately applied to Volupte's wound, thereby restoring her to health. Then 

another gracious nymph, Aglaia, took nectar and strong ambrosia with which the gods are 

sustained on high. She made Venus eat and drink of it, and put some in her niece's 

mouth. Then, in less time than it takes me to tell you about it, you would have seen a 

miracle take place before your eyes! One straightens up and the other came back to life, 

for these medicines were far stronger than any other ointments, potions or medicinal roots 

that have been used in this world. Then, when Volupte finds herself promptly healed by 

this odoriferous bahn, Venus with a kiss offers her these words; "Oh, my dear niece, who 

was it that hurt you so and placed you in the sleep of death? Tell me who it was so that I 

may wreak vengeance." Volupte then pointed to the foreign bow, and the arrow that 

almost mortally wounded her, still stained with her blood. Venus recognized Death's bow 

and in anger bit her sweet lips. 'Tor God's sake, be careful not to touch it! Girls, look at 

this; ha! The great archer who has exchanged his beautiful ivory bow for this one. So you 

got drunk. Is that any way to act? You did get drunk! Get up! He must be seized and 

carried out of our manor with his hideous, horrible black bow. But be careful to touch 

neither bow nor arrows with your bare hands. Oh, what a disaster! I know for sure that he 

has caused harm with them." Then a nymph gathered up the dangerous bow and arrow 

and wisely wrapped them up in a rug, and for fear of worse threw the whole thing out the 

window into the moat of the castle, which is the most beautiful in the world. Entire 

schools of fish were lost from the arrow and its great poison. (1.101-150) The water 

became so bitter and pestilent from the painful poison of the arrow that when swans and 

ducks left their nests, more than a few died diving. And then at least four nymphs 

together picked up the bed by each of its four comers, and very gently carried the naked 

boy, pale finm the strong wine, out of the room. They put him down in the middle of the 
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lower courtyard where the wind gusts and blows finm all directions. When they had 

finished, Venus calls them back to the tower, and together with her people they barred up 

the courtyard wall at every entrance. And then amongst themselves they made an oath 

and swore that Cupid would not enter there until he had his own bow back: a bow so 

beautiful, so rich and so golden that no other bow in the world is so honored. And just as 

they bad concluded this agreement, here comes a terrifying noise of a great hoard of 

people being driven with force and maliciousness by Death. They were shouting out with 

terrible cries of horrible pity as Death whipped them toward the castle where there are so 

many ladies. Then Venus looked out the narrow window, saw so many people and cried 

out; "everyone to the barricade! Doormen, "Close the gates and raise the drawbridge— 

I've never seen such commotion!" Then in great fear and distress, the doormen did as 

their lady and mistress requested and then quickly climbed up to their posts atop the 

castle. Meanwhile, Venus prepares her finery. She is putting on rings, necklaces, 

brocades, ribbons, bonnets, scarves and other adornments to make herself attractive, for 

she very well knows their power. Her ladies and maids follow suit. They take mirrors to 

check their looks, and primp and prepare themselves until they're sparkling, so as to best 

show off their beauty. They haven't the slightest fear about Death coming near. Rather, 

they think their young, dashing lovers are coming for them, languishing with desire. So 

they decided to do their best to receive their guests well and to defend themselves and do 

their duty by shooting their arrows armed with Sweet Glances and Hope, and by throwing 

flowering crowns and little garlands at them— which is what you have to do with young 

men in love— and to inflict enough damage to them, as young ladies are used to doing, 

before they surrender. (1.151-200) But the girls hit wide of the mark this time, for there 

are only old men that they won't enjoy at all. They are all white-haired, bearded, hunched 

over, coughing and spitting, chased in a great hoard by Death toward the Castle of 

Amorous Pleasure, against the laws of nature. And they each cany a dead young man on 

their backs, coming on strong. Then the goddess of love grew pale. She felt no pleasure, 

joy or delight at seeing such a sad-looking group. Many of her gracious and extravagantly 

dressed ladies felt the same way, and many girls lost heart also and became very worried 
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now, for they remembered very little about Atropos except that she was coming straight 

toward them. When Death reached the edge of the moats, she ordered that the bodies of 

the dead be dumped on the ground in big heaps, just like a pile of pigs. Then she struck 

and beat the old men with Love's bow and arrows without anyone escaping. The 

wounded yelled and screamed so loud that it was horrible, and cursed being alive. The 

terrible noise of these ferocious screams made the walls and foundations of the castle 

shake. Cupid was lying down inside, stretched out and unaware of the commotion. Then 

he woke up, as much because of the shouting as the cold he'd felt while asleep. As he 

listens, the noise gets louder, hideous enough to crack or pierce a rock! Then he gets up, 

feeling confused, sluggish and ferocious and not so bold that he doesn't tremble as much 

&om fear as the cold, his teeth chattering. The more he looks around and the harder he 

tries, he can't figure out who it was that brought him outside. He looks for his bow and 

quiver on the ground, then on the walls where they could have been hanging, but finds 

nothing. Then, in great pain and distress, Venus spoke to him with severity: "Oh, no good 

son, are you feeling all right? Have you been released fi'om the clutches of your strong 

wine, or are you still drunk? Where is your bow so noble and triumphant — what have 

you done with it? Oh, miserable child who brought into our home the Mortal bow to kill 

all those within! Go! Go outside and see the one who has come for you, and don't come 

back unless you're sent for". (1.201-250) Thus spoke Venus with great sorrow, which 

brought tears to Love's eyes. He beats his chest in remorse for now he remembers his 

misdeed and despises his filthy drunkeimess, and then offers an apology for the error of 

the exchanged bows; it causes him grief and shame. He then says to his mother "Oh, my 

lady, I am certainly deserving of blame. I regret what I did, and my heart is remorseful 

for having drunk so much with Death the horrible one, whose bow I took by mistake, for 

I now understand that she has mine. But I'm sure that I'll get it back soon, and fix)m now 

on I will act more wisely. So I beg of you, if it does not displease you, where is that vile 

old woman's bow? I want to give her back her disease and recover my good health". 'If 

you want to undertake the effort of getting it back, said Venus, you're going to have to 

fish it out of these moats where I had it thrown, for one of its arrows almost killed your 
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fair sister, my Volupte.^ Now rebellious Death is outside waiting for you with your bow. 

She's beating some old men with, leaving them in a pitiful state. And, since you are so 

destined for evil, go ahead, go back for more with Atropos." When the goddess had 

finished her speech, she left, and proud Atropos said in this fashion with a dark, black 

voice that echoed like thunder: "Ha!, goddess Venus, you must feel quite happy and 

joyful to see how this dashing young rake of yours has become an executioner. Take a 

look at the butchery he's made of blossoming youth. He's killed all these hearty young, 

gallant gents, and I've made all these old codgers fall in love— how's that for a crowning 

work?^ Now step aside, open your doors and let me in with my gang. And if so much as 

one lady refuses, I'll have her killed by Cupid, who does such a great job with my bow. 

Look here at your friends who are dead; if you feel no heartache and remorse, you're 

harder than stone to suffer such ugly assaults by Love. (1.251-301) Answer me, ladies, 

otherwise expect my assault; I'll make you all fall in love on the spot, just like this 

languishing bunch. Don't you see how I stroll them about, and how I'm so gracious and 

kind to them? I don't know them like this, but I can't put them to death the way love does 

with the others." At these words, the Goddess's great sorrow deepened, and her heart was 

troubled about her son with great anger and spite. Many a lady crouched in a comer, 

fearing Death, for they had seen how their once handsome and pleasing fnends were 

lying dead. No one here knows what to do, for nobody dares try anything against Death, 

except Cupid, who had heard everything and had nothing to be pleased about. He climbed 

high on a tower to see the old lady and the people around her. Then he shouted: "Hey 

you! Villainous, filthy rotting corpse with stinking breath, may the powerful god Jupiter 

confound you for the deep sadness you've caused me. Give me back the bow you stole 

fi'om me— otherwise no one will be able to stop me from killing you here and now with 

one of your own mutilating weapons. Then at least the world would be rid of you." "Ha 

yourself, little drunkard, responded dirty Death, I'm about as afiraid of your silly threats 

as I am of roses and violets. I can't be killed and never will die! Rather, I'll live eternally 

after you. But since you've put yourself in danger by exchanging your bow for mine, I'd 

also like us to exchange names and that we each take the name of the other. For firom this 
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point on, every time someone cries out in pain or torment, you will be known as Death 

and I as Love. I will be Love and you will be called Death, feared, blamed and hated by 

all. Good mortals will much prefer to fall into my hands than yours. I'll teach you to try 

to keep up with me drinking." At these words, Venus feels such sorrow that she can take 

no more. She's crying and tormenting herself, and hates her son who has so dishonored 

her. Meanwhile, night is about to fall, and I don't know what may have become of either 

Cupid or old Atropos. (1. 302-350) Since that time, I have heard the story told that Lady 

Venus had large quantities of flowers taken fix)m inside the lovers' garden and thrown 

into the moat. She did this because the arrow of the mortal bow which attracts all evil had 

infected and ruined the moats of the tall castle, home to so many ladies. She wanted to 

remedy the situation by cleansing and purifying the waters of the poison. And, since the 

water was still more bitter to drink than bile, they added a great deal of honey, such that 

in time the water cleared up, became very beautiful and finally sweetened. This turned 

out to be a terrible attraction for the people, for you have to understand that the honeyed 

water never lost the force of the powerful venom. Rather, when the time came that the 

wide valley in this pretty land had begun to flower again, people of worldly ways fi-om 

both genders went out together in the green pastures to play and picked the sweet fiiiits of 

their love, listening to the sweet songs of birds. To quench their great thirst, they then 

drank the silvery liquor, full of Death and snake-like poison, which flowed out of the 

Venusian moats. They watered the lively patches of grass with it, freely flowing and fiill 

of sensuality, which seems sweet at first, then sour. This very sweet and joyful potion 

was so intensely pleasing to both men and to women— but especially men, who are the 

more infamous for that, that on many fine days they did nothing else. But in the end when 

the venom was ripe, large pox buds grew upon them, looking so very hideous, ugly, and 

enormous that never before had anyone seen such deformed faces. Nor had Human 

Nature ever received such a mortal blow to her beautiful face, forehead, neck, chin or 

nose. Never had anyone seen so many poxy people. And what's worse is that this harmful 

venom, by it's secret and invisible malice, spread to veins and arteries, causing strange 

and mysterious pains from passion and gout that no one knew how to remedy when it 
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came down to it, except for crying out, sighing and lamenting, sobbing and complaining 

and wishing for death. 0- 351-402) It became so well-known that no doctor ever managed 

to give it a proper name. One wanted to call it Sahaphati, in Arabic, and another thought 

it should be called Mentagra in Latin. But ordinary people, when they met up with it, 

named itgorre [the current fashion] or la verolle grosse [the great pox], which spared 

neither crown nor bishop's staff. That's what the Flemish and Picards called it. The 

Germans call it groitte blatre [smallpox], and the Spam'sh named it lesbones [las bubas, 

i.e. smallpox]. In addition it is said that the powerful army of the mighty French 

conquered it in Naples and brought it to France with great pain and suffering. Whence, 

some of them call it the souvenir, and tell stories about it. The Savoyards call it la clavela 

[fir. la clavelee, sheep pox]. That's how lots of people talk about it; and such is how the 

young and drunken Love brought people great destruction and shame. No one knows 

which Saint to pray to in order to get Cupid's arrows out.^ Nonetheless, some implored 

my Saintly Lady the Queen by sovereign grace, while others prayed to Saint Job.^ Few 

have been healed, many have died, for this very cruel torment reigned universally 

throughout the world. So, to conclude our story and put a quick end to this account, we 

alas have seen poor patients knowingly courting Death, vigorously calling her "their 

Love" with great desire. Tired of living and with nothing to hide from her, they were 

saying that Love is hard, cruel Death, when for just a little bit of sensual sweetness she 

infects them with the mortal illness. For this reason, the names of Love and Venus, his 

mother, are darkened and stained, and we flee them as if they were foreign and bitter. The 

fear of this great misfortune made many wise men and women make chastity— which had 

abnost disappeared— popular again because of the risk. For when the imprudent man 

doesn't care a bit about virtue and takes no trouble to avoid sin, in the end, pain and 

punishment hold him back a little. At all events, better late than never. I've had my say, I 

have nothing to add. 

The end. 
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4. Second Poem 

Second story about the birth of Lady Syphilis. 

(I-1-SO) It is often heard told how some time ago, cruel Atropos and Cupid made an 

wondrously strange exchange of bows and quivers, such that since then, all people 

blinded, drunken and wounded by the goddess Atropos took aim at Love. And even many 

gray-haired old men were seen in love like hardy youths, even though death was close at 

hand. But that's nothing compared to the serious mishaps young Cupid brought about. He 

who was so triimiphant before, making all noble hearts live and flourish, later made them 

die with a single blow. And what's more, I further declare, a thousand dreadful tragedies 

took place because of the mortal bow being thrown in the river on the advice of his 

mother, Venus. Gout in legs and pox on faces gave ample testimony of this, which people 

acquired from drinking only just a little of the murky, dark, black water. Indignant Venus 

was at the height of her sorrow, transformed by displeasure. To restore order to this 

hellish mess, she went off to the crystalline skies where Jupiter, the great giver of all 

good things triumphs in glory and honor. And with learned tongue she humbly put 

together her case in the following way. 

VENUS TO JUPITER 

"Oh Jupiter, my true god and father, who govem and temper everything in virtue, please 

hear me out if ever you were receptive to my pleas. In tears I now request that you will 

judge me as a god, but that as a father you will have pity on me, your daughter, in true 

love. Pity I say, oh very humane father, for if judgment isn't carried forth from your 

hand, all my joy is empty and hopeless, and my son's profession lost. Since nothing 

escapes your eyes, you know well that my son has caused me pain and loss since the 

fateful, unhappy day when he drank too much wine and exchanged his beautiful bow for 

Atropos'. (1.51-100) Then believing he was shooting his own worthy arrows, fitted with 

feathers from my swans, gilded and steeped in celestial liquors in order to awaken all 
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good hearts into love, all at once he put many of them to a cruel death. I feel grievous 

remorse about this. When I learned and had the sad, clear proof of this, I had the mortal 

bow put in a river whose vile, filthy, stinking water ravaged Europe, AMca and all of 

Asia by a sickness so widespread, that it is almost a second original stain added to the 

great punishment of all of Adam and Eve's children. In this way my arms, my name, and 

the triumphant renown of my son— surpassing that of all other gods in reputation— has 

become as odious to all people as the wicked, foul, damnable traits that to black Atropos 

were formerly attributed. In lieu of which, as is well-known, she now enjoys those of my 

glorious son over whom she gloats in triumph by dragging old, graying men into love, 

which I consider a grievous, mortal venom to the female sex today. Oh great god, you 

who put everything in good order, accept no longer such villainous disorder! Your blood 

requires it, as does your reason, for every good turn deserves another. Help my son in 

this, who once helped you in your amorous times with Dido and Leda. At the very least, 

let your just decree go forth to secure justice for him and for me, alas." With these words, 

Venus finished her speech, and the fair and just god Jupiter said to her. "My beloved 

daughter, we will see, and I will provide you with my judgment in due time." 

Then without delay he looked into the matter, commanding his herald Mercury to go call 

on pale, insipid Atropos, commanding her to send sufficient counsel to the city of Tours 

to answer to the charges of crimes highjinks of which Cupid and the kind, lovely Venus 

had accused her. Venus also was explicitly instructed to send people of good judgment to 

put forth her very fair requests and to demand payment of damages and fines. 0> lOl-

150) On September 1st, 1520, the great proceedings of which I speak were scheduled, 

then held in Tours. First, on behalf of Venus' claim I saw the Graces or Karites come in, 

worthy of praise for their virtuous qualities. All three of them, in triumphant array, were 

lodged in spacious quarters at the Courtleroy. After their entrance with all their attendants 

arrived Hebe. She came and said to me: "Say, unless you're an Abbot or a great prelate 

with a shaven head, I'll be staying today in your house". To this I accede in all humiliQr 

and have her traveling bed set up in my room. Next I also see Venus's niece Volupte 
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arrive in haste. She's having her pavilion set up in a green field so as to be close and 

ready, in accordance with the clear order to raise and make ready the great tent where the 

dispute was to be decided. Then, on cruel Atropos's side, the infernal Furies came. They 

were housed in shadowy rooms. I will abstain fix)m naming them at this time, for their 

insignia is hanging on the door. I also made out the Parque, Lachesis, pulling a thread 

attached to the distaff held by her sister Cloto. These two sisters have no specific lodging, 

all houses are home to them, where they bring good or bad fortune. When the 

aforementioned appointed day, as stated above, arrived, the great herald Mercury, as 

delegated, brought them together at the sound of his hom in the tent, each seated 

according to their order and rank. ThenVolupte, as much of her own will as at the wishes 

of her worthy aunt Venus, told her story in the form of a public speech. 

VOLUPTE TELLING ABOUT ATROPOS. 

In spite of the fact that I have ample warning that I will be dealing with people of great 

perversity who are benighted and altogether unreasonable, I strongly believe that the light 

of reason will so clearly shine to my benefit that all will know of their great perversity, 

and that in the end they will feel shame upon shame for making a case out of nothing, and 

for forcibly keeping from another that which we know belongs to him. 0-151- 196) I'm 

talking to you, oh infernal Fury, vile Megaera to whom, as the most perverse, Atropos 

has given full responsibility to bring suit unjustly, and out of cursed maliciousness give a 

favorable appearance to a case which should never have been brought to trial. For well do 

you know that in her great viciousness she is unjustly and unlawfully withholding my 

noble father's bow, as I shall now proceed to prove. The first point that I wish to pursue 

with you is that a child who is a minor, crazy or drunk is plainly not responsible for that 

which he may have sold or given away; whereas: since it is apparent, an exchange having 

gross inequality in which one of the two things entirely surpasses the other in value, that 

such an exchange is false, emp^ and unjust; whereas: since exchanges must— and this is 

incontrovertible— be purely voluntary, freely chosen without constraint, fix)m one to the 
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Other by free will. Therefore, it is clear and patent to everyone that Cupid put his trust in 

Atropos, and was in such a hurry to drink that he lost memory and consciousness. And in 

such a state, without even thinking about what he was doing, he exchanged his bow and 

quiver. Death's bow is so repugnant to him, and the proof of it is right here, clear and 

obvious. What can be said further, unless by prejudice and envy, that they are about as 

equal as life and death? Thus, it was never Cupid's desire to take the bow of death and 

leave his bow of joy behind, to his own detriment, as hostage to Death. For these reasons 

and others that I leave aside in order to not go on at too great length, as his illustrious and 

delicate daughter who serves as his advocate in this case, I demand that the bow of Love, 

god of humans, be restored to his hands without further delay. With these words Volupte 

ended her speech. Then Megaera, foaming at the mouth in rage and with treacherous 

heart and fierce arrogance, answered her back in a similar maimer. 

MEGAERA TO VOLUPTi 

(1.197-250) I would have plenty of reason to be suprised, oh Volupte - hated by holy 

men, venom to honor, poison to virtue— having heard your frivolous remarks along with 

extremely nasty insults contrary to right, law, and custom, if I didn't know for siure that 

there is no virtue or constancy in you, and that you're a cunning little girl, the kind 

continent men wish to keep at a good distance. But to get to the heart of the matter and 

respond to each of your points and accusations, to the first one, in which you strangely 

tell that Cupid was drunk and intoxicated beyond the pale when the bows were 

exchanged, I say that such an exhortation is vain and that by right, anyone who openly 

shows his crime and dishonor should never be accepted. As for what you say in your 

arrogance about the bow of Love being of a higher value and greater strength than that of 

Death, I deny it, and the law supports me on this. And if I have to prove as much with 

wimesses, I will easily produce at least ten thousand. If Death's bow is sad and painfiil. 

Love's is grievous and languishing. One makes people die suddenly, while the other 

makes them look like the living dead; they are ahnost equal in value. But the way it 
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seems to me, it is better to lose your strength all at once &om Death than to live in Love, 

lugging your languishing self around. That's a proverb that's heard everywhere. As for 

what you say about the exchange not being freely chosen or made voluntarily, the facts 

point to the contrary and show that the deal was pleasing to both of them. For we plainly 

and clearly saw Cupid hit hard his young victims with the mortal bow, hitting young 

people who then ceased to live. Would you like a more ample explanation, clearer proof 

or more valuable testimony? I think not. So, traitorous girl, don't paint your speech and 

demands in terms of the written civil law— you can't fool me with that. And furthermore, 

if Cupid wanted to give the bow back to its former owner, all it would have taken was for 

Atropos to have hers, which Venus with murderous pleasure had thrown in the marsh of 

an murky river whose vile water killed half the world. (1.251-292) The bow was so 

mishandled that it is ahnost completely cracked and broken, which is why it is now no 

longer acceptable. Knowing this, my worthy mistress gave me under the threat of death 

the duty and clear instructions to refuse to consent to any other final agreement. I swore it 

to Styx, the infemal river, and this is a vow I do not want to break, for all the gods greatly 

fear its powers. I won't say more; I'll finish with that, yet each will keep what he has. 

Megaera ended her reply in this manner, and Volupte was aheady forming her rebuttal. 

Then with their insults and tumultuous banter, they were unable to settle any disputes. 

For many days they tried to work things out without accomplishing or finalizing a thing. 

Their quarrel grew so steadily that it became apparent it would continue for a long time, 

without reaching an agreement. But Jupiter, who hated discord, especially since it had 

troubled the feasting of the gods, immediately sent his great herald and interpreter 

Mercury there with great ceremony for the second time. He placed two bows in 

Mercury's hand. One was mortal and inhumane, and the other joyous. And Jupiter 

declared to him what he had to do in order to eliminate sorrow and lead things to a happy 

ending. So the great god of eloquence went away, leaving behind the celestial region. He 

came pleasantly down to the tent where the assembly was being held, for the most part in 

disagreement and suspiciousness. But as soon as he took his staff, all fighting and 

quarreling ended, for he has the power here below to put an end to all disputes and 
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debates. Having done this and in the good silence obtained, he declared to them these 

formal words: 

MERCURY 

(1.293-352) Listen, all you who are assembled here with us. Jupiter, the worthy and very 

just king of gods and humans alike, recognizing the importance of peace and the unseen 

harm done by disagreements, in his wisdom puts all discord into good harmony. Also, 

desiring to be of suitable assistance and to take care of good Venus' concern, he sent me 

here to carry out his intentions. First, before it gets lost, Volupte, take this bow that he 

sends you, which you will take to Venus, your great mother who until now has suffered 

bitter pain. You will let her know from me that it has strength and power similar to the 

one of which black Atropos deprived her son Cupid after drinking. And may she tell and 

command to her son that at the risk of paying a heavy fine, he must not be so careless as 

to leave, lose, or misplace this bow. In the same way, listen to me, Megaera. Here is a 

cruel and mortal bow with which Atropos, full of murderous poison, will carry out her 

usual duties. And if she wants to shoot arrows from Love's bow to make old people fall 

in love, all those here present and absent may be certain that those who are struck will 

have such difGculties that they will love, but it won't last. Even coughing, spitting, white-

haired old men will no longer be welcome to the ladies, and if they are, it won't be about 

love at all, but rather, riches. As for the mortal bow that Lady Venus had thrown into a 

dirty river, at the present time I see no solution. It's a common saying that water must run 

its course. And in any case, the quite ample misfortune of those languishing is a 

beneficial example as much to the living as to their successors to no longer hunt down 

danger by swimming in suspicious rivers in the dark when you're full of hot passion. I 

hereby conclude the speech which was commanded to me, which you will obey with no 

contradiction whatever. Having finished his speech. Mercury flew up to the sky, then 

without delay everyone left, and little by little the crowd dispersed. When evening came, 

my lovely hostess Hebe gave me a brief account of this in the form of a story to 
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accompany dimier. For this reason I pray you, if there is some error, or any offense, be it 

great or small, that she be blamed for it. Otherwise, to those who would like to blame me 

for it, I will show that my heart's in the right place. 

5. The Triumph 

The Venereal Triumph begins to march in order of rank, as you will see: 

THE HERALD 

Unfortunate lovers from all around who indulged in the excesses of youth in hopes of 

finding happiness, come one and all to see the triumphal procession &om which our 

celebration is bom, the chivabrous feats of the Society of Love. 

And don't fret about harsh words, you who have made love so vigorously, come forward 

and direct your attention this way. 

From all around, get up, come out of the dark pits, hot fiunaces and shadowy sepulchers 

where syphilitics are all greased with verdigris to sweat. All syphilitics, if gout isn't 

holding you back: you must leave your caves behind, whether naked or dressed. 

Come out from all around. 

THE LOEID OF GREEN 

To begin the triumph, I am the Lord of Green.^ I want to be among the first to come out, 

for without me youth doesn't last. However difficult the punishment when the Society of 

Love is in session, in either hot times or cold, you're never taken by surprise. 

MISFORTUNE 

I'm pulling the Pox of Rouen, under the terms of the agreement for goods recieved. I am 

misfortune, and I bestow it on fools who sleep around too much. They have to be happy 
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with that when I transform health into pain. Foolish lovers take heed, and stay away &om 

such unhappiness. 

THE Pox OF ROUEN 

Rouen, above all famous cities where the act of love is held in high esteem, my God, 

Rouen is famous for syphilizing its goods. The cream of the crop of the pleasure business 

we should be called finm now on. I get my name from the Society of Love: I am the Pox 

ofRouen. 

THE FIFE AND DRUMS 

We've beaten so much on the venereal drumhead that the most gluttonous of the three of 

us is all covered with pox. And our fife-player urinated against a wall, and look what he 

got for it! The neck of his instrument was sorely gurgled or having played his flute the 

best. 

THE CAPTAIN OF THE FOOT SOLDIERS 

Like any valiant captain ready for a triumphal march, you can tell by the way I walk. I 

took poor aim and was clipped unawares by my jousting partner.^ For misbehaving in bed 

touching where I shouldn't have, I got my new look from the Society of Love. Even 

when I want to hide its effects, my face still shows them. 

THE FIRST RANK 

Could better soldiers be found to pay honor to the Society of Love than the three of us, 

who are crazy about drawing our bows in the business of love? We don't want to disguise 

our bodies where it appears on our heads, arms or legs; this is all the good that comes 

from love; when you get something one place, you lose something else in another. 

THE SECOND RANK 

Here we have three venereal soldiers who raged in combat giving it their best shot and 
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took pleasure in overcoming the maidenhead. Now, without daring to break loose, we fill 

the ranks of the Society of Love, carrying crutches or wearing bandages, and we all say to 

Amour: '1 give up". 

THE THIRD RANK 

We're feeling hearty enough, if it weren't for our legs failing us, and these poultice 

bandages on our faces. Let those walking ahead make fun of us. Gout assails them more 

than us and makes them more mangy than old dogs. So if they want to make jokes about 

us, we've gotten as much good out of it as they have. 

THE FLAG BEARER 

I have two strong reasons for calling myself the rightful Flag Bearer of the Society of 

Love, twice as strongly my nose and my cheek show its signs, as well as the standard I 

bear. And the crippled army I lead testifies to the state of Love, just as the order 

commands it. 

THE FOURTH RANK 

We all have a happy mug as we follow behind our Flag Bearer. He's teaching us to stay 

in step correctly, and he knows how to do it well. A long time ago he led us to the land of 

Pant-panting, but our legs are in pain so often that it's pretty meager amusement.^ 

THE FIRRA RANK 

As three soldiers of the Society of Love, we march intrepidly forward, and we know how 

to do a thousand tricks but now the gout comes to keep us firom doing them. Long 

sermons don't help us, as each of us does what he has to; if pleasure costs us dearly, 

that's what a lover must have. 

THE SIXTH RANK 

For bringing up the rear of the group, are we not prompt and lively, all of us nicely 
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bandaged on our arms and under our handsome doublets? When the pox stabs and stings 

us, we get joy from seeing those like us; take note of this point each one of you here; it's 

the comfort of the miserable. 

THE FIRST SUITORS 

To keep the ladies entertained, we make the game of love our duty and wo without blame 

in the triumphal parade in homage to our lord. Unbndled love has taught us completely 

the consequent tricks of ill fortune; as you can see we possess the wages of pain. 

THE SECOND SUITORS 

Playing the game of love seems sweet at first but at the end is nothing but bitter; we're 

proof of that. Gout in our legs and knees makes us understand the Society of Love. 

Readers; young, old, wise and foolish, may the same happen to you! 

THE KEEPER OF THE SEAL 

Love had me working so hard to apply my seal everywhere, without having to harrass my 

prey, that I know not how to hide what I do. I am the Keeper of Love's seal; I know the 

fate of foolish lovers. And therefore if anyone hides himself or recieves our hot goods, 

I'll have to stamp him with my seal. 

THE LACKEYS 

As is evident, there is much to be gained at the Society of Love: you always win then lose 

it back- as can be seen from us Lackeys. We acquired some great things while carrying 

out our orders. Love has some clever people working for him, but the best of them walk 

on crutches. 

THE CHANCELLERY 

Here you see the Chancellery of this magnificent triimiph whose venereal Lordship is 

attested in this fine, authentic writ. He who goes to lengths to do the deed all over the 
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place and at the end comes to think about it, will find in this present document that h^y 

are those who know how to abstain. 

THE CHANCELLOR 

To the Love's Court I go chanceling, because I am its chancellor.^ My pox comes not 

from chance selling, I caught it in a mischance cellar. If you're a careful chance seller, 

avoid that kind of chancellage; It's bad to have such mischance, seller, when it's your 

turn to chance allege. 

THE SOUVENIR OF LOVE 

In my rank I come carrying jars and spatulas. I am the Souvenir of Love who knows 

about love's pustules. These doctors traveling on mules are well-versed in my serious 

profession; but if they don't have the Souvenir of Love they can do little or nothing to 

cure you. 

THE GOUT 

I take my place in this triumph with my Great Mother the Diet. I am the Gout, by God, 

tough on some and bitter to others. Neither Virgil nor Homer can vanquish me; when I 

have a pal of either sex, it's for their whole life until death. 

THE DIET 

That's me alright they call the Diet, so make room for me in this triumph. For if I'm 

missing, no one at the Society of Love will be able to get around. Thanks to me you can 

single out the true followers unbridled love straight away. I treat them so well that they 

consider work to be rest. 

THEBILLY-CjOATS 

These Billy-goats that you see pulling the triumphal chariot are meant to signify Lechery, 

which is the guiding principle of the Society of Love. The stench of BUly-goats has never 
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been so strong in all the world; whatever fire Lechery fans is infectious and stinking to 

God. 

VENUS 

Fm at the front of this chariot, for I am Love's lady and mistress. It is the custom that 

lovers name me, Venus, as their goddess. I set a sweet fire in the hearts of young lovers 

to move them to carnal delight. And there's no water that can put it out. 

VOLUPTE 

I'm Venus' eldest daughter known everywhere as Volupte. I'm so sneaky and subtle 

about love that I've made quite a name for myself. I bring those who love me the most to 

the Society of Love, giving them the Souvenir of Love forever, whether they like it or 

not. 

CUPID 

In the company of my sister Volupte, I shoot arrows left and right from my bow, putting 

my victim in posession of the Company of Love. And if he ends up martyred for it 

instead of geting love's pleasant attractions, I can say to one and all as an excuse that 

these are Cupid's tricks. 

THE FURTIVE THIEVES 

We're looking for booty in the misery of Love's well. Since we're breaking out with pox-

sores, we're known as the Furtive Thieves We're known as The Furtive Thieves since we 

made off with pox-sores. In our case we're more than rebellious, for we go about our 

work in secret, but what comes to us in the morning shows plainly the effect of our work. 

THE LORD 

I'm the rightfiil Lord of the Society of Love, to which Venus and Cupid will bear witness, 

for half the world pays homage to my triumph, as you see here. If you endure much 
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hardship because of love, I have just the rewards from it that you deserve. Young folks, 

know that man comes into great honors when he is serving Love: he who renounces it 

completely is truly deserving of wealth and honor. 

THE RECASTERS 

We're called the Recasters, in service to the Society of Love. We each do our job in hot, 

perfumed furnaces, because old, moping syphilitics who smell stronger than any spice 

need to be recast with our most favorable odor. 

THE MAKERS OF NEW SKIN 

Noone ever sees us run away when it's time to pay honors to the Society of Love. As 

Makers of New Skin, we play some good tricks on people. When droopy lovers come, or 

people with holes in their head, by massaging their long or short bones, we give them 

brand new skin. 

To conclude this parade. Triumph and amusement, the moral of the story demonstrates to 

everyone the evil, torment and pain, so that to young people whom this harms, mistaking 

unbridled love for something good, at the end leads them to the Society of Love, full of 

pain. 

LADY SYPHILIS 

I'm the Queen and Princess of the Society of Love, as Venus and Cupid will tell you. The 

greater part of the world pays well deserved honors to my present triumph in great 

humility. If I make them endure great pain, it's only right. For whether they got it fiom 

this one or that one, they come to the Society all stinking and black, infected with iUness 

for not taking a candle with them. 

THE FOLLOWERS 

These are the Followers of the present triumph, pitifully attired, as you can see. Take care 
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to not become one of us, if you're wise and you never want to suffer torment. For Venus 

infects those whose reason she takes away and subjects them to her. She's done it 

commonly to this entire group of stragglers who are subjected to pain and deprived of 

pleasure. This is why you mustn't follow such a Goddess, if you have the wish and desire 

to remain healthy. 

6. Epilogue 

Epilogue to the Reader 

A work is perfect when one finds in it pleasure and usefulness. In this book, as you have 

read in the preceding pages, it is sure that you will find only pleasure on account of the 

diverse portrayals found within: especially the syphilitics, some covered with the pox, 

the others burned from the sweat baths and greased, the others covered with oozing sores, 

others bent and twisted by the gout, others still at the beginning stages of syphilis, all 

covered with chancres and pimples, sores and lumps, burning piss, chancerous bumps, 

unusual growths and other little symptoms that one acquires while in service to the Queen 

of Rolling in the Hay. That's the pleasure you may have had reading this book. The 

benefit is that if you are a man of sound reason and honesty, by the example of the 

unfortunate souls who from excessive lust fall into such misfortunes as those described 

here, you may avoid such dangers and mishaps to your person. Given that man does more 

than slight offense to God when by his sinfiil and villainous behavior he contaminates the 

perfect body he received from the creator, plus the fact that he who by his uncontrollable 

concupiscence brings upon himself sickness and debilitation for the rest of bis life, 

making himself so despised by the world that there is no one who does not flee him like a 

leper or other contagious persons; therefore the fiuit you will acquire in reading this book 

is knowledge of the misery and pain that come to syphilitics. And for those two reasons I 

hope that you cannot but find the present work most agreeable. Adieu, Reader. 
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Newly printed in Lyons by Francoyz Juste, the twelfth of the month of September, 1539. 



E. Notes 

^ As in Chapter One, I keep the French spelling of'Volupte' due to the inadequacy of the 
closest equivalent term in English to communicate the sexual connotations of the French 
term. 
^ The French term *chef d'oeuvre,' translated here as 'crowning work,' during the 
Renaissance made reference to a piece of work done by artisans as proof of their skill, 
much like a doctoral dissertation today, which gained them membership in a guild. 
^ In French "ne pas savoir a quel saint se vouer" is a proverbial expression, translated as 
'*to be at a loss." 
* The Old Testament character Job, who was stricken with an illness that attacked the 
righteous, causing him to bow down before God, became the patron saint of syphilitics. 
Benjamin Lee Gordon, Medieval and Renaissance Medicine ^ew York; Philosophical 
Library, 1959) 719. Laurence Brockliss and Colin Jones, The Medical World of Earlv 
Modem France (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997) 633. 
^ The French term verdure seems to be a word-play on verdant, which has a dual 
meaning; green, as well as young and naive. 
 ̂ Jouter a la quintaine is an expression describing a particular form of jousting practice 
involving a dummy, designed to perfect aim. If a knight made a clumsy attack, the 
dummy would swing on a revolving pedestal and bit the knight from the rear, knocking 
him off his horse. Edmond Huguet, Dictionnaire de la lancue francaise du seizieme sitele 
l^aris: Champion, Didier, 1925-). 

The French term Hogne-hogne is an onomotopoeic hypochorism, imitating heavy 
breathing and serving as a metaphor for coitus, whence the translation Pant-panting. 
^ This stanza is written in rimes equivoquees, a technique of rime riche (homophony of 
final tonic vowel plus two or more consonants) in which the rhyming elements are 
resegmented, from ryhme to rhyme, not within but across word-boundaries, embracing 
entire words or groups of words, as in chancellier 'chancellor' and mechant cellier, 
'mischance celler.' As this technique is difBcult to sustain at length without semantic 
distortion, authors of rimes equivoquees are apt to sacrifice meaning to form, as is the 
case in this text. The stanza translated here with rimes equivoquees in English is intended 
merely to provide an illustration of the technique; in other passages where rimes 
equivoquees appear, no effort has been made to duplicate its torturous splicing of words 
and ideas. 
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APPENDIX n 

A. Popular Poems 

1. Les sept Marchans 

Les sept Marchans de Naples. C'est assavoir; TAdventurier, le Religieux, 

TEscolier, I'Aveugle, Le Vilageois, le Marchant et le Bragart. 

L'ADVENTURIER, premier marchant. 

Tout en ce point qu'on cherche Tadventure, 

Me mis aux champs cheminant a grant erre. 

Du fait d'armes je pris le soing et cure, 

4 En poursuyvant le dur exploict de guerre. 

Par long chemin vins en estrange terre 

Ou j'apperceuz des choses admirables. 

Marchant je fuz, et sans bailler, grand erre 

8 On me vendit ung dangereux caterre, 

Lequel on dit la maladye de Naples. 

Entre vous, marchans. 

Qui estes marchans 

12 Partout, quand J'advise, 

Soyez regardans 

Dehors et dedans 

Telle marchandise. 

16 En marchandant la marchandise telle, 

Bransler faisoye le lict et la courtine, 

Et sans clarte de torche ne chandelles. 

On me livra soubdain de la plus fine. 
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20 Par tel marche tout mon bien s'examine, 

Dent plusieurs fois en mon cueur dis; Helas! 

Povre j'en suis, portant hydeuse mine. 

A telz maichans comme moy leur assigne 

24 Deuil et chagrin en lieu de tout soulas. 

Plaisir n'ay de rien, 

Prive suis de bien 

Et de joye toute. 

28 Pour tout entretien, 

Nuyct et jour me tien 

La mauldicte goutte. 

Souventes fois je regrette et souspire 

32 D'ainsi me veoir povre, meschant, hideux; 

En cheminant je m'en voys a I'empire. 

Banny je suis d'armes et de tous jeux; 

Enrouller aux livres des malheureux 

36 Me conviendra a la premiere monstre. 

Lasse je suis de tous faitz vertueux, 

Et regarde icy et en tous lieux 

Comme difforme espoventable monstre. 

LE RELIGIEUX. 

40 Marchant je suis contre droict et raison, 

Et sans faulte ne m'en est pas de mieulx. 

Car on deffend en tout temps et saison 

Le marchander a tout bon religieux. 

44 Ce nonobstant, de couraige envieubc. 
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Ung marche fis entre deux beaulx jambons. 

Et comme fol, trenchant de Tamoureux 

Pour un plaisir, alors bien savoureux, 

48 En lieu de roses j'achapte des boutons. 

Je suis empesche. 

Marque et tasche, 

Et par trop deceu. 

52 Mais le tout presche, 

Apres le marche, 

J'ay boutons receu. 

Trompe je suis, par monsieur sainct Mathieu! 

56 Du juste pris plus qu'oultre la moictie, 

Et sans bailler le bon denier a Dieu, 

Contrainct je fliz de tenir le traicte. 

Mais soubz umbre de loyalle amytie, 

60 Marchandise soudain me fust livre. 

Par tel marche je me trouve lye; 

Marchans voyes la perte et la pitie 

Qu'on a souvent en meschante denree. 

64 Je suis en dortoir 

Sans plaisir avoir, 

Criant jour et nuyt. 

A tous faictz s9avoir, 

68 Comme Ton peult veoir. 

Que tout dueil me suyt. 

Pour trois grans blans forgez a ma grand perte, 

De ces boutons j'en eus plus de trois cens. 

72 Et tellement ma face en fut couverte. 
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Que je perdis entendement et sens. 

Quand ung est vieil, les aultres sont recens. 

Quand ung s'en va, deux se mettent a pris. 

76 Quand Tung s'en va, I'autre, comme je sens. 

Fault arroser, et ne sfauroit-on, sans 

Avoir force de ce beau verd de gris. 

Les dens m'en jaunissent, 

80 Mes yeulx s'en rougissent. 

Ma peau s'en destend, 

Mes OS s'en pourrissent, 

Membres s'appetissent, 

84 Tout mal s'y estend. 

En lieu de crosse ou baston pastoral, 

II me convient porter une quinette. 

Dedans le cloistre je trotte bien ou mal, 

88 Et suis tout seul comme une povre beste. 

Chagrin me suyt et douleur me fait feste, 

Riens ne me plaist, tout me vient a rebours. 

Si volupte a ce vous admoneste, 

92 Considerez, et le notez en teste 

Que telz marchez en ce temps sont trop lourdz. 

Moynes et abbez. 

Qui souvent gabez 

96 Yver et este, 

Vous serez trompez 

Si vous marchandez 

Comme j'ay este. 
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L'ESCOLLffiR. 

100 J'ay mis mon cueur aultre part qu'a Testude: 

A marchander me suis voulu soubzmettre. 

La pratique je trouve lourde et rude, 

Mais maintenant je ne m'en puis demettre. 

104 J'ay marchande a dextre et a senestre, 

Dont plusieurs grains ay eu oultre mon pois. 

Au champ Gaillard je me suis passe maistre, 

Mais quant viendra pour la brigue sus mettre, 

108 Pour maistrise je n'auray plus de voix. 

J'ay mon temps perdu, 

J'ay tout despendu, 

Dont sm's douloureux. 

112 Pour loyer bien deu, 

Je seray rendu 

Povre et malheureux. 

Un beau grant blanc, qui n'est pas trop grant somme, 

116 Fist le marche dont je sm's mal content. 

La plus fine que jamais receust homme 

On me bailla sur-le-champ tout comptant. 

J'ay les gouttes qui me tourmentent tant, 

120 Et puis ses grains, qui sont tant fantasticques. 

Me font souvent contre gre combatant, 

Et desormais je seray esbatant 

A commencer ung livre des Ethicques. 

124 Pour si petit pris, 

Je me trouve pris 
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128 

En dangereux las. 

Le tout mal aprins, 

Comme bien comprins. 

Me fault dire: Helasl 

L'AVEUGLE. 

Combien que soye aveugle de nature, 

A marchander je me suis empesche. 

132 Et pour ung blanc, par ma foy, je vous jure, 

Au plus parfont du premier j'ay pesche. 

Trompe me suis, j'en euz tres bon marche, 

Car pour ung blanc je passay ma fortune. 

136 Au premier mot soubdain me flit lasche, 

Et pour ce prix j [e] ay des dens masche 

Et avalle une maulvaise prune 

Ung bien j'ay, veu que je n'y voys goutte. 

J'ay bien choisy car j'ay de la plus fine. 

Oultre marche on me bailla la goutte 

148 Dans mon genouil, laquelle est en pluvine. 

Ma mouelle prent de jour en jour la mine, 

Mes ossemens en sont povres (et) meschans. 

140 

Ceulz qui ont la veue 

La peine ont receue 

Aussi bien que moy. 

Je seray en mue, 

144 

n fault que j'en sue, 

Et voila de quoy. 
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Si vous avez le cueur a la cuysine, 

152 Tous comme moy aurez la discipline, 

Et a la fin vous en serez marchans. 

Se fi^ppez au trou, 

Regardez bien ou, 

156 Pour le grand dangier. 

L'homme je tiens foul 

Qui ne se dit saoul 

De tel pain menger. 

LE \aLLAGEOIS. 

160 Jerenigay! II fault suivre la dance 

De ces marchans, et marcher de bien pres. 

Jure je suis, et de leur alliance, 

Ainsi qu'orez racompter si apres. 

164 Margot estoit mussee dedans les pres, 

Faisant semblant de chasser aux mauvis. 

Tendu avoit son engin tout expres, 

Et moy, voyant faire si grans apres, 

168 De son engin je [me] mis vis-a-vis. 

Je fus de la chasse. 

Dedans la crevasse 

Je mis mon furet. 

172 L'engin I'entrelasse; 

Mon furet se lasse 

De chasser dehait. 
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Dans cet engin qui estoit grant et large, 

176 J'ay bien chasse tousjours au lignolet. 

Dessus mon front j'en porte mainte targe, 

La, Dieu mercy, j'ay beau estre varlet 

De la feste, car pour ung tabouret, 

180 Tout fin pimpant, aussi fin que migraine, 

De ces targes grain (garni?) suis a souhait. 

Qui sont paintes de vert de gris bien laict, 

Et bordees d'une bien grosse graine. 

184 Dessoubz mon chappeau 

Ne faict gueres beau, 

Tant suis bouijonne. 

Margot, Ysabeau, 

188 Plus le pied de veau 

Ne sera toume. 

LE MARCHANT. 

Marchant je suis, et tel est mon mestier. 

Je voys, je viens, demenant marcbandise. 

192 Je me trouve icy et en tout cartier. 

Car de marchans c'est la fa9on et guise. 

J'ay achepte, par ma folle entreprise, 

Marcbandise aultre qu'espicerie. 

196 Au Ganivet dans Lyon je I'ay prise, 

Et dans Huleu a Paris sans reprise. 

Pour la porter au pays de Surie. 

Je suis atrappe 
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200 Et enveloppe 

Dont du mal je poite. 

J'ai bien galloppe, 

Mais je flizhappe 

204 Aupres de la porte. 

En aultre lieu ne la puis debiter 

Qu'en ce pays, dont je suis bien dollant. 

En ycelluy me convient habiter 

208 Par I'espace d'ung moys ou plus avant, 

Et bien taille d'y retoumer souvent. 

Mais qu'on aye de moy la chalandise: 

Pour la porter j'auray peine et tourment. 

212 En su[e]ray possible longuement. 

Car au pays faict bien chault quandj'advise. 

J'ay mis mon argent 

Par fol entregent 

216 En meschant dem-ee. 

Je suis indigent, 

Povre, negligent. 

Ma bource est vuidee. 

LE BRAGARD. 

220 Et moy qui suis le patron des bragardz, 

Et le mirouer des dames de la court. 

Gay au marcher et friant au[x] regardz, 

Frisque et de bait, habille sur le court, 

224 Marchant je suis de gone au temps qui court. 
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J'en ay paye sus tous la foUe enchere. 

En ce marche je me suis monstre lourd. 

Pour ling carcan bien gamy sur le gourd, 

228 On me bailla soubdain de la plus chiere. 

Mince de pietaille. 

Sans denier ne maille. 

Exempt de sante, 

232 Plus sec que muraille. 

La basse bataille 

M'a tout desgoute. 

En mes jambes les gouttes sent enflees, 

236 Qui difforment de tout en tout la grefVe. 

Les aulcunes on les nomme enossees, 

Dont nuyt et jour par icelles je resve. 

Mais pour couvrir la brague, raison briefVe, 

240 Des brodequins je porte par dessus, 

A celle fm que s'aulcime s'enlieve, 

Ou aultrement pour bien purger [mon pus]. 

Tout est couvert et on n'en parle plus. 

244 Adieu tabourins. 

Adieu musequins, 

Ou prenoye plaisance. 

Adieu mes affins, 

248 Nepveuz et cousins. 

Adieu toute dance. 
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Rondeau en forme de complainct 

En ung grant trou qui bouche fut de piastre, 

Pour me cuider en ycelluy esbatre, 

252 Je me suis mis trop avant au bourbier. 

Mais ignorant le malheureux dangier, 

Des grains y pris assez pour foumir quatre. 

Mieulx m'eust valu contre ung lyon combatre 

256 Que m'estre mis en peine pour conbatre. 

J'en ay du mal, pas ne s'il fault fier, 

En ung grant trou qui bouche fut de piastre. 

J'estoye bien fol et ayse a abbatre, 

260 Bien estourdy, aussy acariastre, 

Quant de sante je me fis estrangier. 

Pour ung plaisir qui passe de legier, 

Et me muser comme ung meschant folastre 

264 En ung grant trou qui bouche fut de piastre. 

Aultre Rondeau. 

Cessez Amours, aux armes je me rendz; 

Vous n'aurez plus de moy la jouyssance. 

Cherchez aultre pour maintenir les rancs. 

268 Range je sm's au ranc des mal contens. 
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Et vous prie de toute ma puissance: 

Cessez Amours, aux annes je me rendz; 

Vous n'aurez plus de moy la jouyssance. 

272 Je fiiys plaisir et pourchasse contendz 

Pour leur bailler de mon corps Taccointance. 

Car desormais vivray en desplaisance, 

A celle fin sans plus de passe-temps, 

276 Cessez Amours, aux armes je me rendz; 

Vous n'aurez plus de moy la jouyssance. 

Aultre Rondeau. 

Pour avoir faict un tantinet cela, 

II me convient tenir sus la lictiere. 

280 Dessus mon corps n'a peau qui soyt entiere; 

Je maulditz celle qiii ce mal me cela. 

Je ne puis plus troter ne 9a ne la, 

Trop mieulx suis pris qu'ung rat dans la ratiere. 

284 Pour avoir faict un tantinet cela, 

II me convient tenir sus la lictiere. 

Du bas mestier me convient dire: Holal 

J'ay oublie la fa^on et maniere. 

288 Devant mes jours je seray nus en biere. 

Car des Theure tout malheur m'acoUa. 
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Pour avoir faict un tantinet cela, 

n me convient tenir siu* la lictiere. 

Aultre Rondeau. 

292 Pour ung plaisir, mille douleurs, 

C'est le refrain de la ballade. 

Amans, entendez nos clameurs; 

Pour ung plaisir, mille douleurs. 

296 Lassez hommes par folz labeurs. 

Plus ne feront sault ne gambade. 

Pour ung plaisir, mille douleurs, 

C'est le refrain de la ballade. 

Ballade. 

300 En pleurs et en larmes, 

Je laisse les armes 

Et les durs assaubc. 

Pourtant soyez fermes 

304 Entre vous, gensdarmes, 

D'eviter telz maulx. 

De tous bastons je quicte la plaisance; 

Le port d'aimes il me fault oublier. 

308 En lieu de picque je porte une potence. 
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Et tiens le champ au devant d'ung moustier, 

En demandant une maille ou denier 

Pour aulmosne, au peuple charitable. 

312 Si a cela ne voullez obvier, 

Notez cecy, et pour tout metz dernier, 

Comme je suis, vous serez miserable. 

Cy finissent les Sept Marchans de Naples 

2. Ballade de la maladie de Naples 

1 O faulse goutte, [nommee] reumaticque, 

Dyabolicque, pire que sciatique, 

Orde relique de Naples qui me suit, 

4 Contre toy fault que ma langue declique 

En rhetorique, car tu m'est trop inique; 

Par ta pratique, tout plaisir me desfuit, 

De jour, de nuit, de repos suis destruit, 

8 Tu m'as seduit de joie et de plaisance, 

Par quoy je crye souvent a la my nuit: 

Que mauldit soit qui t'apporta en France! 

Souventes fois mon mal croist et dupplique, 

12 Quant de ta picque sy fort me poins et picque, 

Dont je suis pis qu'en ung gros feu qui bruit. 

Alors je dis: "Mauldit soit la lubrique 

Fille publique a qui ce mal s'applique, 

16 Etlabouctiquequiteldrocgueproduit, 
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Et le conduit qui m'a a ce con duit, 

Dont le deduit me toume a desplaisance. 

Or voy Je bien que ma mort s'en ensuit; 

20 Que mauldit soit qui t'apporta en France! 

Mieubc me vaulsist qu'eusse este barbaricque, 

Turc, Tartarique ou de la loy morisque 

Ou paganique, sans demener grant bruit; 

24 Car, pour le moins, j 'en deviendray ethique, 

Fol, fantasticque, sans estre pacifique, 

Ou frenatique, se Dieu ne me reduit; 

Plus que biscuit suis fondu et recuit, 

28 Deuil me poursuit a toute diligence, 

Je suis infect, tout le monde me fuit; 

Que mauldit soit qui t'apporta en France! 

Prince, ce mal trop aigrement me nuit, 

32 Tant me tormente que mes os brulle et cuit 

Et que pis est, je n'y treuve allegeance; 

Au grant dfable voise sans sauf conduit 

Et soit mauldit qui t'apporta en France!" 

3. Les plainctes d'ung Veroll^ 

Layd Trou puant, est ce la recompense 

Et I'asseurance de ta lubrique Panse 

Creuse et intense pour d*elle m'assortir. 
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4 Ou j'ay ceuilli veroleuse semence 

Qui me dispense de vivre en desplaisance. 

Sans esperance de plus sain revertir, 

Et consentir me Plumer et Rostir 

8 Comme ung maitir, tout nud en belle eau chaulde? 

Que ainsi en prenne a la faulce Ribaulde! 

Ce maudict Mai, par sa force et puissance 

Et violence, faict en grand doleance 

12 Maint corps (en France) d'avec TAme partir; 

Si tost aux Grandz comme aux Petitz s'avance 

Faire nuysance. Et pour ce (au moins) je pense 

Que sa meschance ne me faict seul sentir, 

16 Ains, sans mentir, I'a faict par tout sortir 

Par despartir a ses suppostz sans fraude. 

Que ainsi en prenne a la faulce Ribaulde! 

Pour lamenter en ma dure souffrance, 

20 Rien je ne avance, et ne trouve allegeance. 

Car de I'offence me fault peyne souffrir. 

Mon Chirurgien qui toutz les jours me pense. 

Si je le tence de I'Estuve a oultrance, 

24 Qui sur moy lanse (aspre jusque a morir), 

N'y veult ouyr, ains, pour me resjouyr 

Me vient gaudir, lors qu'il me oignt et eschaude. 

Que ainsi en prenne a la faulce Ribaulde! 

28 Prince etemel, vueilles pour me assouvyr 
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Faire fuyr ce mal qui esbayr 

Faict tant de Gens, et leur beaulte de£&aude. 

Que ainsi en prenne a la faulce Ribaulde. 

4. D'ung paovre VeroU^ 

Par toy, verolle deshonneste, 

Je suis des piedz jusques a la teste 

Tout nud, pres d'ung grand feu, graisse, 

4 Eschaulde, bouilly, fricasse 

Sans mercy, moins que d'une beste. 

Et si je me plainctz et regrete, 

Mon barbier s'en ryd et delecte, 

8 Quoy que suis demy trespasse, 

Par toy, Verolle [deshonneste]. 

Et apres, (ce faict), on m'apreste 

Ung Uct chault, ou fault que me mete 

12 Troys heures, le corps renverse. 

Si couvert de drapz et presse 

que je brusle pis que alumete. 

Par toy, verolle [deshonneste]. 
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5. La Patenostre des Verollez, avec une complaincte contre les medecins 

Pater noster, tres glorieux, 

Notre Saulveur, comme je croy, 

N'oublie pas les veroleux 

4 Qui dressent leur pri^ a toy. 

Qui es in coelis. 

Sire, nous souf&ons de grans maulx; 

Et croy, si ne nous amendons 

8 De nos pechez et nos deffauix, 

Fauldra par force que ton nom 

Sanctificetur. 

Les medecins ne voyent goutte 

12 Et ne nous laissent ung denier, 

Et nous avons si fort la goutte 

Que presque nous fault regnier 

Nomen Tuum. 

16 J'ay essaye maint medecin, 

Autant que jamais jeune filz, 

Et si ay ulcaes sans fin; 

Encore me doubte que pis 

20 Adveniat. 

Nous te disons tout nostre cas; 

Donne-nous done ce qui nous fault 
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Non pas au ciel, mais ici-bas; 

24 Car tu gardes bien le tres hault 

Regnum tuum. 

Mais tu t'en ris et nous escouttes, 

Et nous souffrons en ce martyre 

28 (Des) rognes, chancres, gales et gouttes, 

Tant qu'en la fin nous fauldra dire: 

Fiat voluntas tua. 

Si Ton avoit jamais la guerre, 

32 [ ] 

Je croy que 9a bas a la terre 

Feroit aussi bon habiter 

Sicut in coelo. 

36 Ne s^ay si ce mal vient des femmes; 

Accole en avons de belles, 

Chambrieres, bourgeoises (et) dames, 

Sur les bancs et les escabelles 

40 Et in terra. 

Si bien nos plaisirs avons prins. 

Sans avoir crainte ne malheur; 

Maintenant mangeons, en mespris, 

44 En povrete, honte et doUeur, 

Panem nostrum. 
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Et si c'estoit fievre quaitaine. 

Deux jours repos nous laisseroit, 

48 POUT reprendre ung peu notre halaine; 

Mais ce villain mal cy nous hait 

Quotidianum. 

Si tu as point quelque oignement, 

52 Pour nous bien guerir et soubdain, 

Je te supplie tres humblement 

Que n'actendes point a demain; 

Da nobis hodie. 

56 Sans faire a personne de tort, 

Donne-nous, par ta grant bonte, 

Ung beau saufconduit contre mort; 

Avec force argent et sante 

60 Dimitte nobis. 

Des mises avons faict pour tien 

Si grandes qu'au vray I'essayer, 

Si nous vendons tout nostre bien, 

64 A grant peine pourrons payer 

Debita nostra. 

Si cest infame maladie 

Venoit a tous en general, 

68 Point ne en porterions envie, 

Quand ung chacun auroit du mal 
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Sicut et nos. 

Nous voyons vouluntiers les dames 

72 Et les faisons bien festoyer; 

Mais, quant sont villes et infames, 

Ja ne les osons pas toucher, 

Dimittimus. 

16 Nous empnmtons aux Allemans, 

Ne nous en chault mais que en aye 

Argent pour avoir oignemens; 

Nous faisons respondre de paye 

80 Debitoribus nostris. 

Nous faisons veulx a sainctz et (a) sainctes 

Pour garder nostre humanite, 

Et faisons a ton filz nos plainctes; 

84 Mais si ne veult qu'ayons sante 

Et ne nos. 

n y a des femmes joyeuses 

Et des autres qui sont rebelles, 

88 Et la plus part sont amoureuses; 

Mais nous te prions que les belles 

Inducas in tentaionem. 

n y en a des verolleuses 

92 Ou bien gouteuses pour le moins; 
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Je te supplie, de ces rongneuses 

Ne nous metz pas entre leurs mains, 

Sed libera nos a malo 

96 Te supplions ainsi que soyons a delivre, 

Et nous gard place en paradis, 

Et en ce monde nous delivre 

Et que ne soyons plus icy. 

100 Amen. 

6. Ballade de la verolle 

1 Comme esperdu, transy et hors du sens, 

en grant langueur et despars de Nature, 

tout estendu du grand mal que je sens, 

4 par ung malheur qui m'avint d'avanture, 

prins de chailleur en ung trou sans cloture, 

je fey img tour qui estoit salle et hort, 

dont j'ay forfaict, et pour la forfaicture 

8 cent foys le jour je souhaicte estre mort. 

Je soubhaicte estre [en] desfoys [a] cinq cens, 

conmie ung meschant remply de grant laydure, 

car je congnoys qu'estois prive de sens, 

12 quant je commis ung si grant forfaicture, 

dont la douleur que sens cesse j'endure. 
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et sui tant las et si tres pres du bort, 

en congnoissant ma penne estre si dure 

16 cent foys lejour je soubhaicte estre mort. 

Mourir cent foys ou brusle comme encens, 

j'ayme trop myeulx que vivre en tel ordure. 

Plus martir suys que les sainctz innocens, 

20 car ses rybaulx d'oignement et d'oignture 

m'ont tant frotte par chacune joincture 

et eschauffe la bouche si tresfort 

- car tousjours suys plus barbouille que meure 

24 dont je soubhaicte cent foys le jour ma mort. 

Prince, voyant mon corps en pourriture, 

mes membres plains de goute qui me mort, 

pour tous soubhaictz, en quelque sepulture 

28 cent foys le jour je soubhaicte estre mort. 

7. Roadeau de la veroUe 

Gardez le goufOre perilleux 

et le passaige dangereux, 

a Tentree qui ne vous affolle, 

4 de peur de cuillir la veroUe; 

c'est ung mal fort contagTeux. 

n est en lieu fort tenebreux. 
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bas, obscur et impetueulx. 

8 Si doubtez que mal vous acoUe, 

gardez le gou£&e [perilleux]. 

Ne sfay comment est desireux 

homme a ce fait, ne curieux, 

12 veu que c'est ouvraige tant folle. 

Perdre ne puis que ma parolle, 

mais qui requier d'estrg eureulx, 

garde le gouf&e [perilleux]! 

8. Rondeau de la verole 

Gardes le trou pemici'eux, 

qui tant de gens perd et afole 

en leur baillant chancre, verole, 

4 et aultres maulx conta '̂eux, 

Mieulx valient vins delici'eux 

et bon morceaux que telle cole: 

gardes le trou [perm'cieux, 

8 qui tant de gens perd et afole]! 

Entre vous, gens solacieux, 

qui &equantes d'Amour Tescole, 

n'estimes mon dit parabole, 

12 ains le pratiques en tous lieux. 
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[Gardes le trou pemici'eux, 

qui tant de gens perd et afble 

en leur baillant chancre, verole, 

16 et aultres maulx contagieux]. 

9. Rondeau de la verolle 

Ne Mnguez plus qu'en lieu congneu, 

gentilz rustez abandonnez. 

Gardez que dedans ne donnez 

4 sans avoir bien veu le con nu. 

Sy vous avez le con tenu, 

s'il n'est bien, ne vous y tenez, 

ne fringuer [plus qu'en lieu congneu]. 

8 A ce coup est le temps venu 

que plusieurs sont bien estonnez 

d'estre galleux et boutonnez: 

c'est un grant meschief advenu. 

12 Ne Mnguer [plus en lieu congneu]! 

10. Autre rondel 

Pour ung trou puant plain d'ordure 

Ou maint vit a gecte la cure 
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To les jours ung chascun me larde; 

4 Que le feu Saint-Antoine I'arde! 

Tant ay Tamour mise en ma cure. 

Suis je si fole creature 

Mectre ma vie en avanture 

8 D'entretenir telle paillarde 

Pour ung trou puant [plain d'ordure]. 

Combien que je scay la nature 

Des putains et leur nourriture 

12 Et mesmement de la lezarde 

Qui prent en tant de lieux moustarde, 

Toutesfoys fault-il que j'endure 

Pour ung trou [puant plain d'ordure]. 

11. Aultre en Triollet d'ung veroll6 

A cinq cens diables la verolle! 

Et le vaisseau ou je I'ay pris. 

Je n'ay dent qui ne bransle ou crolle; 

4 A cinq cens diables la verolle! 

La goutte me tue et affolle, 

Je sius d'ulceres tout espris. 

A cinq cens diables la verolle! 

8 Et le vaisseau ou je I'ay pris. 
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12. Ballade de la grosse verole. 

Plaisans, Mignons, Gorriers, Esperrucats, 

Pensez a vous, amendez vostre cas, 

Craignez les troux, car ils sont dangereux. 

4 Genilhommes, Bourgois et Advocats, 

Qui despendez Ecuz, salus. Ducats, 

Faisant bancquetz, esbattemens et jeux, 

Ayez resgard que c'est d'estre amoureux, 

8 Et le mettez en vostre protocole; 

Car pour banter souvent en obscurs lieux, 

C'est engendree ceste grosse Varole. 

Menez amours sagement par compas. 

12 Quand ce viendra a prendre le repas 

Vetie ayez nette devant vos yeux. 

Fuyez soussi et demenez soulas, 

Et de gaudir jamais ne soyez las, 

16 En acquerant hault regnon vertueux. 

Gardez-vous [bien] de banter gens rongneux, 

Ne gens despitz qui sont de haulte colle; 

Car pour bouter sa lance en aulcun creux, 

20 C'est engendree ceste grosse v^le. 

Hantez mignonnes, qui portent grans estas, 

Mais gardez-vous de monter sur le tas 

Sans cbandelle; ne soyez point bonteux. 

24 Foulliez, jettez, regardez bault et bas. 
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Et en aprez prenez tous vos esbas. 

Faites ainsi que gens aventureux 

Comme dient un grant tas de baveux, 

28 Soiez lettrez sans aller a I'escole; 

Car par Lombars soubtils et cauteleux 

C'est engendree ceste grosse vCTole. 

Envoi: 

Prince, sachez que Job fiit vertueux, 

32 Mais si flit-il rongneux et grateleux 

Nous lui prions qu'il nous garde et console. 

Pour corriger Mondains luxurieux, 

C'est engendree ceste grosse verole. 

36 Et, pour en parler en bon sens, 

le danger est loger aux troux. 
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B. Translation 

1. The Seven Merchants 

The seven Merchants of Naples, Namely; the Adventurer, the Monk, the Student, the 

Blindman, the Villager, the Merchant and the Braggart. 

THE ADVENTURER, first merchant. 

Just at the point one goes looking for adventure, I set out to the fields without delay. I 

took up the profession of soldier, pursiiing the difficult feats of war. After traveling far I 

came to a foreign country where I saw marvelous things. A merchant I was, and giving 

nothing in return, I was sold a dangerous affliction called the sickness of Naples. 

Merchants, beware, when traveling about! Look over your merchandise, inside and out. 

While doing my business with this merchandise I made the bed shake and the curtains 

tremble. And with light fi-om neither torch nor candles, all at once I ended up with the 

best of the lot! Because of this deal all my wealth wastes away, and over and over in my 

heart I cry out. It's made me poor and left me hideous. Mourning and sorrow are the lot 

of merchants like me, in place of all pleasure. 

I have pleasure firom nothing, deprived of happiness and wealth. The only company I 

have is this damned gout, holding me night and day. 

Often I sigh and feel sorry to see myself so poor, miserable and hideous. As time goes on 

Fm just getting worse. Arms and games are forbidden to me now; I'll sign up with the 

ranks of the wounded in action the first time the troops come to pass in review. I'm too 

wom out for virtuous feats, and am looked upon everywhere as a deformed, terrifying 

monster. 
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THE MONK. 

I am a merchant against all rhyme and reason, and without a doubt I'm no better off. For 

it is forbidden to engage in such dealings when one is a good brother like me. This 

notwithstanding, my heart full of desire, 1 struck a deal between two lovely hams. And 

like a crazy man, playing the lover, for one little pleasure so tasty at the time, the bed of 

roses tumed to thorns. 

I'm confined, covered with spots, and above all betrayed. When all was said and done, all 

I got fix)m the deal was thorns. 

By Saint Matthew, I've been cheated! I paid the fair price plus more than half, and that's 

not counting God's penny. I was forced to stick to the deal. Then under the gm'se of good 

loving, I was all at once stuck with the goods. By such a deal I find myself bound. 

Merchants, see what loss and sorrow often come with bad goods. 

I'm in the dormitory, stripped of all pleasure, moaning day and night. May you know, 

one and all, that only mourning follows me, as you can plainly see. 

For three small coins I wish had never been forged, I got more than three hundred thorns. 

My face was so covered with them that I swooned and lost my senses. When one is old 

the others are new. When one goes away, two others take its place. When one goes away, 

I feel the other must be watered, and that I couldn't do without plenty of this lovely 

verdigris ointment. 

It's made my teeth go bad and my eyes go red. It's stretching my skin, rotting my bones, 

eating away at my members. My body is racked with pain. 
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Instead of a cross or a pastoral sta£f, now I must carry a crutch. Inside the cloister I move 

around aimlessly, and am all alone like a poor beast. Sorrow follows me and pain comes 

to greet me. Nothing can cheer me, everything's gone awry. If Voluptuousness temps 

you, think it over first and take note that such bargains these days are too hard. 

You monks and abbots who make a mockery of your vows all the year long, in the end 

you'll be cheated if you bargain like me. 

THE STUDENT. 

I put my heart elsewhere than in my studies, for I wanted to take up 'bargaining'. I find 

the practice harsh and unpleasant, but now I'm stuck with it for life. I made bids left and 

right, and ended up with a lot more goods than I bargained for. I became an expert in the 

field of loving, but when it comes time to debate, I'll no longer have use of my voice. 

I lost my time and spent every penny, and now I'm in great pain. For the dues I have to 

pay I'll be left poor and miserable. 

One shiny coin, which is not a large sum, was the cost of my discontent. The finest goods 

any man ever got were given to me there on the spot, without credit. The gout that I have 

is tormenting me so, and its fantastical thorns make me thrash about against my will. 

From now on, the only playing around I'll do will be to start a book of Ethics. 

For such a small price I found myself caught in a dangerous snare. Now I understand; I 

learned this lesson poorly, and all I can do is lament. 
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THEBLINDMAN. 

Even though I've been blind since birth, I got caught up in the business of 'bargaining'. 

By my faith, I swear that for one single coin, I went deep into the depths of the first one. 

It was a mistake— but I got a good deal, because for one coin I spent all I owned. From 

the first word the goods were unleashed upon me, and for this price I have leamed a hard 

lesson. 

Those who can see are in pain like me. I'll be losing my skin, I have to sweat it out, and 

that's what I get. 

I have one possession, seeing as I can't see a thing, and I chose it well, for I got the best 

goods money can buy. On top of the deal I got gout in my knee, which is liquefying. My 

marrow gets redder by the day, and my bones are empty and sore. If your mind is set on 

flesh, you'll all get this punishment and end up merchants like me. 

If you hit on the hole, first look where you're going; there's great danger there. I'll 

consider any may crazy who doesn't know when to stop with that kind of fare. 

THE VILLAGER. 

Damn it! I have to join in the dance of these merchants, and stay close in step. I've been 

swom into their club, as I will now tell you. Maggie was hiding in the fields, pretending 

to hunt little birds. She had spread out her contraption on purpose. When I saw her going 

to such trouble, I took a position right in finnt of it. 

I went on the hunt. I sent my ferret into the crevice and her snare closed around it. My 

ferret grew weary of happy hunting. 
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I did some good hunting in that big wide contraption; I always went straight into the trap. 

Now I'm wearing its shiny buckles on my forehead, and merciful God, it does me a lot of 

good to be a valet at the party, because I have enough of these tacks to make the most 

beautiful footstool, covered with the best scarlet brocade. They're painted with hideous 

verdigris, and surrounded by large, red rings. 

Under my hat is not a pretty sight, I'm so covered with spots. Maggie, Isabelle, this 

merchant will dance no more. 

THE MERCHANT. 

I am a merchant and that is my trade: I come and go, hawking my wares. You can find 

me here and all over town, for this is how merchants do business. Out of poor judgment, I 

acquired merchandise other than dry goods. I got it at Ganivet in Lyons and then at Huleu 

in Paris, to take it to the place called Sweatland. 

I am trapped and imprisoned by the sickness I carry. I rode long and hard but got thrown 

at the gate. 

I can't get rid of it any place else but in this land of pain. I'll be staying here a month or 

longer, and may have to come back often. But please don't forget about me; carrying this 

sickness brings pain and torment. I might be sweating it out for a long time, for I 

understand this is a very hot place. 

I was ill-advised; I put my money in bad goods. I'm indigent, poor and all alone; my 

pockets are empty. 
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THE BRAGGART. 

And me, I'm the leader of the ladies' men, the heartthrob of the ladies of the court, 

delicious to gaze upon, light on my feet, light-hearted and fun-loving, dressed in the latest 

styles. I buy all the latest fashions. For a moment with a lecherous lady who was dressed 

to the hilt, I suddenly got stuck with the costliest goods. 

Now I have no followers, nor even a penny; my is health destroyed. I'm as dry as the 

paint on the walls; Venus's skirmishes have made everything sour. 

Gout has swollen my legs, and is completely deforming my calves. It has even gone into 

my bones; the pain day and night drives me to distraction. But I wear embroidery over 

my zipper so that if something comes off, or otherwise to drain my sores, it's all covered 

up and I need say no more. 

Good-bye tambourines; farewell pretty faces that gave me such pleasure. Farewell, my 

friends, nephews and cousins; farewell to all dancing. 

Round in the form of a complaint 

Thinking I'd have a good time in a big hole plugged with plaster, I got stuck too deep in 

the mud. But unaware of the danger lurking there, I got enough spots for four people! 

I would have been better off fighting a lion than putting myself in such pain. It's hurting 

me; you mustn't trust a big hole plugged with plaster. 

I was just crazy and a real pushover, in a daze and out of my mind when I said good-bye 
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to good health, all for a little pleasure, and to amuse myself like a crazy young man, in a 

big hole plugged with plaster. 

Another Round 

Stop, Love, I'm giving up. You'll have no more pleasure from me. Find someone else to 

fill the ranks. 

I'm going over to the losing side, and so I beg of you with all my strength: Stop, Love, 

I'm giving up. You'll have no more pleasure from me. 

I'm fleeing pleasure and pursuing rougher treatment, which my flesh will come to know 

in all intimacy. From now on I'll live with no pleasure, forgetting about fim and pastimes. 

Stop, Love, I'm giving up. You'll have no more pleasure from me. 

Another Round 

For having done it just a little, I must now stay under the covers. Nowhere on my body is 

my skin in one piece. Damn her who gave me this sickness! 

I can't get around anymore; I'm caught worse than a rat in a trap. For having done it just 

a little, I must now stay under the covers. 

As far as that low business is concemed, I'd better say 'hold on'! I've forgotten how it's 

done. I'll be put in a co£5n before my time; from then on all suffering embraced me. For 

having done it just a little, I must now stay under the covers. 
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Another Round 

For one pleasure, a thousand pains: that's the refrain of this ballad. Lovers, hear us roar: 

for one pleasure, a thousand pains. Men made weary by love's labors will jump and leap 

no more. For one pleasure, a thousand pains: that's the refrain of this ballad. 

Ballad 

With sobbing and tears, I take leave of my arms and hard battles. So be firm 

among yourselves, fellow soldiers, to avoid such sicknesses. 

I'm leaving the pleasure of jousting sticks; I have to surrender my arms. Instead of a 

lance I now carry a noose, and hold down the field out in front of a monastery, begging 

for alms from charitable folk. If you don't want to end up this way, take careful note: for 

any last tastes of pleasure, you'll be made miserable like me. 

Here ends the Seven Merchants of Naples 

2. Ballad of the Neapolitan Sickness 

Oh, dreadfiil gout, call it rheumatic, diabolic, worse than sciatic, vile relic of Naples that 

follows me, my tongue in rhetoric must click against thee, for you are too iniquitous. 

Because of you, all pleasure has fled; I can rest neither day nor night. You seduced me 

with joy and pleasure, for which in the middle of the night I do often cry out: Cursd' be 

the one who brought you to France! 
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My pain grows and multiplies when you do pick and poke me with your pike; I am worse 

off by far than in a big crackling fire. And thus do I say: '*How I abhor that licentious 

whore who carried the spore that gave me these sores and the apothecary who made up 

this remedy, and the route that led me to that rut whose sensual delights have left me thus 

blighted, for I now clearly see that death is not far at hand. Cursd' be the one who 

brought you to France! 

Better had I been bom a barbarian, a Turc or a Tartar or in the land of the Moors or a 

Pagan, so as not to make such a fiiss about it, for at the very least that would make me 

ethical, or unreasonable or fantastical and not so peaceful about it- or fi:enetical, if God 

doesn't boil me down. I am boiled and baked far worse than a cake. Sorrow pursues me 

at a diligent pace. Fm full of infection and shunned by all: Cursd* be the one who brought 

you to France! 

Judge, this pox bums me bitterly; it torments me so much that my bones bum and cook, 

and what is worse, I can find no relief. May he go straight to hell without safe conduct, 

and cursd' be the one who brought you to France! 

3. The Complaints of a Syphilitic 

Foul, ugly hole, is the recompense and the assurance for having matched myself up with 

your hollow and intense licentious belly, where I harvested syphilitic seed which dictates 

that I live in displeasure, without hope of ever recovering health, that I consent to being 

plucked and roasted like a martyr, all naked in boiling hot water? Let the same lot befall 

the treacherous whore. 

This cursed pox, by its virulence and violence, has rent finm their bodies with great 
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suffering many souls (in France); it's quick to lay low Great and Small alike, and because 

of this (at least) I feel not so much alone suffering its cruelty. Rather, in truth, it has 

openly brought forth fix)m everywhere its loyal subjects. Let the same lot befall the 

treacherous whore. 

Because of my lamenting and difGcult suffering I'm getting no better and can get no 

relief, for I must suffer the penalty of my sin. If I complain of the overheated steam bath 

that stings me so bitterly I feel that I could die, my surgeon, who comes to bandage me 

each day wants to hear nothing of it. But instead, for my pleasure, he tries to make me 

laugh with his hot oil treatment. Let the same lot befall the treacherous whore. 

Please, Eternal Prince, soothe my suffering; put to flight this sickness which shocks and 

disfigures so many people. Let the same lot befall the treacherous whore. 

4. Of a Poor Syphilitic 

Because of you, dreadful syphilis, I'm completely naked and greased from head to toe, by 

a big fire where I'm scalded, boiled and fiicasseed with less mercy than is shown to 

beasts. 

And if I complain and lament, my barber-surgeon laughs and revels in it, even though 

I'm half dead because of you, dreadful syphilis. 

And after this they prepare me a hot bed, where I must stay for three hours, lying down, 

so covered with sheets and wrapped so tightly that I bum worse than a match, all because 

of you, dreadfiil syphilis. 
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5. The Lord's Prayer for Syphilitics, With a Complaint against Doctors 

Our Father, most glorious Savior, I do believe, forget not the syphilitics who address their 

prayer to you 

who art in heaven. 

Lord, we suffer greatly, and I believe that if we do not make amends for our sins and 

faults, we will necessarily have to say that thy name will 

hallowed be. 

The doctors don't have a clue, and don't leave us a penny; and we have the gout so bad 

that we're close to taking in vain 

thy name. 

I've tried many a doctor— as many as any young man, and still have endless sores, and I 

imagine that worse will 

come. 

We're telling you our whole story, so give us then what we need, not in heaven, but here 

below, for thou art the good keeper of 

thy kingdom most high. 

But you just laugh and listen to us, and we're suffering in this martyrdom from boils, 

chancres, rashes and gout, so much that in the end we must say: 

Thy will be done. 

If we had never had the war, (verse lost), I think that it would be just as good to live 

down here on earth 

as up in heaven. 
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I don't know if this sickness comes finm women. We've done it with some beautiful 

ones: chambermaids, housewives and fine ladies, on benches and on footstools, 

and on earth. 

We have taken such pleasure, with no fear or mishap; but now in spite, poverty, shame 

and pain we eat 

our bread. 

And if it were the quartan fever, it would leave us in peace for two days to catch our 

breath a little. But this lousy pox hates us 

daily. 

If you have any ointment at all with which to heal us quickly, I do most humbly implore 

you that you wait not until tomorrow; 

give us this day. 

Doing harm to no one, give us by thy bounty a good guarantee against death, and with 

much money and good health 

forgive us. 

We have put in expenses for nothing, so great in trying that in truth, if we sold everything 

we have it would be very hard to pay back 

our debts. 

If everyone had this horrible malady, we would not complain at all since everyone would 

suffer 

as we. 
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We're glad to see the ladies, and to give them a good time, but when they're vile and 

awfiil, we don't dare touch them; 

forgive. 

We borrow from the Germans and we don't care, as long as there is money to pay for 

ointment. We will retum what we owe to 

our debtors. 

We make vows to all the saints in order to stay alive, and we make supplications to your 

Son, but our good health, he wants it not, 

and us not. 

Some women are easy and some are hard to get, and most like making love, but we ask 

you that the pretty ones you 

lead into temptation. 

Some of them are poxy, or at the very least, they're gouty. I beg of you, don't put us in 

the hands of any of the mangy ones, but 

deliver us from evil. 

We pray that you deliver us and keep a place for us in heaven, and from this world 

deliver us, and let us be no longer here. 

Amen. 

6. Ballad of Syphilis 

Like a man who was lovestruck and out of his mind, languishing and given over to 

nature, all laid up from the pain that I feel from a mishap that befell me, taken in the heat 
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of an unclosing hole. I took a turn which was dirty and filthy, and in doing so I strayed, 

and for this misdeed a hundred times a day I wish I were dead. 

I ought to be (desfoys) five hundred times, like a nasty fellow full of horrible ugliness, for 

I know I was out of my mind when I committed such a great error, whose pain I must 

endlessly endure. And Fm so tired, and so close to the edge; knowing my punishment is 

so rigorous, a hundred times a day I wish I were dead. 

I'd rather die a hundred times over or be burned like incense than to live in such filth. I'm 

more of a martyr than the Holy Innocents, for these greasy quacks have mbbed me down 

with their greasy ointments at every joint, and have made my mouth so hot, for they keep 

me more slathered than a blackberry— and heated up my mouth so very much, that I wish 

for my death a hundred times a day. 

Judge, seeing my body wasting away, my arms and legs full of biting gout, all I wish for 

is to be in some cofiBn; a hundred times a day I wish I were dead. 

7. A Round about Syphilis 

Beware of the perilous chasm and the dangerous passage. Don't be crazy about going in 

there, for fear you'll pick up syphilis; it's a highly contagious sickness. 

It's in a very shadowy, low, dark and impetuous place. So watch out that you not get 

badly screwed up; beware of the perilous chasm. 

I don't know how a man could want to do this or go out of his way for it, seeing how it's 

a crazy act. All I have to lose are my words, but he who seeks to be happy, let him 

beware of the perilous chasm! 
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8. A Round about Syphilis 

Watch out for the pernicious hole which ruins so many people and makes them crazy, 

by giving them chancres, pox and other contagious illnesses. 

Good food and wine are better than such passion. Watch out for the pernicious hole 

which ruins so many people and makes them crazy. 

If you're one of those fim-loving people who studies the lessons of Love, don't take what 

I'm telling you as a sermon, but rather take heed of my advice at all times. Watch out for 

the pernicious hole which ruins so many people and makes them crazy. 

9. A Round about Syphilis 

Don't fnsk around in places you don't know, impulsive young lovers in heat. Don't just 

go jumping in without having seen it up close. 

If you've held it in your hand and it's no good, then let it go! Don't frisk around in places 

you don't know! 

The time has now come that many people are quite surprised to be gouty and poxy: 

It's a terrible thing that's happened. Don't frisk around in places you don't know. 

10. Another Round 

For a dirty, filthy, stinking hole, where many a man has left his mark, every day people 

give me a hard time. Let them bum with St. Anthony's fire! I've paid too much attention 
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to love. 

What a crazy creature I am to put my life in Jeopardy by carousing with such a slut, for a 

dirty filthy, stinking hole. 

Although I know the nature of whores and what they feed upon, and her crack in 

particular, which takes pleasure fix>m so many places, nevertheless I must endure, for a 

dirty, filthy, stinking hole. 

11. Another Triollet of a Syphilitic 

Damn syphilis to five himdred devils! And the vessel where I got it. I don't have a tooth 

that's not loose or crumbling; damn syphilis to five hundred devils. The gout is killing me 

and making me crazy; I'm all covered with pustules. Danm syphilis to five hundred 

devils! And the vessel where I got it. 

12. The Ballad of the Great Pox 

All ye Pleasant, handsome, gallant young men, take heed, mend your ways. Be wary of 

holes for they are dangerous. You gentlemen, townsmen and lawyers who spend all your 

money on feasting, fim and games, know what it means to be in love and put it into your 

operating procedure, for hanging around too much in dark places is what engendered this 

Great Pox. 

Make love wisely in moderation. When it comes time to satisfy your appetite, make sure 

you see clearly. Leave cares aside and rather take solace, and never tire of taking joy in 

acquiring the virtue of a good name. Don't hang around with people with sores nor 
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unhappy people with unruly passions, for by sticking your lance in any old hole, that's 

what engendered this Great Pox. 

Go out with Pretty young things who are dressed in finery, but take care not to climb on 

without a candle. Don't be at all ashamed: go under the clothes, toss them aside, look 

high and low, and only afterward take all your pleasure. Do as adventurous people do, as 

lots of gossipers say; "leam your lesson without going to school". For it was subtle and 

sneaky Lombards that engendered this Great Pox. 

Judge, know that Job was virtuous, but also had scabs from the pox; we pray to him to 

watch over and console us. To punish promiscuous carousers, that is how this Great Pox 

was engendered. 

And, to be &ank about it, the danger is lodging in holes. 
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